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PREFACE AND I-VALUATION

The process of take-off and landing is inherent in all llight operations, but it has been treated, generally, as a
necessary subset of the primary mission application. l7or some years attention to the take-off and landing phase
has focused on VTOL and V/STOL operations. Not since 1963 had the Right Mechanics Panel explicitly addressed
the subject of landing or take-off of conventional aircraft. Consequently) the Panel felt it woidd be useful to take
a fresh look at the problem area, particularly at the tradeoffs involved in design and operations important to the
process of take-off and landing and of specific interest to the flight mechanics disciplines and concerns.
The operational functions involved in take-off and landing are a demanding combination of technology and
human skills. Increasingly, the optimization of this operation is impacting total mission performance. Whatever
function is to be performed, whether weapon delivery, aerial combat, logistics support or civil airlift, the importance
of improving the qualities of the approach and landing manoeuvre is clear. For the most part take-off is not a
problem. Only for a short period of climb-out are the constraints significant and even there the options for solutions
are available. However, in the landing manoeuvre the fundamental concern for safety in the transition from steady
airborne operation to a satisfactory landing continues to present a challenge. To this we now add the concern for
effective utilization of the terminal facilities, the impact of operations on the environment, the imposition of
"presence" on the neighbors of the airport and the unpredictable phenomena associated with more operations in a
smaller airspace. All of these considerations can occur in a variety of atmospheric conditions.
The Flight Mechanics Panel has a role in giving thorough consideration to trades involved in the application of
fundamental design disciplines. The Panel is concerned with understanding the factors which influence system
options and which promote harmony between the vehicle and the operator. This Symposium offered the opportunity
to develop a beneficial exchange of views.
The Symposium did not surface any new topics but it highlighted some points quite clearly and called for
alertness to new opportunities, as follows:
The precision with which an aircraft llight path can be controlled under unfavorable conditions is
extremely important. Encouragement was given in the new control technologies.
Direct lift control (DLC) and direct side force control (DSFC) provide significant alternatives in permitting
precise corrections at very low altitudes. These concepts offer promise of substantial improvement in the
pilot's ability to make corrections.
The desire to incorporate such control techniques to reduce airspace use and help accomplish steeper
approach paths is clearly apparent; it is envisioned that special systems are needed to reduce pilot workload.
The need for steeper approaches and new techniques for reducing noise exposure near the terminal area,
or vulnerability to hostile action outside the airfield, was addressed by several techniques which deserve
continued exploitation, including two-segment, continuously decelerating and low power dynamic
approaches.
Pilot workload, stress levels and the need for "natural' cues brought forth considerable discussion on the
need for better displays.
The incorporation of DLC and other configuration variables specifically for improved landing performance
was cited as appropriate for control configured vehicle (CCV) designs.
For designs which do not lend themselves to fully automated landing systems the man/machine
relationship and pilot workload were noted to be very important; the life scientist (psychologist) and the
pilot should be brought more completely into the design process.
With or without the fully automatic mechanization the fundamental techniques ol control harmonization,
direct force systems, improved operational techniques, and more predictable pilotage commands will
continue to challenge llight mechanics research.
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HIGH-LIFT AERODYNAMICS - TRENDS, TRADES, AND OPTIONS
Richard J. Margason
Aeronautical Engineer
and
Harry L. Morgan, Jr.
Aeronautical Engineer
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, 23665, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Throughout the history of aviation, there has been a steady trend toward the utilization of higher
maximum lift coefficient as aircraft size and cruise velocities have increased. These trends have generated a need for trades betveen cruise performance and take-off, climb, and landing performance. Through
the years, the application of high-lift technology to new aircraft developments has been led by windtunnel research.
In an effort to Improve methods for development of high-lift capabiltles, theoretlc.il methods for the
analysis of the two-dimensional characteristics of flap systems have been described and compared with
experimental data. The need to extend these methods to adequately describe flow separation effects has
been noted. Further, methods for three-dimensional analysis have also been described.
At the present time, operational airplanes have utilized most of the mechanical-flap developments
demonstrated in wind tunnels. Further increases in maximum lift coefficient will require the utilization
of engine thrust for powered lift. Four powered-llft concepts have been described to outline some of the
options currently being developed. Two Jet-flap theories have been described which provide analytical
methods for estimation of the three-dimensional aerodynamic high-lift performance characteristics of
powered-llft systems. While these latter methods provide a useful beginning, further refinement is needed
to make them useful for estimating powered-llft performance.
SYMBOLS
b

wing span, m (ft)

c

wing chord, m (ft)

^d

section-drag coefficient. Section drag/(qc)

H

section-lift coefficient. Section lift/(qc)

c

m

section pitchlng-moment coefficient, Section pitching moment/(qc)

C

P

pressure coefficient, (Piocai - p)/q

CD

drag coefficient, Drag/(qS)

CL

lift coefficient, Llft/(qS)

L,max
Cm

pitchlng-moment coefficient, Pitching moment/(qSc)

CN

normal-force coefficient. Normal force/(qS)

C

thrust coefficient, Thrust/(qS)

q

dynamic pressure, N/m

u

2

(lbf/ft )
(lbf/ft2)

p

static pressure, N/m

s

wing area, m^ (ft2)

T

thrust, N (lb)

V

velocity, knots

W

aircraft weight, N (lb)

x,z

airfoil abscissa, ordlnate, cm (In.)

a

angle of attack, deg

6

flap deflection, deg

e

Jet-deflection angle with respect to the wing chord plane, deg

f

■—-■■

maximum lift coefficient
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Requirements of high-performance aircraft dictate a variety of lifting conditions throughout the
flight regime (Ref. 1). In cruise, there Is a requirement for good efficiency (high llft-to-drag ratio)
or for high-speed capabilities (increased wing sweep and/or thinner airfoils). During take-off, the highlift coefficient which is required to reduce the take-off velocity (shorter ground run) is constrained by
the need for high llft-to-drag ratios to permit adequate climb. During approach and landing, considerably
higher lift coefficients are often needed to reduce approach speeds and the resultant landing ground roll.
These many requirements have, through the years (Fig. 1), been satisfied by Increased maximum lift
coefficients for take-off, climb, and landing operations on new high-performance airplanes (Ref. 2).
These Increases have been made possible by wind-tunnel developments. During most of this time (Fig. 2),
these high-lift developments have utilized flaps for high trailing-edge camber; and, in many cases where
the leading edge is loaded, additional leading-edge camber is needed. These high-camber shapes have been
achieved using multiple-element trailing-adge flaps and leading-edge slats.
Using the definition of lift coefficient

Iv % ^/üZü , it is noted in Figure 3 that the airplane

minimum flight velocity is proportional to the square root of the ratio of wing loading divided by maximum lift coefficient. Most of the current aircraft operate at approach lift coefficients of 1.5 to 1.8.
As high-performance aircraft are developed for higher wing loadings, the present approach speeds and
resultant field lengths can only be maintained through the use of higher maximum lift coefficients.
Large lift increases (Fig. 1) art most readily available using higher thrust-to-weight ratios in the form
of powered lift (Ref. 3).
The primary purpose o.f this paper will be to review the recent developments in the design of highlift devices and estlmai..ou >f their performance characteristics. First, two different two-dimensional
computational methods will be described for application to airfoils and to multiple-element high-lift
flfips. Then, results of these methods will be related to three-dimensional wing planforms. Finally,
some nethods for analyzing three-dimensional powered-lift concepts will be discussed.
2.

2.1

TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Vircoub-flow, high-lift flap analytical methods

The essential elements of the NASA/Lockheed-Georgia two-dimensional high-lift flap computer program
(Ref. 4) are shown in Figure 4. Depicted by the sketch in the figure is a single-slotted flap having
flow around the two airfoil elements and through the slot forward of the flap. The first step in computing the single-slotted flap characteristics is to obtain the potential-flow solution for the flow
around each of the airfoil elements in proximity of the other. From the data obtained, the basic boundary
layer for eafh airfoil element is computed and combined with results from the slot-flow analysis to obtain
the confluent boundary layer over the downstre.im element, which is the flow interaction between the basic
airfoil shape to produce a new equivalent airfoil shape. The normal and axial forces and the pitching
moment are computed by integrating the pressure-distribution data. This procedure is repeated until a
convergence in the value of normal force is obtained. It has been found that the results from this twodimensional program agree well with availaLle two-dimensional data on flapped airfoils.
An application of the NASA/Lockheed-Georgia program is shown in Figure 5 and reported in Reference 5.
The experimental data were obtained from Reference 6 from a gap optimization investigation using a singleslotted flap having a 10° drooped nose and a flap deflection of 30°. The flap was moved with respect to
the airfoil in order to vary the gap as is indicated in the sketch. The two-dimensional lift coefficient
is presented as a function of the flap gap in percent of the basic wing chord. The symbols indicate the
experimental data at an angle of attack of 0°. This angle of attack was selected for the comparison
because the analytical prediction cannot account for separation effects and is only valid up to that point
where separation occurs on the wing. The analytical results obtained from the method of Reference 4 are
shown by two curves; the inviscid prediction from potential flow is shown as the solid curve and the
viscous prediction as the dashed curve. The inviscid prediction does not give an optimum gap setting;
rather it indicates that the maximum lift for this flap configuration at 0° angle of attack would occur
for zero gap, which is not in agreement with previous experience. The viscous prediction indicates that
the optimum gap is about 2 percent c, which is in agreement with the experimental data. This prediction
shows promise that the analytical procedures will provide valuable guidance in optimizing flap
configurations.
An additional correlation of program results with experimentally derived data is provided in Figure 6. The three-element NACA 23012 airfoil (Ref. 7) used here is composed of a leading-edge slat plus a
single-slotted trailing-edge flap. The correlation for the normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients
(Fig. 6(a)) shows good agreement between the viscous theory and the experimental data in the range of
angle of attack where there is no flow separation apparent. As noted in the reference source, the force
data are corrected for tunnel wall effects in such a direction as to reduce the overall pressure level.
The pressure data remain in an uncorrected form (Fig. 6(b)). If such a correction were made, it probably
would account for the minor difference shown in the two pressure distributions. These data can be considered fairly typical of the correlations currently obtained by the present method as well as by the
methods described in References 8 and 9. These comparisons definitely illustrate the need to Improve the
present methods to properly account for flow separation. In addition, it should be noted that there are
very few two-dimensional high-lift slotted-flap airfoil pressure data available for comparison with these
theories.
2.2

Inviscid. inverse airfoil design method

Another analytical method fjr airfoil design has been defined in References 10 and 11 to obtain high
maximum lift coefficients for single- or multiple-element airfoils. This method is useful for design of
leading-edge slats and/or trailing-edge flap elements. The method first determines the separation-free
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pressure distribution at maximum lift and, then, based on this pressure distribution, determines the airfoil coordinates for an incompressible-lnviscid flow. The resultant airfoil is then evaluated in the
NASA/Locklieed-Ceorgla two-dimensional high-lift flap program to determine the effects of viscosity on the
design pressure distributions. A comparison of theory and experiment from Reference 12 is presented in
Figure 7 for angles of attack of 3.A" and 12.2". These results are typical of those observed over this
range of angles of attack. The agreement between the theory and experiment is good except for the pressures measured at an angle of attack of 3.4° on the lower surface near the leading edge where the experimental data indicate the formation of a separation bubble with downstream reattachment of the flow.
3.

THRBB-BIMEN810NAL ANALYSIS

Current subsonic three-dimensional analytical methods are usually based on potential methods and are
suitable only for inviscid flow. At the present time, solutions for viscous three-dimensional flow are
not available even though there is research under way to develop three-dimensional boundary-layer methods
suitable for wings. However, an empirical method is presented which can be used tu estimate stall characteristics of straight-wing aircraft.
As an illustration of present three-dimensional analytic al methods, two procedures will be used with
data obtained from tests of a general aviation configuration (Fig. 8) which utilized a recently developed
airfoil. This configuration had an unswept, untapered, aspec t-ratio-9.0 wing with 2° of washout at the
tips. The airfoil and its section characteristics are presen ted in Figure 9. The correlation of the twodimensional pressure distributions obtained from theory (Ref 4) and experiment (Ref. 13) at an angle of
attack of 4.17° is presented in Figure 9(a). The same excell ent agreement (Fig. 9(b)) between experimental
and theoretical two-dimensional lift, drag, and pitching mome nt was obtained for the .ngles of attack where
tralllng-edge boundary-layer separation was not present. The three-dimensional experimental data (Ref. 14)
are presented in Figure 10 along with results from two three-idimensional analytical methods (Refs. 15
and 16).
One analytical method (Ref. 16) utilizes a vortex-lattice (see lower right portion of Fig. 10) which
is paneled on a planar surface with zero thickness to represent the wing-body configuration. The method
represents a simple extension of lifting-line theory and requires very little computer storage or time for
its solution. The solid curve on Figure 10 shows excellent agreement in the range of angle of attack
having a linear lift-curve slope (unseparated flow). The drag coefficient due to lift was computed and
found to agree well with the experimental data when it was combined with the experimental profile-drag
coefficient obtained at zero lift coefficient. Analytical methods are available to estimate profile drag;
however, they were not used for this correlation. The pitching-moment coefficient correlation is not
particularly good.
A more sophisticated three-dimensional method (Ref. 15) adds source panels on the surface of the wing
and body to represent thickness while leaving a modified vortex lattice on the wing chord plane. Using
this method (see dashed curve in Fig. 10), there is a modest overprediction of lift coefficient at a given
angle of attack, even though the linear port'^n of the lift-curve slope shows excellent agreement. For
drag and pitching-moment coefficients, the slopes are predicted accurately, even though the levels are
somewhat low.
Evaluation of these results indicates that the addition of thickness to an inviscid method causes an
overprediction of lift coefficient. Experience with the previously discussed two-dimensional viscous
method Indicates that this overprediction would be corrected by the addition of a viscous boundary-layer
representation which would reduce the effective wing camber near the trailing edge. This effect would
reduce lift coefficient and increase pitching-moment coefficient. Another deficiency is that neither
method gives any indication of flow separation. Again, this requires development of adequate threedimensional boundary-layer methods.
At the present time, there is an empirical method available (Ref. 17) for estimating the characteristics of straight-wing aircraft approaching stall. These characteristics are obtained with a computer
program which utilizes lifting-line theory and available data for the wing section characteristics. The
effectiveness of this method is illustrated in Figure 11 for the previously described general aviation
configuration (Fig. 8) where both theoretical and experimental two-dimensional input data were used. While
there were minor differences between the sets of section input data for drag and pitching-moment coefficients, the differences in lift coefficient were more striking. The poor results obtained using the
theoretical two-dimensional data, which did not account for separation effects, are quite apparent. In
contrast, the good agreement obtained using the experimental two-dlmens;'.onal data indicates the importance
of an accurate representation of the stall characteristics for the utilization of the method of Reference 17.
The analytical method outlined in Reference 17 computes the wing, not wing-body, pitching moment. To
obtain the wing-body pitching moment presented in Figure 11, the computed wing pitching moment and the
experimentally measured body pitching moment were summed.
4.
4.1

POWERED-LIFT AERODYNAMICS
Effect of high lift on landing performance

Some information on the landing performance of high-lift systems is presented in Figure 12. The variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack for two types of high-lift systems is shown on the left-hand
plot of Figure 12. The botton; curve represents the present state of the art for mechanical flaps, and the
top curve is for the same mechanical flaps with discrete leading-edge blowing. Mechanical flap systems
can attain maximum lift coefficients as high as 3.5. With this level of maximum lift coefficient, the
maximum usable lift coefficient of approximately 2.0 (indicated by the circle symbols) can be maintained
in the landing approach. The calculated usable lift was based on the present-day rules for civil transports which use a 1.3 speed margin between the stall speed (maximum lift capability) and the approach
speed. The right-hand plot of Figure 12 presents the variation of lift coefficient with velocity for wing
loadings of 3.83 kN/m2 (80 lb/ft2) and 5.75 kN/m2 (120 lb/ft2). Also given in this plot is the field
length that goes with the velocities when they are considered to be approach velocities. It can be seen
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from the data that, for u lift coefficient of 2.0 In the approach as Indicated for the mechanl'-al flap, the
level flight approach speed Is In the neighborhood of 138 knots with a corresponding field length greater
than 1.5 km (5000 ft) for a wing loading of 5.75 kN/m2 (120 lb/ft2).
Howeve', If this same lift capability
is used on an airplane with a low wing loading, such as 3.83 kN/m2 (80 lb/ft2), the approach speed can be
reduced to about 115 knots and field length can be reduced to about 1.2 km (A000 ft). If leading-edge
blowing or discrete boundary-layer control is used at the leading edge of a mechanical-flap system In such
a way that it is not appreciably affected by the engine power level and if the present ground rules for
speed margins apply, an approach lift coefficient of 2.5 and the higher wing-loading field length of
1.2 km (4000 ft) can be attained.
For the lower wing loading, the speed can be reduced to about 90 knots
with a corresponding reduction in field length to 0.80 km (2500 ft).
If performance levels much higher
than that shown for the flaps plus leading-edge blowing are desired, use of powered lift will be required.
4.2

Powered-llft concepts

Powered-lift concepts develop circulation lift that is proportional to the installed thrust-weight
ratio of the aircraft and depend on the efflux irom the power source to develop a large portion of this
additional lift.
Some high-lift concepts that might be considered are shown in Figure 13. The high-lift
configurations shown in the upper portion of Figure 13 have internally blown flap systems in which air is
taken from the engines and ducted through the wing and out to slots across the wing span. These configurations require that the engines have a relatively high pressure ratio to pump air efficiently through
these ducts. The sketch at the upper right of Figure 13 shows a conventional jet flap which could be
Installed on such an airplane for which this ducted air is blown out of slots over a simple trilling-edge
flap system.
A considerable Increase in lift capability of conventional transport configurations can be
obtained with the jet flap.
An augmentor-wlng, high-lift system which also might be used on this airplane
Is Illustrated at the upper left of Figure 13. This augmentor wing not only uses the air that is blown
out of the slot, but the flap Itself is essentially an ejector which entrains some of the free-stream air
Into the flap system to augment the jet thrust. With this augmentation, the efficiency of the flap is
improved at very low speeds; however, the mechanical complexity is Increased.
Systems that depend on the external flow of the efflux from the wing are shown in the middle portion
of Figure 13.
This type of system takes advantage of very high-bypass-ratio engines that have low noise
levels and represent simple applications of the jet-flap principle. The sketch at the middle left of
Figure 13 shows an externally blown flap system with a double-slotted flap which is deflected behind the
engine so that the air flows through the slots and induces circulation lift over the wing. Another
externally blown flap concept is shown at the middle right of Figure 13 where the engine nacelle is
mounted on the wing upper surface, and its efflux blows over the flaps as a thick Coanda jet across a
portion of the wing span. This concept utilizes the wing to shield the ground from direct engine-exhaust
noise so that a lower flyover-noise level is possible.

4.3

Powered-lift analysis

Almost all of the development of these powered-llft concepts have been based on wind-tunnel research
which has achieved the maximum lift coefficients illustrated in Figure 1. Recently, several efforts were
undertaken to develop analytical methods for the analysis of powered-lift aerodynamic performance. For
these methods, Spe-nce's two-dimensional jet-flap theory (Ref. 18) has been extended to three dimensions
(Refs. 19 and 20). A comparison of experimental data (Ref. 21) with calculated results using the method
developed by Lissaman (Ref. 19) is presented in Figure 14. Other comparisons are presented in Reference 22. One application (Fig. 15) of particular Interest Involved an externally blown flap configuration whose experimental performance was calculated by the theories. For input to these computations,
detailed measurements of the mixed free stream and propulsion flow at the wing trailing edge were made
with a three-velocity-component hot-film anemometer. As described in detail in Reference 22, these
velocities were integrated to provide the experimental variations of momentum and deflection as a function of spanwise location. These data were then used in the methods of References 19 and 20 to calculate
the lift coefficient performance. These results (Fig. 15) indicate that significant progress is being
made to predict the performance of powered-lift concepts. This work also demonstrates that further
development of the methods is needed to define how the propulsion flow Interacts with the free stream
between the engine exit and the wing trailing edge to analytically determine its traillng-edge momentum
and deflection angle.
5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has shown that throughout the history of aviation there has been a steady trend toward
the utilization of higher maximum lift coefficients as aircraft size and cruise velocities have increased,
As a direct result, the wi ng loading (W/S) and the thrust-weight ratio (T/W) have increased. These trends
have generated a need for trades between cruise performance and take-off, climb, and landing performance,
Through the years, the app lication of high-lift technology to new aircraft developments has been led by
wind-tunnel research. In an effort to further improve high-lift capabilities, theoretical methods for
optimization of multlple-e lenient f Lap sjjtems are being developed. The theoretical methods for the
analysis of the two-dimens ional characteristics of flap systems have been described and compared with
experimental data. The ne ed to extend these methods to adequately describe flow-separation effects has
been noted. Further, methods for three-dimensional analysis have also been described.
At the present time, operational airplanes have utilized most of the mechanical-flap developments
demonstrated in wind tunnels. Further increases in maximum lift coefficient will require the utilization of engine thrust for powered lift. Four powered-llft concepts have been described to outline some
of the options currently being developed. Two jet-flap theories have been described which provide
analytical methods for estimation of the three-dimensional aerodynamic high-lift performance characteristics of powered-llft systems. While these latter methods provide a useful beginning, further refinement is needed to make them useful for estimating powered-llft performance.
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COMPATIBILITY OF TAKE-OFF AND LANDING WITH MISSION
AND MANOEUVRE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
by
Dieter REICH and Josef WIMBAUER
Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH
Unternehmensbereich Flugzeuge
8 München 80
Postfach 80 11 60
Germany

SUMMARY
By means of an aircraft synthesis programme the effect of engine cycle, thrust to weight ratio,
and wing parameter combination on field and flight performance has been investigated.
Using different lift systems and ground deceleration devices the conditions are shown under which a
matching of flight and field performance is economically leasable.
INTRODUCTION
There are two major operational tasks for fighter aircraft. Each of them require various,
sometimes contradicting capabilities:Payload/Range performance is essential for Close Air Support/
Interdiction type missions, manoeuverability is required for Air Superiority/Air Defence tasks. A
summary of parameters which effect mission, manoeuvre,and field performance is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

RANGE OF VARIATION

Wing loading and thrust to weight ratio affect most frequently aircraft performance. A high wing loading, for example, penalizes take-off and landing performance, on the other hand it is beneficial to cruise
performance. A high thrust to weight ratio is favourable for take-off and manoeuvre performance. Due
to lower power setting, however, high thrust to weight ratios penalize payload/range performance rather
severely. Other parameters such as aspect ratio, wing sweep, engine cycle etc. have similar effects
on field and flight performance. Since all these parameters influence not only aircraft performance but
aircraft weight at the same time, the effect must be investigated simultaneously. This can be done most
efficiently and most consistently by means of an aircraft synthesis programme (Ref. 1).
1. RANGE OF VARIATION
For three different engine/intake configurations thrust to weight rat: 3 and wing loading were
varied. Each combination represents an aircraft designed to meet a specified mission radius. Plain
flaps and an alternate aspect ratio/wing sweep combination were investigated for the high bypass ratio
engine/pitot intake configuration only (Fig. 2). All landing distances were computed using different
ground deceleration devices. In additionjalternate mission performance has been calculated based on a
low altitude mission profile.
2. GROUND RULES AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Base Design
All aircraft synthesized for this study are considered to be derivatives from one base design
shown in Fig. 3. This configuration is a single seat, fixed wing, supersonic fighter in the 20 000 LBweight-class. A moderate wing loading and an appropriate choice of wing and intake location guarantee
weapon cariing capability and good manoeuverability. There were no high speed manoeuvering devices
built in. The aircraft synthesis takes into account all primary and secondary scaling effects and represents adequately the preliminary design process with all the major disciplines involved.
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Engine Performance
In order to show the effect of engine cycle)two engines of the same state of technology were
compared: a high bypass ratio (BPR = 1.3), high compression ratio engine and a low bypass ratio engine (BPR = , 3), low compression ratio engine. The high BPR-engine was designed for low fuel consumption at max. dry thrust setting and high subsonic Mach numbers. The low BPR, low compression
ratio engine was designed for low specific fuel consumption at max. reheat condition and supersonic
Mach numbers. Some characteristic performance data are presented in Fig. 4 . All data are installed values, assuming a variable double wedge intake for both engines. In comparison,data for the high
BPR/pitot intake combination are shown.
Manoeuver ability
There are several possibilities to describe or measure manoei'verability performance. For
a high speed interceptor one would measure manoeuverability at low g-conditions in terms of climb
acceleration time or specific excess power (Fig. 5). For air superiority fighters operating at high subsonic speeds, specific excess power at low and high load factors is an appropriate measure for manoeuverability. For self defence capability,maximum load factor or maximum turn rate respectively seems
to be a good measure for manoeuvre performance (Ref. 2). In this study manoeuverability is defined
in terms of specific excess power (as shown in Fig. 5) at specified Mach number, altitude,and load
factor conditions.
LANDING
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Fig. 5

SPECIFIC EXCESS POWER

Fig. 6

AND ENERGY HEIGHT

TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
GROUND RULES

Take-off and Landing
Fig. 6 summarizes the ground rules and basic assumptions used for take-off and landing calculation. It has to be noted that take-off distances are computed using a take-off weight which is 30 percent higher than the take-off gross weight for the design mission described below. This is to account
for off-design operational payload carriing capability. In addition, it has to be mentioned that the terms
wing loading and thrust to weight ratio used in this study are based on design mission take-off gross
weight and not on the 30 percent overload condition.
Mission Profiles
Fig. 7 describes design mission and alternate mission profiles. The design mission was used
to determine the amount of internal fuel. It is an air superiority type profile which contains elements
of loiter, optimum cruise,and combat manoeuvering with maximum reheat. In order to account for the
difference in combat performance of aircraft with different thrust to weight ratios,a gain of energy height
was used instead of a fixed combat time requirement (Fig. 5) to estimate combat fuel allowance (Ref. 3).
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Fig. 7

MISSION PROFILES

Missiles are on during the whole mission.

3. ASYMPTOTIC THRUST TO WEIGHT RATIO
Wing loading and thrust to weight - as mentioned earlier - are the driving parameters with respect to vehicle performance and size. It could be expected, as indicated in Ref. 2, that there is a feasibility limit for extreme combinations of thrust to weight ratio and wing loading. Fig. 8 shows three
diagrams where take-off gross weight is plotted against thrust to weight ratio for two extreme wing
loadings. Each curve represents a serie of aircraft, designed for a mission radius of 150 n.m., for
which the take-off gross weight is given as a function of thrust to weight ratio and wing loading. The
first two diagrams differ by the selection of sweep angle and aspect ratio while wing taper ratio is
held constant. Due to a higher structural weight for higher aspect ratio wings, take-off gross weight
shows a stronger progressiveness especially for the lower wing loadings. A design iteration divergence
can be expected at a thrust to weight ratio of about 1. 6. For the low bypass ratio, low compression
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Fig. 9

AND WING LOADING LIMITS

ASYMPTOTIC THRUST/WEIGHT RATIO
VERSUS MISSION RADIUS

ratio engine asymptotic thrust to weight ratios can be assumed at about 1.0 for the low wing loading,
and 1. 3 for the high wing loading. The main reason for the low asymptotic thrust to weight ratios in
the latter case is the fact that for higher thrust to weight ratios the power setting during cruise flight
becomes rather low.thus specific fuel consumption increases more rapidely compared with the high
bypass ratio engine (Fig. 4). The penalizing effect is quite significant at high thrust to weight ratios.
As shown in Fig. 9 a similar problem arises when the design mission radius is increased,
4. PERFORMAMCE COMPATIBILITY
Any combination of wing loading and thrust to weight ratio stands for one aircraft design as
shown in the previous figures. When substituting thrust to weight ratio by vehicle flight and field performance - which can be achieved with this thrust to weight ratio at a specified wing loading and take-off
gross weight - a diagram as presented in Fig, 10, can be drawn. It shows in a schematic manner takeoff gross weight as a function of wing loading for any combination of flight and field performance requirements. There is one line, for example, representing a subsonic high load factor turn requirements in
terms of specific excess power at a specified Mach number, altitude, and load-factor condition, going
from the upper right to the lower left corner of the diagram. This tendency indicates, that for high load
factors (which means high lift coefficient and high induced drag) the use of a larger wing (lower wing
loading) in spite of its higher structural weight results in a lower take-off gross weight. On the other
hand a vehicle which is designed for a low load factor supersonic requirement benefits from a higher
wing loading (smaller wing) because of the smaller zero lift drag (wave drag), A third line, designated
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Fig. 10

MATCHING (SCHEMATIC)
Fig, II

FLAP SYSTEM - DECELERATION
DEVICES EFFECTIVENESS

as "minimum-weight-field-performance" is a curve, connecting values of different field performance
which can be achieved at minimum take-off gross weight. The upper part of the curve combines merely
the points where take-off and landing distances are equal. The lower part of the "minimum-weightfield-length" curve represents the field length, where take-off does not match landing distance, because
minimum weight for a given take-off distance is achieved at a wing loading smaller than required for
matching field performance.
Performance matching is achieved at ar intdrsection of at least two requirement lines. For
example: subsonic turn performance matches supersonic dash performance at A, subsonic turn requirement matches "minimum weight field length" at B. There is, however, no compatibility of supersonic
dash performance and "minimum weight field length".
Fig. 1 1 shows the effect of high lift and ground deceleration devices on achievable field length
and take-off gross weight. The solid lines indicate "minimum weight field lengths" for different deceleration devices. It can be seen how each of the different deceleration devices has its own area of application; so does the thrus.. reverser at low wing loadings (low approach speeds), the drag chute at moderate wing loadings, and brakes only at high wing loadings.
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Fig. 12 presents the principles of matching for a sample set ol requirements.

These are:

a) 2000 FT field length,
b) SEP = 200 FT/i at Mach = . 7, Alt. = 10 000 FT, Load factor = S. ,
c) SEP = 1 100 FT/S at Mach a . 9, Alt. = Sea level. Load factor = 1,
It happens that all requirements size the aircraft simultaneously (left diagram). Utilizing the
lighter plain flap lift system, the lack of lift is compensated by a reduction in wing loading, the Mach
= . 7 turn performance requirement is exceeded, the take-off gross weight, however, higher than for the
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previous case. Switching to a higher aspect ratio the minimum weight is achieved at a higher wing loading (due to better flap efficiency) compared with the first case. The take-off gross weight, however, increases because of a structural weight penalty for the higher aspect ratio wing.
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A trade between subsonic and supersonic manoeuvre capability is shown in Fig. 13 for two different intakes. The minimum take-off gross weight to meet a Mach = , 7 subsonic and a Mach =1.6
supersonic turn requirement is achieved at a lower wing loading for the double wedge intake than for
a pilot intake aircraft. Take-off gross weight,however,is still higher because the weight penalty for
a double wedge intake offsets the advantage of better supersonic performance.
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The effect of engine characteristics is shown in Fig. 14 . To maintain the same performance
levels, take-off gross weights for the low BPR-engine are much higher and more sensitive to a change
in wir g loading than the high BPR-engine.
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An indication how alternate miBsion performance is affected by thrust to weight ratio and wing
loading is given in Fig. 15. The strong performance degradation (at constant design mission radius)
with increasing thrust to weight ratio is caused by the fact, that in contrast to the design mission - where
about 40 percent of fuel is consumed during combat - almost the entire alternate mission is flown at a
low power setting, thus penalyzing engine specific fuel consumption signiff.antly.
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Fig. 16 finally, illustrates in two examples the conditions under which a matching of flight and
field performance is feasable. In order to show the effect of the two major parameters in one diagram,
thrust to weight ratio was plotted against wing loading. The left diagram is applicable to double slotted
flaps and slats, the right one is valid for plain flaps. Lines of "minimum weight field length" are shown
for three different ground deceleration devices. Manoeuvre performance is represented by specific
excess power at the following conditions:
a)
b)

M = 1.6,
M = .7,

Alt. = 36 KFT,
Alt. = 10 KFT,

Load factor = 1
Load factor = 4

Neglecting the different slopes between "minimum weight field length" and the lines of constant turn performance, maximuir. manoeuvre performance can be matched with a field length requirement of about
2 000 FT for aircraft using double slotted flaps and thrust reverser. Utilizing plain flaps only.compatibility is achieved for field lengths of about 2 400 FT at a slightly higher thrust to weight ratio.
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5, CONCLUSIONS
Only hi^h bypass ratio, high comprcBsjon ratio cnglnai« and moderate thrust/weight ratios seem to satisfy economically the demand for small field lengths, good manoeuverability (up to Mach numbers of about 2,0), and transportation capability at the same time.
The best combination of thrust to weight ratio and wing loading, for which field and manoeuvre performance can be matched, depends on the maximum lift coefficient provided
by high lift devices. Compatibility for fixed wing aircraft can be achieved at thrust to
weight ratios of about 1.1, when using plain flaps and thrust reverser. Utilizing double
slotted flaps the thrust to weight ratio decreases to about 1,0. For high aspect ratio or
variable geometry aircraft this value would even be lower.
There is an asymptotic thrust to weight ratio for fighter aircraft depending on design mission profile, design mission radius, engine SFC, wing loading,and wing shape. This asymptotic behaviour limits the level of achievable field and manoeuvre performance. Due
to higher SFC' s at lower power settings these limitations become crucial for aircraft using
low bypass ratio, low compression ratio engines.
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CRITtmü GEiJKIUUX POOR U DKFINITION AU DMüLLAGE
ET A L'ATTEIlRI.'JaAOa D'UN AVION NON LIMITE EN PORTANCß
par
C. PMUOATTI, Inf^nieür,
Direction des Etudes Toulouse,
AEUOaPATIALE, J16 route de Dayonne
31 055 T0UL0U3E GED13X - FRANCf:.
et
T. MARKHAM, Ingenieur,
Bureau A^rodynamique
Britia' Aircraft Corporation
Pilton Kouae, BRISTOL, ENGLAND.

aOMMAIRE
Nous avons consider^ pour l'exposö ci-aprfes, un avion k voilure ölanoöe "non limite en portanoe".
Nous decrivona d'abord le proceasus qui, k partir d'une nouvelle configuration, a conduit k de nouvelles
caracteristiquea aerodynamiques et h de nouveaux r^glements de Certification, L'optimiaation des caract^ristiques aux basaea viteasea est enauite developpee en prenant l'exempie de CONCORDE.
I . INTRODUCTION
Un grand nombre de facteurs doivent 8tre pris en oompte pour le calcul des performancea ä l'atterriaaage et au decollage d'une nouvelle generation d'aviona de transport ä voilure fiancee, dont lea caract^riatiquea different aensiblement de cellos des aviona aubsoniques actuels.
II est necessaire non seulement de bien connaltre et d1interpreter ces caract^ristiques aerodynamiques
nouvelles tant aur le plan du pilotage que de» performances, mais aussi de s'asturer que l'effet de tout
changement significatif par rapport aox caraot^ristiques classiques est bien refi^t^ dans lea rdglements
de certification. Une fois la configuration gendrale choisie et son effet probable aur les rdglements do
certification deduit, 1'optimiaation des performances pour l'enaemble de la mission pourra alors se poursuivre,
Ce prooessus qui, k partir de formes aerodjnamiquea inhabituelles, a conduit k des caractdristiques adrodynamiquea nouvelles, conduiaant h leur tour k une modification des rdglements et des procddurea d'easaia
en vol, aera ddcrit en prenant l'exempie de CONCORDE.
Les nouveaux reglementa auxquela nous nous refererona aont les rdglements T3S proposes par les Autoritds
de Certification franco-britanniques. Indvitablement les avionneurs estiment que certaines exigences contenuea dana les rdglementa aont trop adveres, et le fait de a'y rdfdrer ne doit pas 8tre considdrd oomme indiquant un accord complet !
2, C0MPARAIS0N EIITRE LE3 CARACTHRI3TIQUE3 AERODYNAMIQUES AUX BAS3E3 VITESSB3 D'UN AVION CLASSIQUE ET D'UN
AVION A VOILURE ELANCES.
Ayant ohoiai une voilure elancee principalement k oauae dea poasibilitds offertea pour 1'optimiaation
des performancea en croisiere supersonique, 11 est ndcesaaire de conaiddrer les diffdrencea qui en ddcoulent aux basses vitessea par rapport k une voilure claasique. Ellea rdaultent direotement du faible allongement de la voilure, qui entratne :
(i) un gradient de portanoe plua faible et une incidence plua dlevee pour une portance donnde. La figure 1
coirpare les deux types d'avion, et l'on peut noter l'absence de ddcrochage claaaique pour l'avion k voilure
elancde.
(ii) La combinaison d'une forte fleche et d'une faible dpaisaeur relative conduit k une separation de l'dcoulement aerodynamique par rapport au profil, le long du bord d'attaque. Bien que oe type d'dcoulement n'apparaisse paa aur une voilure k fleche moderde, il oonstitue une forme stable d'dcoulement aur une voilure dlanode (Figure 2) et, initialement considdrd avec une certaine suapicion, il est maintenant bien aoceptd. La
figure 1 montre le gain de portance qu'il procure par rapport k l'dooulement attachd au profil et la figure 3
montre la degradation qui en resulte dans l'dvolution du moment de tangage.
(iii) La combinaison d'un faible allongement et d'un dcoulement sdpard du profil conduit k une tralnde indu:te
elevde ; la configuration lisse, sans volets, conduit dgalement k une faible tralnde k portance nulle. Ces
deux caracteristiques entratnent une vitesae de finease maximale suffiaamment dlevee pour qu'on soit amend k
utiliser operationnellement l'avion au second rdgime.
Nous examinerons d'abord 1'impact de ces nouvelles oaraotdristiquea adrodynamiques sur le pilotage aux basses
vitesses.
3. EVOLUTION DES CARACTERISTIQUES DE PILOTAGE AUX BASSES VITESSES D'UN AVION A VOILURE ELANCEE.
L'augmentation de 1'incidence se traduit d'abord par une ddgradation progressive de la stabilitd statique longitudinale, ainsi que nous l'avons montre sur la figure 3.
Comme les performances au decollage imposant un centrage aasez arriere, il en rdsulte assez rapidement une
instabilitd longitudinale qu'il est ndcesaaire de corriger ; noua verrons plus loin lea moyena utiliada dans
le oss de l'avion T33 CONCORDE.
- le contröle transveraal ne aubi' pas d'abord de ddgradationa no^ablea quand 1'incidence augmente, la atabilite de route conservant une valeur süffisante ainsi qu'il est indiqud aur la figure 4.
La situation que nous venons de deorire ae degrade toutefoia quand on atteint une incidence plua dlevde ou ae
produiaent des pertes partielles de portance sur les borda de fuite, dues k la ddgdndreacence dea tourbillona
d'apex : il apparalt alors un "pitch up" d'nmplitude limitee (aur CONCORDE, il ae traduit par une variation
de braquage d'dquilibre dea gouvernes d'environ 3 degrds), mais auivi d'une ddgradation de la stabilitd atatique teile qu'elle pourratt conduire k plus long terme k une perte de oontrÖle longitudinal.
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Le contrfile transversal se degrade ägalement par suite nolamment de la perte de stability de route qul
intervient au voisinage de 1'incidence de "pitch up" j il devient difficile, puis impossible, au volant
seul, quand 1'instability de route entralne la divergence du d^rapage, ainsi que I'ont montr^ des essais
sur simulateur.
Nous devons ajouter que l'efficacit^ des difförentes gouvernes rests süffisante pour ^quilibrer statiquement I'avion jusqu'^ des incidences trhs ^levdas (Cf. figure 5), et qu'elle permet des recuperations trha
faciles h des incidences plus moderees, ainsi que I'ont fflontr^ les essais en vol.
11 eat done n^cessaire de limiter le dooaine de vol de l'avioii vers les basses viteases ou les grandes incidences avnnt que n'apparaissent des difficultds de contrfile trop importantes. Ainsi 11 nous a paru raisonnable sur I'avion prototype CONCORDE 001 de ne pas aller dilihiriment jusqu'au "pitch up", bien que des essais sur simulateur aient montrd que le contrfile res tail encore possible au delk. La Vitesse minimale VMXN
peut alors 8tre d6montr6e en vol k facteur de charge unite, et nous oonfondrona dans la suite de 1'expose
les deux concepts de Vitesse minimale ou d'incidence maximale dans les configurations symetriquea de I'avion.
4. CRITSIIE3 D'IDENTIFICATION DE LA VITESSE MINIMALE
Nous allons maintenant examiner les critferes auxquels il est neoeasaire de satisfaire pour 1'identification de cette vitesse minimale, par analogie avoo les avions subsoniques actuals.
Sur ces demiers, certaines limites sont habituellement fournies par un comportement natural : e'est, par example, l'appnrition du buffeting qui Signale la sortie du domaine autorise vers les basses vitasses, at 1'abattde au deoroohage qu; oaracterise la vitesse de ddorochage V3.
3ur un avion k voilure dlancde, il est necessaire de materialiser ces limites par des moyens artificials, s'il
n'existe jusqu'k la vitesse minimale ddmontrea an vol auoun phenomena natural susceptible d'e.'eil]er 1'attantion du pilota.
Outre un systems classique d'avertissement da sortie du domaine autorise, tal qu'un vibreur da manche, un second niveau d'alarma doit 8tra fourni pour 'jatisfaire pleinement aux exigences da certification, Cette alarme inmanquable, calde au voisinage da 1'incidence maximale, doit satisfaire aux objectifs suivants :
- alia doit opdrar suffisamment k 1'avano? par rapport h 1'inoidenoe maximale, dans des conditions dynamiques,
pour permettre k 1'equipage d'observer cette limitation sans habilete exceptionnella et suffisamment pres de
1'incidence maximale pour ne pas 8tre une g8ne durant les operations normales, at certaines manoeuvres d'evitement,
- ella doit 6tre suffisamment puisaanta pour 6tre perjue dans tous les cas,
- eile doit 8tre directive si 1'action corrective k prendre par 1'equipaga n'est pas evidente.
Nous verrons plus loin les solutions retenuas pour I'avion TS3 CONCORDE.
5. MARGES REGLEMEKTAIRE3 ENTRE VJJJJ, ET VITESSE OPSRATIONNELLE A L'APPROCHE.
Les marges suivantas ont ete imposees dans les reglements T3S pour un avion supersonique qui possedarait
k I'apnrocha des caracteristiques de maintien de vitesse comparables a celles des avions subsoniques actuels.
(i) VKIN 1 g ^ V,.,,,_ /l,3, la pouasee affichee etant egale a la poussee necessaire pour maintenir une approehe stabilises
avec un angle da descente stabilise n'excedant pas 5 degres.
(ii) VfjiN 1 5 *• Vgjjp/ 1,25, la poussee affichee n'excedant pas la poussee minimale autorisee pour 1'approche
finale jusqu'en
saui] de piste, Vnvv etant la vitesse minimale autorisee dans la configuration approche
tous moteurs en fonctionnemant.
Cas marges apparaissant conma sensiblament plus severes que calles imposeas aux avions classiques, puisque par
example las reglements BCAR at les conditions specialas franco-allemandes ( A 300 B) admattent une chute de
5 J» de la vitesse entre le debut de l'abattee et 1'instant ou la vitesse minimale est obtanue ; ainsi la plupart des avions subsoniques actuels satisfont k ne reglement avec una marge entre la vitesse minimale demontree en vol moteurs reduits Vj.igc et la vitesse objeotif au aeuil de piste VTT teile qua : Vjl = 1,3 VHSO ^
1,22 VKIH 1 g.
On peut notar en outre qua la poussee necessaire durant touta l'approohe et jusqu'au voisinage du sol, resta
ralativement elevee pour un avion k voilure elanoee et que dans cette configuration da poussee la plus frequents, qui ast cella da l'approohe stabilisee sous 3° de pente, les marges exigees par rapport a la vitesse minimale demontree en vol VMTB 1 g se trouvent encore accrues.
Toutefois, si un standard de maintien de vitesse ameiiore peut Stre denontro (variabilite k 3 ^ au seuil de
piste inferieure k 10 Kts environ), une certains relaxation par rapport aux exigences precedantes est r.dmise :
a la poussee d'approche
(i) VMIN 1 g <c Vnjjj, / 1,25
'Rpp / 1»2
a la poussee reduite.
(ii) Vmu 1 g € V:
Ce standard da maintien da vitesse ameiiore peut 8tre obtenu par 1'utilisation d'une automanette.
Comma il sera vu plus loin, les vitesses au decollage sont moins dimmensionnces par la pilotage que par les
performances.
6. COrJEQUENCES DAKS LA C0KCBPT1OH D3 L»AVION.
A titre d'exemple, nous decrirons ci-apres les solutions retenues pour satisfaire k cas exigences dans le
cas du T33 CONCORDE, ainsi que leur experimentation en vol sur I'avion CONCORDS prototype 001.
6,1. L'instabilite statique naturelle a ete corrigee par un deroulement du trim de profondeur en fonction de
1'incidence qui retablit une stabilite en effort positive (Cf. figure 6). Toutefois, pour des raisons da
securite, il est necessaire de limiter la vitesse de deroulement du trim : ce "trio d'incidence" est done
•insuffisant an cas d'approche dynamique rapide des grandes incidences.
Pour couvrir ce dernier cas et en addition au systems d'augmentation de stabilite utilise dans le domaine
normal, nous avons developpo un superstabilisateur actif aux grandes incidences pour des variations rapides d'assiette ou de vitesse, et dent le schema de principe est represents sur la figure 7. Ce dispositif
pernet de restituer des efforts de manoeuvre corrects aux basses vitesses ; il limite le taux de variation d'incidence k \me valeur teile que, le pilota ayant entame une manoeuvre d'evitament qui entralne le
declenchement de 1'alarme inmanquable k un facteur de charge da I'ordra de 1,5 g en virage k 0 = 45°, il
lui soit possible da recuperar son avion sans habilete exceptionnelle et sans depasser 1'incidence maximale demontree en vol. Cette manoeuvre est an effat consideree comme une manoeuvre enveloppe pour un
avion tel que CONCORDE.
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II convient tie uoter que la plupart dea fonotionnaments intempestifs de ce dispositif n'iiffectent pas
I'avion, ai ce dernier se trouve dans une condition de vol slabills^e et qu'll est prevu une inhibition loro de In rotation au decollage.
.<d. Comme 11 n'y a pas diißradation notable du oontrSle transversal jusqu'a ix i-lAX, lea dispositifs d'aufmontation de stability d^finis dans le domnine normal rostent suffisants : ils oomportent une coordination gauchissament direction qui permet de limiter aux basses viteases la valeur maximale de derapage obtenue lora de manoeuvres en roulis de grande amplitude.
,!>, Avertissementa et nlarmes associ^s aux grandes incidences. HE consistent en :
- un vibreur de manche dont le declenchement est cal^ pav rapport K la limits a\itorisee d'incidence en
utilisation normale,
- une alarme dite "immanquable" constitute par un pulseor de manche (stick-wobbler) k effet direotif,
introduisant des ä-ooupa ä piquer k la frequence de 3 Hz tant que le pilote tire sur le manche et l'onpSchant de depasser la limite absolue d1incidence.
Son declenchement eat commande soit h 1'incidence maximale pour une approohe quasi statique des grnndes
incidences, soit ä \jjie incidence inferieure au COUTB d'une approche dynamique, I'avance introduite i^tant
proportionnelle HU taux de variation d'incidence.
Cette derniere alarme n'est active que si le pilote exerce une action h tirer ; eile est inhibee dea qu'il
exerce une action a piquer, de maniere k ne pas gSner la manoeuvre de recuperation. Son declenchement intempestif n'entralne pas de raouvement de gouverne dans une condition de vol oü I'avion est trimmr' ; eile
eat en outre innibee lora de la rotation au decollage.
.4. Nous traiterons maintenant brievement de l'aspect seourite lit k 1'utilisation de ces "boltes noires" .
Les objectifs ae aeourite h aatiafaire sont fixes de maniere a obtenir un niveau de securite au moina
egal a oelui des avions existants. Pour y satisfaire, on doit s'assurer :
- que leur fonctionnement operationnel eat satisfaisant pour l'ensemble des configurations de I'avion,
- que la plupart des pannes, et en particulier des fonotionnements intempestifs, ne conduisent pas a dea
situations critiques,
- que les pannes ou les combinaisons de pannes qui pourront avoir des conaequences catastrophiques, soient
rendues extremement improbables.
Ces objectifs conditionnent le choix dea principea, ainai que le niveau d'autosurveillance et de redoiidance
a prendre en oompte pour la realisation des systemes.
.5. Experimentation en vol sur CONCORDK prototype 00),
Un total de 11 vols a ete consaor^ par lea conatruoteura tant k 1'exploration quasi statique jusqu'k une
incidence da 23,5°, qu'k 1'experimentation das dispoaitifa pr^c^demmenta decrita. Outre quelquea vols preparatoires, on doit ajouter au total precedent quatre vola d'evaluat-on par les Services Officials franoobritanniques. Ces vols ont permis de confirmer :
- qu'.il n'existe pas d'avertiaaement naturel (buffeting par exemple) dans l'ensemble du dooaine explore,
- que jusqu'a l'incidence maximale explores, la manoeuvrabilite reste excellente at tout particulierement
en tangage, ce qui aaaure des recuperations trcs faciles, sans mSme utiliser toute la course en profondaur
a piquer,
- que la stabilite dynamique reate trea satisfaisnnte jusqu'a l'incidence maximale explort'e, avec lea systemes d'augmentation de stabilite en fonctionnement,
- que la stabilite statique naturelle est franchement negative au centrage arriere, mais que le trim d'incidence restitue une stabilite en efforts positive.
Une legere anomalie nerodynamique se traduisant par une petite disoontinuitö d'equilibre longitudinal associee h une lente divergence da derapage, a ete observee, mais seulemant en associant a ■one incidence voisine da l'incidence maximale un derapage d'au mains 8 degres.
Une incidence maximale de 21 degres etant süffisante pour demontrer les marges reglemantaires par rapport
aux viteases da reference choisies pour I'avion prototype, le declenchement de l'alarme (pulaeur de manche)
a done ete cale a cette valeur en fonctionnement atatique.
L'encieittbla des dispositifs anti hautes incidences procure alors une protection qui a ete reconnue efficace
pa: toutes les Autorit^s de Certification fran?aisas, britanniques et americaines qui I'ont experimentee :
c1 , d'apres le jugement dea pilotes, il s'oppose h toute sortie du domaine normal avec une autorit^,
vuire une brutalite proportionnelle a l'aveuglement du pilote qui tanterait de s'en eloigner.
7. C05SEQUEIICE3 DES OAHACTBRISTIQDBS D'Ul.'E VOILURE ELANCES 3UH LS3 PERFORMANCES.
Les caracteristiquas citees au paragraphs 2 ci-dessus, ont essentiellement deux consequences ;
(i) Etant donn^ qua les oaracteristiques de trainee induite sont plus severes, la finesse sera fälble et bien
plus affectee par les arraurs da Vitesse que celle d'un avion h reaction subsonique.
(ii) On doit s'attendre h ce que la combinaison d'une trainee h. portance nulle inferieure k la normale, et
d'une trainee induite superieure k la normale, entralne une instabilite de vitssss, st rende plus difficile
le maintien precis da la vitease.
La figure 8 rapresente las oaracteristiques de gradient en fonction da la Vitesse d'un avion a voilura elancee st d'un avion a reaction oourant, ohacune etant ajustee pour satisfaire aux exigences actuellea des BCAR
au second segment pour un quadrireaoteur avec un moteur en panne, e'est k dire 1'obtantion d'un gradient de
3 $ k V2.
Elle
montre olairement que toute reduction de vitesse entralne une deterioration des performances plus
importante dans le cas d'une voilure elancoe. Une teile deterioration pourrait affecter non seulemant le gradient dans le deuxieme segment, mais aussi la distance de decollage n^csssaire.
Ces considerations nous ont, depuis longtemps, conduit k admettre que des modifications reglementaires seraient neoessaires. Naturellement, les discussions ont porto sur leur forme et leur severity.
8. FORl'iE DES NOUVEAUX REGLEMENTS.
6.1. Exigences de gradient
Comns la necesait^ de modifier les reglementa provient surtout de 1'aggravation dea caracteristiquss ds
tralnes, les nouveaux reglements ns devraient pas 8trs bas^s arbitrairsment sur, par exsmple, las caraoteriatiquea oonnues du CONCORDE actual, mais ils devraient 8tre applioablea de fagon generals. Par exemple.
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une amelioration de la trainee devrait avoir deux repercuaaions ; premiBrement l'amölioralion directe, et
ensuite I'asaJuplissemant des exigences de erndient. De plus! pour que les nouveaux röclementa soient d^fendables, ill devraient ^galement 8tre Equivalents aux exigences aotuelles lorsqu'ils sont appliques aux
avions actuels.
Trois fagons le prendre en oompte cea influences de manifere rationnelle ont 6t6 considerEes :
(i) dömontrer un gradient = a + b —g
oü ■.
eat le rapport entre la trainee induite par In portance et la masse,
(ii) d^montrer un gradient r^duit dans le oas d'uns erreur de Vitesse donn^e ; x % gradient h '' - y kt,
oü Vj est la Vitesse de mont^e prevue aveo pannes de r^aoteur. 1'ar exemple, une regie simple,
que
nous avons suggEr^e et ddfendue, et que nous conaiderons toujours comme appropri^e dans le of.s du deuxieme
segment, serait la suivante : (voir figure 8)
- demontrer un gradient de 2 Jü k Vp - 10 Kta.
(iii) satisfaire k un gradient rdduit lors d'un virage b une inolinaison donr'!? ; x jfo gradient h V2 lors
d'un virage coordonnE h. 0° d'inolinaison, h. pousaee symEtrique.
Cea trois m^thodes, ayant oomme point de depart commun la forme de la polaire, avaient chaoune leur defenseurs, mais le choix d^finitif des Services Officiels s'est porte sur la troisieme methods.
On peut dire ioi que, malgrö une grande m^fiance de la part de nos pilotes et de nous-m8mes, les essais en
vol delioats exig^s pour r^aliser des virages stabilises avec un moteur en panne et un trim lateral partioulier, se sont deroules de maniere assez ^ntiafaioante, Nos premiers calculs nous avaient laiase croire
que la trainee d'equilibrage minimale ^tait o^tenue h derapage nul plutSt que dans un virage coordonne
(effort lateral nul). Les essais ont confirm^ cette hypothese e^. ont donne des rt'sultats remarquablement
homogenes. Ainsi nos craintea sur la possibilite d'obtenir des resultats de vol exploitables h l'aide de
cette m^thode, n'Etaient pas justifiEea, mais il laut dire que oe suoces est en grande partie dfl a la quantity importante d'essais en vol et d'analyses supplEmentaires effectu^s. On peut done considerer que les
exigences de gradient en virage couvrent les erreurs de Vitesse normales. Lss erreurs groasieres de vitessea, e'eat k dire celles qui menent k un gradient nul sur la figure 8, or ^ 4t6 traj tees differemment en
prenant une certaine marge entre Vp et V„Rf,, vitease oü la pente est nuiie. Cette dernicre exigence est
entierement nouvelle et non pas une adaptation d'une exigence figurant deja dans les BCAR ou PAR.
8.2. Distance de decollage
Les reglementa classiques BCAR sont maintenus, mais pour oouvrir le cas d'un avion a voilure fiancee dont
le maintien de la vitesse serait difficile, et (ou) les qualites de vol mediocres, un certain nombre de
cas d'erreur ont ete ajout^s.
Ces cas prennent en consideration des decollages prematures et tardifa, pour lesquels il est demande de ne
pas exceder la longueur de piste prdvue et de demontrer la pente nette de trajectoire exigee.
8.3. Masse maximale d'atterrisaage
La forme des reglementa est analogue a rslle discutee au paragraphe 8.1. ci-desaus. Cependant, en plua des
exigences de gradient avec tous moteurs et un moteur en panne dans la configuration atterriasage, il y a
maintenant une exigence sur le gradient (de descente) dans le cas d'une approche oontinuee avec deux moteurs en panne.
II est juste d'observer que bien qu'une teile exigence ne figure pas dans les BCAR, les caracteristiques
des quadrireacteurs actuels certifies suivant 1'exigence de montöe avec un se'-.l reacteur er- panne, leur
permettent de suivre une trajectoire de glide de 3° et de r^aliser une approche en security, aveo deux reacteurs en panne.
8.4. Distance d'atterrissage
A l'exception de la definition diff^rente des viteaaea de reference d'atterrisaage (voir paragraphe 5),
les reglementa Too sont presque identiques aux BCAR.
8.5. Passage des obstacles
Sncore une fois, la sensibilite a une erreur de vitesse doit §tre prise en compte, et 1'on a choisi un abattement de la pente brute a la pente nette base sur la reuu^tion de gradient de montee pour un angle d'inolinaison donne.
9. 3EVEHITE DES NOUVEAUX REGLEKENT3
La severite des nouveaux reglements est baspe de fa?on gentrale sur la consideration des caracteristiques
de l'avion pendant la montee sur le deuxieme segment et lea conclusions sont ensuite etendues aux nutres regimes.
L'experience acquise sur CONCORDE lors des essais en vol et au simulateur, a demontre que, du fait de la combinaison de bonnes qualites de vol et d'excellentes infrrnations d'assiette, le contrSle de la vitesse est au
moins aussi bon que sur les avions k reaction actuels.
En particulier, des decollages satisfaisants et repetitifs peuvent 8tre realises, non seulement en visant une
vitesse V2 au dessus de 1'obstacle, mais aussi en visant cette vitesse et une asslette donnee. Ainsi, depuis
la premiere action a tirer k VR et k l'assiette de roulage, le pilote peut contr8ler les augmentations d'assiette de maniere k ce que V2 soit obtenue k l'assietteß2.
Ce contr8le satisfaisant de la vitesse a permis de baser les reglements sur des caracteristiques de maintien
de vitesse similaires k celles des avions actuels.
Apres avoir consider^ toutes les preuves disponibles, et apres de nombreuses discussions, les Services Officiels ont decide que l'exigence pour le deuxieme segment serait : k Vg, i />■ de pente k demontrer en vol reotiligne (o'est k dire idem BCAR), et, en plus, un gradient de 2 fr k
demontrer en virage h 18° d'inolinaison,
Pour un avion a voilure elancee, l'exigence enveloppe est, comme prevu, celle relative au virage k 18° qui
pour CONCORDE est Äquivalente a un gradient d'environ 4 /■ en vol rectiligne (Figure 9).
Cette exigence conduit k des gradients meilleurs que oeux des avions actuels pour toutes les erreurs de vitesse ; nous pensons qu'elle est encore conservatrioe, et nous estimons pouvoir obtenir une certaine relaxation
loraque nous aurons acquis davantage d'expörianoe sur CONCORDE.
D'une maniere generale, cette Philosophie a ete Etendue aax autres conditions de vol, en reduisant de 1 ;'. le
gradient exige par rapport aux valeurs figurant dans les BCAR, mais en demandant la demonstration en virage
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h 10° d'iiiclinniaon i laa rifles qul en rösultent sont prt'aentt'eo sous forme simplifiöe au tableau 1.
10. OOMPROHia DAU3 L'ÜITIHIJATION DBS PIRrOBMAHOBfl,
10.1. <}6a6rti.lit6a
IIous suppoaerona ioi quo las aspects principaux d'un nouveau prujet sont issus de la definition da lu mission, at que 1'optimination dos porfornanoea «u ddcollago et h I'attorrisaace doit 6tre realia^e oomptotenu des contraintes impoa<?es par 1'ensemble de la mission.
Dans le cas de CCHOORDE, ceci sicnifia que 1'avion doit 8tra capable de d(5ooller h une masae voisine da la
neaaa maximale d'un aerodrome aitu(5 h 12 000 pieds au desaus du niveau de la mar, at que I'avion doit pouvoir atterrir sur une distance de 8 400 pieda.
Lea raisons du paradoxe apparent que repreaento une piste d'atterriaaage bien plus courts, sont doubles ;
- d'une part sur les granda a^roporta, la piste d'atterrissage equipee de l'ILS est normalement plus
courte que celle qui est reaervt'e principalement aux deoollagea,
- d'autre part, sur las aeroports moins importants, la piste sera plus courte de toute fa^on, et tandis
que la masse h. I'atterriaaage no pent varier que tres pea, la masae an docollage aera bien inferieure k la
masse maximale pour les missions a faibles rayons d'action.
10.2. Atterrissage
Pour une masse donnee, et une rerlementation donnee, la distance d'atterrissage est fonotion de :
(i)
la vitease d'approche
(ii) 1'arrondi avant impact
(iii) l'effioacite des dispositifs de freina^e.
Dana 1'ensemble, comme pour la plupart des nvions actuels, lea deux facteurs predominanta pour lea performances d'atterrisaage aont la vitessa d'approche, et le coefficient de frottement des pneus.
Lea caracteristiquea de frottement dea pneus peuvent 8tre traileea aöpari4ment et ne different paa do celleo
des autres aviona.
L'obtention de la Vitesse d'atterrissage la plus faible possible entraine des considerations differentes de
celles qui ont etc prisea en compte precedemment :
(i) L'absence de portance maximale conduit a choisir lea vitesaes de reference en fonction de V;,«j}j comme
nous l'avons dojä dit plus haut.
(ii) L'absence d'empennage horizontal et le positionnement des gouvernea de profondeur au bord de fuite de
la voilure, ne permettent pas 1'utilisation de dispositifs d'hypersustentation tola que volets, non plus
qu'une optimisation h grande echelle pour le choix de ia geomotrie de oes volets.
On peut ttudier divers dispositifs pour augmenter la portance equilihree :
- empennage "canard"
- empennages arrieres (associea a des voleta)
- onglela articules.

Main sur le CONCORDE au moins, aucun de ces dispositifs ne a'est revele avantageux coopte-tenu do sa masae
et de sa complexite. L'optimisation pour l'atterrissnge et pour d'autres raisons, consists alors dans le
choix detaille de la forme en plan, da la cnobrure et do la surface de la voilure i eile nous a conduit a
augmenter la surface alaire tres t9t dans le projet (7 7 f-1) et a augmenter la surface des bouts d'aile
(reduction de la fleche du bord d'attaque du saumon d'aile) lors du passage du prototype ;i la preserie.
Ties considerations de masse et d'encombrement, cor.duisent a definir un train d'atterrissage de longueur minimale. Le cas dimenaionnant ctant un impact de la partie arriere du fuselage, la masse a cte mininisee en
ol.oisissant la longueur du train principal de manicre k obtenir une garde au sol reduite pour le fuselage
arriere et lea nacelles, mais en les protegeant par un amortisseur souple muni d'une roue (figure 10).
10.3. Decollage
Les performances en montöe des aviona h. reaction subaoniques actuels na dependant que peu de leur Vitesse,
la vitease de franchiasement de 1'obstacle choisie avec panne de moteur, est normalement la vitesse minimale admissible (l,2 V,j), afin d'obtenir la longueur de piste la plus courte.
En general, c'eat I'inverae qui ae produit pour les aviona k voilure ölanoee, cette vitesse etant choisie
pour satisfaire aux exigencea de perfom-.r.ce do montöe , tandis que I'exigence de pilotage n'est pas critique. S'il devenait neceassire de decoller court ä poida löger, lea exigences de qualites de vol pourraient
alors relevenir predominantea. Cependant, pour CONCORDE, a la fois Vjmj et la garde au sol ont etc' dimensionnes par le cas d'atterrissage, les exigences etant moins soveres
au decollage.
Lea exigencea de gradient de montea ont decide de la configuration decollage, puisque, h poussee donnee,
alles döfinissent la fineaae nt'cessaire. L'amelioration la plus evidente qu'il est possible d'appliquar
sur un avion volant au second regime, est la reduction du coefficient de portance. Dans le cas d'une geometrie fixe, ceci entratne immediatement une augmentation de la vi+esse au decollage et de la longueur de
piste neceasaire, ainsi que des inquietudes sur la tenue dea pneus
L'augmantation de aurfaoe alaire augmentera la maase de la voilure et la trainee da frottement du rev?tement, et si la definition initiale etait proche de 1'optimum pour les performances de la mission, 11 sera
tres difficile d'ameliorer le rendement aerodynamique de la voilure, de maniere k compenaer son augmentation de maaae.
De m8me, 1'autre option consiatant a diminuer la trainee au decollage par augmentation de l'envergure de
voilure, rend la voilure moina elancee et entrainera presque certainement une degradation des performances
pour 1'ensemble de la mission.
Rappelons que les exigences au decollage ont ete en grande partie h l'origine des deux modifications apportees a la definition de la voilure (augmentation d'echelle de 7 ■f '/'-■, suivie d'une augmentation de la surface du bout d'aile) mentionneaa au paragraphs precedent.
10.4. Resume de 1'optimisation
Moua penaons que dana 1'ensembla, bien que las sensibilites soient aaaez differentes, notre measage eat la
m§me que celui qu'apporte tout nouveau projet depuis des annöes : pour faire decoller un avion at le ramener en securite au aol, il doit poaaeder une envergure et una aurface alaire un peu plua importante que
celles qui seraient neoessaires pour la mission a^rienne seule.
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'ISS n° 2 - GIUDIENT DE KONTBK AU DECOLUGE

1
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4

ii
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5

"

5
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TÜS n" 2 - LONOÜBUR DE DECOLUGE

CONDITIONS DE VOL
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Distance balances sur piste sechs (longueur acceleration arrSt =
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1,00

Distance balancee sur piste mouillee (longueur acceleration arrSt
^gale longueur ddcollage jusqu'a 15 ft)
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Rotation avancee de 3 secondes

4
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Rotation prematur4e a. 0,95 Vj
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1,00

Rotation retardee de 3 secondes
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Taux de rotation de tous moteuro en fonctionnement
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1,00
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11 RMINAI, AKI A CONSIDERATIONS POR AN A1)VAN( l-l)
C'TOL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
by
Mark B. Sussmaii
KcnlDii, WathlngtOüi U.S.A.
The Boeing Conunerdal Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington l)8i;4

SUMMARY
Projected future conditloni at large urban airports were used to identity design objectives for a long-haul, advanced transport
airplane introduced for operation in the mid-lWOs. Operating constraints associated with airport congestion and aircraft noise and
emissions were of central interest. In addition, some of the interaction of these constraints with aircraft fuel usage were identified.
The study allowed for advanced aircraft design features consistent with the future operating period.
A baseline 200 passenger airplane design was modified to comply with design ra|uiremeiils imposed by terminal area
constraints. Specific design changes included: modification of engine arrangement; wing planform: drag and spoiler surfaces;
secondary power systems; brake and landing gear characteristics; and the aircraft avionics. These changes, based on exploratory
design estimates and allowing for technology advance, were judged to enable the airplane to: reduce wake turbulence; handle steeper
descent paths with lewer limitations due to engine characteristics; reduce runway occupancy times; improve community noise
contours; and reduce the total engine emittants deposited in the terminal area.
The penalties to airplane performance and operating cost associated with improving the terminal area characteristics of the
airplane were assessed. Finally, key research problems requiring solution in order to validate the assumed advanced airplane
technology were identified.

INTRODUCTION
This paper contains results of exploratory design studies directed to future advanced, CTOL, subsonic transport aircraft.
The objective of the studies was; (1 I to identify design opportunities to help solve potential noise, emission, and congestion
problems in the terminal area portion of aircraft flight for the I980-2000 time period; and (2) to determine the required research
and technology. This study followed a previous industry/NASA program entitled the ""ATT" or Advanced Transport Technology
program (ret. 1). That program emphasized various advanced technology airplane features, including use of super-critical airfoil
technology to increase subsonic airplane cruise speed. A subsequent criticism was that the advantages of increased cruise speed
might, in fact, not be realized on future aircraft because of bottlenecks and problems in the airport terminal area. This led to the
current study, with emphasis on improved aircraft characteristics in and around principal airports (referred to in short as
terminal-compatibility).
To determine desirable design features, current airplane noise impact, airplane arrival and departure rates, and urban area air
quality were forecast to the year 2000 for example airports. Improved airplane capabilities were then postulated and the effects
evaluated quantitatively. The burden of terminal compatibility for study purposes was placed on the airplane. Possible ground-based
solutions were not studied. Three specific airports, J. F. Kennedy. O'Hare, and Los Angeles International, were considered to lend
realism to the projections.
The feasibility of achieving the desirable capabilities was examined by designing airplanes with the needed features. Changes to
weight, performance, and economies were assessed. As a final step, the airplane technology development which had been found to
be critical to the desired improvement was identified, and the research and development programs necessary to achieve them were
defined.
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Near the Mid of then simiics, coniidoreble Intsml developed in the ehancterlitici of slrcran fuel usage. Although a detailed
evaluation could not he undortskeili it was clear thai many of the design considerations relating to terminal compatibility affected
fuel corservation. This paper treats, in a preliminary way. certain of these.

DESIGN RbQUIRHMliNTS
Projected future airport conditions served to identify design requirements and ohjectives for the advanced transport. I'igure I is
typical of the results of these projections. Considerably more detail can be found in reference 2.
The left side of I'igure 1 shows average husy-hour delay plotted against year. These data were developed on the basis of an
analytical model which simulates runway operations representative of existing and projected airport traffic. The predicted runway
rales depend upon a number of operational parameters such as the separation requirements assumed between two aircraft on
approach, The model is also sei...itive to such other airplane design parameters as: braking capability of the airplane; speed at which
runway turnoff is made; the accuracy in lime with which the airplane can be assumed to position itself at a given point in space;
approach speed of the airplane; and others.
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Figure 1. Airport Projections
Numerous cases were studied considering a matrix of parameters. The figure illustrates the results for four specific sets of
assumed parameters. The sets range from a baseline "do-nothing" technology level representing today's conditions to a
"limiting-case" situation which represents nearly ideal conditions for every design parameter. The results indicated that in today's
operations under IFR conditions, the average busy-hour delay (for the airport considered) would be on the order of 28 minutes. The
curve also shows that under the impact of additional traffic, such delay would grow exponentially. If technology improvements are
made to the airplane and to the air traffic control system, such that reduced aircraft separation distances can be safely achieved,
and, in conjunction with this, increased deceleration rates and increased turnoff velocities can be achieved on the ground, then a
major jump can be made in terms of reducing average busy-hour delay (see curve labeled "Future I"). Similarly, even more
advanced projections of aircraft separation and runway operations parameters could eventually reduce delay levels down below the
6-minule delay goal set for the purpose of the study.
Similar projections were developed for noise and emissions. Based upon these projections, aircraft characteristics desirable for
future terminal area operations were then established.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 summarize the desirable airplane characteristics in terms of three terminal area components:
approach-landing operations, ground operations, and takeoff operations. Figure 2 gives an indication of pertinent approach
parameters (shown in parentheses) as they currently exist at a typical large urban airport. For example, on approach we see
separation requirements between aircraft on the order of 3 to 5 miles, the latte jeing required behind large jumbo jets. Typical
approach paths are 3°. The approach speeds average about 135 knots. Typical source noise levels for the aircraft are on the order of
FAR Fart 36 although there is considerable variation, with some of the early turbojet aircraft exceeding these noise levels by 10 to
ISEPNdB. Similarly, "airframe" noise levels (that is, the noise level of the airplane with the engine propulsive noise removed)
approaches 8 to 12 EPNdB below FAR Part 36.
In contrast to these values, improved values (boxed) are shown which, based on the results summarized in figure 1, would
enable the terminal compatibility goals to be essentially achieved. Thus, for instance, to improve congestion, calculations showed
that maintaining 1 to 2 miles separation during final approach together with approach speed reductions to about 120 knots and the
other indicated changes would achieve the required operations rates. Other desirable characteristics included reduction of airplane
source noise levels, increased approach glidepath slopes, and improved knowledge of wuere the airplane is enabling relaxation of the
requirement for SOOO-foot spacing for independent parallel runway operations while maintaining safety.
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f/ffure 2, Airplane Characteristics-Approach/Landing Operations

Figure 3. Airplane Characteristics-Ground Operations
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Figure 4. Airplane Characteristics-Takeoff Operations

Similarly, in reviewing airplane ground operations a number of desirable characteristics were projected (fig, 3), Among these was
a need tor taxi operation of the airplane without utilizing the main engines. This was deemed desirable from the point of view of
airplane ground emissions. Direct landing-gear-wheel-drive substitutes for the inefficient propulsive thrust developed at low power by
the main engines. Additional benefits might be improved ground operations through elimination of main engine jet blast. In and
around the gates, self-powered taxi capability by the airplane might help turnaround times by removing the dependence of the
airplane on ground tugs for backing out of the gates.
An additional design feature identified as desirable by various airport personnel was some "invention" enabling reduced gate
time and space. Many major airports today are restricted in their capacity to provide gates to the number of operating aircraft.
A similar assessment of takeoff and climb operations is shown in Figure 4, In terms of takeoff operations, it was deemed
desirable that the airplane be able to achieve steeper climbout angles than current aircraft achieve, as a means of reducing airport
noise impact. Current average aircraft climbout gradients are on the order of 7° to 8°, Based on the noise studies, higher climbout
gradients, perhaps on the order of 8° to 10° were sought. In addition, it should be noted that some of the aircraft design features
discussed in conjunction with approach operations also contribute to improved takeoff operations. This occurs since high runway
demand is currently accommodated by a combination of holding patterns for approach and queueing lines for takeoff. Decreased
ground emissions can be associated with improvements to the latter.

SPtClFIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Having established appropriate design criteria, the terminal-compatible airplane was then configured by modification of a
previously configured baseline design. This was achieved In the following way:
•

Alternate design concepts capable of satisfying the design objectives were evaluated,

•

A preliminary airplane drawing was then developed and analyzed for configuration acceptability in terms of weight and
balance, structural soundness, controllability, aerodynamic drag, and propulsion characteristics.

•

The airplane was then re-sized to provide the required range and payload.
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Sinn tht principal output Of the overall sillily was an idontificalion of critical rcscarcli and technology areas, the airplane
designs served primarily as a tool wherehy the appropriate research and ttohnology might he identilied. The dettgni accordingly do
not necessarily represent optimum designs, Again the reader is referred to reference 2 for further detail.
Figure 5 gives an overview of the major design changes several of which suhseipicntly will he individually descrihed in more
detail, A major change from the three-engine baseline to a lour-engine terminal-compatible (TAC) airplane provided flexibility for
positioning the outboard engines near the wing tip as a potential method of tip vortex control. Tip vortex control was also the
motivation lor the mechanical device shown at the trailing edge of the outboard wing position. Increased aspect ratio for the wing
accompanied by an area increase of some 30Ü square leet improved the low-speed aerodynamics enabling reduced airplane noise
impact on the community. Another change was the incorporation of large drag brakes which deploy from the aft fuselage. This
change was motivated by the requirement for achieving steep descents for the purpose of noise abatement on approach.

Advanced
displays

Drag brakes
Increased accuracy
avionics

Self-driven taxi

High-capacity
brakes

n-flight APU

Figure 5. Design Changes for Terminal Compatibility
Changes assumed made to the engines included an advanced combustor to improve engine emissions. A smaller change involved
a slight modification of the engine cycle toward reduced overall pressure ratio, again for the purpose of omission reduction.
Incorporation of a "powered-wheel" device for low-speed taxi required increasing tin size (relative to the baseline airplane) of
the auxiliary power unit to drive the wheel. The APU size was further increased to provide an in-flight capability for driving all the
auxiliary power systems of the TAC airplane. For reasons which will be discussed, this latter design modification was made to
reduce the steep descent drag requirement and to effect additional noise reduction through the ability to realize lower throttle
settings for the airplane on approach.
Further design changes made to the airplane included increasing the braking material in each of the landing gear wheels in order
to provide the capability for high-speed deceleration without compromising brake life. The landing gear, including both the main
gear and the nose gear, were reviewed for structural soundness to accomplish the high-speed turnoffs which were deemed desirable
for improved congestion reasons,
A number of modifications were made to the airplane avionic system in several areas as shown in the figure. Improved displays
were incorporated to enable the pilot to perform desirable operational procedures such as steep descents, passenger-tolerated
high-deceleration rates, and high-speed turnoffs. These advanced displays were deemed necessary in order that pilot workload be
kept to levels consistent with current airplane operations. Beyond that, the navigation and guidance system of the airplane was also
upgraded to provide (in conjunction with ground-based ATC equipment) an increased positional accuracy.
Wing Trailing Vortex (Wake Turbulence) Modifications
The basic motivation to establish a design change to control aircraft wake turbulence is shown in Figure 6. This figure shows
runway acceptance rate plotted against aircraft in-air separation distance while parametrically varying outer marker delivery accuracy.
Typically, in today's operations this knowledge is established to an accuracy of within 18 seconds; in-air separation rules require
between 3- and 5-mile distances depending upon airplane size. The curve illustrates the potential doubling of runway operations if
in-air separation levels can be reduced and simultaneously the time-wise knowledge of where the airplane is can be increased.
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Figure 6. Tip Vortex Design Motivation

It is important to note that the technology tor evaluating and controlling wake turbulence is still limited in terms of delining
specific design approaches. In arriving at the selected approach, discussions were held with representatives of the NASA to establish
the technical work which has been recently initiated in various branches of that agency. This analysis and testing had encompassed a
number of design approaches for wake-turbulence control. These included: injecting large masses of air directly into the wing vortex:
utilizing some kind of blockage device trailed behind the wing which would protrude directly into the tip vortex: redesigning the lift
distribution on the wing in a spanwise direction to distribute rather than concentrate the tip vortex; and other approaches such as
various end plates, vortex generators, or other devices installed directly in the wing tip area in the hope of modifying and breaking
up the tip vortex.
As a result of this work and also on the basis of other studies, a number of design criteria were established. These criteria
recognized the need for tip vortex control for both takeoff and approach operations. They required that improvements to
congestion avoid adverse impact to the noise and emissions problem (the other elements of terminal-area compatibility). More
specific criteria were established in some cases as a result of the NASA studies where, for example, it was shown that the approach
utilizing mass injection required relatively large rates of air. Also, relating to the various proposed drag devices, operational
requirements imposed the constraint that if such devices are deployed during approach they must be capable of rapid retraction in
the event of an airplane go-around.
Of the various design approaches studied by the NASA, several were rejected for the purpose of this study on the basis of the
limited data available. These included many of the proposed wing-tip modifications. Based on the early data, these tended to modify
the tip vortex in the near-field region of the wing trailing edge, but this effect was generally shown to be local in nature and. in
fact, the tip vortex often re-formed downstream shortly thereafter. The idea of aerodynamically designing the wing to provide more
optimally distributed spanwise loading is an attractive one: however, no data were yet available to provide an indication of the
effectiveness of such an approach or the possible penalties. Similar comments hold for proposals to introduce variations in flap and
aileron deployment in the hope of promoting tip-vortex instability.
Of the various NASA studies, qualitative model data in the form of How
air injected directly into the wing vortex did provide some measure of vortex
indicated promise for some kind of blockage device which would be deployed
the path of the tip vortex. It was on the basis of these studies that the design

visualization studies indicated that large amounts of
dissipation. Similarly, the How visualization studies
from the trailing edge of the wing and positioned in
approach utilized for the TAC airplane was selected.

In fact, to achieve a solution for both takeoff and approach, two vortex dissipation methods were adopted. The reasoning was
this. The requirements for massive amounts of air injection into the tip vortex could be accommodated by locating the primary
propulsion engine out near the wing tip. This solution was satisfactory for takeoff where high levels of thrust are normally desirable
and achieved anyway. However, high levels of thrust are not compatible with the various approach requirements including noise
levels. Similarly, the utilization of a blockage or drag device deployed from the trailing edge of the wing appeared suitable for
approach operations and, in fact, for steep descents the airplane was in need of additional drag anyway. However, such a device
would not be suitable for takeoff operations where additional drag would require oversizing of the engine and considerable penalties
would be incurred.
Thus, the design approach adopted for this study (see fig. 7) was to select a four-engine-on-the-wing arrangement and to
reposition an outboard engine near the wing tip, although the specific location could not be evaluated because of lack of data.
Operation at full throttle of this engine was assumed to control tip vortices during takeoff. During approach with the engines
throttled back and presumably ineffective to control the tip vortex, deployment of the mechanical vortex dissipator device would
be used.
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• Locate outboard engine near wingtip
• Change to four-engine configuration
• Add vortex "dissipatcr" device

For
takeoff

Figure 7. Tip Vortex Design Considerations

Tin; design approach incurred several penalties which included weighl increases associated with moving the outboard engine
from a normal spanwise location of 70',? span to a tip-vortex control location which was estimated to be on the order of S5'^ to
1009! span. Additional penalties are incurred as a result of increased vertical tail size to control engine-out conditions. The
mechanical dissipator device and its actuation and assembly also add weight. Some additional drag was charged to the installation
including the drag associated with enlarged vertical tail and fairings for the vortex dissipator. Potential aerodynamic drag penalties
associated with integrating the outboard nacelle with the high-aspect ratio wing also exist. These latter penalties, however, could not
be assessed without Wind-tunnel data and were not incorporated into the analyses of the TAC airplane. Sonic penalty is paid in
terms of increased noise on a

'° approach because of the increased engine throttle setting required to compensate for the

vortex-dissipator drag when the device is deployed.
It is emphasized that because of the lack of detailed design data, there are a number of unknowns involved in the design
approach adopted. These include: the effectiveness of the vortex control measures; selection of engine position; and vortex dissipator
position and sizing. Questions exist concerning the potential flutter problems if the spanwise location of the outboard engine is
required to exceed a certain distance. Results of a limited study conducted within the current investigation indicated that large
flutter penalties could be avoided provided the outboard engine was located inboard of a W! spanwise location. For the TAC
airplane, an 85'? spanwise location was selected. It is not known, of course, whether this is consistent with the required vortex
control.

Steep Descent Capability
The basic motivation for providing the TAC airplane with steep descent capability concerned reduced approach noise. Studies
showed continual (although at reduced rate) improvement in reducing the TO EPNdB approach noise contour-cenlerline-closure as
the upper segment giideslope is increased to 9 .
Calculations showed that the baseline airplane would accelerate on a 9° approach path if additional drag is not available. This
requirement to develop additional drag placed an increased emphasis on reducing the airplane approach thrust to the absolute
minimum level. Two constraints were identified which can limit the minimum practicable thrust setting:

I)

Maintaining sufficient thrust so that, in the event of an airplane go-around, the time required to recover full thrust is
compatible with airplane safety;

1)

Maintaining sufficient engine thrust so that all auxiliary systems taking power from the main engines (e.g., bleed air for
aircraft anti-icing) can be properly operated.

Figure 8a indicates some of the considerations relating to minimum engine thrust levels. The figure shows estimates of engine
acceleration times for throttle excursions from initially low thrust levels. Curves are shown for a contemporary engine and for an
advanced engine studied in reference 3. That investigation showed that engine design changes could be introduced which would
improve the time required to achieve 959S of full thrust from some lower thrust typical of a 6 steep descent power setting. This
required modifications to the fuel control logic and the schedule for the variable compressor stator vanes. These changes were judged
to halve the acceleration time and furthermore were assessed to introduce no weight, cost, or noise degradation. If required, further
engine response improvement could be obtained by introducing variable turbine area. This change, together with the others, would
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etinble O l-WCOnd engine respoiut Umü as ihowtl In the (igatt, However, the variable turbine geometry does incur considerable
weight and complexity penalties and would be used only if the slightly improved response time were deemed critical. As a result of
the reference i study, it was aUUined that no constraint on minimum thrust setting would exist due to engine acceleration
requirements,
Figure Kb reflects the results of recent Boeing studies related to the capability of existing airplanes to execute a b'/f
two-segment steep descent. As the figure suggests, a relatively high minimum throttle setting was identified as necessary to supply
odequote engine bleed air for airplane anti-icing. One approach to removing this restriction and any potential others of like kind was
to relieve the main engines from the burden of supplying power for all auxiliary systems. This was achieved, by the somewhat
arbitrary decision to provide an in-flight auxiliary power unit (APU) capability. As discussed subsequently, this required upgrading
the baseline AI'U unit to two, independent, larger units.
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Figure 8a. Engine Acceleration Characteristics (From Ref 3)

Figure 8b. Low Power Setting Engine Characteristics

Several design options were available to effect the drag increase required for the steep approach including increasing the
drag-brake area available on the wing surface, utilizing in-flight thrust reversing, or Unding other airplane areas from which drag
surfaces might be deployed. In assessing the various options available, wing speedbrakes were ruled out because of their anticipated
tendency to aggravate wing buffet. In-flight thrust reversers, although perhaps a promising approach, were not adopted because of
the potential increase in noise. This could not be assessed accurately. However, at some airports, the tendency already exists towards
reducing the use of thrust rcversers even during ground roll because of the community noise impact.

The design criteria established to guide the steep descent airplane design modifications included the following. The design goal
was to provide the airplane with the capability to handle a ir/a two-segment landing approach. A transition from the upper
glldeslope to a current 3 glideslope was fixed at 500-foot altitude consistent with pilot comments made during recent flight tests of
existing aircraft during noise-abatement approaches. The use of a two-segment approach reduces the community area noise without
fears of adversely affecting aircraft safety by increasing the descent rale close to the ground which would be a consequence of a
straight-in steep glideslope approach. Tor simplification, all calculations were made assuming a constant speed, fixed configuration
(landing flaps, gear down). Additional design criteria were established which required sufficient speed and flightpath control
capability to handle unanticipated glideslope errors and shearing tailwinds.
The design approach adopted to obtain the necessary drag consisted of utilizing deployable aerodynamic drag brakes configured
at

the all end of the airplane fuselage. Figure 9 gives an indication of the thrust required on a 9/3

two-segment approach.

Aerodynamic drag (shaded region) is required on the 9° upper glideslope to maintain nonaccelerating flight as the "thrust required"
falls below the engine minimum thrust limit. Additional drag is required as margin for speed and path control and in order to land
in a shearing tailwind. In sum, as the shaded area of the figure shows, additional drag, approximately equal to the low-speed drag of
the airplane in level flight, must be added to implement the 9° glideslope.
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Figure 9. Steep Descent Design Considerations
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Agiiin, consulcniblc ilcsigii risk and uncertainty exist witli respccl to the proposed airplane modiricalions. These inelude a lack
of knowledge eoneerning aerodynamic How interference of the deployed drag panels with respect to the empennage surfaces.
Similarly, the fail-safe operation of such drag panels has not been considered but is, of course, an important consideration. Study is
required to determine the complexity of integrating the drag device with the airplane flight control system. Although preliminary
conceptual designs were established for the drag-device mechanization, qUMUoni exist concerning potential interference of this
mechanization with the pressurized fuselage structure. Finally, concern exists over the impact on airplane airframe noise, i.e.,
nonpropulsive noise, which is expected to increase as a result of the deployed aerodynamic drag panels. Insufficient data exist to
make an estimate of the potential airframe noise penalty which.might be realized relative to the overall noise improvement achieved
through the steep approach path.
Low-Speed Aerodynamic Improvements
Two separate reasons to modify the low-speed aerodynamics of the basic ATT airplane were identified. I'irst, studies showed
that contingent on the wake turbulence improvement, runway acceptance rate can be improved by about 30'/i provided approach
speeds could be reduced from the 135 knot baseline approach speed. This enables reduced ground rollout times following
touchdown and reduces runway occupancy time. The second reason for improving low-speed aerodynamics was takeoff noise.
Previous calculations had established that the baseline airplane relative to the study goal of 15 EPNdB below FAR I'art 36 was:
fairly close for sideline noise; several KPNdB above for approach noise; but on the order of 6 to 8 EPNdB above the goal for takeoff
noise.
It was concluded to be reasonable to reduce takeoff noise by providing the airplane with improved climboul gradients. This
capability could then be used to provide either increased height above the community as a noise buffer or to reduce the thrust
necessary to maintain the required climb gradient under thrust cutback operation. Several design options existed to achieve the
objectives of reduced approach speed and the improved takeol'f-climb gradients. These included: additional engine thrust, increased
flap area, increased wing area, and improved low-speed lift-to-drag.
Several design criteria were established to guide the low-speed aerodynamic design changes. One ground rule was to retain Mach
0.9 cruise capability for the advanced technology airplane. In addition, it was estimated that an increase in height of about 500 feet
over the community at the noise takeoff measuring station would accomplish the required noise reduction. A 120-kiiol approach
speed was specified based upon runway rate considerations.
In reviewing various design options, increased engine thrust and increased flap capability were ruled out since neither were able
to achieve both the approach speed and takeoff noise goal by themselves. Increased wing area had been studied previously during
the ATT study and was shown to be uneconomical if utilized alone. Changes to wing sweep and thickness, although potentially
useful, were not adopted in order that cruise Mach number would not he compromised.
Thus, the design approach selected for the TAC airplane was to employ a higher-aspect ratio wing. As shown in Figure 10,
increased aspect ratio had the advantage not only of improving the elimbout gradient, because of its improvement to low-speed
aerodynamic performance, but also reduced approach speeds. The data shown, developed In a brief design study, indicated that an
aspect ratio on the order of l>.0 would accomplish the design goals.
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Figure 10. Low-Speed Aerodynamic Design Considerations

There are several design-risk areas associated with the modifications proposed. These include potential low-speed pitch-up
o
tendencies due to the aspect ratio 9, 36.5 sweep wing. Some evidence exists that separation on the outboard portion of the wing
may be difficult to control. Secondly, the question of successful aerodynamic integration of the high-bypass ratio engine at an
outboard spanwise location on a high-aspect ratio (i.e., small chord) wing may be difficult to achieve without undue penalties. The
aspect ratio 9 wing in combination with high-bypass ratio engines is not a configuration for which considerable previous design
experience exists.
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Powered Wheel/Secondary Power Syitem Modifications
One way to decrease the quantity of undesirable airplane-engine emissions In the terminal area is to decrease the fraction of the
time during which the engines are rumiini;. This was made possible In the 1 A( airplane by putting motors on the airplane's wheels.
powered from the auxiliary power unit (APU), so that the main engines could be shut off during taM operation. This has a large
effect on the emission of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocorbons, since they arc mainly produced i>y the low-thrust,
low-efficiency engine settings characterized by taxi operations. Secondary advantages of powered wheels Include lower total fuel
consumption and elimination of the need tor tugs to back airplanes away from gales.
Since the AI'U power must be increased to power the wheels in addition to supplying the normal airplane loads, it was decided
Tor reasons Independent of emission reduction to integrate the larger APU into the airborne secondary power system (in the baseline
airplane, the AI'U was only used on the ground I. This caused a substantially larger APU si/e requirement but removed the burden of
supplying anti-icing power from the main engines, allowing lower power settings during descent, giving less noise and less auxiliary
drag requirements as noted previously. Figure 1 1 illustrates the APU sizing data. It is emphasized that the in-flight AI'U use is not
an essential part of the powcred-wheel concept; alternative anti-icing means may be preferable for some airplane configurations.
Redundant power requirements were met by using two APUs to supply all anti-icing power, all on-the-ground power, and the
bulk of the in-flight power, with electrical generators ami hydraulic pumps on the two inboard engines supplying additional channels
of safety-of-flight essential loads. Electrical and hydraulic power lines from the outboard engines (placed near the wing tips in the
TAC airplane Tor tip-vortex control) were eliminated, and outboard engine pneumatic ducting reduced to the si/e needed for starling
air to the outboard engines. The API's required sea-level ratings of IHOO horsepower each; this capacity was set by the anti-icing
requirement as seen in the figure.
The powered wheels were required to move the airplane at 15 knots forward and 5 knots backward. Typical resistance forces at
these speeds are y* of gross weight, giving a power requirement of (id horsepower for each of four driven wheels (at least lour of
the eight main gear wheels must be driven, for reasons of mechanical symmetry). Hydraulic motors were chosen to drive the wheels
because of their lower weight and volume relative to electric and pneumatic motors.
The highest torque requirement occurs at zero speed, rather than maximum speed. This is due to the deformation of the tires
of a parked airplane persisting for several revolutions under cold conditions, requiring a large breakaway force. Allowance of d',' of
gross weight for this effect plus 29i for ramp slope covers essentially all situations. If the wheel motors were sized for this torque at
low speed, then run at the maximum speed required without a change in gearing, excessive power would be required, A mechanical
gear shifting mechanism was provided for load matching; alternatives Include multiple motors switched in and out, and variable
supply pressure.
The wheel drive mechanism must be disconnected during landing and takeoff and engaged smoothly during taxi (prior to
shutting off the main engines after landing) and at rest. Mechanically engaging and disengaging a pinion with the wheel-ring gear was
chosen over various clutches as leaving the minimum inertia attached to the wheel, an important factor during landing spinup.
Reversing is by external valving of the flow to the hydraulic motor, to avoid further mechanical complexity at the wheel.
Mounting of the wheel-drive mechanism within the wheel along with the brakes requires considerable redesign of the wheel. A
combination of increased tire diameter, lower lire-aspect-ratio, and greater wheel assembly width is necessary to accommodate the
mechanism. The wheel configuration v."!* changed so that both brake maintenance and tire changing are still easy.
Each of the design choices concerning the wheel-drive mechanism was somewhat arbitrary; other combinations might prove to
be feasible also. However, the weight penalties and wheel configuration problems of the approach chosen were judged typical. The
need for considerable improvement to APU reliability before an in-llight application as described above was identified as a major
research and development requirement.
Other Design Changes
Each of the design changes noted in Figure 5 have been assessed in a manner similar to the four example changes described
above. The reader is referred to reference 2 for this information.

SUMMARY AlRPLANi; CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 12 gives a summary comparison of the principal si/.e, geometry, performance, and noise characteristics of both the
baseline and terminal-compatible aircraft. Both designs were sized for the same 200 passenger/30ü'J-nauti.cal-mile range mission.
Whereas the baseline engine was sized to achieve the required field length, the TAC engine was sized to be consistent with the
climhout gradient required by the previously mentioned takeoff noise objective. Moreover, the baseline airplane wing was sized to
provide a minimum gross weight airplane whereas the TAC wing size was set by the 120-knol approach-speed requirement.
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Figure 12. Study Airplanes-Summary Characteristics

Figure 11. APU Sizing Considerations

In comparing the two aircrul't, lor fixed cruise Mach number and fixed payload/range, minimum takeoff gross weight serves as a
figure of merit in assessing aircraft efficiency. It is seen that in these terms the TAC airplane incurs a 37f penalty as a result of the
combined features added to improve terminal area operations. This penalty must be judged against the estimated improvements in
congestion, noise, and emissions which the design modifications were intended to achieve. These improvements are considered in the
next several figures. Moreover, for the purposes of the present paper, some discussion is given relative to impact on the aircraft fuel
usage characteristics.
Figure 13 gives an indication of the airborne delay assessed by the simulation method as a function of fh^ runway operations
rate for both the baseline and TAC aircraft. These calculations, for one of the study airports indicate that for required traffic levels
much beyond 20 movements per hour, the baseline aircraft would be unable to hold delay levels to the 6-niinute goal of the study.
The TAC airplane was assessed to achieve this goal at nearly double the flow rate. It should be noted, however, that even with a
fleet of aircraft of TAC capability, projections for the three study airports determined substantially saturated conditions for two of
the particular airports considered.
Figure 14 depicts the impact on fuel usage of both the design and assumed operational characteristics of the TAC and baseline
airplanes. If both aircraft operate under minimum delay conditions, then for a 1000-nautical-mile trip, the TAC airplane saves
slightly more than \% of the block fuel. This savings results largely from the improved range factor achieved by the higher aspect
ratio wing (although the design of the wing was selected for noise, not fuel-economy reasons). However, if the TAC features added
to improve congestion prove effective, then elimination of "holding" type delays would yield a nearly lO'/f advantage in fuel use for
the TAC airplane.
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Figure 13. Delay Characteristics of Study Airplanes

Standard delay

Figure 14. Effect of Delay on Block Fuel

Figure 15 shows a comparison in terms of relative 90 EPNdB noise footprint areas for the two study airplanes. For this plot,
neither "airframe" (i.e., nonpropulsive) nor the so-called engine "core" noise have been included for lack of sufficient data. An
important point of the figure is the interplay between heavy noise attenuation systems and airplane flightpath capability. Whereas
the baseline airplane design had utilized two inlet rings and one fan duct splitter treated with acoustic material, the TAC airplane
design concentrated on improved climbout gradients and steep descent paths. The figure shows a comparison with both aircraft
either heavily treated or with peripheral treatment only. It is seen that the heavily treated baseline airplane during a 3° approach
produces about the same 90-EPNdB area as a heavily treated TAC airplane during a 973° approach. Basically, the reduced source
noise levels are already approaching 90 EPNdB and thus path variations have no effect.

The 9 /3° two-segment approach is, however, highly effective in reducing 90-EPNdB approach area for peripherally treated
engines. Figure 15 shows this to be on the order of an 80% reduction in approach area.
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During takcotT thl peripherally Ircalcd TAC airplain; provides almost the same W-l-.l'NilU takeoff noise contour as the
heavily treated haseline. This is explained by the fact that, for takeoff, at altitudes of 2()()ü-.1ü0() feet, say, the higli-frei|uency
mgtlM noise eomponenls those reduced by noise treatment are attenuated subslantially below the low-freipiency noise by
atmospheric absorption.

The result of this comparison is to show the attractiveness of peripherally treated engines if used in

conjunction with innate airplane noise-abatemenl flightpalh capability.
1'igure 16 illustrates the typical conflict between energy reiiuirements and environmental nuality (in this case aircraft noise). As
shown in the figure, the use of increasing levels of acoustic Ireatment carries with it successively increased block fuel penalties. The
curve has a significant knee in it which is associated ultimately with losses due to a large number of acoustically treated inlet rings
and Fan duct splitters. It is seen that the higher levels of fuel penalty can approach increments of 10 to 12';; relative to a mmlreated
installation. This fuel loss is of particular interest In relation to the previous discussion showing that noise reduction achieved by
improved flight path capability can he made equivalent to that achieved by acoustic treatment. However, in the latter case, the drain
on fuel energy can be significant whereas lesser penalties have been assessed for the first method.
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Figure 16. Noise VS Fuel Usage Trends

Turning to aircraft emissions, Figure 17 illustrates the interplay, for carbon monoxide, between the various design approaches
to reduce the total number of pounds produced during a given landing-takeolf cycle. These approaches include: combustor
improvement; improvements to ground congestion; and use of a powered wheel. As shown In the figure, the various control
approaches just mentioned are completely independent and thus different options can be used to achieve a given level of pollutant
per landing-takeolf cycle.
The figure indicates the situation for today's aircraft with relatively high emission indices, conventional ground taxi and
landing-takeoff times defined in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard. The advanced, baseline
airplane is projected to achieve a

50'A

improvement in pollutant emitted due to advanced combustor design concepts. The TAC
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uirplaiic ntoinlng tha advanced combllltor but also making use of its "powered wheel" design and its congestion-reducing capabilities
is estimated to achieve an additional M'/i improvement. Similar trends wen projected for hydrocarbon emissions. Oxides of
nitrogen, however, were shown to be controllable only by engine design since orly a small percentage of the total landing-takeoff
emissions is produced during ground operation.
ligure IK indicates that the powered wheel can also be beneficial from a fuel-usage viewpoint. The number of pounds used
during a given landing-takeoff cycle is shown for: (1) varying ground operating time, and (2) powered wheel capability or not. If the
HPA standard ground operating times are used, the powered wheel offers savings on the order of 1% of block fuel. Only half this
savings would be achieved if ground operating times reflected no inflation due to delays.
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Figure 17. Design Impact on Carbon Monoxide Emissions

CONVENTIONAL GROUND TAXI

Figure 18. Fuel Usage for Ground Operations

This paper has addressed airplane design for airport terminal area operations. The effect on fuel usage of the design changes
made for improvement to congestion, noise and emissions was considered. However, the question what potential exists for specific
design changes addressing fuel improvement for takeoff and landing was not specifically considered

in the present study.

Nevertheless, for completeness, the following considerations are offered.
The

data of ligure

19 are based upon calculations made for existing Boeing aircraft and show potential incremental

improvements for both terminal area and cruise operations, if special care is taken to adopt specific fuel-saving schedules rather than
the more general-purpose

flight manual schedules typical of airline practice. The improved paths considered are not totally

optimized; nevertheless, they represent typical obtainable improvements after considering varying aircraft attitudes, configurations,
and speeds. For example, the climb-improvement increments shown reflect adoption of a more nearly optimum climb speed. (The
choice for a specific case is affected by such other considerations as takeoff gross weight, air temperature, and initial cruise
conditions.) Nevertheless, the data serve to provide an indication of the magnitude of potential fuel savings to be expected from a
detailed optimization analysis. It might be inferred from the data that, from the standpoint of operational usage, the departure and
arrival portions of a typical commercial transport already reflect fairly close to optimum fuel usage.
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Figure 19. Fuel Savings Potential by Operational Considerations-Typical
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CONCLUDING RFMARKS
A broud study lius been cumpldcd which,Tor given ussuniplions. projected t'utnre, uncünstniined uir trul't'ic growth und the
potentiul impuct on uirplune und uirport compatibility, Particular etnphusis wus placed on congestion, noise, und emissions. Aircruft
were configured in the course of the study to help understund the role of proposed design modificutions. Sufficient detuil wus
developed to sutisfuctorily identify limiting aeronautical reseurch und technology ureus. Principal conclusions ure summurized below.
•

With respect to uir-trunsport congestion:
The results showed thut, if no corrective steps ure tuken. major urban uirports face considerable peak-hour delay if the
forecust truvel demand is to be handled. One way to improve this situation is to upgrade runwuy usage efficiency by
increasing runway operation rates. A principal obstacle to this goal is the required separation distance between aircraft
dictated by wing-lip vortex (wake turbulence) construints. Design upprouches to reduce tip vortex impuct ure currently
under investigution but no effective control method has yet been demonstrated. One potential approach, air injection using
the engine-jet exhaust, was evaluated with respect to uirplune design implicutions. This approach, when supplemented by
other uirplune modification to enable more rupid removal of aircraft from the runway and permit more parallel runway
use, cun improve runwuy operations rates by lOO'/f to 150% for u fleet of like-equipped aircraft. The proposed design
solution of increased runway usage efficiency still contains major questions. Foremost among these are safety and ground
handling of the increased number of airplanes.

•

With respect to community noise:
The current study showed potentiul noise improvement due to modifications of the airplane takeoff and descent
flightpath. A 5- to 7-KPNdB improvement at the FAR Part 36 takeoff noise stution wus obtained relative to the baseline
uirplune. This wus achieved by improved low-speed aerodynamics using a higher aspect ratio wing. This aerodynamic
improvement also provided 2- to 3-EPNdB reduction on approach; however, this wus offset by un independent design
modification udopted to improve wake turbulence.
Noise-abatement steep approach capability required large. Innovative, deployable-drag brakes (together with advanced
o o
navigation, guidance and cockpit display avionics). A 9 /3 two-segment approach showed an SO'/i approach-noise-contourarea reduction if used in conjunction with a peripherally treated engine nacelle. However, no substantial benefit wus
ussessed for steep upprouches if used in coijunction with a heavily treated engine installation. Furthermore, with only
peripheral treatment, but with the improved takeoff and approach path capability, the study airplane ''O-l-.l'NdB area was
equivalent to the baseline airplane with extensive acoustic tu itment. No attempt was made in this study to establish or
evaluate optimized noise-abatement flightpaths.

•

With respect to engine emissions:
Aircraft emissions today constitute u very small percentage of the totul overall pollution question; even within the
immediate airport vicinity, emission sources today are about evenly divided between aircraft and automobiles. An
assessment of satisfactory emission levels of future aircraft engines is hampered, however, by lack of ability to relate such
levels accurately to ambient air-quality standards. Ignoring the question of air quality, several means to reduce aircraft
engine emissions have been studied, including: improved combustor technology; aircraft taxi operations using a powered
wheel; and, projections of reduced ground delay. Relative to an existing current wide-body airplane, an advanced airplane
taking advantage of all of these would, during a given landing/takeoff cycle, show reductions of 80'< for CO, 909! for HC,
and 807f for NOx.
Combustor improvements for new, advanced engines have been estimated by the engine manufacturers in informal
discussions to incur negligible weight, performance, or cost penalties. Under these conditions the powered-wheel device,
which incurs a modest penalty of less than 17t TOGW, is nevertheless noncompetitive. Study estimates show, however,
that a IO'A increased engine cost could cause a net effect on operating cost equivalent to that of the powered wheel.
Importantly, the powered wheel offers potential design flexibility which may prove convenient to control NO^ emissions.
This occurs as follows. Many projected combustor advancements reduce NO^ emissions ut the expense of increasing CO
und HC, and vice-versa. This study has shown that the powered wheel, while ineffective in controlling NO^. is quite
effective in reducing CO and HC tonnages. Thus the powered wheel and advanced combustor might be properly regarded
as complementary ruther thun competitive design upprouches, allowing the latter to be biased in favor of NOy control.

•

With respect to airplane fuel usage:
Substantial interaction exists between uirplune design modificutions directed towurd improved terminal area operations and
those which affect overall fuel usage. Although fuel usage was not a primary consideration in the current study, some
preliminary points can be made:
1)

Aircraft design modificutions directed toward improved runway operating efficiency could. If the projected delay
improvements are realized, simultaneously improve fuel usage by \0'/r.
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2)

The use of extensive iicouslic treatment to effeel noise reduetiun carries with it penailies to Inel usage on the oriler
of several percent of block Inel or more. An alternate, less Inel-expensive approach, shown to provide ei|ihvalent ''()
BPNdB noise contour impact, may be found in providing improved airplane takeoff and descent paths.

3)

Selection of a higlier-asped-ralio wing to reduce noise through improved departure llighlpaths led to a signilicanl
block fuel saving» due to improved cruise range factor. This result suggests that, were fuel efficiency to he the sole
design objective, e» isiderable opportunity might exist for innovative design thought.

4)

Use of the powered wheel, besides effecting carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions improvement, also could
contribute to improved fuel economy on the order of 1/2% to 19? of block fuel.

The improved airplane qualities considered in this study are rational projections. However, it is important to note that
implicit

in these projections is the assumption of extensive research effort followed by sufficient development to

demonstrate technology readiness. Figure 20 summarizes those technology areas found most critical to achieving improved
terminal area compatibility. Reasons for identifying the problem areas shown included: large calculated benefits if effective
design solutions could be achieved, and insufficient existing technical base to assess potential benefits.

Both of the above reasons were judged sufficient to recommend active research programs in all of the critical technology
areas. Moreover, the reader is cautioned that in the absence of R&l) expenditure, the projected improvements shown in
this paper have little likelihood of realization,
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Figure 20. Terminal Compatibility Key Research
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lea distances de freinage lors d'un atterrissage ou lors d'un decollage abandonne dependent dee
vitessea permises par lea dispoaitifa hypersuatentateurs et de l'energie cinitique pouvant 8tre abordee
par lea ayatSmes de freinage aelon le coefficient de frotteraent diaponible pneu-piate.
Ce dernier aspect n'a pas fait I'objet d't'tudea aussi pouaates que cellea entrepriaes pour ame1iorer l'aerodynamique de l'avion. Kn plus de l'interet evident aur les performances,il est necesaaire de
determiner lea marges de seourite qu'il convient de prendre sur les distances de freinage pour differents
etats de la piste,
Dana ce papier, I'auteur propose, pour parvenir 5 une prediction des distances de freinage,
un schema comprehensif du phunoraene de glissance sur piste mouillee base aur le modele des trois zones
de GROUOH. Lea reaultats d'esaaia obtenua aur CARAVELLE confinnent que le modSle est satiafaisant et qu'il
peut coi duire u la prediction dea distances de freinage.
Enfin I'auteur porte dana ses conclusions 1'accent sur la necessity de poursuivre des etudes
pour diminuer lea risques d'accident sur les avions de transport.

BRAK III G PERFORMAUCEG

Abstract
During Landing or aborted take-off, the braking distances are depending on the speed allowed by
night lift devices and on the Kinetic energy which must be absorbed by the braking systems according to
the available friction coefficient of tyre runway. Studies on this last point has not yet been so
deepened as aerodynamic studies, beside obvious interest for performances, it is necessary to know how to
determine the safety margins which have to be taken on brakinn diatances according to actual conditions of
1 he runway.
In this paper, the author auggeats for the prediction of braking distance a comprehensive schema
of friction pnenomena on wet runway according the three zone's GROUCH model. The teat results obtained with
CARAVELLE Aircraft confirm that the proposed model is correct and that il can give a satisfactory prediction
of the braking distance.
At last the author puts in his conclusions the emphasis on the need to pursue studies in order
to alleviate risks of accidents on the transport aircraft.

1 - IHTRODUCTIOa
Les performances de freinage lors de l'atterrisaage ou lors d'un decollage abandonne n'ont pas
fait I'objet d'etudes aussi poussees que les performances en vol, peut etre parce que cette partie est
moins rentable, ou parce que, ä tort, eile ne fait pas appel aux memes specialiates aeronautiques. Pourtant
il semble bien etabli, et tous les pilotes interroges le confirment, que la phase du freinage peut devenir
hasardeuse dans certaines conditions defavorables de piste, de vent ou de vitesses pra^.iquees a 1'impact.
Les nouveaux avions de combat ou de transport a grande capacite d'un prix eleve, exigent maintenant que les distances d'arret, et par consequent les longueurs de piste necessaires, ne soient plus le
fait du hasard mais qu'elles puissent etre reproductibles et que leurs raethodes de prediction soient definies pour differentes conditions de vitesses d'impact, de vent, d'etat de la piste.
Le but de ce papier eat d'apporter certaines remarques sur les methodes d« prediction des distances dans le cas ou le freinape n'est pas limite par les freins, mais par les caracteristiques du contact
pneu-piste. Ces remarques ont pu Stre faites a la suite des essais de GLISSAWCE effectues sur un avion
Caravelle equipe d'un dispositif SPAD sur 1» terrains differents (3 pistes en beton, 1 en aaphalte).
iiien du travail analytique et bien des essaia ont ete entrepria par dea chercheura principalement aux USA et au Royaume Uni pour expliquer les phenomenes de frotteraent et pour developper des methodes
de prediction des distances de freinage. Le probleme du freinage pneu-piste apparait bien plus complique que
le probleme des performances liees u l'aerodynamique de l'avion ; des facteurs tels que la flexibj lite du
pneu, le dessin de la bände de roulement et la rugosite de la surface du revetement rendant toute approche
purement analytique pratiquement insoluble, s'il n'est pas faits d'hypotheses simplificatrices basees sur
des resultats d'essais.
Ce papier s'inspire largeraent des etudes americaines et britanniques et particulierement de
1'etude theorique de '-1. Walter B. HORUE et de l'ensemMe des importants travaux de son equipe.
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2 - PAHAHKTRE INTKHVKNAHT DAiJG LK PROTTgMEIT PMEU-PIBTB
2. 1 - Le coefficient de frottement
Par definition le coefficient de frottement p eat le rapport entre 1B force horizontale Fx
dfiveloppee dans l'aire de contact pneu-sol et la force verticale Vy appliqute sur cette aire de contact,
II apparatt (jae pour un avion le coefficient de frottement i prendre en consideration est celui pour
lequel la force verticale represente la somrae des coraposantea verticales sur les roues principales freinantes, du poids de l'avion, de la portance et des forces verticales d'inertie introduitea par l'avion et
le profil de la piste.
II est aussi utilise un coefficient de frottement c^n^ralise
u.
bale (poids - portance) est supposee appliquue sur les roues principales.

pour lequel la force glo-

La connaissance du coefficient de frottement generalise instantanne, et des forces verticales
permet de calculer la distance de freinage D. Kn negligeant les forces d'inertie "avion - piste", cette
distance est representee par la relation approcl ee suivonte :

V
^. V. dV

D =
, c
Jans cette relation
V = vite^se de l'avion en m/s
m = masse en Kg

S
g = acceleration de la pesonteur = y,81 m/s'
Kz = portance en U
'Ax = trainee en '.i
Fr = poussee reverse des reacteurs en N>
2.2 - Pararaetre iniSEYSDlH^ dans le frottement gneu-giste
Le frottement ou le coefficient de frottement generalise longitudinal depend de 17 paramctres
independants :
- piste (6) : texture ou forme,
^ masse volumique de 1'eau.

^p

viscosite. Up elasticity,

H

hauteur d'eau, na

viscosito eau,

- pneu (3) : texture ou forme initiale, usurs, R rayon, 7<. viscosite caoutchouc, Ec elasticite äquivalente de la bände de roulement, p
masse volumique du caoutcnouc, T temperature, Cp chaleur specifique.
- vehicule (3) : Fz force resultante verticale, V vitesse, oJ S vitesse tongentielle de la roue non dtformee (ce pararaetre tient corapte du couple de freinage applique) H est le rayon du pneu.
II est facile de comprendre que les conditions d'essais doivent mentionner ces pararaetres. Keureusement un certain nombre de ces pararaetres sont des constantes, et 1'analyse dimensionnelle montre
qa'un grouperaent judicieux perraet dediminuer de fajon utilisable les pararaetres sans dimensions les plus
influents.
2.3 - üä£ä2Hir£ä_i£S_Biü2_lSlii)i:!}i^
II est habituel de considerer les"pararaetres suivontr, comme les plus influents sur le frottement
- le glissement

s

defini par

s

V - <jc H

La figure 1 donne 1'allure classique du coefficient de

frottement avec le glissement tous les autres pararaetres etant constants. II serait illusoire de comparer des resultats d'essais differents si ce pararaetre n'etait pas connu, ou raieux s'il n'etait pas
i.iaintenu constant.Les dispositifs "anti-patinage" donnant une loi noyenne du glissement doivent etre utilises pour rendre les distances de freinago reproductibles.
- La texture de la piste semble intervenir sous deux fones :(a) la naeiotexture, ou irregularites visibles,
definie generaleraent par une hauteur moyenne de sable fin ou de graisse recouvrant toutes les asperites.
La macrotexture est responsable du frottement d'hysteresis, du frottement d'abrasion (tearing), de l'ecoulement de 1'eau sous I'enpreinte du penu. (b) la raicrotexture, irregularites inferieures au 1/13 de
millimetre, dont 1'offet raoins evident semble porter principalement sur le frottement d'a^hesion, origine
profonde du frottement. Les distances de freinage sont grandement influencees par la texture de li piste.
II est necessaire de faire intervenir ce pararaetre dans la prediction des distances de freinage.
- La hauteur d'eau reduite u.V., dont 1'effet se fait surtout sentir pour des valeurs de
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macrotexture et pour des valeurs Buffiaantea permettant I'hydroplanage. Le pararaStre HV eat I'ecriture
aimplifiee du Nombre de Iteynolda global Mg dona le d£but de la zone de coitact reel pneu piste ;
Hg

-

(H.V.)

C-'a

7*
.
V
- La viteaae redmte du pneu
nombre de Sommerfeld So

qui marque 1'influence de la vitenae aeule eat I'ecriture aimplifiee du

P

Bo
- Le rapport de preasion dynamique fc V

7. • ^T. R

. L'influence de ce rapport commence u se faire aentir sous

2 P
l'empreinte du pneu u des vitesses trea inferieurea ü la vitesse d'hydroplannage.
- L'aire du contact röduite ;

Fz

, ou deflexion reduite du pneu, qui est pratiquement proportionnelle
2

au rapport

AO

.

P.R
AO otant l'aire apparente de l'empreinte pneu - sol.

R2
Le frottement peut etre reprösenti: ä l'aide de ces 6 pararaetres reduita, faiaant intervenir lea
parametres independanta : V,
vJ.R,
(J. ,
?e , H, P, R, Fz, texture piate, loraqu'il eat neglige
l'effet des parametres lies au caoutchouc, c'ect-u-dire 1'cnergie dissipee par hysteresis, et l'effet propre du pneumatique lequel est considere corame un clement constant. Les resultats ne sont done valables que
pour une qualite donnee de pneumatique. Lea predictiona seraient | faire pour un avion donne avec les differents types de pneua prevus en utilisation.
3 - RAPP^L SOMMAIRE DES PRIUCIPLS DES ÜIFFERKiJTS SYSTEMS D'AUTI-PATIÜAGE
La fonction primaire d'un Systeme anti-patinage est de diminuer la preasion dea freina lorsque
le pneu a tendance i se bloquer, e'est-u-dire lorsque sn deceleration angulaire devient superieure (en valeur
absolue) a une valeur estimee limite. Les differents systemes existants peuvent etre approxiraativement
scheraatiaea par 1» principes de base.
3.1 - is_s2steme_u_2re3sion_tout_ou_rien
La pression de freinage est sujprimee des que la deceleration atteint une valeur constante predeterminee ou seuil.
3.2 - ^e_s^steme_a_£ression_modulee_a_3euil_£redeterraini__
Dana ce Systeme, la pression de freinage est une fonction de 1'ecart mesure entre la deceleration actuelle et le seuil predeterraine.

3.3 " ^£_2ZäiSES_ä Ere22i22_J?0äSiSS_£i_Sei}ii_}räliä5ie
Le soui] est variable pour tenir compte des variations du coefficient de frottement disponible
selon l'etat de la piste (seche ou mouillee). Le principe de ce Systeme differe du precedent dans ce sens
que le seuil est determine soit corame une fonction de la viteaae, soi* ^.'une fagor teile que la variation
de 1'ecart de la deceleration (entre deceleration actuelle et seuil) reste proportionnelle a la variation
de la pression de freinage.

I-1* ~ ^£_2X2i£!?£_ä.i5ü5_§£_ßii22£BSQi_£222SKi_2H_äiH2SS5iS
La pressiun de freinage est regulee de fagon ä ce que le taux de glissement mesure a bord de
1'avion soit constant ou soit tel que le coefficient de frottement ou de dec'lcration de 1'avion aoit
au maximum de la courbe /* = f(s) ou dV/dt = f (a). C'est ce dernier Systeme qui a ite utilise lors des
essais de glissance sur la Caravelle, il est designe par le sigle SPAD.
I4 - LtlS 3 REGIMES DE FCUCTIO.KlErOT D'UIl P1IEU SUR PISTE M:3UILLEE
Les premiers resultats disponibles des essais de glissance sur Caravelle ont fait l'objet de
diverses theories de Synthese basees sur des modeles differenta pour expliquer les dispersions apparentes
duns ces resultats. II est apparu ä ce stade de l'etude qu'un modele base sur celui propose par GOUGH en
1959 permettrait uneraeilleure Synthese des resultats, puis une comprehension physique probable du frottement d'un pneu sur piste mouillee.
La figure 2 represente le modele adopte, dans lequel 1'interface entre le pneu et le sol est
decompose en 3 zones arbitrairement diatinctes :
Une zone I d'ecoulement dynamique, une zone II d'ecoulement laminaire, et une zone III de contact
"pseudo-sec". Dans cette derniert zone le pneu est en contact partiel avec la piste et maintient prisonniere
une certaine quantite d'eau dans laquelle se developpe une pression visqueuse proportionnelle ä la viteaae.
Pratiquement la zone III est la seule donnant naissance au frottement par adhesion, abrasion et par hysteresis.
Une etude theo.-ique basee sur ce concept des troia zones successivea permet de montrer que suivant la hauteur d'eau et la viteaae, il exiate 3 regimes distincts de fonctionnement coimne illuntre sur
la figure 3. Ce sont :
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(a) regime A i uux vitesaes faibles et hauteur d'eau faible, seule la zone de contact "pseudo sec" exlate.
Le contact eat ijartielleraent sec selon la grandeur (H -gp), gp etant une dimension figurant la macrotexture et H etart generalemant införieure ä gp. La partie restante mouillee dans l'empreinte, u adherence negligeable developpe une preaaion visqueuae proportionnelle u la vitease. Cea conaidurations
-entrent que le coefficient de frottement peut etre exprimee sous la forme approchee auivante !

r

ft -

KA,

H.Y

est le coefficient de frottement aur la piate aSche u la vitease consideree V.

M

K1 est un ceofficient tenant compte de la macrotexture, de la forme du granule et de la porosite de la
piste. La figure k donne l'evolution du coefficient de frottement u. ä iao vitesse V en regime A pour la
Caravelle sur le terrain de Bretigny.
(b) regime B ; pour une valeur donnee de 11V, ä iao vitesae

V_, la hauteur critique he, definie par un noraP

bre de Reynolda critique tel que :

&

Re

7«

V. he

devient egale ä la hauteur d'eau H. A eet instant un ecoulement visqueux apparatt (zone II) et la partie
avant de l'empreinte se souleve. Ce cas de fonctionnement transitoire doit vraisemblablement etre fugitif, il correapond a la figure 3 A-3. Dea 1'instant oü la vitesse augmente, la hauteur critique he diminue, la zone II ae deplaoe Vera l'arriere de l'empreinte et la zone I apparalt immediatement. Un
bourrelet frontal se dev..loppe. La hauteur ha du point A extromito avant de l'empreinte augnente avec
la vitesse, puia diminue ensuite.
Le rapport ha/H est une fonction du parametre : Ce V12p.
La ligne de aeparation entre les regimes de fonctionnement A et B pn'.ientee uur la figure 1* est
definie par la relation approximative suivante :
K2.

11

J^

K2 eat un coefficient combine dependant de la forme et de l'usure du pneu et de la texture de la piste.
Ainsi ä vitesse V eonstante an regime B, ha/H et he aont determines, la forme geometrique de
P
l'empreinte et par consequent la zone de contact "pseudo-see" sont elles-memes bien determinees. Le
coefficient de frottement devient done pratiquement independam, de la hauteur H.
(c) regime C : ou regime d'hydroplanage ou d'ecoulement dynamique pur. Lorsque la hauteur d'eau le permet,
2t pour une valeur de
fe. Vg
auperieure a la valeur de 1,1*5 environ (selon la forme du pneu ), la
2P
zone II d'ecoulement visqueux et la zone III de contact "pseudo-sec" peuvent disparaitre, le pneu
hydroplane. La hauteur d'eau H necessaire pour qu'un tel phenonSne ae realise a la vitesse minimale de
2p

, avec Cz 2s 0,TO, serait theoriquement trop grande pour etre rencontree frequemraent en

,P

Tfe Cz
^

utilisation, par centre, pour des vitesaes superieurea la hauteur d'eau necessaire ä 1'hydroplanage
diminue, et le phenomene peut etre observe. Le regime C de fonctionnement en hydroplanage n'a pas ete
obtenu lors des eaaais effectues sur 1'avion Caravelle. A titre d'illustration, la zone possible de
ce regime a ete portee sur la figure 5 pour le cas particulier du terrain de Bretigny. L'augmmtation
des zones I et II par pression visqueuse et pression dynamique diminue la zone III de contact'^seudosec", pratiquement seule zone generatriee du coefficient de frottement.
5 - PREDICTION DES DI3TAUCES DE FREIUAGE
La presentation assez habituelle des resultats donnee par la figure 5 ne doit pas etre retenue
pour la prediction des distances de freinage. II doit lui etre prefere la representation M ■ f(H.V, V )
y
P
ou M = f (HV. Vpo ) pour les vitesses correspondant aux regimes de fonctionnement A et B comme illustre
sur la figure 6 et la representation u = f (U , ?#■ v
'
R
2p
fonctionnement B et C.

2

)

pour les vitesses correspondant aux regimes Je

Dons ces conditions les predictions des distances de freinage sur un terrain donne deviennent
aecessibles grace u la connaissance des reaeaux preetablis pour ee terrain et pour 1'avion considere, des
courbea M = f (HV, V , Ce V2 . H ). II eat alors possible de calculer la distance de freinage d'apres
p
2P
R
la relation donnee au § 2,1.
II eat cependant preferable, semble-t-il, et ausai precis d'etablir directement des reseaux de
courbes donnant D
■ f (HV, V . ge-V2 . H ) sans passer par 1'intermediaire du coefficient de
m.v2
P
2p
R
frottement. En effet la prediction des distances de freinage ne peut etre faite que si la loi de pilotage
eat fixee, e'eat-a-dire que si la vitesse d'irapact est proportionnelle u la racine carree de la masse et
si 1'ineidence au sol est maintenue identique, soit lea parametres sans_ dimensions constants* ;
• UortS ces relations lea nouveaux paramearea inlridüitä Sohl SäUK il^ä & l'äVlöH fit h T*StT '. fa 18 BäSäe
volumique de l'air, S : surface de reference de 1'avion, et m : masse de 1'avion (en plus de mg).
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.S V
DUg

S

, et le paramStre
2

R

_V_

de ja inclus sous la forme du paramSte

.g.R"

7e

P

V

a

P

des constantea prJs.
D , ecriture simplifiee de D • ( Pa ,3/2 g) est alors reprcsentee par
m.VS
„, V2
des parametres identiques ä ceux de J> , Les figures 7 et 10 donnent les resultats sur h terrains differents. II peut y etre reconnu 1'influence des deux regimes de fonctionnement A et B et I1importance de
l'effet de macrotexture. Le meilleur terrain du point de vue freinage eat celui ä revStement d'asphalte
poreux a gros granule. La figure 11 permet de comparer les quatre terrains u la meme vitesse de debut de
freinage de 1*5 m/s (87,5 Kt).
La distance de freinage reduite

REMARQUES :
(1)
Le modele proposS ci-dessus a pour but de perraettre le developpement d'une methode simplifiee
de prediction des distances de freinage d'aprea diverses mesures portant principaleraent sur la texture en
particulier en developpant des vehicules speciaux.
(2)
La hauteur d'eau intervenant dans la determination du coefficient de frottement comme cela a
ete vu en k (a) doit inclure l'eau logee dans les asperit^s du revetement de la piste, c'est pourquoi il
semble que la raesure de la haul eur d'eau par sonde ä neutrons* , teile qu'elle a ete faite lors de ces
essais, soit preferable.
(3)
La figure 12 donne les resultats des distances d'arret du vehicule DBV • • de la NASA. La
c oraparaison de ces resultats avec ceux de la figure precedente 11 montre que le rapport des distances
de freinage entre le cas raouille et le cas sec pour l'avion et pour le vehicule varie approximativement de
fagon identique d'un terrain ä un autre, mais que le DBV classe Roissy meilleur que Bricy alors que pour
la Caravelle c'est pratiquement le cas inverse. Des que la vitesse de debut de freinage de l'avion varie,
la comparaisoc immediate des resultats montre les dispersions importantes.
"Une relation universelle entre 1'indication fournie par un vehicule de mesure de frottement
et les performances d'un avion n'a pas encore emergee. II est peu vraisemblable qu'une teile relation soit
trouvee". Cette r&fl«xion pertinente peut cependant etre prise en dtfaut si l'on s'assure (par exemple -'ir
le DBV) que la vitesse de debut de freinage soit representative de celle de l'avion. Enfin, le developpement d'une methode transcription des performances ne peut etre vp'.ablement mene qu'ä l'aide d'un vehicule
d'eesais sur lequel on peut effectuer un grand nombre d'essais sur differents revetements.
C - COHSIDERATIOHS BOB LE FROTTEMENT LATERAL
Le frottement lateral disponible n'est pas habituellement examine pour un avion sous l'aspect
des performances de freinage ä l'atterrissage, car il n'intervient pas directement, comme le frottement
longitudinal, dans la d'termination des distances de freinage. Cependant, il doit etre pris en consideration pour les deux raisons essentielles suivantes :
(a) Controle lateral au so^ roues libres en cas de panne soudaine d'un raoteur au deoollage (VMCG),
(b) Controle lateral au sol, roues freinees, par vent de travers.
Dans le cas (a), pour les avions a trains principaux arrieres, ä VMCG les gouvernes aerodynamiques seules doivent etre capables d'assurer le controle directionnel de l'avion, mais le couple de lacet
exige des gouvernes sera d'autant plus faible que le derapage introduit par le couple de lacet du aux
moteurs engendrera un couple important de lacet oppose du au frottement lateral des pneus sur le sol.
D 'apres des essais rtJcentG, il semble que le deport maxi lateral observe, definissant VMCG, soit lie ä la
Variation de cap au moment de la panne de moteur ; il apparalt done que la condition de piste mouillee
devient un critere important dans la justification de VMCG.
Le frottement lateral roues libres par son influence sur VMCG contribuerait ainsi sur les avions
de transport ä dtfinir les performances au decollage.
Dans le cas (b) lors du freinage | l'atterrissage ou en acceleration - arret, le frottement
lateral doit permettre de maintenir l'avion sur la piste par vent de travers. Tout le long de la trajectoire, il doit exister un frottement lateral disponible süffisant pour compenser les forces aerodynamiques
laterales. II eat possible que ce frottement, pour certaines conditions de piste, soit obtenu pour un
glissement inferieur ä celui donnant le frottement longitudinal maximal. les regies de securite voudraient
que dans ce cas il y ait reduction du glissement, done une certaine degradation des distances de freinage.
Le frottement lateral roues freinees par son influence sur Ja securite contribuerait ainsi, sur
tous les types d'avion, a definir les performances d'atterrissage et d'accSleration - arret
La figure 1 donne l'allure typique du coefficient de frottement lateral disponible pour un angle
constant de derapage (ou derive).
• La sonde ä neutrons mesure pratiquement le voluiie d'eau contenu par unite de surface,
• • Vehicule developpe par la NASA, mesurant la distance d'arret, deux roues diagonales bloquees, les deux
autres libres, u partir de V = 6o MPH.
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7 - COHCLUSIONS

- Les rdsultats disponibles des etudes de freinagn menes aux U.S.A. et au Royaume Uni ont permis
de mieux comprendre les pbenomenes lies au frottement et de dt-velopper des methodes d'essais destines a
predire les distances de freinage des avion.
- Les essais effectues sur I'avion Caravelle ont montre qu'un modele bas^ sur eelui de GOUOH
des trois zones de contact etait satisfaisant pour interpreter les resultats. II semble qu'il y ait trois
regimes distincts de fonctionnement d'un pneu sur piste mouilloe : un regime oü toute l'empreinte du pneu
est en contact "pseudo-sec" avec la piste, un regime oü la partie avant de l'empreinte est separee du sol
par un eooulement dynamique suivi d'un ecoulement luminaire, et un regime d'hydroplanage.
Le regime d'hydroplanage n'a pas ete atteint lors des essais sur Caravelle.
- Les connaissances actuelles en matiere de frottement, et les resultats d'easais ne sont pas
encore suffisants pour predire de fa^on simple et satisfaisante les distances de freinage. Une prudence
est necessaire avant d'elaborer des principes, des consignes, voire des reglements relatifs au freinage des
avions.
- Des recherches theoriques doivent etre menees en relation avec les specialistes de l'aeronautique pour etudier les causes profondes de l'adhesion, param§tre fondaraental du frottement, les autres
pararaetres intervenant gen^ralement comme agents reducteurs du frottement.
- Des essais sur avions, sur vehicules speciaux d'etudes ou sur maquettes doivent Stre developpes pour determiner l'influence des caracteristiques des pneus (melange, forme, dessins de la bände, usure),
de la texture de la piste, et de la nature des contaminants.
- Les performances au sol de freinage des avions n'ont pas etc examinees dans le passe avec
autant de moyens que ceux mis ü la disposition des performances traditionnelles en vol. Les statistiques
d'accidents dQs aux caracteristiques propres des avions (navigabilite) montrent que la phase du freinage
est parmi les plus critiques. Les pilotes interroges reconnaissent que cette phase de freinage est la
plus hasardeuse, eut egard du nombre d'accidents evitlis. Pour aider au developpement du moyen de transport
aerien, il devient imperatif de creer une juste balance entre les etudes menees pour les performances
traditionnelles en vol et les performances de freinage.
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TRADEOFF PARAMETERS OF ALTERNATIVE TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIDS
by
Kennerly H. Digges
Chief, Mechanical Branch
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4&433
SUMMARY
The various aids for reducing takeoff and landing distance are discussed. The launch aids include rocket assist, catapults and
powered lift. The landing aids include reversed turbojet thrust, parachutes and wheel brakes. New technology aimed at reducing the
weight or increasing the performance of landing aids is indicated. The ways in which stopping distance is affected by variations in
parameters such as lift coefficient, drag coefficient, reversed thrust, landing velocity and runway friction coefficient are shown.
LIST OF SYMBOLS

GREEK LETTERS

CQ

= drag coefficient

ß

C

= drag coefficient for a parachute based
on nominal area

5p ■ flap deflection, degrees

Do

ACDo

D

= aircraft approach angle, degrees

change in drag coefficient due to paiuthute

rju

■ braking effectiveness

thrust coefficient

IJ,

= thrust reverser efficiency

lift coefficient

li

= friction coefficient

fj,1

= maximum available braking coefficient

/jj,

= braking coefficient

drag,Ibf
nominal parachute diameter, ft
nose gear retarding force, Ibf
main gear retarding force, Ibf

FG

= sea level static thrust, Ibf

p

= air density, lbm/ft3

Fmg

= main gear load, Ibf

u

= wheel angular velocity — free rolling, rad/sec

■ algebraic sum of the horizontal forces, Ibf

Fn
Fnw

= nose gear load, Ibf

i

= acceleration equal to 32.2 ft/sec2

go

= gravitational constant, ft/sec2

SUBSCRIPTS

L

= lift, Ibf

i

" iiiitial or design condition

1

■ distance between points on aircraft as
defined in Figure 1, ft

o

= nominal parachute area

LSD

= braking distance, ft

t

= condition at beginning of landing

M

= aircraft aerodynamic moment, ft-lbf

s

= condition at end of landing

Mb

■ maximum brake torque, ft-lbf

q

= dynamic pressure, Ibf/ft2

r

■ radius, ft

S

= wing area, ft2

So
T

= parachute area based on nominal diameter, ft

TR

■ reversed thrust, Ibf

•
V

= aircraft horizontal acceleration, ft/sec2

V

= aircraft horizontal velocity, ft/sec, knots

Vco
W

= thrust reverser cut-off velocity, ft/sec

aero

Kw

Mp = rolling friction

cj|, = wheel angular velocity — braked, rad/sec

= aircraft thrust, Ibf

= aircraft gross weight, lbm
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INTRODUCTION

Takeoffs and landings are necessary "evils" of aircraft operation. The takeoff and landing operation is a high contributor to
aircraft accidents, and is the source of weight penalties for equipment which is often useless during flight. Yet, every successful mission
begins with a takeoff and ends with a landing. Indeed, the takeoff and landing performance of an aircraft becomes a critical
consideration during bad weather, and during operations from bases with sub-standard runways. These conditions may exert a large
influence on the design of STOL aircraft.
A variety of equipment may be used to aid the aircraft in reducing the takeoff and landing distance. Examples are: conventional
wheels and brakes, parachutes and drag devices, thrust reversers, ground installed arresting gear, catapults and various types of
propulsion assistance for takeoff. A study of the effectiveness of these devices requires consideration of the forces and moments exerted
on an aircraft during terminal operation.
PHYSICS OF TAKEOFF AND LANDING

The 'orces and moments on an aircraft with conventional landing gear are shown in Figure 1, and defined in the List of
Symbols. Nevton's second law, applied to pure horizontal translation, gives:
W
Bo

<1

Fn
(1)

Fn is defined as the sum of all forces acting in the horizontal direction. In Figure 1,
Fn = T - (D + FB + FA)

(2)

The value of Fn is generally dependent on a number of variables including velocity. However, in order to gain an insight into the
problem, it is instructive to examine the relationship between velocity and distance for constant values of Fn.
Figure 2 is a plot derived from the well-known relationship:

^ = go <Fn/J
W

(3)

The ratio (Fn/W) provides the acceleration or deceleration level in g's. The curve for a constant g level shows the distance required to
decelerate from a given touchdown velocity to zero. Alternatively, it shows the distance required to accelerate from zero to a given
takeoff velocity.
The curves show that *ourhdown and takeoff velocity, affect ground roll distaiire 'iignificantly. Reductions in takeoff and
landing velocity reduce the roll distance and also result in large reductions in thrust and braking force requirements during ground run.
The force, Fn, may be made up of a variety of components which originate from a number of sources. The way in which Fn varies will
be developed in the sections to follow.
LAUNCHING AIDS

Equations 1, 2 and 3 provide a basis tor assessing the physics of takeoff. Referring to Equation (2), the terms in parentheses are
aerodynamic drag and tire friction terms which, on the whole, tend to increase with velocity. The thrust also varies velocity. However,
as a first approximation, it may be considered constant. For short, high acceleration takeoffs, the thrust term is much larger than the
drag terms and the velocity dependence is less pronounced. Constant values of Fn/W may be used in Equation (3) to estimate takeoff
distance when the velocity dependence of (Fn/W) may be ignored.
An examination of Figure 2 gives an insight into the takeoff problem. Consider, for example, an aircraft with a required takeoff
velocity of 150 knots, and assume it has accelerating force to weight ratio (Fn/W) of 0.3. Figure 2 shows that the resulting takeoff
distance is 3200 ft. Consider next, the options for reducing this takeoff distance to 2000 ft. Three options for reducing thi takeoff
distance are: (1) increase the thrust, (2) reduce the takeoff velocity, and (3) some combination of one and two.
The required thrust increase may be estimated from Figure 2. The figure shows that a net thrust to weight ratio of .5 would be
required to uniformly accelerate the aircraft to 150 knots within a distance of 2000 ft. This additional thrust may be provided by
increasing the installed power. Alternatively, it may be added tluough the use of launching aids such as catapults of rocket thrusters.
The selection between these two launching aids is primarily a matter of economics. Catapults have high procurement and
installation costs but relatively low operating costs. Thrusters, on the other hand, have relatively low installation costs but high
operating costs. For a limited number of launches from a base not normally equipped with a catapult, thrusters are more cost effective.
As the number of launches from a given installation increases, the catapult installation becomes more cost effective.
The option to reduce takeoff velocity requires that takeoff lift must b > developed at the reduced velocity. In the example, for a
constant (Fn/W) of 0.3, the reduced velocity for a 2000 ft takeoff distance is 120 knots. This 20% takeoff velocity reduction could be
achieved by a 56% increase in the wing area, lift coefficient, or the product of the two.
The combination of power and lift to reduce takeoff velocity and distance has been the subject of a number of studies in recent
years. Five concepts for powered lift which have been proposed are shown in Figure 3. These concepts are:
(1) Vectored Thrust with Mechanical Flaps (VT/MF), studied in Reference (1)
(2) Externally Blown Jet Flaps (EBJF), studied in Reference (1); applied by McDonnell-Douglas on the AMST prototype
(3) Internally Blown Jet Flaps (IBJF), studied in Reference (1)
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(4) Augtnentor Wing (AW), experimentally studied by dc lliivilland; applied by de Havilland and Boeing on the C-8
(5) Upper Surface Blown Flap (USBF>, applied by Boeing on the AMST prototype
Figure 4 shows untrimmed CQ and C^ (including propulsive fortes) as measured in the wind tunnel for all five systems (1). The
net C^ advantage for these systems is in the range of 1.5 to 2.0, which is the same range as required by the example. It is premature at
this stage to select a single powered lift concept for takeo.i assistance. A parametric design of a STOI/Pransport using Vectored Thrust
with Mechanical Flaps (VT/MF) is shown in Figure 5(1). Equal takeoff gross weight countours are shown plotted on the T/W vs W/S
plane. Lines of 2000 ft landing and takeoff distances are also shown as functions of T/W and W/S. In addition, the wing loading which
provided enough internal fuel tank volume to fly 3600 nautical miles at zero payload influenced the design point.
The tradeoff parameters for aircraft installed takeoff aids are extremely sensitive to the total mission requirements of the
aircraft. The reader is referred to Reference (1) for an in-depth study of alternative powered lift systems for an advanced STOL
transport.
GROUND ARRESTERS
tiround arresters are routinely used to aid aircraft landing on carriers. They are frequently used to arrest fighter aircraft on
slippery runways and may be used as emergency overrun arresters for all aircraft. Important parameters in ground arrester design are:
(1) the aircraft speed and weight, (2) the desired stopping distance and (3) the level of the decelerating force. Referring again to Figure
2, the relationship between aircraft engagment speed and stopping distance for various deceleration levels is shown. The deceleration is
related to the ratio of decelerating force to aircraft weight as shown in Equation (3). Aircraft of significantly different weights, but
similar landing velocities, require different levels of force to produce the same g level of deceleration. Consequently, if a
ground-installed arrester is to service a variety of aircraft, its force level should be adjustable.
Other major design considerations for ground-installed arrester systems are the means for transmitting the force to the aircraft
and methods for minimizing initial shock. There are relatively few places on the aircraft which will withstand the high loads which can
be produced by arrester systems. The time-honored method of engaging the barrier is by the use of a tail hook which is attached to the
main structure of the aircraft. The tail hook is dropped from the aircraft and engages an arrester cable which is stretched across the
runway. Shock is minimized through the use of nylon lines br'ween the arrester cable and the energy absorber. For aircraft without tail
hooks, it is desirable to engage the main gear, or to distribute tne load to various points in the aircraft through the use of netting.
The relationship between aircraft engagement speed and deceleration force to aircraft weight ratio is given in the Summary
Figure 16. In this instance, a constant runout distance of 1000 ft was assumed,
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRCRAFT-INSTALLED BRAKING DEVICES
The landing involves four phases as shown in Figure 6. These phases are approach, flare, transition and braking. The total
landing distance includes the transition and braking distance. The transition distance includes the time period before the braking devices
come into full deployment. For the purposes of the discussion to follow, only the braking distance will be considered.
Many of the decelerating forces which act during the landing roll are velocity-dependent. Typical examples of how the
deceleration forces on a jet aircraft vary with velocity are given in Figure 7. The figure shows that the reversed thrust from a turbojet
engine varies only slightly with velocity. For a propeller p-rcraft, reversed propellers would show a pronounced decrease in thrust with
velocity. Parachutes, speed brakes and aircraft drag produce forces which vary with velocity as predicted by the equation:
C

D.£.

(4)

2io
The wheel braking force, on the other hand, increases with decreasing velocity. The wheel braking force is the product of the
broking coefficient and the load on the main gear:
FB = iLibFmg

15)

When the runway is dry, the braking coefficient, jjb, is relatively insensitive to velocity. However, the force on the main gear is highly
sensitive to velocity. This force increases with decreasing forward speed; that is, more and more of the aircraft weight is supported by
the main gear as the vehicle slows down during ground roll.
An examination of Figure 7 shows that drag chutes are very effective at high velocity where the wheel brakes are ineffective.
The forces produced by aircraft drag and the fuselage speed brake are much smaller than the parachute drag or wheel braking forces.
However, they can become significant on slippery runways when the wheel braking force is reduced. The thrust force is effective down
to low velocities. However, it must be terminated at some cut-off velocity due to problems which will be discussed later. Consequently,
wheel braking is the only force which can be effectively employed at low velocities.
In the sections to follow, the parameters which influence the design of the various aircraft installed decelerators are discussed.
Where applicable, advanced or emerging technology is indicated. In most cases, weight reduction is the objective of the emerging
technology.
REVERSED THRUST
Since power is available from the engines during the landing condition, this power can be used in generating reversed thrust.
Thrust reversal is accomplished by the deployment of surfaces which block the exhaust stream and change its direction of flow.
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The revetser effectiveness is measured by the ratio of reversed thrust to forward thrust TR/FG and is defined by:
T/t ■ TR/FG

(6)

Theoretically, reverser effectiveness up to 1.0 is possible and values in excess of 0.8 have been achieved. However, high values of
reverser effectiveness at low forward flight speeds tend to cause impingement and/or attachment of the exhaust gases on the engine
cowling and/or fuselage. This effect also results in re-ingestion of exhaust gases, into the engine inlet. These factors are undesirable
because they cause excessive heating of components and engine surge. As a consequence, it is desirable that reverse thrust not be used at
low speeds. Typical values of thrust reverser effectiveness and cut-off speed are given in Table 1(2).
Although thrust reversers are very effective during landing, their weight and complexity have made them difficult to justify on
high performance military aircraft. In order to make them more attractive, a thrust reverser which could provide in-flight thrust
vectoring as well as landing roll thrust reversal has been suggested (2). Representative weights for this type of thrust reverser are given in
Figure 8. The lower curve in Figure 8 is representative of conventional thrust reverser weight.
PARACHUTES

Landing drag chutes are a very effective means of reducing landing distance. As shown in Figure 7, the drag chute is particularly
effective at high speed.
The drag force developed by the chute is given by the relation:
D

= C

Do 1 So

chute

(7)

Based on the aircraft reference area, the increase in aircraft drag coefficient is:

where Sj^gp is generally the wing area.

^CDo ■ CDo So
a
REF

(8)

The values CQ and S0 are based on, D0, the "nominal diameter" of the parachute. Ref (3) defines nominal diameter as follows:
"The computed diameter designation of any design canopy which is equal to the diameter of a circle having the same total area
as the total area of the drag-producing surface, which includes all openings in the drag-producing surface, such as slots and vents."
Two types of drag chutes are currently used by the US. They are the Ribbon and the Ring Slot chutes. Their general
characteristics are listed in Table 2. Both of these chutes produce low opening shock and are similar in geometric proportions and diag
production. As will be shown later, the ring slot parachute has a significant weight advantage.
The affect of parachute diameter on the weight is plotted in Figure 9. The weights shown are for lightweight construction which
is generally satisfactory for parachutes deployed below 200 knots. The weight includes the parachute and its lines, but not the aircraft
structure for attaching, housing and deploying the drag chute.
The affect of advanced technology on reducing parachute weight is also shown in Figure 9. The lower line in Figure 9 represents
a 1955 technology ribbon-type parachute. The middle line represents a nylon ring slot parachute of improved design. The upper line
projects the weight saving for a ring-slot parachute made from an advanced technology fiber. Experimental chutes made from this
material have achieved a 50% weight reduction as compared to a nylon chute of similar design. This improved technology is expected to
be available by 1975.
WHEEL BRAKING - DRY RUNWAYS

As shown in Figure 7, wheel braking is most effective at low speeds. However, the braking force is dependent on a number of
factors other than velocity.
Five factors limit the ability of brakes to stop the airplane. These factors are the braking friction available between the lire and
the runway, the torque capacity of the brake, the kinetic energy capacity of the brake, the entiskid effectiveness in combination with
pilot technique, and finally, the force on the main gear.
Consider, first, the coefficient of friction on a dry runway. A tire undergoing free rolling develops a rolling coefficient of
friction (p^). Factors which influence the rolling friction coefficient are summarized in Table 3 and examples of experimental data are
plotted in Figure 10(41
As the brakes are applied, the rolling tire is slowed down and it begins slipping relative to the surface on which it is rolling. The
braking coefficient, ft, is dependent on the slip ratio. As shown in Figure 11, the slip ratio is defined as the slip velocity (CJ — oj^)
written as a fraction of the free-rolling wheel angular velocity (co). A slip ratio of 0 corresponds to a free-rolling wheel and a value of 1.0
to a locked wheel. A typical variation of /u with slip ratio is shown in Figure 11.
With brake application, the coefficient of friction rises from its free-rolling value. With the application of sufficiently high brake
torque, the friction coefficient reaches its maximum value. Further increases in brake torque will then result in an unstable condition,
since further increases in slip will cause the wheel to decelerate to a locked condition. The available coefficient of friction at the
condition of incipient skidding is called pa. Because of the instability which occurs at /Ja, it is desirable to control the brake torque so
that the developed friction is some value below the maximum. The actual level of coefficient developed is called pj. The braking
efficiency is defined as:
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The parameter m, may be considered as a measure of the effectiveness of the antiskid system or of the pilot technique for brake
usage. An indication of the importance of this parameter is given in Figure 17, and will be discussed later.
It should be noted that the curve shown in Figure 11 may vary greatly with velocity, runway texture, runway contamination,
tire characteristics and other factors. A number of experimental studies have been conducted to determine how various factors
influence M on dry runways. Table 4 summarizes the experimental results reported in References 5 and 6.
The maximum braking force which can be developed may be limited by the maximum brake torque rather than the tire friction.
The maximum brake torque which can be developed for a given brake pressure is a function of wheel speed and brake temperature. The
maximum brake torque, Mj,, may be related to the retarding force, FQ, by the expression:
Mb/r

•B

(10)

In Equation 10, r is the rolling radius of the tire. Brakes are generally designed to produce a maximum retarding force equal to
30 to 50% of the airplane weight. For brakes designed to the 30% level, the maximum braking deceleration which could be developed
would be .3g, regardless of the friction coefficient of the runway. Recent trends have been toward brakes with higher torque capacities.
It is also possible for brakes to be energy-limited. Absorbing excessive energy without allowing the brake to cool can result in a
fade in the torque capacity as well as overheating of the brake components. The most dramatic recent technology advancement in
brakes has been the use of carbon and beryllium to achieve the necessary energy capacity at a significant weight reduction. F'igure 12
shows a weight comparison between conventional steel brakes and advanced brakes using beryllium or carbon. The comparison shows a
brake weight advantage in the order of 40% for the advanced materials.
The final factor which influences wheel braking force is the vertical fore 3 on the main gear. Referring to Figure 1, it is evident
that the force on the main gear, Fmg, may be determined by taking moments about the nose gear. The result is:
lMaero^xCG-(W-L)+KzCG-(D-T-W • V)]
Fmg = J_
I!
go
xmg

(11)

The manner in which Fmg contributes to aircraft deceleration may be shown by applying Newton's second law in the horizontal
direction.
Fn ■ T — (D + /ujj Fmg + /JR Fnw)

(12)

A conclusion which can be drawn from Equation (12) is that positive terms tend to increase braking distance while negative
terms tend to reduce it. For effective wheel braking, it is desirable for the term (^b ■ Fmg) to become large). Consequently, the manner
in which the main gear is loaded during the braking distance influences the decelerating force developed by the brakes.
Referring next to Equation (11), the terms which influence the force on the main gear may be examined. Positive terms in
Equation (11) increase main gear load while negative terms cause a reduction in main gear load. For the purposes of this discussion, the
linear dimensions in Figure 1 and Equation (11) are constants. A summary of the effect of the variable terms on main gear load
(Equation 11) and on braking distance (Equation 12) is given in Table 5.
A plus sign in Table 5 indicates a beneficial effect while a minus sign represents a detrimental effect. It is evident from the data
presented in Table 5 that effective braking is enhanced by devices which decrease lift and increase drag during the landing run. Spoilers
act in this manner. Flaps also act to increase drag, but their main function is to increase lift which is detrimental to braking. Zalovcik
(7) examined the tradeoffs associated with the use of flaps, spoilers, and elevators during landing. Typical results of his study are shown
in Table 6.
Table 6 summarizes how the contribution of drag, moment and lift change when elevators are raised, flaps are extended, or
spoilers are raised. A plus sign indicates the contribution increases deceleration. The contribution of spoilers is beneficial to both the
drag term and the Fmg term. These devices act to increase r)rag and decrease lift without major changes in the aerodynamic moment.
With regard to flaps, the increase in drag is offset to some extent by the increase in lift. The increase in lift reduces the wheel
braking force available. However, on wet or slippery runways, the drag force developed by the flaps may exceed the braking force which
can be developed by the wheels. Consequently, a flaps-down landing would provide minimum stopping distance at low values of jaa
while flaps-up would provide minimum stopping distance at high values of jia. Zalovcik found that flaps-down resulted in minimum
stopping when:
1

ACD

(13)

% AC,
Raising elevators provides an upward rotation to the nose of the aircraft. This rotation increases the drag and the load on the
main gear. Both of these factors tend to reduce stopping distance. Illustrations of the effect of elevators and flaps on main gear loads are
shown in Figure 13. The condition of flaps-up and elevator-down gives the highest load on the gear and results in the shortest stopping
distance on dry runways. With flaps-down, the elevator is less effective, and lift generated by the flaps, greatly reduces the load on the
main gear.
From a practical standpoint, there are a number of factors which mitigate against using the minimum distance solution of flaps
retracted and elevators up during braking. The first is economics; that is, the use of available drag is the cheapest way of stopping an
aircraft. Consequently, flaps-down landing is more economically attractive. The second is control; that is, the ability to control an
aircraft at the optimum nose-high attitude becomes considerably more difficult than in the nose-down condition. Moreover, loading of
the nose gear is beneficial in providing steering and lateral control. Positive nose wheel control is particularly critical on a slippery
runway.
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The influence of flaps and elevators is of course highly configuration-sensitive. A number of configurations are described in
Reference 5, along with the stopping distance associated with various control techniques. From a stopping distance standpoint,
techniques which develop maximum drag with negative lift, such as spoilers, are desirable.
WHEEL BRAKING - CONTAMINATED RUNWAYS
The primary result of contaminated runways is a reduction in the available friction coefficient. This reduced friction has an
influence on both the braking coefficient M. and side or cornering friction coefficient. As a consequence, braking is less effective and
skidding occurs at lower magnitudes of side force.
Considerable effort has been expended on developing and evaluating runway surfaces which retain high friction coefficients
when wet. The results of some of these studies are reported in Reference 8.
Typical test results of aircraft braking tests on various surfaces are shown in Figure 14. These tests verify the benefit of pavement
grooving for wet runway traction. Grooved pavements are in service on a number of runways in the US. A more recent approach to
improved pavemenu has been the coarse, open textured pavement which has been tested both in the UK and US. This pavement has the
high friction when wet and has the benefit of being more economical to apply, particularly when resurfacing of the existing pavement is
required.
The effect of tire tread design and aircraft velocity on the coefficient of friction is presented in Figure 15. These test results
show that the circumferential ribbed tires which are now in wide use provide significantly better traction than the older diamond or
dimple tread tires.
An estimate of the additional improvement which might be expected by cross-grooving the tire tread is shown by the dashed
line in Figure 15. The difficulty with cross-grooving is its detrimental effect on the strength of the tire tread. At the present time,
cross-grooved tires have been tested for traction but have not been developed to the point where they possess adequate tread retention
characteristics. It is anticipated that these improved traction tires will be developed by the 1975 time period.
CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the relative magnitudes of deceleration forces produced by various sources is shown in Figure 16(7). Referring to
Figure 16, the cross-hatched area around the symbol t shows the range of the force level at touchdown. A similar cross-hatched area is
shown around tho symbol S to represent the force level at rest. The mean deceleration force fails somewhere between these two
variables.
The effect of various decelerators on stopping distance is shown in Figure 17(7). In this case, stopping distance is plotted against
the maximum available braking coefficient Ma for braking efficiencies, rj^, of 1.0 and 0.5. The figures show that reversed thrust is
particularly valuable in reducing stopping distance on slippery runways. For this study, it was assumed that reversed thrust was applied
until the aircraft reached zero forward velocity.
A comparison of the graph for T)|J = 1.0 with the graph for i;^ = 0.5 gives an insight into the importance of the brake control
system in reducing stopping distance. Antiskid systems are designed to function in the pitot technique and/or range between the
braking effectiveness shown in the two plots.
Figure 18 summarizes a parametric variation of the factors which influence landing distance for a fighter aircraft (2). The base
condition for this parametric analysis is a normal braked landing on a dry, hard surfaced runway without drag chutes or reversed thrust.
This base point design is designated by the Subscript i. The base conditions at the design point i are:
Di " .098

LSDj

C

vv

.3
C
Li ■ .17
Mi

=

Vi

= 150 knots

Vco

"
=
=
=

3,042 ft
11,5001b
40 knots
.5

The curve shows that a change in landing velocity has a pronounced influence on stopping distance. For example, a 10% change in
landing velocity results in a corresponding 10% change in landing distance. Similar results were obtained earlier in this paper when
reference was made to Figure 2.
The application of thrust rcversers is also a very effective means of reducing stopping distance. Development of a reversed thrust
equal to 20%, of the gross weight would reduce the stopping distance by 40%. To gain this same improvement using wheel braking, it
would require an increase in M by a factor of 1.8. Using drag to gain the same improvement would require an increase in CQ by a factor
of 5.82. This could be done by providing a drag chute whose area is approximately equal to the wing area.
Figure 16 also shows the detrimental effects that increases in C^ have on aircraft stopping distance. For the example discussed
earlier, the increase in Cj^ which was required for reducing the takeoff distance would be detrimental if it existed during landing roll.
Tradeoffs between devices which increase both lift and drag can be compared by determining the net effect of increase in drag vs the
increase in lift. At the same time, the weight charts presented in Reference (2) and in the text of this paper provide a comparative
indication of the weight penalties of alternatives such as drag chutes and thrust reversers.
Considerable advanced technology aimed at reducing the weight and increasing the effectiveness of deceleration aids is currently
under development. Any future aircraft design should take advantage of these developments when selecting between alternative takeoff
and landing aids.
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TABLK 1 - THRUST RKVERSER CHARACTKR1STICS
THRUST REVERSER
EFFECTIVENESS

CUTOFF SPEED (KNOTS)

Commercial Turbojet

.4

5Ü

Commercial Fanjet

.6

2Ü

Military

.6

2Ü

A/CTYPE

Ref(2)

TABLE 2 - DECELERATION CHUTES
OPENING
SHOCK FACTOR

CANOPY TYPE

^jjo

Ribbon

.45 to .55

1.00

Ring Slot

.45 to .65

1.05

Ref(3)

TABLE 3 - FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE ROLLING FRICTION
Deflection

Increases

Vertical Load

Decreases (With Deflection Constant)

Velocity

Increases

Tire Pressure

Decreases (With Deflection Constant)

Tire Temperature

Slight Decrease
Ref(4)

TABLE 4 - FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE BRAKING FRICTION ON DRY RUNWAYS
FACTOR

EFFECT ON ub

Vertical Load

Decrease

Velocity

None

Tread Compound

Slight

Tire Construction

Slight

Tire Inflation

Slight Decrease

Tire Temperature

Slight Decrease

TABLE 5 - FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE DECELERATION FORCE ON MAIN GEAR
TERM
Aero moment

EFFECT ON Fmg
+

L

I)
Reversed Thrust

-...^^.^■■.'i- -nr ir rlTll iMmlto
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EFFECT ON DECELERATION
Indeterminate

(,.'>
TABLE 6 - EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT DRAG DEVICES ON DECELERATION & FORCE ON MAIN GEAR
DRAG

NET WHEEL LOAD

Drag

Aero Moment

Raising elevators

+

Extending flaps

+

Raising spoilers

+

-Lift

Net Influence on
Deceleration

+

+

+ or-*

-

+ or -**

+ or-*

+

+

+

j

|

* depends on configui'ation
** minus above some value of ßa
Ref(7)
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FIGURE I. FORCES AND MOMENTS FOR GROUND OPERATIONS
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A MOHNIQtJl POT? ANALYSING THT! LANDING MANOKUVKE
R F A KEATIHC, ROYAL ATOCRAPT gSTABUSHMBNf, BRPPORD, ÜNGLAND,

3UMUAKY
Recent RAK studies of steep gradient aviation have hlghliehted the need to find the underlying
piloting strategy of landings, A graphic presentation of landing records is put forward which, it is
hoped, vd.ll assist In the solution to this problem. By expressing the pilot's longitudinal control
activity as equivalent speed and climb rate demands, it i • possible to plot simultaneously the aircraft
motion and the control strategy against the perfonnance chart as a reference grid. By suitable choice
of axis scaling, the aircraft's response to simple control input traces out simple geometric patterns
such as circular arcs.
Examples are given of flight data, principally of the HS 125 in normal, steep and two asgmant
approaches. Power margins and target speeds are discussed for these examples.
LIST OF SMUBOLS
ABBREVIATIOHS

lift coefficient
drag coefficient
h

drag

I,

lift

e

acceleration due to gravity

relative to flight path

■

H

EA3

equivalent air speed

IAS

indicated air speed (uncoiTe^ted)

ASI

air speod Indicator

VASI

visual approach slope indicator

ROD

rate of descent usually in fest per
minute

RPM

revolutions per minute of engine

FLT 123

flight number 123

FLT 12345

landing 45 of flight number 123

mte of climb, time differentia] of height
(nomal units are feet per minute)
airspeed, usually in knots
thrust of engines

a

angle of incidence

Y

flight patli angle

r\

angle of elevator

6

angle of pitch attitude

SPECIAL SPE3DS
V,
TD

SUFFICES
e

equilibrium condition

0

initial condition

D

demanded condition

a

a typical condition

'AT

1

'APP

target touchdown speed
target threshold speed
target approach speed
stalling speed from aerodynamic
measurements

E.TRODUCTK«

RAE are currently investigating steep" gradient aviation using a prop-jet transport aircraft, an
executive jet and, later this year, a large jet airliner. The object of the progmranie la not on\v to
collate statistics and pilot opinions but to derive and record suitable control strategies for steep
gradient approaches. With nearly 2000 landings already completed the analysis presents a problem.
'.Jpot values' such as, maximum g in the flnre are easy enough to handle stati sticnll" and do provide some
useful data. But the crucial problem of the analysis is to find representative 'good' landings and
identify the underlying piloting strategy. This problem can only be solved by studying and un^c-standing
the complete combination of pilot, controls and response of the aircraft to control inputs. There are
two fundamentally different v/uys in which one might expect the aircraft to be controlled durinr the landing
manoeuvre. One is to visualize the pilot as a continuously operating automatic controller-, closing a
relatively tight feed-back loop. The other is to view the operation as an essentially open-loop, ie as a
precognitive, wherein the pilot uses relatively infrequent (in extreme, only one) simple step type inputs
or programmed control sequences which experience has taught him leads to the desired end result, ff these
concepts, the former would have the attraction of having available for analysis a rigorous theoretical
framework, that of automatic control theory. Although modelling the human pilot as a servo-controller has
led to useful results in many areas of aircraft control, notably when the tmckinr of moving targets has
been involved, the analysis of manual landing control has so far defied this approach. This ij perhaps an
indication that the pilot controls the preparatory/ phase and even part of the flare in open-loop fashion.
However strongly intuition may attract one to this view, the systematic study of open-loop control has
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nlwaya been frvatruted by luck of a suitable theorotlcaj concept. Trtidltionnlly the atvilysls of nuoh
situations lias been restiictcd .simply to visual inspection of flight records without any OOOflinatlne
priticii)lea.
In this paper a mthod of graphically presentin;; lun(lln(; records is civen which it is hoped will
ssist in this purpose. By expresainc the pilot's longitudinal control activity as e(|uivn]ont
materially ast-i
linb rate
demands
it la shown to be possible to plot slmultuneously the actual aircnift mntion
speed and climb
..
... ,
and the control strategy against the peil'onuance chart as a reference (;rid. The interpretation and analysis of the data presented in this form is further aided by the fact that, if a particular scaling is chosen,
the open-loop response to simple control inputs traces out ;-,imple geometrical patterns such as circular arcs.
Examples will be given of flif/^t data principally of the HS 125 in normal steep and two-se^mont
approaches.
2

PRESENTATIOM OF DATA

Although the technique put forward in this paper is simple to use numerically, a number of unfamiliar
concepts are involved. These concepts are discussed in this section and then tested experimentnlly for a
controls-fixed phuyoid, which it is succested is the principal response made relevant to flares, before
dealing with real landincs.
2.1

PERFORMANCE CHARTS AND EQUILIBRIUM STATES

The essence of the proposed method of lan;iin;; control analysis rests on the observation that it is
possible to map the time history of a landing manoeuvre onto the H - V plane, ie in the plane in which aircraft performance duta are also presented. By suitable simplifying assumptions it is also possible to present in the some diagram the pilot's control activity in tenns of equivalent performance demands.
A typical performance chart is shown in Fig 1 , where steady state flight path angle f is plotted against
airspeed, with incidence a and throttle setting as parameters. In addition a number of conditions of special
relevance to landing control are indicated, namely :
i.

the boundary for stick-shaker operation

li,

the target threshold speed V.-, (here, V _ = 1.3 V.
/.i
n-L

ill.

the 3" glide slope

1".

the approach speed, which equals V._ + 10 knots in this case

v.

the target touchdown speed V_D usually V._ - 10 knots.

In practice the numerical data will be influenced by such parameters as aircraft weight, altitude and
outside air temperature. Each point in this chart uniquely defines an equilibrium flight condition which
will dstablish itself for a given control setting, ie for a given combination of throttle and elevator angle.
The latter control parameter is here represented by the equivalent angle of incidence a. One advantage of
this device is that it removes CG position as a variable. Kence we can interpret each point on this chart
either as an actual equilibrium flight condition H , Ve or as a demanded flight condition H-, V. defined by
the associated control state (a, throttle).
If at a given instant in time the actual flight state and the control demand state coincide the aircraft
is in steady equilibrium and will remain in this condition, ie it will continue on the existing glide path
angle YQ and at the existing speed VQ. If the controls are moved away from this equilibrium state there will
now exist a difference between the actual flight state and the demanded equilibrium state. The flight condition cannot remain steady and the aircraft will try to acquire the new demanded state. In the next section
we shall show that the natural aircraft response to such a demand - ignoring the short period pitching mode
as a closed inner loop - takes effect via the phugoid mode and that the response can be mapped onto the
H - V plane as the simplest possible geometric shape, namely a circle. This feature will be utilised as the
central principle for the analysis or synthesis of landing flare manoeuvres.
2.2

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCES FROM EQUILIBRIUM

Ignoring the pitch oscillation as an inner loop by restricting the discussion to medium and long term
response, the aircraft longitudinal motion is defined by the two equations^
mV

=

T cos a - D - mg sin y

(1)

mVy

=

T sin a + L - mg cos y

(2)

In steady flight with V = y = 0 we obtain equilibrium from
0

=

T

0

=

T

e
e

cos a - D - mgu sin y
e
e
'e

(3)

sin a_ + L - mg cos y
e
e
'e

(4)

Subtracting (3) and (4) from (l) and (2) and linearizing for small displacements and restricting the analysis
to anall y, we obtain the differential equations
V

-

=

6(Ye " Y) " {De/m)(2AVAe)
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VY

where AV B V - V .

(L /m)(2AVAJ

Substltutinc II = Vy and Le/m * g we get

V

=

(ßAJ(fi, - H) - 2(s/V,)(C1/0lj)(V - Ve)

H

= 2(gA J(V

V

e)

(5)

(0

These equations define the small perturbation response in H and V of the aircraft disturbed from an
equllibriura state (V-, ft.). This equilibrium state is of course identical to the demanded flight state
Vj) and YD defined in the previous section. The solution of equations (jM^) ia the phugoid, ie a
periodic and normally damped oscillation in fi and V. The amplitude of H Is equal to T^T times that of V,
and fi lags V by approximately 1A period as shown in Fig 2, This mode maps onto the H - V plane as a
spiral centrsd on He, V. as the equilibrium state If the scale are so chosen that units in (H/^T) and (V)
are equal. If in equation (5) the.drag terms are ignored, the result simplifies tu an undamped sinusoid
which projects as a circle in the H - V plane. In the opplioation to the analysis of the landing flare
manoeuvre we shall find that one is only interested in response corresponding to less than 1/4 of a
phugoid period. If the method is used for a qualitative annl.ysis, the circle can then be taken as an
adequate approximation to the spiral and hence to the true response. For more accurate work and/or when
dealing with an exceptionally well damped phugoid a portion of the relevant spiral ourht to be used.
Ve have already r ien in section 2.1 that it is possible to plot in the H - V plane the actual aircraft
motion state H, V and by regarding elevator (or incidence) and throttle por.ition as the equilibrium performance He, Ve( we can show equivalent control demands also, ".'e shall represent the former by the symbol 0
and the latter by the symbol X. It is obvious that if the demand X and actual state # coincide the aircrnft
is in steady equilibrium flight and will remain so until disturbed. The time history collapses into a
point. However if at any instant in time, control demands dc not coincide with the actual flight state say as a result of the pilot's elevator or throttle movements - the aircraft will respond in such a way
that the response follows a spiral in the H - V plane, the initial flight state Hp. Vn forming the initial
condition of the spiral which centres on the demanded state Kp, Vp.
2.3

REGP0rJ3E TO CCKTROL DEMANDS
lie shall now consider the effects of some basic control inputs.
i.
Elevator control, '.Ve have indicated that elevator control can be equated with a demanded
inddenoe a and this in turn equates with a speed#deraand Vp. Fig 3a illustrates the case when the
aircraft was originally in equilibrium flight at HQ, V, and the pilot now applies a step demand in
aft elevator, ie a demand for a speed reduction to Vp. An approximation to the aircraft response is
obtained by drawing a circle centred on HTJ, VD as the new equilibrium state and passing through SQ, VQ
the initial flight path state, '.Ve observe that, as expected the initial response is an increase in
climb rate which then leads to a speed reduction. It will be noted that the speed demand (strictly a
demand) also involves a small change in Hp since we must follow a locus of constant throttle in the
performance chart. Fig 1,
ii.
Throttle control. The throttle controls vertical velocity as an equilibrium state and the
response to a throttle reduction will therefore appear as in Fig 3b, ie as an initial speed reduction
followed by an increase in sink rate or a reduction in climb rate,
iii. Simultaneous throttle and elevator control. If the two control demands considered above are
combined the response in Fig 3c results, combining of course the features of the responses considered
individually above.

One of the disadvantages of this presentation is that by plotting H against V, time has been lost as a
parameter, which may be reintroduced by marking a time scale against the motion trace. In this context it
is useful to consider that equal time intervals are associated with equal rotation angles and that a full
revolution clearly corresponds to a full phugoid period or 90° to 1/4 phugoid period. The phu,-;oid period
itself will be a function of airspeed and a very crude approximation^ is to take
t
the airspeed in miles per
hour and divide by five to obtain the period in seconds.
So far we have considered simple,step demands in control and it was shown that these lead to responses
which map particularly simply in the H - V plane, ideally to sections of a circle.
"e shall also be interested in situations when control is changed continuously, ie the general case when both Hp and Ve are themselves functions of time and trace out a line in the n - V plane. The concepts developed can still be used
if we build the response in a step-by-step procedure, say for example at interval:- of one second. Pig 4
gives an example for an aircraft with a phugoid of 30 second period, when one second corresponds to 12°
rotation, damping being allowed for by the use of right-angled triangles instead of arcs. Tt is quite
obvious that when control is changed continuously the present method becomes less attractive than in situations where the pilot applies control in a few discrete steps.
It should be noted that this method is equally suitable for synthesis and analysis of landing monoeuvrr-s.
It can be used to identify pilot control strategy in actual landings and judge their usefulness and efficiency.
On the other hand it can be used to derive theoretically control strategies which lead to a desired result.
2.4 RESPONSE TO GUSTS
The aircraft motion is not only changed by the pilot's control activity, but it may also be affected by
gusts apd wind shears. It would be interesting to see how gusts will^affect the trajectory of aircraft motion
in the H - V plane. So fur we have noted that the trajectory in the H - V plane of the aircraft flight state
affected only by pilot control is continuous and progressive. Steps in control applied lead only to step
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elope chan^oi; in airoraft raoponso, 1c dlsoontlnuoua aüopor,, OuBtti on thn other hnnf} appsar nn jumps in
the aircraft atate locuc nml nrn thersfore enay to moo/'nire,
A aulJoii l'oi-x) und aft cuot will ohnnge the «irnpoed by nn orjuiv/ilont Qinount nnl if pilot control is
not ohonQ«d at tic came timo wo get u renponso ns illu.'itrutucl in Pig Da, "in'l slioar can be reprosmted
similarly m: a change in the fore and aft wind co.-nponent, normally of oourao as a reduction of airspeed.
The representation of vortical (junta requires aome caution as the renult drpends on the chor.en
referenoe fruine. In fllgllt testing we will nonnally derive flight path an^le Y and hence H from meaaurementa of a and Ü. The flight path an(;l< ao derived i:; thus relate:! to the air and not to space. (The
answer would obvioualy be different if II were measured directly with reference to the ground, aay from a
radio altimeter or by kine-theodolitea). In the former case an up-nuat would cauae an apparent dive and
the response would then Appear as in Pig lib. The demanded state would here remain unchan/'ed. In a
apace oriented reference frame, on the other hand, the equilibrium response to an up^uat would be an
increase in climb rat'j, the (-uat would oauac an apparent change in demand.
2,5

PLIK1T RBUULT;

The method ai'.vanced in tli ia paper is intended primarily to assist in the analyaia of flicht recoi-ds
of landing manoeuvres. Above ■,ve iiave shown by tlieoretical argument that aircraft renponae and control
inputs can be uniquely related in this presentation. To demonatrate that the ideaa developed there do in
fact conform to real life, in Piß f> two manoeuvrea recorded on the HE 12!3 ar^ presented. One ia a phuf;oid
which is seen to trace out the expected spiral converrirv; on I!e = 0 and Ve = 114.!; knots aa the equilibrium condition. The other is a i-cs.-jonse to a step elevator (incidence or speed dermnd) demand which apain
ia aeen to trace out the initl al portion of the apirul. It will be noted that this manoeuvre waa rather
extreme as the demanded incide nee waa beyond the atick shaker limit throu/^hout. The aim of that particular
manoeuvre was to find the limi tine response which would yive a period of near—level flight, Thia represents
the hardest flare possible at the most extreme throttle setting and as expected lies at lower speeds than
the target threshold speed V,-,,
3

Ai:ALY3IC &F LAKDINGS

The metliod outlined above has been ieveloned in the course of a proeramme of flight tertr, dedicated to
the exploration of steep approach landing techniques. The aircraft used for the work discussed here ia the
HS 123, an executive-type two-engined jet. The same aircraft was also simulated on the Aero Flight simulator at Bedford and occasionally reference will be made to experience gained in this exercir:e. Three different landin,; techniques were tried, steep approaches from about 7° terminated by a sim-le flare, normal
approaches and finally two segment flares from a ateep initial approach. Gome of the results from these
testa will now be discussed.
3,1

STEEP APPK0ACHE3, HS 125

The procrarmne of flying at HAJi Bedford haa shown that, onntrary to initial doubts, the HS 125 can be
safely landed from a ateep gradient approach, Teata were first made to eatablish the ateepeat glidealope
that could be achieved in ateady flight with idle thrust. This turned out to be about 9°. Then the pilot
was asked to find the ateepest practical glide slope which allowed speed to be comfortably controlled and
the aircraft to be landed without unusual skill. Prom this test a T3 elide path was selected as the steepest
feaüible approach and a number of landings were made from a 7° cll^6 path defined by VAJI (visual approach
slope indicator': guidance^. Pic 7 ahowa the results from seven landings of one flight in the programme as
th« envelope of all data incluJing part of the gli'ie path. The trace of one particular landing is shown in
detail, The envelope of data siiowed touchdown speeda in excess of 105 knots compare! with a tarret threshold
speed V^.p of about 110 knots KAÜ, The approach values of airspeed and vertical velocity fall into a region
roughly circular in form (phugoid mode) leas than 5 knots in diameter centred on a apeed lower than 120 knots
(YaT + lO)- Presumably this reflects instrument errors, position errors, etc.
One landing is analysed more fully,in Fig 'ia with points plotted at one second intervals. The dots
indicate the actual motion in terms of I; versus apeod and the crosses represent the corresponding control
inputs expressed as equivalent speed and H demands. Although in thia particular example the loeii of these
demanded flight states moved progressively from ri;:ht to left, in general it was found necessary to number
the points to keep track of thr fluctuations especially in incidence. On the glide path the motion locus
and demanded locua form an incoherent jumble of points, and it ia difficult to uniquely define the start of
flare. liov/ever the point labelled '1' representing a distinct reduction of throttle is taken as an indication of preparin- to flare. Using the stick only for the rest of the landing the motion traces approximately
a straight line on the H - V plane rather than the circular arc expected from a step demand of incidence.
This is of course due to the fact that the atick and hence speed demand is moved prorresaively durinr the
manoeuvre. A curve constructed by drawing aegmonta of one second (a 12°) centred at the appropriate control
inputa is seen to give a good reproduction of the original measure! motion plot, provided allowance ia made
for damping (le apiral ia used rather than circle). The touchdown snocd in this landing ivas 105 knots against
a target of 100 knots and from thia envelope of data it i: seen that all landin:-r. in this group terminated
with excecs velocity. It seems worth speculating «hat changes in the technique would be required to reduce
the touchdown speed to the value achieved in normal approaches, ie V/,^ - 10 knots = 100 knots, in the interest
of constraining the ground run and avoiding 'floating*. In Fig 8b flare manoeuvres are aynthesiaed which
would bring the aircraft to the desired touchdown condition, 100 knots, from approachoa on 3°, 5° and 7°
glide „lope. The same initial approach speed ia assumed in each case. The landing manoeuvre is divided into
tv/o stages, first speed i:; bled off without changing the glide path and when the appropriate point la reached
a flare ia initiated by elevator controlling incidence in the same fonn as previously meaaured. In the case
of a 7° approach, speeda in the flare arc thereby lowered by fv knots. It ia apparent that - other than
starting from an appropriately lower approach speed in the first place - this is the only str3tet;/ which will
produce touchdo'.m at the desired speed. One may in fact asl: the question why the pilot did not do thia as he
v/as free to do so, being given an entirely free hand in briefing. The calculation of Fig 8b gives the answer.
In eacli case the manoeuvre ia initiated by a thrust reduction to the level chosen by the pilot in the actual
flight case. This is apparently the lowest throttle setting that the pilot waa prepared to use since further
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reduotlona to full idle would bring the engine into a regime of poor response say for overshoot needs and
also there mould be no margins for further control if the need arose, (it may be noted that in fact full
idling tlimat la only marglnallj' lower so that the actual overall perfonwinoe is not too strongly affected
by tills limitation), '.i'o see now from Fig 8b tliat on the 7° slope the available deceleration is so poor
that the manoeuvre has to be initiated ot 620 feet altitude ao that tpeed is sufficiently reduced for a
flaro oturtinc from 120 feot to bring the aircraft to the deaired touchdown. This situation rapidly improves
with the leoo ateop approaohea booauac now substantially more deceleration is obtained upon throttle closure.
As a result the manoeuvre may bo initiated at a much more realiatic altitude, namely at 210 feet froin a 5°
approach and at % feot frrnn a 3° approach. Note that the peak incidence required for these typothetlcal
manoeuvres oorreaponda to a rlomanded speed Vj knots lower than the touohdoTO speed, ie 95l7 knots and that a
further increase in incidence by 1° would have triggered the atlok shaker! Incidence margins are important
in this aituution and what appears -uperfioially to be a perfectly satisfactory technique clearly needs
further study.
3.2

NORMAL 3

APPROACHES AMD hAKUINGS

Pig 9 shows the results from a sample of 14 normal landings from a 3° approach again represented as a
data envelope, Theae landings were made before the steep approach trials. One notes clearly substantial
differences from the steep approach data. The area representing glide slope holding is larger as seen by
the 'head' of the envelope but this is attributed to the wider pilot sample used. The 'body' of the envelope
slopes a good deal less than with the 7° approaches. Generally there is greater speed variability. In Pig
10a, one landing is shown in detail and is seen to trace out a locus approximating a straight line. This is
quite different from what would be expected if the pilot had followed the strategy which he declared he would
use on the occasion of some simulator tests of the same aircraft. There he stated that he would first reduce
airspeed and then initiate the flare. The control action as represented by the three groups of demand loci,
au^/eata a flare made up of three distinct steps and an approximate reoonatmotion is shown in Pig 10b which
clearly will approximate to the true flight record. The height calculated from this construction for flare
initiation is 98 feet compared to height actually measured in flight of 90 feet. Had this pilot followed his
declared strategy a height of 231 feet would have been required for this speed reduction phase and an additional 32 feet for the flare, taking the actual throttle setting used in flight. In the real flight case at
i)0 feet altitude, speed was reduced by only 3 knots. If peer is reduced at flare preparation to the lower
value used in the steep approaches as in the calculated oxamj le for 3° glideslope in Pig 8b, total flare
height would be reduced to % feet.
The motion locus in Fig 10a indicates a degree of scatter which can be attributed to measurement inaccuracies, gusts and short period transients, and similar inaccuracies may occur in the loci of equivalent
control demand, (They are derived from measurements of a, and 0), A much more instructive picture is
obtained if one considers the motion locus and the input demands together to get a better appreciation of
the broader control strategy,
3.3
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Two examples are given in Pig 11 of two segment approaches. The steep segment of 7° inclination is
intersecting a 3° beam at a height of 220 feet. The pilot was completely free to choose his own technique.
In the first example, flight ^'1407, the manoeuvre was not continued to touchdown, the interest being centred
on the transition between the segments. This is basically a flare without ar^r overshooting of the 3° beam.
;jix seconds after flare initiation, power was increased and speed stabilized after another 4 seconds on the
shallower glide slope, 9 knots below the initial approach speed. Vith an autothrottle available a different
story may emerge but in manual operation it seems expedient to accept a reduced speed in the second segment,
as demonstrated in this example. Other significant data relevant to this flight are: peak normal acceleration
0.11 g, the 3° glide slope was acquired at 150 feet height.
The second example from the tame flight was made by deliberately maintaining power constant to demonstrate the effect of either a later power demand or slow engine response. This landing was completed to
touchdown. Beginning with 130 knots ASI the transition is similar to that of the previous example but on
the 3° glide slope, speed then falls at c rate of somewhat less than 1 knot per second, arriving at the
threshold with the correct speed. During the course of this flight weight decreased and as a result, for
the same procedure, ■ipeed decreased too rapidly and overshoots were initiated.
The third example shown in Fig 11 was obtained with a Hunter aircraft (a single engined jet fighter) on
a two segment guidance system starting with a 6° initial slope intersecting a 3° slope at 100 feet altitude.
In fact the 3 glide slope was of little practical value, as it was generated by a VASI located too far to
the left of the runway for close pilot guidance.
The procedure is to use the first colour change of the VASI beams defining the 3° slope as a warning of
the approaching change of glide slope. The next change is used as a signal to flare, heading for the glide
path origin which must be clearly marked, finally flaring to touchdown within 1000 feet of the glide path
ori/;ln. The approach speed used is V«ti + 10 knots and the transition and initial flare is made at the
throttle setting appropriate to the steep glide path. As Pig 11 shows 15 knots of speed is lost which allows
the pilot a margin of control to close the throttle before touchdown. Pilot opinion of this fonn of landing
from a steep gradient approach is more favourable than a single flare procedure and this technique is being
investigated further,
4

COKCLUSIONS

A method of data presentation has been proposed which allows three different aspects of landing control
to be shown and correlated. In a reference frame of V as the abscissa and H as the Ordinate it is possible
to present
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the steady state performAnce
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the actual time history of a landing manoeuvre
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111, the idlot1!! oontro.T atrate(y in torro:. of equivalent domandn in airspeed (elevator or incidence)
and vortical velocity (throttle).
By ohooainf; ncnles such that (I^/S) and V are plotted in equal units, the aircraft response to step deraanda
in either control traces out simple (joomotrio patterns aa a trajectory and this property can be used to
rutlonalizo analysis as well as for the synthesis of landing munoeuvres.
The method has been applied to the diacujsion of some fli(^it results obtained In trials of normal and
steep approachea. Kor the latter, both single flare and two-segment techniques have been examined. Various
significant aspects, have been identified as subjects for further investigation, especially power margins and
target speeds,
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STABILITY AND CONTROL HARMONY IN APPROACH AND LANDING
Seth B. Anderson
Assistant for Interagency Programs
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035
SUMMARY
A review of the factors which affect stability and control harmonv In approach and landing has been made to obtain a clearer
understanding of the proper relationship, the tradeoffs involved, and to show how limits in stability and control harmony are established for advanced ciroraft. Factors which influence stability and control harmony include the longitudinal short period response of the
aircraft and the level of stveral pitch control characteristics including control power, control sensitivity, and control feel. At low stability levels for advanced aircraft, less conventional control techniques such as DLC are needed to improve harmony and some form of
stability augmentation must be provided to improve precession of flight path control and reduce pilot work load.
INTRODUCTION
A proper relationship must exist between the degree of stability present and the amount of control available for satisfactory
operation of an aircraft throughout its flight envelope. Stability and control are said to be in harmony when an aircraft can be operated
to meet its design performance specifications with the desired precision of flight path control and minimum pilot ef ,ort. Aircraft that
inherently have large stability require large amounts of control for lurmony with an adverse effect on performance.
Stability and control harmony was significant even in the early days of Might. Historic aircraft that exemplify the importance of
stability and control harmony are shown in figure 1. In an excellent summary of the history of the development of stability and control
technology (ref. 1), it was noted that the early Otto Lilienthal gliders wore designed to have positive static-longitudinal stability, but
were seriously lacking in pitch control (provided by movement of the pilot's body). Because of the lack of stability and control
harmony, Lilienthal was killed in an accident when his glider was upset by a gust. The Wright Brothers, on the other hand, deemphasized the requirement for static stability, as evidenced by their tail-first designs, but partially overcame the lack of harmony by
providing sufficient control power. They learned to Fly their unstable aircraft by sacrificing precision of control and tolerating high pilot
workload. In a letter of 1909 (long after their initial flights), it was stated; "The difficulty in handling our machine is due to the rudder
(horizontal tail) being in front, which makes it hard to keep on a level course. If you want to climb, you must first give the front rudder
a larger angle, but immediately the machine begins to rise you must reverse the rudder and give a smaller angle. The machine is always in
unstable equilibrium. I do not think it necessary to lengthen the machine but to simply put the rudder behind instead of before." The
early aircraft of the Wright Brothers was in a sense an early control-configured vehicle (CCV) without, of course, the benefit of a
stability control augmentation system (SCAS).
Recently, increased attention has been focused on stability and control harmony in the design of high performance aircraft such as
the SST. These aircraft must be more concerned with obtaining proper stability and control harmony than conventional aircraft because
a mismatch of stability and control can have a very serious effect on performance. Stability and control harmony is particularly
important in approach and landing because stability and control tend to deteriorate at low speeds and the greatest demand is placed on
controlling the aircraft. Although harmony is needed for all axes, the longitudinal (pitch) axis is usually the most critical because acquiring and tracking the glide slope and adjustim, pit^h attitude for touchdown must be done precisely in the presence of wind shear, gusty
air, and adverse ground effects. A definition of stability and control harmony requirements for approach and landing is complicated
because many interrelated factors affect the precision of control obtainable.
The handling qualities military specifications for conventional aircraf. 'ref. 2) do not relate the amount of control power needed
to the stability. Only lower limits are specified for both stability and control and there is no direct attempt to treat stability and control
harmony.
This paper reviews longitudinal stability and control harmony in approach and landing to obtain a clearer understanding of the
proper relationship, the tradeoffs involved, and to show how limits in stability and control harmony are established for advanced aircraft. Areas of interest include the degree of negative stability allowable and the associated control requirements for a carrier fighter
aircraft and an SST aircraft.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following discussion, the factors that influence stability and control harmony in approach and landing are reviewed
first - in a general sense, to show how the level of stability expressed by aircraft dynamic response relates to pilot opinion and
workload, and the interrelationship of various control characteristics. With this background then specific harmony problems of the two
types of aircraft are addressed.
Factors That Influence Stability and Control Harmony
Longitudinal short-period dynamics: Advanced aircraft such as the supersonic transport are expected to be designed to have low
levels of angle-of-attack stability, Ma. Consequently, their short-period dynamic stability will be weak. Many studies have examined the
effect of reduced stability on precision of flight-path control. The data in figure 2 summarize pilot comments of the effects of variations
in dynamic stability with damping. This information (ref. 3), obtained in a modern (Jet Star) airborne flight simulator, is typical of
results obtained in other studies.
Pilot comments indicate that the aircraft is most pleasant to fly when stability levels are neither too high nor too low and
sufficient damping is available. As stability is decreased it becomes more difficult to trim the aircraft to a given speed or attitude, and
pitch response divergences require continuous pilot concentration to avoid complete upset. Increased damping helps to reduce the
magnitude of the excursions, and even unstable modes are considered safe, but not desirable, provided there is sufficient damping.
The manner in which the pilot rating varies with the stability parameter for various levels of damping is shown in figure 3. Note
that pilot opinion deteriorates before zero stability is reached regardless of the amount of damping present. The problem arises because
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the response of the airciuft is too sluggish at low frequencies, making it difficult for the pilot to start and stop pitch attitude changes
with the desired precision because of his inability to predict the final response. At low stability, complaints of lack of damping persist
no matter how much damping Is available. The fact is simply that the pilot Is unable to obtain the desired aircraft response with an
acceptable pilot worHoad. In the landing approach task, the effects of low stability appenr as undesired airspeed or c<ngle-of-attack
excursions.
A stability level that is too high is also undesirable because of the tendency of the aircraft to oscillate in pitch at frequencies too
fast for the pilot to damp adequately. In addition, large stability requires large control power to trim and maneuver the aircraft up
to CL
- a condition that affects the performance aspect of stability and control harmony.
Effect of stability margins on tall si^e: One of the primary benefits In terms of performance gains in relaxing static stability
margins is that less horizontal tall area is needed to balance the wing-fuselage pitching moments. A specific example for a large aircraft
(B-52, ref. 4) Is shown In figure 4 where the required horizontal tail area is plotted as a function of e.g. location for the landing
condition. Curves for trimming the wing-fuselage pitching moment and for maneuvering are included. Both the trim and inaneuvering
moment requirements are sized (largest) for the flaps-down configuration. Also shown is the manner in which neutral point and
maneuver point varies with tail area and e.g. position. The neutral point is defined as the e.g. location where the stick force and stick
position gradient with airspeed are zero; the maneuver point Is where the stick force per g gradient is zero St constant airspeed.
Note that, for the B-52 aircraft, minimum horizontal tail size occurs at a e.g. location of approximately 34%, where the tail load
changes to an up load for more rearward e.g. locations. This is approximately 5% aft of the neutral point but ahead of the maneuver
point. For comparison, the baseline horizontal tail area for 5% inherent stability Is also shown. For the B-52 aircraft. It is calculated that
the reduced tail size would save tipproximately 4000 lb (8,880 Ml in structural weight, which, along with reduced drag, would improve
performance considerably. The negative static stability would, of course, require a SCAS to Improve handling deficiencies (harmony).
Pitch control power: Longitudinal control characteristics play an Important part in BI hieving stability and control harmony in
approach and landing. To understand the control requirements, the various uses of pitch control are addressed first. Pitch control in
approach and landing is used primarily to (1) maneuver the aircraft on the flight path and flare for landing, (2) trim out the moments
when speed changes are made and maintain a given attitude or speed when power, flaps, gear, etc., are changed, and (3) adjust pitch
attitude to compensate for gusts, wind shear, ground effect, recirculation, or other disturbances.
The amount of control (control power) required for each of the foregoing varies for the following reasons; First, maneuvering
control requirements depend directly on how rapidly the aircraft must be rotated for the most critical task. For example, the landing
flare Is made gradually (less angular acceleration) for a large supersonic transport aircraft in a shallow approach compared to a STOL
aircraft in a steep approach. Second, the pitch trim requirements will vary, depending on the aircraft concept. For example, the trim
moments due to changes in engine power, forward speed, flap deflection, etc., dl e markedly different for a tilt-wing STOL aircraft than
for a delta-wing supersonic transport. Third, the control required to offset pitch attitude changes induced by turbulence, wind shear,
and downwash changes are also configuration-dependent. Finally, the effects due to ground proximity differ depending on the
aerodynamic configuration (wing aspect ratio) and lift coefficient at touchdown. Changes in lift and pitching moment are more
pronounced for low-wing aircraft and at high values of lift coefficient.
Effect of control sensitivity: Control sensitivity also influences the pilot's impression of the response of the aircraft. If too low
(large control travel for a given pitch acceleration), the aircraft will appear sluggish, while excessively high sensitivity can lead to
overcontrolling tendencies. Optimum sensitivity depends on the amount of pitch damping, the level of stability, and the pilot's task.
Improvements in flight-path control for the low stability levels are expected to result from optimizing control sensitivity. Early studies
(1966, ref. 5) of the effect of control sensitivity on pilot rating in landing approach for various levels of static stability are illustrated In
figures for stable and unstable short period frequencies. These results show two points: (1) optimum control sensitivity was approximately 0.3 rad/sec2/in. and (2) over the short period frequency range considered, the level of stability had only a small effect on
optimum values of control sensitivity. In these studies conducted on an airborne simulator, satisfactory pilot ratings were obtained even
with negative stability values. In a later study (ref. 6), the results (fig. 6) show the need for proportional increases in control sensitivity,
with increases in short period frequency. In these tests, pilots were allowed to select a desirable control sensitivity for each configuration (short period frequency). The tests were not carried far enough to ascertain if increases in control sensitivity would be beneficial
for negative stability values. The pilot comments tended to illustrate the point, however, that total control power available can become
a critical factor in controlling pitch divergences. Although pilot preference for lower sensitivities was evident In keeping with the loose
response dynamics at the lower frequencies, they complained about hitting the forward stick stop and "almost losing it, once it got
upset," when not enough control power was available, regardless of the selected control sensitivity.
Effect of control feel: A further point in connection with improving aircraft response at low stability levels is that of control feel.
The effect of changing control feel on pilot rating in the region where poor handling qualities exist is illustrated in figure 7. These data
(ref. 3) are for a test case of good pitch damping but negative static stability. Pilot rating was not highly sensitive to variations in the
control feel parameter (pitch angular acceleration per unit stick force). As the parameter is increased, the aircraft becomes too
responsive and upset problems prevail. At the other extreme, the aircraft is too sluggish, and the pilot has difficulty controlling fast
enough to provide the amount of compensation (lead) necessary for the unstable conditions. Generally, the best value of the feel
parameter was approximately 0.3 deg/sec!/lb and, so long as control power available was not a limiting factor, the pilot ratings were in
an acceptable, but not satisfactory, range for the negative stability region.
From the foregoing, since pitch control requirements depend on many interrelated factors, it is not possible to generalize on
control harmony for all stability levels. The individual requirements for each type aircraft must be examined in detail to select control
characteristics appropriate to the aircraft's dynamic behavior, keeping in mind the desire for the least performance penalty.
Considerations for Carrier Aircraft
One of the more demanding tasks which illustrates the importance of stability and control harmony is that of the approach and
landing on an aircraft carrier. High precision approach and touchdown is stressed because of the small landing area and the need to
account for the ship's motions in rough seas. In addition, control requirements for touchdown differ from conventional landings in that
the aircraft is not flared for touchdown. The carrier approach and landing is a precision control task where the pilot usually uses pitch
control to make altitude adjustments. The stability and control harmony requirements for the carrier approach task can be examined by
the short-period response.
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Effect of short-period dynamics: It was noted previously that the pilot's impression of aircraft response depends on the shortperiod frequency, uin and pitch damping. In addition, studies have shown that in the approach and landing task the change in normal
acceleration per unit change in angle of attack, Nz is a parameter that influences the pilot's impression of flight-path control. The
need for the proper relationship of these parameters is reflected by the summary of pilot comments in figure 8. This information was
obtained in piloted simulation studies (ref. 7) for the carrier approach task in which the pilot is concerned about intercepting and
tracking a 4° flight path. As last minute changes in flight-path control become difficult because of the slow response of the aircraft at
low stability levels, the pilot may be unable to simultaneously adjust his sink rate at touchdown and his touchdown point. As noted in
the figure, upper and lower boundaries exist within which the pilot can perform the task to his satisfaction. In the middle area, his
comments would reflect "good harmony between pitch and meatball (flight-path) response." At the reduced stability levels (lower
frequencies), the pilot tends to overdrive or undercorrect the aircraft, and he must fly with greater anticipation of the final response.
When Nza values fall below approximately 3 g/rad, flight-path adjustments are difficult to achieve by pitching the aircraft to change
wing lift. Further improvements in flight-path control must be made by thrust modulation, thrust vectoring, or by direct lift control
(DLC).
Effect of DLC: An example that illustrates some unique control problems in carrier approach landings for an advanced aircraft
(F-14, ref. 8) is shown in figure 9 in terms of the variation of pilot rating with static margin for several control modes. Two points are
evident from these tests conducted on a piloted 6° motion simulator: (1) pilot rating deteriorated relatively slowly with a decrease in
static margin and (2) regardless of static margin, a completely satisfactory rating could be only obtained with DLC. Part of the reason
for better pilot rating with DLC is that, by using DLC, the undesirable short period dynamics were not excited as much. In effect, the
use of DLC tends to uncouple control from stability. Requirements for quick flight-path response were accentuated by the pitching and
heaving motions of the aircraft carrier in simulating rough seas. Even with the w'ng swept forward on the F-14 (normal for landing), a
large pitch rotation was required to achieve the desired "g" value in correcting for a low flight-path position that created cockpit
visibility problems at the required approach speed. When DLC was used, "low" flight-path corrections could be made with less nose-up
aircraft pitch attitude change. Slightly better pilot ratings were obtained using a separate (thumb-wheel) controller, since g and pitch
attitude could be adjusted independently.
Considerations for SST Aircraft
For the SST aircraft, it is well known that the optimum configuration arrangement for good supersonic cruise LID tends to place
the engine nacelles far aft on the wing. This could create severe longitudinal balance problems which would increase structural weight
and aerodynamic drag if conventional static margins were used. In addition, since the center of pressure moves aft going to supersonic
flight speeds, the resultant increase in longitudinal static stability produces a large penalty in trim drag. Because of the foregoing,
supersonic transport aircraft will operate with the e.g. located far aft of that commonly accepted for conventional subsonic jet
transports. As noted previously, as the static margin is decreased to zero, less tail area is needed since the inherent stability of the
aircraft need not be overcome when maneuvering or changing trim. Control during the approach and landing flare is complicated by the
sluggish response due to the high-pitch inertia associated with the long i'ender fuselage configuration and the low short period
frequency. These conditions result in unique requirements for achieving stability and control harmony.
Effect of lift loss due to control deflection: Early studies (see, e.g., ref. 9) predicted increased control problems for the supersonic
transport, depending on the design, because of the initial reversal in flight-path response following a pitch control input. This effect
(illustrated in fig. 10 in terms of a time history of altitude change) is caused by the instantaneous lift loss due to pitch control
deflection before the aircraft rotates to a higher angle of attack. The loss of total lift, which can be relatively large for short-coupled
configurations, tends to decrease the precision of flight-path control and therefore degrade stability and control harmony.
The pilot's impression of aircraft response to this adverse lift loss is reflected in terms of "time to crossover" (i.e., the delay in
altitude change) in figure 11 for an advanced supersonic transport configuration. The data indicate a rapid deterioration in pilot rating
with an increase in crossover time. The low N2 for the SST tends to prolong the sinking effect and the net effect is that the
flight-path-angle response deteriorates. In fact, the more the pilot attempts to "hurry up" pitch response, the greater is the altitude loss.
Control power requirements: Studies have been made to determine the minimum amount of control required to land an SST in
keeping with the desire to minimize performance loss. The flare control requirements are the most demanding because of a nose-down
trim change due to ground effect and the adverse lift loss due to control deflection previously discussed. The relationship between
control power required and lift loss due to control deflection is shown in figure 12. The control power boundary selected for supersonic
transport configurations was established from piloted simulator tests (ref. 10) and shows that considerably less pitch control power is
needed when lift loss due to pitch control deflection is low. Comparison of data for current conventional transports shows a smaller lift
loss and a wide scatter in control power available for a nearly constant value of A(L/W). The reason for the large spread in control
requirements for the various conventional aircraft is due in part to the different e.g. ranges over which they are designed to operate.
Note that the double-delta (L-2000) configuration would be judged unacceptable by this criterion and even the B-70 and Concorde SST
would appear marginal, although this is not borne out by pilot opinion. In fact, although the Concorde SST inherently has a large
negative A(L/W), it is not flown in a manner that requires large positive pitch angular accelerations when approaching the ground. Comments from pilots point out that satisfactory touchdowns can be achieved for the Concorde with zero pitch attitude change since a
nose-up pitch attitude is normal in landing approach for this aircraft. The nose-down trim change due to ground effect must be counteracted, of course, by increased backpressure on the control to avoid a hard touchdown. When the pilot desires to make a very soft
landing, only a 0.5 to 1.0° change in pitch attitude is needed. One must be careful, therefore, in generalizing on the applicability of a
control power boundary to all types of aircraft since additional factors other than lift loss due to control deflection must be considered.
Effect of minimum control power on touchdown performance: From the control boundary in figure 12, these data indicate that
very low pitch control power may be acceptable for low values of A(L/W). Although reduced control power is desirable from a
structural weight standpoint, the tradeoff in reducing control power can be reflected in terms of touchdown performance. Figure 13
indicates a general deterioration in touchdown performance as pitch control power is reduced. Although the maximum acceptable sink
rate of 6 fps (1.83 m/sec) could be obtained with relatively low control power, it should be appreciated that this represents a minimum
below which structural damage to the aircraft could occur. Also two additional conditions must be fulfilled for very low control power
to be acceptable: (I) little or no lift loss due to pitch control deflection is necessary and (2) no stability must be overcome in
maneuvering (proper stability and control harmony).
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Effect of approach speed: The difficulty of obtaining satisfactory pitch control power to harmonize with various stability levels
depends, to a large degree, on the value of approach speed (and C|_) selected. The trend is, of course, to reduce approach speed in the
interest of improving field performance. Two effects are associated with a reduction in approach speed: (1) decreased dynamic pressure
directly reduces pitch control power available and (2) increased C|_ (for a constant g) results in larger pitchinij moment and lift changes
in ground effect (more adverse ground effect). The effects of changing airspeed on the control requir menu for a conventional subsonic
jet transport and an advanced supersonic transport design are shown in figures 14 and 15. Of interest are such factors as the degree of
static stability, trim changes due to ground proximity, and control required to flare (maneuver). These data illustrate two significant
points for the conventional transport: (1) available control power is appreciably reduced by pucning moment changes in ground effect
and (2) airspeed decreases such as usually occur in the flare seriously erode the available control power. Maneuvering requirements
represent a much smaller percentage of the total control power required. The data in figure 15 for a supersonic transport aircraft show
several pronounced dif'erences. Because the aircraft is operated without a positive static margin, changes in control power with speed
are considerably smaller; in fact, instability (pitch up) at the lower speeds results in a greater margin in control available for maneuvering. Ground effect is more pronounced for the supersonic transport configuration and dominates the need for pitch control power. This
effect is accentuated if the pilot delays making a correction for the nose-down pitch change due to ground effect since, as previously
noted, it is not possible to "speed up" the nominally sluggish response of the high inertia SST before touchdown.
Acceptable limits of instability: As previously noted, operation with negative static longitudinal stability is possible for limited
(emergency) operation and the question arises as to the limits of instability for minimum safe operation. The degree of instability
permissible depends on many interrelated factors, including the type of aircraft, mission, task, degree of turbulence, ground effect,
backside of thrust-required curve, pitch damping, etc.
The results of piloted simulator studies of a version of the SST are given in figure 16, in terms of pilot rating versus e.g. position,
including the effect of SAS. These data indicate that with SAS off, there is a rapid degradation in pilot rating with rearward e.g.
movement. Operation at e.g. locations aft of the maneuver point would be considered unsafe because of the extremely high pilot
workload. With the type of SAS used in these tests (rate command, attitude hold), the aircraft could be flown acceptably for e.g.
positions past the maneuver point. The tracking performance for these unstable conditions is given in figure 17, which shows flight-path
error as a function of e.g. position. Without the use of SAS, flight-path tracking deteriorates rapidly for e.g. positions aft of the
maneuver point. Although not shown here, pilot workload increases considerably from indications of throttle and control movements.
Other parameters that relate to pilot opinion in controlling an unstable aircraft are time to double velocity error, T2 v, and time to
double angle of attack T2 (r The results of a SST simulation study show (fig. 18) that unsafe operations would be expected for times to
double velocity error of less than 10 seconds. Note that in the approach speed range for this SST configuration, operation is on the back
side of the power required curve, which in itself can contribute to a speed instability problem (without use of autothrottle). In these
tests, back-side operation results in a rather long time constant (approximately 50 sec) and would be difficult for the pilot to detect and
would be considered of secondary importance to his workload and performance problems.
Of concern to the pilot also in landing approach is the divergence in angle of attack. Several studies have been conducted to
establish safe operational limits for the Concorde class supersonic transport using T2a to indicate acceptable instability limits under
conditions that represent a multiple (SAS) failure case. Figure 19 shows pilot rating versus T2a from tests on a airborne (in-flight)
simulator (ref. 11) and flight tests of the Concorde aircraft. The rapid deterioration in pilot rating occurs because the pilot must devote
his attention to attitude control. Note that periods greater than approximately 6 see showed no significant improvement in pilot rating
nor was a satisfactory pilot rating ever obtained for this condition (no SAS).
A more detailed study of instability boundaries for airworthiness considerations of the Concorde class supersonic transport is
contained in a NASA-Ames study (ref. 12) conducted on a piloted six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator. The results are in general
agreement with the T^a trends previously mentioned. In these tests, pitch control sensitivity was varied to provide closer harmony
with stability. Although a systematic variation of pitch control sensitivity was not made, the few points checked did not show
significant improvement in pilot rating. In effect, the pilot did not set the limits in controlling the pitch divergences by inability to
adjust the aircraft response to produce a given a or speed change, but rather by the increase in pilot workload that accompanied the
increases in instability. Even large increases (five times normal) in pitch damping did not satisfactorily improve pilot opinion since, in
the tests conducted, it created an insidious delay in divergence.
CONCLUSIONS
From the study that has been made to identify factors which influence longitudinal stability and control harmony is approach and
landing, the following conclusions have been reached:
1. Stability and control harmony exists when aircraft response is such that flight path adjustments can be precisely made with low
pilot work load which will achieve the desired sink rate at touchdown, and the smallest overall penalty on aircraft performance.
2. Large stability margins require large values of control power for harmony in order to provide trim and maneuver capability
throughout the angle of attack range up to CLmax. Since large horizontal tail size is needed to provide large control power, the
increased structural weight and aerodynamic drag have adverse effect on performance.
3. Relaxing static stability margins to obtain improved overall aircraft performance results in sluggish short period dynamic
response, a condition for which it is difficult to provide harmony regardless of the amount of control available. The pilot is unable to
start and stop pitch attitude changes with the desired precision because of his inability to predict the final response.
4. For the selected level of stability in approach and landing, particular attention must be given to obtain satisfactory longitudinal
control characteristics in terms of control power, control sensitivity, and control feel to achieve harmony.
5. Because pitch control requirements depend on many interrelated factors, it is not possible to generalize on control harmony for
all stability levels. The individual requirements for each type aircraft must be examined in detail to select control power, sensitivity and
feel appropriate to the aircraft's dynamic behavior, with the desire for the least performance penalty in mind.
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6. Stability and control harmony is of special Importance in approach and landing aboard a carrier because of the increased
precision required to land on a small area and to account for the ship's motion in rough seas. When these aircraft require low static
stability to achieve design perlormance goals, unconventional control techniques such as DLC can be used to advantage with the
nominally poor (sluggish) pitch dynamics associated with low stability margins.
7. Achieving stability and control harmony for SST aircraft Is more complicated due to the sluggish pitch response, high pitch
inertia, and low short period frequency. In achieving good harmony, attention must be given to the effect of lift loss due to control
deflection and the minimum amount of control power commensurate with obtaining the desired sink rate at touchdown.
8. The effect of reducing approach speed is less deleterious for advanced SST aircraft compared to conventional transports
because control loss is less and more maneuverability is retained. The lift and moment changes due to ground effect dominate the
control requirements for all types of transport aircraft regardless of the stability margin.
9. Operation with negative static longitudinal stability is possible for limited (emergency) operation with less than optimum
harmony. The degree of instability permissible depends on many interrelated factors including the task, turbulence intensity, ground
effect characteristics, pitch damping, etc. Parameters which relate to pilot opinion in controlling an unstable aircraft in approach and
landing are time to double velocity error and time to double angle of attack.
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THE INFLUENCE OF STOL L0N0ITUD1NAL HANDLINO QUALITIES ON PILOTS' OPINIONS
by

K-u. Doetsoh, Jr.
National Aeronautical Establishment
National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. K1A 0R6

SUMMARY

control technique options on fllpht-path control are discussed briefly.
In-flight
evaluations of variations in some of these parameters provided a basis for assessing
their relative importance to the pilot when he was faced with a demanding instrument
approach task.
Control o f pitch proved to be central to the overall flight-path control task
and the more easily and precisely the pilot could modulate pitch, the more adverse the
speed coupling effe Ots he was prepared to tolerate
For the typical unaugmented stability
characteristics of the STOL class of aircraft exhl biting small modal separation, the
handling qualities were governed by the overall re sponses to control and disturbance
inputs rather than by the location of Individual r oots of the characteristic equation,
This was true even for reasonable short-period cha racteristlcs when the stiffness and
total damping of fch e short-term mode was derived t o a large extent from the derivative,
7,w.
Atmospheric tu rbulence, wind and'wind shear o ften affected the control task slgnificantly during the steep, low-speed approaches ev aluated.
LIST OF SYMBOLS

h, h
M
a
s

u, w

u.
x,
a
Y

o
6e
6T

C
6
X.
o)

W
Y.

Acceleration constant due to gravity, ft/sec2
Perturbations in height and rate of change of height, ft, ft/sec
Pitching acceleration, rad/sec2/unlt subscript
Perturbation in rate of pitch, rad/sec
Laplace's transform variable 1/sec
Perturbations in linear velocities along X and Z axes, ft/sec
Linear velocities along X and Z axes, ft/sec
(I) Principal axis system
(II) Linear accelerations along axes, ft/sec2/unlt subscript
Perturbation In angle of attack
Ground referenced glide slope
Pitching moment controller
Pilot's elevator control displacement
Pilot's thrust control displacement
Damping ratio of a second-order linear system
Perturbation in pitch attitude, rad
Zero of Eq (1), 1/seo
Undamped natural frequency of a second-order mode, rad/sec

Subscripts
A
Apparent
o
(1) Fixed operating point,
SP
ss

Short period
Steady state

W

Wind

1.0

(11) Ground referenced quantity

IMTRODUCTION

The trend towards Increased airspeeds during the landing approach, after a
steady rise to the plateau utilized for current conventional Jet transports, took a
deliberate and marked reversal for the STOL class of aircraft where it no longer remained
a prerequisite that the lift be generated almost exclusively by aerodynamic means. The
first flight tests of this type of alrcraf; showed, however, that the relaxation of many
of the classical aerodynamic constraints not only Influenced the trajectories that could
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be achieved but also led, If not to 'mdeslrable, then at least to unusual handling
qualities. It Is the purpose of this paper to discuss the Influence of some of these
characteristics en pilots' opinions.
In the longitudinal plane the most readily apparent differences occur In the
control of pitch and flight path. It often becomes difficult to control precisely the
pitching moment of unaugmented STOL aircraft because of their decreased short-period
stiffness and/or damping and because the phugold mode may become excited more easily
through an increase in its frequency without a commensurate increase in its damping.
For aircraft without stability augmentation, the natural separation between the shortperiod and phugold modes is diminished and must be re-established either by the pilot or
by a stability augmentation system before satisfactory flight path control can be
achieved. Moreover, flight path control through pitch attitude variations becomes less
effective because the relationship between pitch and the resulting normal acceleration,
to which most professional, or high as opposed to low speed, pilots have become accustomed,
changes markedly with reduced trim speed even before consideration is given as to whether
operation is on the 'frontside' or 'backside' of the power-required curve. To attain the
desired low approach speeds, the aircraft must, in fact, frequently be operated on the
'backside' of this curve with all the ensuing implications of potential stability
problems.
The inclination o f the thrust ve ctor of STOL ai rcraft is generally more normal
to the flight path than it is in conventio nal aircraft. Consequently, the inclination
of the result ant aerodynami cally generated force Is often affected more significantly by
variations in the magnitude of the thrust and this can le ad to confusing and unexpected
responses. A s an example i s quoted experl ence with the a ugmentor-wlng, modified Buffalo
being evaluat ed In a Joint U.S.A.-Canadian programme, whi oh decelerates when thrust is
Increased at constant pitch attitude in an approach confl guratlon. Even when given
control over both thrust ma gnltude and dir ectlon, the pll ot will, In general, be required
to coordinate thrust vector modulation wit h pitch to atta in the desired longitudinal and
vertical velo cities.
Some aspects of trajectory control are related directly to flight speed. Speed
disturbances which are quite acceptable at higher speeds have a proportionally greater
and possibly unacceptable Influence as trim-speeds decrease. This is true not only for
perturbations Induced by the pilot but also for those not directly under his control due
to atmospheric turbulence, wind and wind shear.
An In-flight Investigation, Ref. 1, has recently been completed with the aim of
quantifying the Influence of systematic variations in some of the above mentioned parameters on pilots' opinions.
The NRC, Flight Research Laboratory, Bell 47Q-3B1 simulator, Ref. 2, was flown
on an instrument approach task at 60 knots down an 8° glide jlope with visual acquisition
at 200 ft AGL of the touchdown point 200 ft upwind of the microwave guidance transmitter.
The complete circuit is illustrated in Figure 1.
Investigated both for good augmented and typical unaugmented pitching characteristics were the effects on speed and flight path control of various levels of coupling
between airspeed and normal acceleration. This coupling was achieved through independent
variations in the derivatives Zu and Zw.
The evaluation pilots were required to complete a detailed questionnaire after
each evaluation Indicating which factors had most influenced their final assessments and
ratings. Further details of both the experimental design and of the pilots' assessments
may be found in Ref. 1.
2.0

FLIGHT PATH CONTROL I« THF PRESENCE OF EASILY CONTROLLED PITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

The analytical background required to bring into prominence the features
pertinent to flight path control is summarized below and a description of the pilots'
assessments of In-flight evaluations of these characteristics then follows.
2.1

Effect on Flight Path Dynamics of Modulating Pitch

If pitch attitude can be easily and precisely constrained to the desired levels
by the pilot, the equations of motion for flight path control may be considerably
simplified by using pitch attitude rather than elevator as the controlling function, as
was originally Indicated in Ref. 3 and subsequently reiterated in different forms in
several recent publications.
Of interest to the present development: is the ratic between height rate and
speed fluctuations resulting from an attitude change. Tt Is this coupling which
establishes the effectiveness of changing, attitude as a means of controlling flight path.
To illustrate more simply the concept, it Is assumed that in the smallperturbation, longitudinal equations of motion, the following approximations may be made:

eo = o

x,oe = z,oe - w o

and

g >> X

The above mentioned ratio then reduces to
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A Is the zero In the height rate to pitch attitude transfer function, which Indicates
wnere along the power-required curve the aircraft Is being operated.
The trajectories that would be followed by the aircraft In response to a small
step speed decrement (used only for Illustrative purposes) through attitude changes for
positive, zero and negative X^ are shown In Figure 2.
Consider first the case where X^ Is zero, which corresponds to operation at
the minimum power-required point. Equation (1) would then represent the expression for
the exchange between kinetic and potential energy, at a constant dissipation rate,
brought about by aircraft pitching motions. To be noted is that the height Increment for
a velocity decrement Is given by
Uo

-

(3)

E

h=0

It Is seen that, to obtain a given height Increment relative to the flight path, the
percentage speed change required Is proportional to the square of the trim velocity.
This factor has two consequences of Increasing significance as trim speed Is reduced,
namely :
(1)

(li)

Considerably greater speed decrements are demanded to attain a given increase
In potential energy, and the ensuing fluctuations about, the operating point
thus also become greater.
The demanded dpetd per'turbatIons may become such that they no longer remain
negligible in comparison with the trim-speed. Thus, even If the rate of
dissipation of energy were to remain unchanged (Xh=0)> the steady state change
in speed would alter the flight path angle sufficiently to create the Illusion
of the aircraft being operated on the 'backside' of the power-renuired curve.
The illusion would become more pronounced as trim-speed is reduced and as
glide-path Is steepened - two prerequisites for STOL operations.

If Xh is positive, decreasing speed from the trim speed through attitude
changes decreases the rate of dissipation of energy. The glide-path will thus become
less steep than that obtained with Xh=0> and conversely for negative values of X^
corresponding to 'backside' operation.
The above developments have been concerned with the fina 1 flight pat h responses
to attitude changes. The rate at which these values are achieved depends on t he magnitude of the damping in heave derivative, Zw.
It would appear that to achieve a suitable
compromise between the response to turbulence and the need to mano euvre, desig ners will
be restricted to the fairly narrow range of about .25 < -Zw < 1.0 sec -1 for th e landing
approach phase. Limited freedom will thus be available for tuning initial res ponses to
the pilot's desires, but the long term flight path response is est abllshed by the rate
of dissipation of total energy and the only manner In which this c an be adjust ed if the
inherent configuration characteristics do not provide suitable var iatlons, is by
modulating the thrust simultaneously with pitch. Reference h give s one approa ch to
achieving the appropriate pitch and thrust modulation, whereas the following s ection Is
concerned more with Investigating the limiting options available t o a pilot in this
control task.

?.2

Effect on Flight Path Dynamics of Modulating Thrust In Conjunction with Different
Limiting Constraints obtained through Fitch Attitude Variations

The response to thrust inputs for the following three motion constraints is to
be considered:
(1)
(11)
(ill)

Pitch attitude perturbations constrained to zero.
Longitudinal velocity perturbations constrained to zero through pitch attitude
(STOL Technique).
Height rate perturbations constrained to zero through pitch attitude (CTOL
Technique).

In all cases, for simplicity, the same assumptions as in section 2,1 will be made as
regards quantities which may be neglected. It is also assumed that
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It is seen that, not surprisingly, the mo^t immediate response along any axis occurs
when the thrust is Inclined along that axis and that the response along the other axis
is established by the magnitude of the crosscoupling derivative Xw or Zu.
Moreover, unless
> 0

w Z.

this control mode remains stable.
The mode is indicative of the velocity vector variation that occurs for thrust
Inputs when the pilot does not attempt to use attitude to constrain either of the velocity
components next considered.
2.2.2

Longitudinal Velocity perturbations constrained to zero through Pitch Attitude
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To be noted is that the time constant governing the height rate response does not depend
on the thrust Inclination. Also, the requirement to change pitch attitude Is reduced
for a near normal thrust vector unless Xw becomes large compared to Zw. Even then, less
lead would be required for pitch compensation with a normal rather than a longitudinal
thrust vector.
The mode is always stable unless Zw becomes positive.
2.2.3

Height Rate perturbations constrained to zero through Pitch Attitude
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6T
-'

Again, the time constant governing the velocity response is independent of thrust
inclination. However, the pitch response demanded to constrain height rate to zero
requires more lead on the part of the pilot as the thrust vector becomes more normal to
the flight path. Furthermore, the solution becomes unstable for backside operation with
Z
J5
u + X
U Z
o w

> 0

whatever the thrust inclination.
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The success of any of the modes of control delineated above depends upon the
ease and precision with which pitch attitude can be modulated to constrain the appropriate velocity component to the desired level. Pilots, In general, favour minimum control
interaction and one would thus exnect a preference for the thrust inclination which
demands the smallest pitch compensation to maintain constrained motion.
The STOL technique, for example, v.'ould encourage the use of a near normal
thrust vector for height control. To attain zero steady state pitch perturbations, the
following Identity would need to be satisfied:
X

dT/Z-6T " V7w •

The pilot would, however, in this case still be required to provide the transient attitude correction given by Eq (7) as

o

J

(s) =

6T
s - Z.

A compromise between diminishing the initial and steady state compensations
would probably be preferred for larger values of Xw/Zw.
As control of pitch becomes more difficult, the need to coordinate it with
thrust inputs places an Increasing burden on the pilot and, for this reason, pitch
stability augmentation needs to be one of the first stability modes provided.
2.3
2.3.1

Effect of the External Environment on Flight Path Control
Mean Winds and Wind Shears

The change in rate of descent required to maintain a constant ground-referenced
glide-path angle In the presence of a wind of strength, Uw, which is approximately
aligned with the longitudinal axis (Figure 3), is given by
-Y'o U,,
W

or

UW

(11)

!:

The proportional change in rate of descent is dependent on the relative magnitude of the
wind to airspeed and It is seen that when wind shear occurs with altitude. Increasing
demands may be placed on the pilot to maintain not only his airspeed but also the
appropriate rate of descent, whenever the variation in wind along the trajectory of the
aircraft becomes large relative to the trim speed.
A decrease In airspeed due, for example, to wind shear reduces the 'convertible'
energy of the aircraft. If pitch attitude la held constant, operation on the 'frontslde'
of the power-required curve result» in a decrease in the rate of dissipation of
energy until the airspeed is restoi-ed and, as a result, some of the convertible energy is
eventually regained.
'Backside' operation, however, results In an Increase In the rate
of dissipation of energy and in further depletion of the 'convertible' energy store.
This behaviour is Illustrated schematically In Figure k. It Is thus apparent that when
the aircraft Is being operated on the 'backside' of the power-required curve, 1c becomes
necessary for the pilot to notice early any changes in airspeed due to wind shear in
order to be able to reduce the thrust modulation necessary to maintain a ground
referenced trajectory.
It was found during the Investigation described m a subsequent section that,
even though the majority of evaluations were deliberately carried out in light surface
winds, the effects of wind shear were often cause for surprise and comment from the
pilot when extreme 'backside' configurations were being evaluated. Not only did the
pilot have to make appropriate adjustments to his rate of descent according to the timevarying kinematic relationship expressed in Eq (11) but, during 'backside' operation,
his trajectory control problem was noticeably accentuated because of the need to observe
early any deviations from trim-airspeed.
In a similar manner, the Influence of lateral wind shears needs to be
compensated for by the pilot.
During the above experiment, looallzer tracking often
proved to be at least as demanding as glide-path tracking, because of the effects of wind
shear and caused a noticeable increase In the pilot's workload during this already
demanding approach task.
It is suggested In Ref. 5 that the ground referenced trajectory be varied
according to the predicted along-track wind during Instrument approach tasks, much as Is
frequently done by pilots flying lower speed approaches under visual conditions.
Although obvious physical limits to this concept would remain (such as ground obstacle
clearance heights and guidance aid limits) even If the along-track wind could be
accurately predicted, the range of configuration characteristics to which the pilot would
be exposed by its application would be substantially reduced. This would be of benefit
to the pilot who is already subjected to a high workload during this flight phase without
his having to adapt i;o continuously varying configuration characteristics.
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2.3.2

Turbulence

As speeds decrease, the wavelenKths of some of the aircraft; characteristic
modes tend to coincide more with those of the turbulence components exhlhltlnp; hlfih
energy levels, The effects of turbulence on disturbing the aircraft from Its trajectory
can thereby become pronounced at low speeds, particularly If the derivatives, Mu, Mw, 7,u,
Zw, are relatively lar^re.
2•''

Pilots' Assessments of Pll£ht Path Control In the Presence of
Good Pitch Control Characteristics

As very little documented In-flight data of the assessment of Instrument
approaches at typical STOL speeds In aircraft operating with various flight path control
characteristics existed, the experiment described In detail In Reference 1 was carried
out to provide pilots' evaluations of the Influence of some of the parameters considered
In the previous sections.
Simulator limitations only allowed a thrust vector Inclination approximately
normal to the flight path to be evaluated, but complete freedom did exist In the longitudinal plane to vary the normal force and the pitching moment characteristics.
For thlB phase of the Investigation, the pertinent parameters were as follows:
j

(1)

Short-Period Mode:

wgp =1.5 r/s, C-- =0.7.

These characteristics were obtained by augmenting the basic pitching
characteristics of some of the configurations described In Section 3
with pitch rate and attitude feedback.
(11)

The following elevator command forms were used:
(a)

Attitude Command

6e
(b)

Rate Command
Se
6e

(111)

(v)

(vl)

s2 - (M

+ MOs - r
q
a
s[s - (M + M-)]

The non-zero closed-loop longitudinal force derivatives were well
represented by

Xu

(Iv)

1

•.01,

Xw = -.03,

Xq = -.022 .

The steady state pitch attitude In straight and level flight was
6 o = -7°.
Flight path control characteristics were changed through Independent
variations In the derivatives Zu and Zw. In cognizance of the ability
of modern technology to allow some deviation from the traditional
aerodynamic restraints, the ratio, i;u/Zw, was also allowed to deviate
within sensible limits from the value expected for purely aerodynamlcally
generated forces.
The task was flown at 60 knots down an 8° glide slope. Only raw aircraft
state data were presented to the pilot during the Instrument portion of
the task.
Artificial turbulence exhibiting a Von Karman spectral shape with a
scale length of kOO ft, a normal distribution and an r.m.s. level of
2.5 ft/ .c was used to represent the three turbulence components of the
atmosphere, whereas the real wind and wind shear of the environment
disturbed the trajectory of the simulator.

To be assessed were the maximum acceptable coupling between airspeed and normal
force and, independently, the influence of the derivative, Zw, when the pilot had control
over a normal thrust vector. Also,the more suitable of the two above mentioned elevator
command forms for this control task was to be established.
It was found that when the steady state velocity ratio, -

, was negative,

corresponding to 'frontside' operation, the easily controlled pitching characteristics
allowed the pilot to control airspeed through pitch attitude modulation, and rate of
descent through thrust modulation without significant control activity being required to
compensate for undeslred crosscoupled velocity responses.
Evaluation of three levels of Zw» namely, -.25, -.5 and -1.0, in these circumstances, showed that the time constant associated with vertical velocity control, -1/ZW,

I
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was considered to be too lonp; for Zw ■ -.251 whereas the turbulence response In heave
became too Rreat for Zw = -1.0. A value of 7,w ■ -O.H appeared to rer.ult In a j^ond
compromise between controllability on the one hand and excessive turbulence response on
the other.
The velocity coupling was next varied through Increases In the magnitude of
-Zu from zero to the maximum attainable aerodynamic value of about 0.f> for this airspeed.
Typical plots of pilots' ratings are shown In Figure 5 for Zw = -0.5 for both elevator
command forms.
It Is seen that the rate command form was considered to be significantly
worse than the attitude command form for extreme 'backside' operation but better for
'frontslde' operation.
Pilots' comments indicated that the initial pitch response for the attitude
command form could be so rapid that a propensity towards pilot induced oscillations
existed whenever significant attitude changes w re demanded in such manoeuvres an the
flare. This accounts for the relative degradation in rating during 'frontslde' operation.
However, during extreme 'backside' operation, the need to control airspeed precisely to
avoid speed coupling effects dominated to such an extent, that the added precision with
which the attitude rather than the rate command forms could control the long term airspeed variations proved to be of considerable benefit to the pilot.
It may be noted from Figure 5 that a fairly extensive region of optimum ratings
(say |h/uss| < 0.3 - 0.5) existed, centred on zero steady-state velocity coupling. This
trend was confirmed for the other levels of -Zw
The most objectionable feature for operation on the extreme 'backside' of the
power-required curve was the coupling between airspeed and rate of change of height.
This made the pilot much more aware of the effects of wind and turbulence and increased
his general workload significantly. In his assessments of his workload and performance
during various task phases, it was apparent that he felt that the former Increased and
the latter deteriorated in most phases, whenever the primary tasks of controlling either
pitch attitude and airspeed or rate of change of height became difficult.
As the pitch control and hence airspeed control was degraded, the undesirable
effects on handling qualities of operating on the 'backside' of the power-required curve
became pronounced at lower levels of -Zu. This behaviour, discussed further In
Section 3.3, is illustrated quantitatively by the pilots' ratings plotted in Figure 6.
3.0

THE COÜTROL OF THE PITCHING CHARACTERISTICS

Much of the foregoing has addressed the problem of flight path control in the
presence of pitching characteristics which could be easily and precirjely controlled.
However, the Inherent characteristics of STOL aircraft do not fall into r.his category and,
although it may be argued that stability augmentation systems can always hi incorporated
to override the unaugmented characteristics, the control problems associated with system
failure or Inadequate augmentation remain. A considerable portion of the experiment was
thus concerned with evaluating the Influence of undesirable pitching characteristics on
flight path control.
Consideration is given first to the configurations in which the short-period
approximation represents well "the roots characterizing the short term response, and this
is followed by consideration of the effects on handling qualities of roots resulting
from short and long term modes with small separation, where the classical assumptions
regarding negligible quantities no longer remain adequate for determining the roots of
the characteristic equation.
3.1

Classical Short-Period Approximation

It is assumed that longitudinal velocity perturbations have negligible influence
on the pitch and heave degrees of freedom. In these circumstances, the pitch response to
elevator inputs which describes the central control task facing the pilot, becomes

M, fie
6e

(s) =

S - 7.w
s2 + Jcui + u2

(12)

The unaugmented short-period characteristics of STOL aircraft in their landing approach
configurations are often such that -Zw and u2 are of the same order of magnitude and less
than 1.0. For these conditions, some insight into the initial (high frequency) response
of concern to the pilot Is given by expanding Eq (12) about the zero location to give
1

M *6e (s) = s2 + 2
oe
^AS +

s2

"I
-

where
.2 -

and

ua

+

zw(2?

7,

+

Z u)7.
w A
2C(i)a + u)2

(13)

w

AWA)

•

Providing that |Zwü)ft| remains small in comparison with |s(s2 + 2cwa + IO2)| In the
frequency range of interest to the pilot in his short term control of pitch, one may
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To be noted Is that when the usual short-period mode approximations are madi',
^■A-A = -(Mr,

+

W

(15)

and

D?A ■ -(M
v
ni + M-Z
aw )

(16)

These are to be compared with the short-period mode values of
250) ■ -(M

q + M-a + Z w )

(17)

Mq Zw )

(18)

and
■(M

An Idea of the adequacy of the approximation may be obtained from Figures 7
and 8 which show the responses obtained for variations In Zw and Mw for a typical range
of unaugmented STOL short-period characteristics. The response la exactly represented
by Eq (I'O for the case of pole-zero cancellation (Ma + M^Zv) = 0), but deviates ever
more rapidly from the exact solution as |Zw(Ma + Mäzw)I increases. Figure 9 illustrates
the relationship between the roots of the approximation and those of the short-period
mode for Zw ■ -.5. The diagram is divided into four regions exhibiting the following
characteristics:
(I)

The apparent initial damping in this region is negative. It is unlikely
that these characteristics will arise In practice aa -(NU + M^) would
normally be positive.

(II)

In this region the apparent initial damping ratio is li-ss than that
expected from the short-period roots. Previous in-flight investigations
have explored this region, particularly at the higher frequencies (u2 > 2),
and have reported PIO tendencies near the boundary between I and II even
when favourable short-period characteristics existed (for example,
Ref. 6).

(Ill)

In this region, especially when the boundary between III and IV Is
approached, the apparent initial stiffness is reduced. However,
providing that the origin of P^u^, lo^ Is not approached too closely,
handling qualities remain satisfactory.

(IV)

The apparent initial stiffness is negative in this region and the
aircraft is characterized by a more sluggish pitch response to elevator
inputs than would be expected from the short-period root locations.

Also Illustrated in Figure 9, to give an Indication of the region of present
concern, is a range of typical unaugmented STOL short-period characteristics during the
landing approach phase.
The influence of increasing -Zw on the apparent initial damping and stiffness
is shown in Figure 10.
In general, Regions I and IV, which correspond to negative
initial damping and stiffness respectively, are expanded at the expense of Regions II and
III. The higher the value of -Zw in relation to a given set of short-period roots, the
more sluggish the initial response will appear to be. Expressed slightly differently,
the Increase in short-period damping and stiffness, obtained from Eqs (17) and (18), with
Increasing -Zw is not reflected in the initial response to elevator Inputs - indeed, for
the normally negative values of M^, the apparent initial stiffness is reduced.
The marked change in initial response to control inputs resultInr from different
values of Zw for the same short-period characteristics is illustrated in Figure 7 for
Zw = 0, -.25, -.5, -1.0 and the short-period chf-acterlsties, 2f> = 1.75, u2 = .625.
3.2

Pilots' Assessments of Unaugmented .Short-Period Characteristics

One of the advantages of the model following technique employed on the simulator
utilized in the experiment was the accuracy with which low stiffness configurations could
be simulated. This allowed exploration of a range of short-period characteristics which
are representative of unaugmented STOL aircraft in this flight phase but which had not
before been evaluated in flight In a systematic manner.
Decoupling from longitudinal velocity perturbations was ensured by setting Mu
and Zu to zero for this group of configurations. Various levels of total damping pnd
stiffness were evaluated for different magnitudes of -Zw.
The ease of controlling pitch dominated the pilot's concern but the effects of
the magnitude of Zw discussed in Section 2.k again were apparent.
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DfallnR fl rat with t he configurations characterized by p ole-zero cancella-

Mon, that in, bhoaa on the 11 ne between Region Til and IV In Pig ure 9. the ratings
detorlorat •■ei rapidly when the basic time consta nt governing the pi tch control mode
(l/-(Mq + Mjj)) benam c greater than about 1.0 se c,

The trend in pi lots' ratings for conIra precise pitch control
was blamed for the d oteriorati on In handling qu allties with increa sing time constant and,
once the 1 alter had become too long, increasing the stiffness to m ove the short-period
character! sties into Region IT I of Figure 9 did not Improve the si tuation noticeably in
the range investlpat ed (w < 1 r/s). For exampl e, all configuratio ns with Zw ■ -1,0 and
2Cu =1.75 and with Z„ = -Ö.5 and 2Cu =1.0 wer e deemed unacneptab le, This Indicates
that a low er limit e xlsta for the pitch damping ■ (Mq + M4), to atta in acceptable pitching
chai'acterl sties with these low stiffness conflg uratlons, even when the short-period
damping, - (Mq + Mä + Zw), 1B a t, a favourable le vel.

figuration a with pol e-zero can cellatlon is show n in Figure 11.

When the basic time constant was classed as good, decreasing the stiffness so
that u^ became negative led to a rapid deterioration in ratings. The complaint again
became one of sluggish and imprecise pitch responses.
It appears then that a lower
limit, established by the pitching characteristics, also exists for the minimum acceptable
short-period stiffness, and that this limit may be governed by the apparent initial pitch
stiffness to elevator Inputs. Increasing u/\ from zero through changes in Wa accentuated
the turbulence response but, in the range tested, did not degrade the overall ratings.
The trends in pilots' ratings for varying stiffness, damping and Zw are shown in
Figure 12,
To be noted is that the pilots on several occasions had difficulty in assigning
consistent ratings for these configurations which were often characterized by low total
stiffnesses. This situation is not unusual when the pilot must concern himself with
several mediocre to poor control characteristics rather than with one dominant characteristic.
3.1

Handling Qualities for Highly Coupled Degrees of Freedom

The short-term modes of unaugmented STOL aircraft in their landing approach
configurations are often governed by two aperiodic roots, one of which may have a value
close to zero. In these circumstances, the root locations may not be well approximated
by those obtained using the classical assumptions for calculating separated short-period
and phugoid modes of motion. When the constraints of zero values for Mu and Zu applied
in the previous group were relaxed, many of the configurations fell into this class.
As an e xample, root 1 ocl due to varying Mu are shown in Figure 13 both for well
and poorly separa ted modes. It is seen that a notic eable redistribution of damping
between the modes occurs as a r esult of small modal separation. In the example
illustrated, a ne w complex pair with total damping c onsiderably greater than that which
would be expected using the ola sslcal phugoid assump tions, has resulted from the combination of one of the short-peri od roots with a phugo Id root. This damping has been
derived at the ex pense of an ap eriodlc instability a rising from the remaining root near
the origin. Thes e root locatlo ns are, however, so s ensltlve to small variations in Mu
that a redistrlbu tlon of the ro ots to the locations expected from the normal short-period
and phugoid appro xlmatlons, can easily be achieved b y the pilot closing a low-gain airspeed to elevator loop.
Pilots' evaluations of this situation confirmed that achieving this redistribution and hence stabilization of the aperiodic root (with time to double amplitude of
7 seconds) did not add significantly to the control task and that the instability was
certainly not as detrimental to handling qualities as was one of similar time to double
amplitude resulting from a reduction in the short-period stiffness through the derivative
Hw, when decoupling was enforced through setting Mu and Zu to zero.
It is thus seen that a single undesirable root location must be viewed in
relationship to the other roots in the proximity before its effects on handling qualities
can be ascertained.
Turning now to the general effects of non-zero Mu and Zu on handling qualities,
one finds that poor pitch characteristics accentuated the problems of flight path control
considered in Section 2.'I, as -Zu was increased. The reason lay with the difficulty in
achieving precise long-term airspeed control. This Is Illustrated by the examples of
variations In pilots' ratings for configurations without pitch stability augmentation
with increasing -Zu shown In Figure 6, which should be compared with those of the
augmented configurations shown In Figure 5.
The effect of Mu generally showed Itself through the Increased response of
pitch to turbulence and, when Mu was positive, through the increased excitation of
relatively high frequency phugoid oscillations.
't.O

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Consideration has been given to some of the factors which distinguish the
handling qualities of STOL aircraft during the landing approach phase from those of
conventional aircraft. It Is shown that airspeed takes on an Importance in its own
right. At reduced speeds, control of flight path through pitch modulation becomes less
effective as large speed perturbations may be demanded to attain a given neight correction, and the long-term response may be underslrable because of operation on the
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'bnckalde' of the power-required curve. Wind and wind shear also have a more pronounced efTect on trajectory control and may force the pilot to compensate for widely
changing configuration characteristics during the course of an approach when a ground
fixed trajectory Is being followed.
Operation will often be on the 'backside' of the power-required curve. This
makes It expedient for the pilot to contrpl rate of change of height through thrust
modulation and airspeed through pitch attitude to avoid speed Instability problems.
In-flight evaluations of the landing approach phase of STOL configurations
which were characterized by a normal thrust vector, Indicated a preference on the part
of the pilots for negligible long-term changes In flight-path angle with pitch attitude
and hence airspeed, that Is, operation near the aircraft's minimum power-required point.
The more easily and precisely the long-term pitch attitude could be controlled,
the further along the 'backside' of the power-required curve the pilots were prepared to
operate the aircraft. An attitude command form for elevator to pitch control proved
advantageous in this respect as It allowed precise control of long-term speed variations.
When the pitching characteristics were not augmented and the resulting shortperiod stiffness became low, the pilots' principal concern lay with the control of pitch.
This control problem was central to the flight-path control task and poor pitch characteristics accentuated poor flight-path control characteristics.
Finally,
was found that the
dependent not only
on the location of

when the short-period and phugoid modes were not well separated, it
difficulty associated with controlling an aperiodic Instability was
on the location of the appropriate root taken In isolation, but also
the neighbouring roots.
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LOW-SPEED STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSPORT
AIRCRAFT WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO TAILPLANE DESIGN
by
E. Obert
Aerodynamicist
FOKKER - VFW B.V.
P.O. Box 7600
Schiphol - Oost
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

For modern transport aircraft generally emphasis is put on operational
flexibility. This means among other things that the ability is required to operate at
low take-off and landing speeds under a wide range of loading conditions. Consequently
the operation al envelope of the aircraft covers a large range of lift coefficients and
C.G. position s. The ensuing requirements for the design of horizontal tail surfaces
and elevators are difficult to fulfil. In this paper some of the low-speed tailplane
and elevator problems are considered. Particular reference is made to the possibility
of tailplane stall. Some related experience obtained in the design and flight testing
of the Fokker VFW F-27 and F-28 is discussed.
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lift coefficient
lift coefficient for the aircraft less tail
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thrust coefficient, C_
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tailplane lift curve slope

elevator lift curve slope
pitchint moment with the moment reference centre at 30% MAC
pitch.rj moment for the aircraft less tail
mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)
tailplane angle-of-incidence
tail moment arm
normal load factor
free stream dynamic pressure
dynamic pressure at the tailplane location
wing area
elevator area
tailplane area
airspeed
stalling speed as determined for certification purposes
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tailplane volume coefficient
tailplane effective angle-of-attack
aircraft angle-of-attack with respect to fuselage datum line
aircraft angle-of-attack with respect to wing root datum line
change in tailplane angle-of-attack due to aircraft rate-of-pitch
elevator angle
downwash angle at the tailplane
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Operational flexibility is a key word in the design of modern transport
aircraft. In particular short-haul transport aircraft must be able to operate with
full payload from moderate to short runways. On the other hand when ample runway
length is available high take-off weights for the longer range capability should be
possible. Forthermore loading restrictions should in the operator's opinion be
non-existent. The striving after of these goals has in the course of time led to
two developments :
1. The maximum lift coefficient for take-off and landing and the number of
take-off figurations that can be selected has Increased considerably.
2. The centre-of-gravity range for which aircraft are certificated shows a
tendency to increase.
Regarding the C.G. range It should be noted that at present there is a trend to include
beforehand in a new design the loading flexibility needed upon develop! ng the aircraft
design further into a "family of aircraft". Stretching, a change of en gines, a large
variety of customer requirements, or the fitting of a large freight doo r may all affect
the required C.G. range. It is often worthwhile to consider these poin ts when sizing
the tailplane and designing the control system.
Both developments are reflected in the heavy and often conflicting requ irements put on
the horizontal tailplane and elevator characteristics of present-day tr ansport aircraft.
Research into the quantification of desired handling qualities has also had its impact
on the design of longitudinal control systems. The improved insight in to the relation
between a pilot's opinion on a aircraft's behaviour and measurable airc raft characterlstics has led to a general increase in the level of what is considered a s acceptable
design standards.
The Fokker company was confronted with all these developments in the design and developments of the F-27 turboprop and F-28 turbofan transport aircraft. Both aircraft are
now well-established in the air transport market. A three-view of both aircraft is
presented in fig. 1.
2. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
In table I a summary is presented of the various factors concerning
flight which influence the aerodynamic design of tailplane and elevator for a
to medium-sized transport aircraft. Both reversible and irreversible controls
sidered. The inclusion of the former implicates that control forces and thus
moments also have to be taken into account.
In the table these factors have been grouped under five headings :

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

low speed
small
are conhinge

Static and dynamic stability
Control capacity
Trim capacity
Control forces
Out-of-trim control characteristics.

In this paper a closer view will be taken at the requirements concerning low-speed
control and trim capacity.
In particular the possibility of tailplane stall will be
considered.
PITCHING MOMENTS AS AFFECTED BY C

Lmc

AND C.G. RANGE

Fig. 2 shows in principle the pitching moment for a hypothetical transport
aircraft, tail-off, as a function of flap setting and centre-of-gravity position.
The total range of pitching moments that has to be balanced by the tail is quite large
and lies between a high negative and a small position value.
For equilibrium in pitch
and under the assumption that Vh = 1 the tailplane lift coefficient has to cover the
same range of values.
It is also clear from fig. 2 that an increase in cLmax or C.G. r^nge puts an increasing
demand on the lifting capability of the tailplane.
Furthermore it can be seen that the
highest tail lift is required either at CT
or at low CL-values depending on the
relative position of the most forward C.G. position and the aerodynamic centre of the
aircraft-less-tail.
To find the trim changes when altering the aircraft configuration, airspeed or C.G.
position pitching moment curves for the complete aircraft are required.
Fig. 3 shows
the tail-off and tail-on pitching moment curves for the F-28.
The very small changes in
trim due to flap extension at constant CL are evident. However, when the required C.G.
range is considered again a large range of pitching moments has to be coped with.
In fig. 4 the balancing pitching moment produced by the tail in order to maintain
longitudinal equilibrium is described in a simplified equation form.
(Tab effects are
neglected.)
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In the preliminary design stage tailplane aspect ratio and volume coefficient are often
selected on the following criteria :
1.

Acceptable static stability at the most aft

CG. location

2.

The ratio between maximum and minimum values for stickforce-vs.-spjed gradient
and stickforce/g over the required C.G. range.

3.

A first estimate of the maximum usable tail lift coefficient to trim the aircraft
on landing and to rotate the aircraft at take-off, both at the forward
C.G. position.

If it is assumed for the moment that no aopreciable power effects exist s and that the
tailplane is outside the wing wake, then "s = i.
The ratio between tailplane and elevator area is less directly obtained.
It follows
from the type of control system adopted (reversible or irreversible) and from a careful
balance between the control capacity required and the resulting hinge moments.
With
regard to the latter both absolute values and the acceptable degree of non-linearity
have to be taken into account.
The remaining factors are then :
1.

average flow angle at the tailplane

2.

tailplane incidence

3.

elevator deflection.

From the foregoing three basic requirements emerge for the tailpjane :
1.

The tailplane must be able to produce both a large downward lift, either
through a high negative tailplane ang1-e-of-attack or through elevator
deflection and a, generally smaller,amount of upward lift.
The latter
may be a significant point when asym.netric tailplane profile sections
are used, including high-lift devices at the leading edge to cone with
very large negative angles-of-attack.

2.

Large trim ranges for tailplane and/or elevator are required.

3.

The tailplane must be able to tolerate a large range of angles-of-attack,
both positive and negative. This is in particular true for out-of-trim
conditions where large tailplane angles-of-attack are not readily apparent
because they are not necessarily coupled to high tailplane lift coefficients.

In the following some of the tailplane requirements and in particular the ability to
cope with large negative angles-of-attack will be considered more in detail with
examples drawn from F-28 and F-27 tests.
4.

TAILPLANE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE F-28

The F-28 is equipped wi th a variable-incidence tailplane for trim and an
aerodynamically balanced elevator for manoeuvring,
In fig. 5 the tailplane angle-of- attack is shown for two aircraft configurations as
function of lift coefficient, C.G position and tailplane setting. For the landing
case two sets of lines are drawn, The full lines indicate the tailplane angle-ofattack with the aircraft trimmed for zero stick-force. The broken lines show the
change in ah when the aircraft 1 ift coefficient at n = 1 is varied by means of
elevator deflection and the tailp lane setting is held constant. This occurs when
the speed is varied at a constant trim setting . Furthermore the figure shows the
effect of a tailplane setting for maximum aircraft nose-up trim (i^ = -8.3 deg).
Also the tailplane angle-of-attack is shown for the condition where the aircraft is
pushed over to n = 0.5 g at 1.3 Vs at the most forward C.G. position.
In the latter case the tailplane angle-of-attack shows an ample margin with respect
to the tailplane stalling angle, however, this margin is largely lost when ice
roughness at the leading edge is present. Although the F-28 aircraft is equipped with
an anti-icing system and consequently normally should be completely free of any
roughness at the leading edge it is practice at Fokker to consider the effect of ice
roughness for cases of system malfunction or pilot neglect.
The F-28 tailplane is specifically designed for a high negative stall angle.
was chosen with upward nose camber and a large nose radius.

A section

Fig. 6 shows the lift curve slope as obtained from windtunnel tests both in the clean
condition and with simulated ice accretion. The simulated disturbance corresponded to
a 1^ inch thick mushroom shaped ice ridge over the complete leading edge.
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In fig. 7 another adverse effect of Ice accretion on tailplane characteristics at high
angles-of-attack is shown. This figure shows the effect of ice on the elevator hinge
moment. A lightening an'-'' eventually a reversal of control forces occurs at a much
lower angle-of-attack when ice is present than when the leading edge is clean.
It is clear that the lifting capabilities of tailplanes, when consideration is given to
the more severe flight conditions, are more limited than many publications, related to
the subject of Control Configured Aircraft, suggest.
The critical flow conditions at the tail may occur with the flaps in the landing position
and the C.G. at the most forward location under the following flight conditions :
1.

When a push-over is made at a low airspeed.
a)

After the initial pull-up in a baulked landing in order to increase the
speed.

b)

In a stall recovery manoeuvre during flight training.

2.

During the initial stage of a pitch-down manoeuvre resulting from an
autopilot failure.

3.

When the aircraft is hit by a downward gust.

In the F-28 flight tests these conditions were simulated by flying at a speed near the
placard speed for landing flaps and progressively varying the tailplane setting. The tail
load was kept constant by applying elevator in the opposite sense. Also
push-overs of
varying abruptness were performed.
Various sizes and shapes of simulated ice accretion were tes^d. Stickforce irregularities and a lowering of the general stickforce level was experienced under these most
extreme tailplane conditions.
5.

POWER EFFECTS

Propulsive power may affect the tailplane angle-of-attack in various ways. One effect is
the turning of the surrounding flow into an exhaust jet due to jet entrainment. On the
F-28 this effect produces a slight nose-up pitching moment at constant speed when power
is applied although the centre lines of the engine exhausts pass over the centre of
gravity suggesting at first sight a nose-down moment.
Much larger changes in a^ occur when a coupling exists between propulsive and wing lift
forces as is the case in the various blown-wing concepts. The oldest one is the wing
completely or partly immersed in the slipstream of propellers in front of the wing. The
phenomenae concerning the flow around the tail and the characteristics of tailplane and
elevator have in principle remained the same, however,with the newer concepts like i.e.
the externally blown flap.
In the late fifties the Fokker company (now Fokker-VFW) carried out a fairly extensive
series of wind tunnel testn, and in a later stage also flight tests, on an F-27 STOLvariant, which did not go into production. During these tests particular emphasis was
put on the investigation of the flow conditions at the tail. This aircraft was equipped
with a double-slotted flap, the second slot opening after the flap was extended past 40
degrees. The maximum flap angle was 70 degrees.
The propellers of the wind tunnel-model could be operated at thrust coefficients
corresponding to a full-scale engine power of up to 1950 shp. This value is slightly
below the present take-off power of 2050 shp.
Some of the test results obtained on this model will be used to illustrate the effect of
the interaction between lift and propulsion on tailplane and elevator characteristics.
Figure 8 shows the tail-off lift-curve for the model with fully deflected flaps and
various thrust coefficients. Also the lift curve is presented for the case where the lift
is varied at constant engine power and wing loading. The familiar increase in lift curve
slope with increasing thrust coefficient is clearly demonstrated.
Figure 9 presents the pitching moment curves both tail-off and tail-on for the same flap
setting and power conditions as the lift curves in the previous figure.
The dotted lines for constant Tc-values are estimated, based on linearized downwash data.
The measured and calculated curves for i^ = 5 degrees are given as a check for the
accuracy of the calculations.
Figure 9 shows some interesti ng features. The tail-off pitching moment coefficient
becomes more negative with in creasing thrust coefficient at constant C^. Also the gradient
of the pitching moment curves at constant Tc shows only a slight variation for different
Tc-values. Consequently, alth ough the slope of the moment curve for constant Tc has a
positive sign, the moment cur ve for constant power and constant wing loading, i.e. the
static stability for the airc raft-less-tail, has a negative sign. When the local slope of
the pitching moment curves fo r constant power for the aircraft tail-off and tail-on are
compared, figure 9 shows that near CL = 3 the slopes of both curves are equal. This means
that the tail contribution to stick-fixed static stability is zero and that the stickfixed static stability is ent irely determined by the aircraft-less-tail.
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This result depends of course to a largo extent on the relative vertical position of
thrust centre line and vertical C.G. position, but the F-27 STOL-configuration la
representative of what in general may be expected in this respect of blown wing aircraft.
Figure 9 shows thus in principle the effect of power on the longitudinal stability. Both
the manoeuvre and the stick-fixed static stability are decreased. In fact for most propeller aircraft this decrease is so serious that neutral or even slightly negative stability exists at the most aft C.G. position in the low-speed climb. With high power and
flaps retracted the strong üownwash effects exist without the benefit of high negative
pitching moments of the aircraft less tail.
The effect of power and lift-coefficient on the flow condition at the tail is further
illustrated in the next two figures. Figure 10 shows the average downwash angle at the
tailplane location as a function of tail-off lift coefficient and thrust coefficient
The figure clearly shows the well-known fact that the downwash angle is primarily dependent on CL with the thrust coefficient coming in as a second order effect.
However, as the tailplane anqle-of-attack can be written as
a

R "

E

+ li

also causes the tailplane angle-of-attack to
the strong influence of Tc on CL VS.
vary with Tc at constant C^.
This Is illustrated in figure 11 which presents ( nft - ih ' versus C^.
The following should be noted :
1.

At low lift coefficients power and downwash have a small effect on ( ih~^h )•
The latter is almost entirely determined by the fuselage angle-of-attack which
at such high flap settings can reach considerable negative values.

2.

A push-over at a high power setting and at a low speed, for example in a baulked
landing, produces a large negative angle-of-attack due to the high thrust
coefficient and the negative pitching velocity.

3.

With a high power setting the effect of CL on tailplane angle-of-attack is much
less than with power off. There is even a range of CL-values where ah is
approximately constant. This means that ( 1 - dc ) = 0 and that stick-fixed static
stability is entirely determined by the characteristics of the aircraft without
tail as was shown in figure 9.

If the tailplane incidence is fixed at 0 deq. the tailplane must be able to cope with
angles-of-attack as large as -20 to -23 deg. Even for steady flight at moderate power
near the flap placard speed -i^ is equal to about -20 deg.
The original tailplane of the F-27 had a symmetrical section of the NACA 6-digit series
which at the low Re-numbers of the windtunnel tests had a stalling angle-of-attack of
14 deg. This means that if this tailplane would be installed on the model under the
conditions mentioned (take-off power, ih ~ 0, :f = 70 deg.), the tailplane would be
stalled over het complete iR-ranqe. Fig. 12 shows that this is indeea the case.
The pitching moment contribution of the tailplane is less than half of what a nonstalled tailplane would have produced.
(See also fig. 9). With power-off the tailplane
stalls at CL = 1.4 and comparison with fig. 11 will show that this corresponds to
cif! = -14 deq.
The r.i sk of tailplane stall can of course be alleviated by increasinq the tailplane
incidence. This was already demonstrated in fig. 12. When the tailplane incidence
was increased from i^ = 0 to i^ = 5 deq. the flow was fully attached.
A large drawback of this solution is that a considerable increase in elevator capacity
for the stall is required. In particular when a reversible elevator control systeii is
used the ranqe over which the tailplane setting may be increased is therefore quite
limited.
In the windtunnel tests it was also investigated what the effect was of placing the
tailplane near the top of the fin. The effect on -i^ is shown in fig. 13. It is
evident that the static stability improves considerably. However the hiqh neqative
a
ngles-of-attack at low CL -values liavo hardly decreased.
6, F-27 STOL FLIGHT TEST DEVELOPMENT
As the previously described windtunnel tests showed promises with respect tc
improved landing performance the double-slotted flaps were tested on the F-27 prototype in combination with a variable-incidence tailplane. The tailplane had upward
camber forward of the front spar and the leading edge radius was increased by 50%
compared to the tailplane on the windtunnel model. It was mechanically coupled to the
flaps in such a way that the tailplane incidence ranged from -1.0 deg. with flaps
retracted to + 3,6 deg, when the flaps were fully extended.
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In order to counteract the effect of increased tailplane setting on elevator capacity
in the stall the chord of the manually operated elevator was increased by 27 percent.
Trimming was accomplished by a trim tab.
These flight tests produced the following results ;
1. Investigations of push-over manoeuvres (n = 0.5 g) with the flaps fully
deflected showed that the tailplane was close to stalling in this flight
condition.

7.

2.

although the elevator chord was considerably increased the aircraft could
only be fully stalled at CG. positions aft of 26% MAC with full flap
deflection and the tailplane set at ih = 3.6 dog.

3.

Sufficient elevator power «as aval 1 able for wave-offs and push-overs in the
most critical conditions although in the wave-off control forces could be
high.

4.

The coupled tailplane lowered the transient forces in extending or retracting
the flaps.

5.

Steep (9 degrees) slow approaches could be made without exceptional piloting
skill.

SOME GENERAL REMARKS
In the previous chapters two concepts for a longitudinal control system were
mentioned with which the con trol and trim requirements as listed in Table I
may be tackled. The coinplex ity of these requirements has led to the adoption
of a range of widely differe nt control configurations. A study of various
aircraft leads to the list p resented in table II.
This table shows solutions w ith an increasing capability to crpe with widely
different requirements coupl ed to an increasing hydraulic-mechanical complexity,
In the final choice for a ce rtain solution various factors should be considered, including such ones as the experience of the design office with a
particular system. The choi ce between spring tabs or hydraulics may be
influenced by this. A balan ce should also be struck between development time
and cost versus production a nd maintenance costs . Also workshop capabilities
of potential customers have sometimes te be considered as a design consideration.

8.

2.

Increasing complexity is not only due to the requirements for the normal
functioning of the various components of the control system. A more elaborate
failure analysis has to be performed which leads to many duplications and
extras such as take-off warning systems for aircraft with non-coupled
variable incidence tailplanes.

3.

This paper deals with low-speed stability and control problems. However
taiplane design is not governed by low-speed requirements alone. High-speed
effects such as due to compressibility, aero-elastic deformation, both static
and from flutter considerations, all play their part and can to a large degree
determine the type of control chosen.

4.

Design is always an iterative process. Therefore the choice of a certain
control system may have its impact on the tail volume coefficient and aspect
ratio chosen in an earlier design stage.

5.

Although present windtunnels have a high degree of accuracy the test results
should be regarded with some care in particular when control characteristics
are considered. Hinge moments, local flow angles, ground e.fect have all
occasionally been misjudged in particular when the tests had to be performed
at low Reynolds numbers as is often the case when ground effector power
effects are investigated. When regarding marginal characteristics for a
chosen control lay-out this should be kept in mind.

CONCLUSIONS

The high degree of operational flexibility nowadays demanded of transport
aircraft results in aircraft flight envelopes which cover a large range of lift
coefficients and centre-of-gravity positions. As a consequence severe requirements
have to be fulfilled by the horizontal tail with respect to longitudinal stability,
control and trim.
In the foregoing some of the required characteristics have been dealt with. In
particular the lifting capability of the tailplane and the hazard of tailplane stall
was considered together with the required ability to cope with large negative anglesof-attack. It was also shown that in out-of-trim conditions the two requirements were
not necessarily related, in particular when a variable-incidence tailplane was
considered. Windtunnel and flight test results obtained with the F-27 and F-28 were
used to illustrate some of the points made.
It seems that the problems around the tail contribution to longitudinal stability and
the tailplane stall will stay with us and it may be expected that it's relative
importance will increase with the present interest in blown-wing technology.
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SURVEY OF LÜW-Sl'EüD LüNGITUDINU- ST/UJILITY, CüOTRüL AND TRIM HKQUIHEMEm'S FXJH CIVIL TRAJfflTORT URCRAPT

Critical
CO. position

Hequiroment
I

Stability should be acceptable
1. Stick-fixed static stability
(May be a matter of concern in turbulence)
2. Dynamic stability

|

Forward
Forward
Forward
Aft

4 25.145 (a)

]

Forward

4 25.161

}

Aft

§ 25.161

j

Aft

^25.175

|

Aft

^ 25.173 (c)

Aft

^ 25.173 (b)

Aft

II Control capacity
1.
2.
3.
4.

should be sufficient to perform the
followintr manoeuvres:
Rotation in the take-off
Landing flare and touch-down
Stall
Prompt recovery prior to the stall
i-^s^trim* ^V.

FAR 25

Ill Trim capacity

should be sufficient to trim the aircraft
for zero stick-force
1. For all flap settings for speeds not less than 1.4 V

2. For each flap setting up to its placard speed
Preferably Vtrim > 1.2 Vg for take-off flaps
^ 1.3 V for landing flaps

1

IV Control forces must comply with the following reruireraents:
1. iJhen trimmed at 1.4 V the stick-force curves shall have
stable slopes over prescribed speed ranges.
2. The stick-force gradient shall be & 1 lb/6 kt.
3. The stick-force gradient shall be sufficiently high
to compensate the effect of the control friction band
on the free return speed range.
The latter shall lie within prescribed limits.
4. With the flaps extended, power off and the aircraft trimmed
at 1.4 V stick-forces shall not exceed the following
values.
V = 1.1 Vs
Fe :£ 50 lb pull
V = 1.7 V
or V™ (whichever is the lower)
es
F. <J 50 lb push
V = 1.8 Vg
Fe ^ 80 lb push (lanSing flaps)
5. Stick-force/g shall lie within acceptable limits

Forward
% 25.145 (b)

125.1^5 (b)
^ 25.175 (d)
Forward
and
Aft

6. Transient stick-force changes shall not be greater than
50 lb for various configuration changes such as flap
extension and retraction or power application
7. Stick-forces in the take-off shall be acceptable.
8. Stick-forces in the landing shall be acceptable.
V

0ut-of-trim control characteristics
1. Tailplane and elevator shall be able to cope with the
varying flow conditions at the tail when excursions from
the trimmed conditions, as described above, are performed.
2. At the extreme trim speeds sufficient control power shall
be available to counteract gusts or apply corrections to
the flight path.
3. When a variable-incidence tailplane is used for trim
sufficient elevator capacity shall be available for
rotation in the take-off with the tailplane in a slight
out-of-trira setting.

• --
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i 25.145 (b)

Forward
and
Aft
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LONGITUDINAL COKTROL AN) TRIM SYSTEMS AS FOUKD ON THANSPOHT AIHCRAFT

a)

Fixed tallplane.
Manoeuvring by elevator.
Trim by trim tab.

b)

Fixed tailplane.
Manoeuvring by elevator.
Trim by an element between tallplane and elevator
("double-hinKedu elevator).

c)

Fixed tallplane.
Manoeuvring by elevator.
Trim by trim tab.
Coupling between flap and sepirate trim tab on elevator,

d)

Variable Incidence tallplane coupled to flap.
Manoeuvring by elevator.
Trim by trim tab.

e)

Variable Incidence tallplane for trim.
Manoeuvring by elevator.

f)

Variable incidence tallplane coupled to elevator for trim.
Manoeuvring by elevator.

g)

Variable incidence tallplane coupled to flaps.
Elevator coupled to throttles.
Trim by variable Incidence tallplane.
Manoeuvring by elevator.

h)

"All-flying tail" with geared "elevator" for both manoeuvring and trim.

To prevent flow separation leading-edge slats and flaps are used and elevators
have been fitted with fixed vanes.
Un some experimental aircraft blowing at the tallplane leading-edge and at the
elevator hinge line has been applied.
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'LT-0
A.O
Rang« of pitching momtnti to be balanetd by tail lift

Landing

flap sitting

-max
ig

-.80
i

-.80

-.70

—i
:60

r-.50

-I
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1
-.30

F'ig.2

I
-20

-.10

-m
CG.
-T" —1
.30
.20
CL
.for equilibrium (7^ = 1.0)

T10

Pitching moment. Aircraft less tail

3.0-|
Range of pitching moments to be balanced by
changing the tailplane incidence or elevator deflection
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Fig.3

F-28 pitching moment curves
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-tail=-S-0=-(CLah-ah
a

®

h=

a

+ c

L6e-5e)P

7h

e +i + A(1

R-

h

(q)

hence,

®

I:ig.4

c

mtail--CLa (aR-e + ih+Aa(q)+

6e.6e)^9h

Tall contribution to pitching moment equilibrium (0 = 0)

trimmed for
zero stickforce
tailplane incidence,
iw= constant

tailplane stall
with severe ice
accumulation on

0(h (deg)
Fig.5

F-28 tailplane angle-of-attack
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simulated ice
on leading edge

smooth
leading edge

-1.0

-1.2

Fig.6

F-28 tailplane lilt curves. Effect of simulated ice roughness
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0.08

smooth leading edge
simulated ice roughness
on leading edge
-0.08

Fig.7
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Effect of simulated ice roughness on elevator hinge moments
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T.O. power (1950 SHP"
W/S = 200 kg/m2
CT = 1,39

flap angle = 70 deg

Fig.8

F-27 STOL. Tail-oft" lift curves
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flap angle ■ 70 deg

Fig. 10

-30

1

T.O. power (1950 SHP)
W/S = 200 kg/m2

F-27 STOL. Downwash angles

Flap angle ■ 70 deg.
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h-ih(,aR-eXde9
-25-

Increase in ( (Xu- ih) due to pitching velocity

-20

15

Flap placard
speed at
low weight

10-

- 5

Power off

o4

1.0

2.0

3.0
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5.0
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Fig. 11
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F-27 STOL. Effect of power, airspeed and load factor on taitplane angle-ol'-attack
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flap angle =70 deg
__ 10. power (1950 SHP)
W/S = 200 kg/m2

KO

i

power off

i

Fig. 12

ah-ih

tail-on

ih=0 (estimated)

F-27 STOL. Pitching moment curves

— high tail

(deg.)
3.6m

-25

flap angle c 70 deg.

low tail
-20

-15-^

take-off power
(2x1950 SHP)
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SOME LOW SPEED ASPECTS
OF THE TWIN-ENGINE
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
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by
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Günther Krenz
aerodynamics
VFW-FOKKER GmbH, Bremen, Germany

SUMMARY
The paper gives a rough presentation of the twin engine short haul aircraft VFW 61U
and discusses some selected low speed aspects of this aircraft as they came forward
in design, realisation, and test. These aspects are: Wing stall aerodynamics, tail
stall aerodynamics, longitudinal control, and lateral/directional.
1,

INTRODUCTION

The paper discusses
Some low speed aspects of the twin engine
short haul aircraft VFW BlU
The aircraft - shown in fig. 1- is the world's first jet airliner with engines mounted on the upper side of a wing. Some low speed aspects are particularly connected with
that engine position. A brief review of questions as
What was the VFW BIM design concepts

and
What was the technical approach?
seems therefore to be useful before discussing in more detail a selection of some
low speed characteristics.
2.

VFW 614 - DESIGN CONCEPT / TECHNICAL DATA

The design idea of the VFW 514 was to provide a
jet airliner for short haul operation,
to be operated from small provisional airfields
with relatively low traffic density, and
small growth rates
The aircraft therefore has
to replace the partially obsolete propeller aircraft
to offer higher cruise speeds, flexibility and comfort,
and
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to be supplementai'y to any fiect of larger jet aircraft
as - e.g. - DC 9, B 7Ü7 or BAG 111
These conditions led to specific DESIGN CRITERIA - see Fig. 2 - as
short airfield performance
multi-stage capability
rough airfield capability
minimum noise and pollution
independence from ground support
high dispatch and block to block reliability,
and finally to that OVER-THE-WING-MOUNTING OF ENGINES,
whicn is still unique among the world's aircraft.
There are some principal advantages for such a position ( 1, 2, 3 ) as
unbroken long-span flaps
short landing gear keeping the fuselage close to
the ground for quick boarding and disembarking,
no foreign body ingestion,
a blanketing effect on engine noise, and
a relativily wide c-g-flexibility
These advantages have been regarded to be of higher priority as all technological prob•
lems associated witn any new engine position.
The principal technical data of the VFW 614 prototypes G 2 and C 3, as they are flighttested now, are summarized in fig. 3 including
main dimensions as
wing span

7o ft

6

in

(21,S m)

length

e? ft

C

in

(2o,Gom)

heignt

2b ft

S

in

(7,84 m)

wing area

588 sqft

aspect ratio

7 .22

sweep angle (2b%)

15°

(04 m2 )

and
weights as
-

MTOW

44ooo lbs

(19 She kp)

-

MLV.'

44 ooo lbs

(19 9bo kp)

max. wing loading

C4 Ibs/sqft

(312 kp/m )

Both engines RP./G.'JECMA M 45 ii witn
2 x

(

2 x 34oo kp )

thrust at sealevel and 1GA conditions enable tne aircraft to fly
M

=

0,65

at 2ü ooo ft

over a range of 71oo Uli

(132o km)

arid

to operate from fields down to 4 ooo ft lenght.
A typical diagram for short-haul service is shown in fig. 4.
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3.

VFW 6m - CONCEPT REALISATION

The realisation of a new aircraft concept is usually divided into classical and new
tecnnological realisation^
Hero by CLASSICAL technology realisation is understood that work which has to be treated for any aircraft in order to meet the airworthiness regulations and performances
predictions.
NEW technology realisation, however, defines that work to be done in order to get the
full benefit of the new concept's potential within the frame of all regulations.
With the exception of its engine position the VFW 6m was designed conventionally in
principle. New technology realisation problems at high speeds as well as at low speeds
are therefore mainly connected with that engine mounting.
The paper is concentrated at low speed problems only. Due to the strong interactions
between low and high speed design fig. 5 summarizes major problems in the development
of that particular aircraft at both speed regimes. As it can be seen from that figure
a concentrated theoretical and experimental work had to be done at
high speed
to minimize additional pod/pylon drag and buffet,
to optimize stability and control with simple systems,
to minimize engine throttle effects, especially the effects
of slam deceleration of both engines on longitudinal motion
as well as single engine throttling on lateral directional
motion
and at
low speea
to minimize adverse pod/pylon effects on the stall characteristics
to minimize wing stall effects on engine distortion,
to optimize the aircraft STO potential on stability
and control, especially under strong cross wind conditions,
and with one engine inoperative
to solve stick free stability problems associated with manual
controls as well as the tail stall problems under icing conditions.
These particular low speed problems are broadly discussed in the following chapters.
1.

DISCUSSION OF SOME LOW SPEED PROBLEMS

4.1

Wing stall aerodynamics

The predication quality of stall characteristics is still limited, since neither
theoretical models on 3-D separation nor experimental facilities for high Reynolds
number testing are sufficiently promoted. For the VFW 61M with its
by-pass engines mounted above the wing
STO-capability and
manual lateral controls
that lack of general knowledge led to an intensive special research work, however,
some questions remained open until flight testing the aircraft.
The most important open question concerned the engine response to unsteady wing or
intake lip separation effects, since the advantages of the engine position with respect
to steady distortions were already verified (see (U) ). With respect to the uncertain
engine reaction the original design philosophy of the VFW SIM wing at stalling speeds
had to take into account, that
the steady distortion factor given by the engine
manufacturer may not be exceeded during the stall
a tolerated exceeding at angles of attack beyond
that for maximum lift should be extremly time limites

MMMa__aa_ai
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tliü intake flow schould not influence the utall flov/
pattern to avoid power settinc interference
'i'lio combination of that roquiremonts with classical cnaracteristics and performance
requir'unents such as
high c.imax
,„ at tr.kc-off and landing.
low urag for take-off flap uettinßü,
incrcajed nose down pitching moments at maximum lift
and
no roll-off tendency and full lateral control
led to a wing design with separation starting at the trailing edge of the inner wing
panel, extending forward and sideward but excluding the wing leading edge part in front
of the engines.
In fig. Ga sketchj-of tae recommended flow pattern is compared with I'.li scale model results at 2,5 . lo Reynolds number. The agrocmont between botn patterns was satisfactory to start flight testing the aircraft without expending severe engine trouble.
In audition to tne normal test equipment, tuft studies were rocordcu by a video-system
as well as by a tail-camera during the stall tests. The evaluation of all information
sources indicateo tnat
the flow separation started as predicated,
but the separation boundary spreaded more intensive
in spanwise ratner than in chorcwise direction, thus
resulting in reduced longitudinal stability and
increased rolling moments both cue to flow break
down anc reducec aileron effectivness .
In acoiticn power-on and power-cff stalls demcnstratec that
o

the engines weie IHSS sensitive against unsteady
wing sep.irat icr. effects, even at conlinat:'ons or
angles of attack well beyond maximum lift with
side slip angles in the order of 3c .

Tais encouraging engine experience could be used to improve the stall propagation
considerably by a modification of the cutbord wing's leading edge together with a B"
stall promoter in the wing-body fairing. These saort-tir.c, low-cost changes resulted
in favorable stall characteristics and high maximum lift !or all flap settings.
In Fig. 7a

typical stall history is illustrated. From on-line-data of this flight

angle of attack
indicated airspeeo
elevator control forces
aileron control forces
were plotted against flight time T (sec) on the right hand side of the figure.
At three time steps, marked by dotted lines, wing flew development is taken by tuft
photos, shown on tne left sioo of the figure,
Tne propagation of flow break down can be followed from above to below. At flight
time 2672 separation starts near the fuselage at an angle of incidence of about
14 degrees indicated. Gome o,5 degrees later the separation has spreaded over the
wing panel between fuselage and engine position, and at an angle of 12 the wing is
Stalled up to about o,'t aemispan at the leading edge o,6 at the trailing edge.
Tne complete stall was conductec witii continuously increasing elevator sull force,
anc curing the whole manoeuvre the bank angle was kept in limits of + b' by about
1!J xp aileron control force, at maximum.
To reaca an overal understanuing of the wing stall behaviour fig. E gives the propagation of flow break down for cruise, take-off and landing configuration, which
were piottec from tuft photos during flight test. For all flap settings a rather
similar- flow covelopment was achieved, resulting as well in favourable stall characteristics as in favourable performances.

11-5
This can bo aliecked from the lift data on tliu rieht hand side, obtained from flight performance tost evalution for 3 flap Mttingl and 1-c-stall. Applying PAA-stall procedure
about aix percent of minimum speed are saved thus gaininß more than ten percent of C,
in comparison to the plottcu C. - Valussi
Approaching the stall, the natural buffet warning is recognized by the pilots at about
Ck büfore minimum speed. As this signal was not strong enough for all certification
stalls an artificial optical/accuotical stall warning was incorporated.
g-break is well pronounced for all flap settings and neither gear nor spoilers have any
noticeable influence on it.
>4|2

Tail stall aerodynamics

A series of flight tests has been conducted, to check the full longitudinal trim capability of the aircraft. Tiie flow angle at the horizontal tail increases to maximum values,
when the aircraft is flown under the condition
forward e.g.
full fiapj deflected
flap placard speed
To establish full trim capability, a sufficient margin against tail flow separation is
required under these flight conditions. This margin must take into consideration adverse
effects increasing the angle of attack at the stabilizer as by
gusts
pilot maneuver
icing conditions
e.g. shift forward beyond that certificated.
In order to check the

tail performance, two types of pilot maneuver were conducted

out of trim in six steps between 1.2 Vq and flap placard
speed at constant speed with 3 deg of "stati izer movement
aircraft nose up
push over in the same trim steps up to An =0,5
As t.ie main criterium the pilot's feeling on the controls was considered and in addition
this information was backed up by
stabilizer straingage measurements
tuft observations, which wore related to
windtunnel studies
On the basis of tnese results full trim capability was confirmed with safe margin against
tail separation.
Tnough a deicing system is installed in the stabilizer leading edge, full trim capability
with ice at the tail is still required to cope with system or pilot failures.
A flight test with ice at the stabilizer leading edge was performed for the most critical
configuration with respect to e.g., flap setting and speed. It was demonstrated that the
pilot kept the aircraft fully controlled, however, higher stick forces due to increased
hinge moments were observed.
4.3

Longitudinal Control

The basic aspects for longitudinal motion are
Static longitudinal stability (stick-fixed and stick free)
Dynamic longitudinal stability
Trinchange with speed^entre of gravity shift ,power and flap settings
Control near the stall
Change of stick force with speed, centre of gravity, power and flap settings
Change of stick force in maneuvring flight
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- Hipji speed characturioticü and upeed recovery mancuverb
(pitch upyets, CiO.g. shift, inadvertent control movorncnt.

)

On account of the direct controls (manual control aystem with booster support) the additional parameter of stick free stability has to be implied into control system lay out.
This parameter depending on elevator hinge moment derivatives due to local angle of attack and due to elevator deflection has an influence on all aspects mentioned above.
Since hingemoment determination during design stage entails uncertainties, means of
adaptability have to be provided which in our case are
variable

cost ratio

variable g.ar tab ratio
With the denorrliiations of fig. 9 the connection of the basic controllability requirements
and the aircraft characteristics is described in fig. lo. For simplicity reasons this figure is based on linear hinge moments.
The lower part of the figure illustrates the loss of gain in "stick-free" stability depending largely on the ratio "bj / b-", which can be influenced by the ratio of the gear
tab. Actually it is used as an antibalance tab. The requirements, given in the upper
part of the figure, must be met for the wiioie centre of gravity range (2o% M.A.C.) and
different flap settings. The elevator control forces (K) can be adapted by the boost ratio. Looking at the chosen design curve it is obvious, that the whole range, admitted
by the requirements is utilized by the large centre of gravity shift of 2o% M.A.C.
Designers usually have to expect rearward e.g. drift on their aeroplanes, so it happened
with the VFW 61U. For this reason, cruise configurstion with the most rearward e.g. position becomes marginally stable but is still acceptable.
As an example figure 11 shows some flight test results in terms of pilot's force
at his
controls versus speed and the corresponding elevator deflection. In this ca.c e-landing
configuration and rearward e.g. position- the slope of stick force curve is more than
twice of the required value.
U.i*
U.M.I

Lateral and directional Control
Lateral and Directional Control Performances

The lateral and directional controls of the VFW 61U have been designed such that controllability requirements are fully met. These are
- roll performances
- engine failure balancing
- cross wind
- controllability under gust conditions
- short turns in final approach
If these requirements are fulfilled at low speeds controllability at high speeds will be
guaranteed as well. Due to the lack of quantitive statements in FAR Part 25 the flight
test results are compared with Mil F 8785 B and / or SAE recommendations (5.5).
Both roll rate and roll acceleration (bank after 1.8 sec) are in compliance with ambitious requirements, some small attention however has to be paid to reduction of roll control power effectiveness at extremely low speed due to flow separation and adverse tab
positions (s. fig. 12 and 13).
Aileron deflection to balance engine failure is far below critical boundaries due to low
rolling moments with side slip. Turns with one engine inoperative can easily be achieved
to both sides (E
4° at 1. 4 Vs).
Directional control with on engine inoperative needs booster support in particular for
engine failure during take off below V-i which determines V . Flight tests so far conducted indicate sufficient margin
between V„i and V mc (fig.
a
" TS).
A series of take offs and landings was performed with heavy cross winds. A considerable
wing lifting tendency has been observed during taxiing demanding up to 75% of full roll
control power. In order to prove sufficient roll controllability during taxiing different pilots tested the aircraft at crosswind components up to Ul kts from both sides.
The results are demonstrated in a statistic way in fig. 15 showing the time for which
specified control throws were applied related to the total operating time. These results
imply both the operation under gust conditions and turns during final approach for proper adjustment of the aircraft to runway.

11-7
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Roll Control I'orces

üo far lateral and directiojial control performances have buen considered as they
luuulteu frcm flight tests withrut re^Arding control 'omr;. Hoth roll and yaw
controls are direct controls thus depending on hinge moments. While a quick approach to an optimal yaw control system was possible, some steps were necessary to
find the optimal solution for the roll control system.
Tue basic roll control configuration is shown in fig. 16
spring tab controlled ailerons
geared trim tab at the left wing
cross relation of both ailerons
geared tabs at both wing sides (introduced in
a later stage, making use of the trim tab)
witn the mo.Tt important system parameters described in fip. 17 (state
1). This lay out was the results of theoretical studies based on wind
hinge moments, but it was not accepted by the pilots since the forces
With the necessary modifications (fig. 18) the following problems had

of modification
tunnel tested
were too hif.h.
to be faced:

precision of wind tunnel predicated hinge moments
hinge moment nonlinearitiec
parameter boundaries due to the flutter stability requirements
control system stiffness
loss of effectiveness due to adverse tab displacement and local flow separation
limited tab authority
Inflight hinge moment measurements did not yield satisfactory results because of the
difficulty to measure forces precisely and because tne parameters could not be changed independently. So the control system had to be improved step by step. The following prescriptions had to be regarded curing this optimisation:
increase aerodynamic balance to obtain acceptable
wheel forces, avoid overbalance in any condition
keep parameters (particularly spring stiffness K
and tab to swingrod ratio N ) within the boundaries
required for flutter reasons
keep spring tab to aileron deflection below 1 to
maintain full aileron authority
define modifications of smallest cost and time impact.
The results of the different states of modification are compared in fig. 19. Due to
the high spring stiffness in the first design, authority was reduced by high stick
forces themselves and by elasticity effects as a consequence of the high stick forces. The reduction of spring stiffness (state of modification II) improved the forces
but increased tab deflections to an undesired degree. So different meanr of stick
force reduction had to be applied. To provide the best set of advantagej in the shortest time four measures of precaution were carried out simultaneously (state of modification III):
further reduction of spring stiffness
reduction of aileron hinge moment slope by increased leading edge radius
introduction of geared tabs (variable gear)
enlarged authority of column deflection
Tue most outstanding results was an undue sensitivity of roll control and the tendency
of overcontrol in combination with increased lateral gust sensitivity due to reduced
stick free stability. However the total range of roll control characteristics was provided now and an effective means of adaptation was available by the variable gear of
the geared tabs, which then permitted the optimal adjustment (state of modification V)
as well as the investigation of the effectiveness of spring stiffness and leading edge
changes by putting the gear to zero,
To maintain full control effectiveness at low speed and large aileron deflections a
differential aileron was introduced the optimum of which was found by inflight tuft
studies.
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Althoußh extensive flight test and modification work had to be done to find the final
solution, the roll control system could be kept relatively simple with reßard to cost,
weight, maintenance and reliability of the operational aircraft,
5.

CONCLUDING RLMAPKS

For the time being lo% of certification flight testing has been conducted, for the rest
no technical problems are expected, so final certification is scheduled for middJe 1974.
Vi'e hope to land the aircraft as smoothly and safely in a world wide market as in shown
in fig. 2o.
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DIMENSIONS
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MAIN DIMENSIONS OF VFW 614

1 WING SPAN
\ LENGTH
i HEIGHT
WING AREA
ASPECT RATIO
SWEEP ANGLE (25'/.)
TAPER RATIO

| 21,5m/70ft 6in
I 20.6m/67ft 6in
7,8m/25ft Bin
64,0mV 688 sqft
7,22

I
«
i
\
i

15°

j

0,4

j

|

WEIGHTS

MTOW
MLW
WING LOADING,max.

19950 kp/44000 lbs
19950 kp/44 GOO lbs
312kp/m'/ 64 lbs/sqft

\

ENGINES
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Points of main development effort
Low speed

High speed
- to minimize additional pod/pylon drag
and buffet.

- to minimize adverse pod/pylon effects
on the stall characteristics

- to optimize stability and control with
simple systems,

- to minimize wing stall effects on engine
distortion,

- to minimize engine throttle effects.
especially the effects of slam deceleration
of both engines on longitudinal motion as
well as single engine throttling on
lateral directional motion.

- to optimize the aircraft STO potential
on stability and control,expecially
under strong cross wind conditions,
- to provide optimal controllability with
respect to one engine inoperative,
crosswind etc.
- to finish with stick free stability
problems associated with manuel controls
- as well as the tail stall problems
under icing conditions.

rig.
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POINTS OF MAIN DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
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Elevator Control (gear-tab)
elevator
gear tab

hinge

moment coefficient

CH
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stick
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constant (stick gearing ,boost ratio)

ELEVATOR CONTROL PRINCIPLE

Layout of elevator control
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ROLL RATE PERFORMANCE
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MINIMUM COUTROL CPELD (FLICllT TEST)

Frequency distribution of aileron
force deflection during cross wind
take off and landing

__.state of modification (2)
cross wind up to 20 kts
U5min. op-time)

jV^>state of modification (§)
cross wind up to /.Okts
( 5 min. op-time )
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aileron force
Fig. 15

aileron deflection
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= const.

5

pilot input

aileron area
Ftk = spring tab area
FTW = geared tab area

N =f
Z.tjwXik = surface deflections
Fig. 16

BASIC ROLL CONTROL CONFIGURATION

LAYOUT DATA AILERON
AILERON

SPRING TAB

TRIM TAB

AREA OF HINGE LINE Cm2]

2 x 1.62

2x0.m

0,153

SURFACE CHORD

0,25 Ip

0,06251H

0,0625 Ip

NOSE CHORD/
SURFACE CHORD

0,30

0,13

707.
98,57.

707.
82,37.

MAX. SURFACE DEFLECTION

±25°

±25«

t20o

MAX. CONTROL WHEEL DEFLECTION

±90°

-

-

-

-

POSITION [7. SEMI SPAN]

F

^M

GEAR BETWEEN WHEEL AND
AILERON f

2.58^

SPRING STIFFNES

0.13
86,57.LEFT
98,57. SIDE

Ukpm/rad

LEADING EDGE SHAPE

Fig. 17
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MODiriCATION STEPS OF ROLL CONTROL SYSTEM
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DlllECT LIFT CONTHOL APPLICATIONS To IllANSl'OHT AlUCHArr
- A

U.K.

VIEWPOINT

M. It. Smith
Ol'JUp Lsodor - Ai'i'ixlyrianili.'H Ucpt.

Commerolal Aircraft Division (Waybrldg«)
UrillHii Aircraft Corporation

■SI MMAllV

The longitudinal oontrollabllltj of large oonventional triinHi)ort
aircraft during llu> upproacli and lanilin^ fll»flil phaHCH, ami uf conventional
lUK'li lilt 'STOL' aircraft during short landing!, la dlscuiiedi
Tii' advantage of a direct lift control ayatem (DLC) is indicated,
ami a practical doslKti, nsint; wing spoilers, is deacribed, with its disailv.mt ages.
Ticorctical and flight aimulator investigations on the VC.IO aircraft, and the BAG l-ll aircraft arc deacribed, together with investigation*
of similar systems for Improving the automatic landing of current liritish Jet
aircraft.
Some recent investigations on a DLC application to a STOL aircraft
ar • noted.
It is concluded that DLC applications can Improve controllability and
performance for most transport aircraft.
A more detailed study is required
for each application hefore its true value can be assessed, even for lar^e
transport aircraft.
Application of DLC to conventional lift STOL aircraft
1OD!<S attractive for achieving satisfactory flare performance.

■■"''-■-'
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1.

INI'UomnTlON

Durini the IIIHI taw youi'H, viiricniH HtuilioH and ii|i|il lout Ions uf diroct lift control (DU!) Imvo boon
raportad on.
Mom of thoHc uppllcutluiiH of 1)1X1 Imvc I«1«!! on Anicrlonti nlrcrnft,
TIIIH papar (UHOUHBOB
some of tlu< HtudloH and nppl IciillünH of Dl.C nu enrriod out or to bi> curric-d out In the I'nltcd Kingdom,
partlculurl) UH roi^urclH nppl Icullon to Jot tranaport uircrnft, nltliouuli It 1M fair to Hay that thorc IUIH
been U'HH activity on DU' In tin1 Mmall uircrnft military Hphoro,
2.

1N1T1A1. STIDllOS OF t'ON THOl.l.AHl 1-1TY
(a)

Convent ioiiiil alicialt (CTOl.)
Initial OonaideratiOD of IILC during the Into lUtiO'H WIIH related to the apparent need
to improve controllability, eHpeclullj during tb<> lundin^ approaeli phaKe, ol the largar
traiiBport aircraft beniK considered ul that time.
For example, UAC were working on a larga
twin desi^ni (HA(,' 3-11),
The problem identified WUH of oourae the lluggiah pitch reaponaa
expected of the largor aircraft, aipaolally during the critlca] landing approach I'llKhl phase.
The situation was considered from experience on the MAC 1-11 (a small i ear-eritflned aircraft)
and the VClt) (a larga rear-enylni'd aircraft).
These aircraft have ^ood handling ipialitles.
Figure 1 shows the response (o elevator during the landing approach lor a range of aircraft
Including the above, the Interest beintf In the initial response, so that the C.K. position
Is not too Important,
The more sluKKlsh pitch response could be compensated for by uaing
biKK'er elevator input», restoring molt of the incidence (and 'g') reaponae.
The latter
provides the lift to control the flight path.
This argunent was the basis for propoalng
manoeuvre boost, I.e. automatic augmentation Of pilot-demanded elevator inputs, on at least
one lari^1 aircraft.
However, this could lead to an over-control 1 in); tendency , especially
on the aft c,^,, with the» longer response times and lower pilch stiffness,

U>)

Short landing alroraft

(STOI.)

Al the same lime as the larger aircraft were being considered, desltfn studies of various
STOL aircraft were being carried out,
HAC, for example, were looking at a conventional STOI,
aircraft with a powerful high lift system.
Approach speed for this aircraft is 90 knots.
Again, slow pilch response is to he expected at slow speeds, due to the lower elevator effecliveness, as illustrated in 1'lgure 2,
Again, larger control inputs would reotifj that
siluation,
'lut this means that with a conventional control system the pilot Is having to
pilch the aircraft through a larger attitude change for a required 'g' response, compared with
a conventional aircraft.
Now in addition to this, .STOL performance is associated with steep
approaches, to minimise the airborne segment of the landing distance.
Calculations of a
simplified (constunt 'g') flare manoeuvre, I'igure 3, indicate that, compared with a conventional flare, more 'g' must be applied, and there is less time to achieve it.
Mecause of
the limited time for the flare, and the lag in the elevator response as indicated in Figure 2,
it will be difficult for the pilot, with a conventional control system, to achieve a consistently satisfactory landing performance.
Significant variations of rate of descent at touchdown and of touchdown point will be probable, seriously affecting the expected landing

performance.
3,

C0NTH0LLAB1LIT\ WITH ULC SYSTEMS

The above discussions indicate th' need to Improve controllability for certain types of aircraft and
for certain flight phases.
The improvements are in the sense of giving quicker 'g' response, i.e. more
direct control of lilt, than is achieved with a conventional control system.
Various devices can be used
for this, such as quick acting flaps, drooped ailerons, airbrakes or even powered lift.
For the aircraft
considered in this paper, the requirement for DLC Is for the landing approach phase only.
This means
that a conventional control system can he considered m the least complicated way, e.g. without extra
cockpit controls.
Spoilers acting in front of the high lift flap syatem can provide» adequate control of lift and are
a good choice since most current or projected aircraft have then, they have quite rapid actuation rates,
and often are arranged to be used as both airbrakes (symmetric operation) and spoilers (asymmetric operation),
A ULC mode therefore Involves little more than making the spoiler a primary rather than a
secondary longitudinal control.
There are disadvantages with using spoilers.
Obviously they must be set at some intermediate
setting to provide both positive and negative lift control.
They may still have the desired overall
control of lift (equivalent to at least - .1 'g') provided t he\ cover sufficient span of the wing, say
30%, but are likely to have non-linear characteristics.
Venting the base of the spoiler reduces the nonlinearily at small angles.
Care should he taken in relying on wind tunnel testing for this data, because
of the unpredictability of scale effects.
liiere can be Significant effects on pitching moments due to
spoiler deflection.
These effects will depend on the position of the spoilers on U«- wing, and the
position of the tail.
For the HAC 1-11 aircraft, deflection of spoilers causes a nose-up pitching moment,
almost entirely due to the effects on the wing lilt, ami this tends to reduce the effects of the spoilers
as a ULC device, once the aircraft starts to respond.
This indicates that pitch compensation is required with ULC using spoilers, and a complete DLC
system, along the lines indicated above, is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1,
Movement of the main
control circuit near the stick is sensed electrically, and the signal, modified by filters, used to drive
the spoilers (pure DLC line) and to add to the pilot commanded elevator (pitch compensation line),
The
filter in the ULC line can compensate for spoiler non-linearity.
Investigation of a typical aircraft response to control inputs is shown on Figure f), and it is
indicated that since the elevator can ultimately provide satisfactory 'g' response, the DLC line can
be washed out.
The objective- is to get the b€>st compromise 'g' response» for a step stick input, for
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th« txtren» fort" and aft c.if.'ii.
TIUM IticllctilcH Unit the |illch conipiwiHiilliJii Uric miiHt HIHO he WIIHIHMI
willi ii dMIiTcnl lime coiiHtiiiit,
A IIIK'I tfi'ln III'IWCIMI HI ick und MpolliTH 1H roiiuiri'd, I)OCIIIIH<> of the
1
l0V*r 'B ciipubllll) "f II"' MpollciH, comimri'd wllh flcviiior.
The WIIHIIOUI uflccl 1H lulviuitutfoouH hero,
for Uli' othtTWlue dlrucl conrn'CtJon IJPIWCIMI HI lek mid HIIOIIITH would lend I o aonplatfl HHIIIMII ion aller
Hinull Htlc'k InpulM, mid liny offHfl due lo mlH-rliftftnifi or trim, or pulling 'n' In » Hlondy nmtiocuvri),
wo'ilil tflvi' non-lltioiir control.
DUL,

I.

l ,K. RESEARCH

lliivliiK di-Hcrlhi'd ii prucliciil VIMHUIM of DU', Ihi' (jiii'Hlion rcmiiini'd HH to the handling licncflts It
brlngai
The provision of ^ood ImndlliiK cjinil II ICM IK II complex and diiritnll tiiHk, and llu-ory lb not
u.'wnyM vnl Idiilod by pruotlcal oxpor lonco,
oriKina] Invaitlgatlona weri' made nl llio Uoyal Aircraft
Ealabllahnant CliAi:) by Plnakar (Thaoratloal atudlaa, Raferanoa 1) and by Tomllnaon (Flight alnulatlon,
Roferenoo 2),
initiier Invastlgntiona were no follows.
( 0

VC. Ill wllh a l)l.c: Hysti'in
TIIIH was a flieht Himulator Invosllifat ion at IIA" to dotormlno wlial advanlattoa tlioro
wore in applying a DU-' ayatan to the liirK<'Ht jot transport yd built in Iho U.K.
The
emphasia In Iho program was to establish the relative merits of the Inislc aircraft handling)
and the handling wllh DLC alone, and then with DU," und pitch compensation.
The system
was of Hi." type described above, the nuiiis and washouls beinff chosen after reviewing Hie
slop response data, and ware as follows;-

DlvJ - Spoiler angle equals Ü times the demanded elevator antfle, with a washout lime
constant of 3 seconds.
Pitch Compensation - Elevator angle equals and adds to- the demanded elevator angle,
witn a washout time constant of 1 second.
T.ie insk performed was inslrimienl approaches tracking the raw l.L.S,, followed b) a
visual final approach and landing«
Performance was assessed by pilot comments and ratings,
and by a statistical measure of tracking performance, after sampling the tfllde slope (and
looaliaer) deviation at 90 points during the latter stajje of each appioach.
The statistical data did not show a aignificant difference between the various configurations.
This was considered to be due to the way the pilots flew the simulator, i.e. they
were flying a normal type of Instrument appioach, which was only tiffht at the end of the
approach.
This view was supported by the measuremenls made of landing performance with the
various configurations.
Here data showed that the pilots achieved better landing performance
(reduced touchdown point scatter and sink rate velocity at touchdown) with D1C, and further
improvement with DLC and pitch compensation.
For example* at a given level of probability
the sink rate at touchdown was about 15r, less with DLC, and about 3Cf;'r less with DLC and pitch
compensation, despite the limitations of the simulalor for measurements during this flight
phase.
Although the handling of the basic aircraft is worse on the aft e.g., and this was
also found on the simulator, results indicated that if DLC and pilch compensation were Incorporated, the differences between fore and aft e.g. configuration were reduced,
• See Fig 6
For the approach phase, pilots' comments indicated that, despite the performance results,
the handling was improved if DLC was incorporated with pilch compensation,
DLC alone was
not generally liked, since although it did help flight path control (control of vertical
sp^ed on VS1), it was too sluggish in pitch.
This reflects the fact that pilot opinion
i-i based on both flight path control and attitude control.
The combination of DLC and pitch
coxpensation helps both these components.
An overall conclusion was that the approach task
wp" rated at 1 on the Cooper scale for the basic aircraft and 3 with DLC and pitch compensation.
This investigation is reported in Reference 3,
(b)

Conventional aircraft with DLC under automatic control
It was felt that perhaps automatic control might gain more from incorporation of a DLC
mode, since it would not be constrained by pilot controllability reipiirements,
A preliminary
theoretical investigation was therefore carried out at the Avionics Department of the RAF. on
a range of transport aircraft with and without a representative DLC system.
This work is
about to be published (Reference 1) and will only be mentioned here,
A parameter optimisation technique was used to determine autopilot control laws, and it was found that provided
the DLC authority was high or had high gain, both pitch activity and deviations from the
beam, in turbulence, could be reduced,
(Typically 1 x HMS pitch activity, J x RMS vertical
velocity).
Also there was a reduction in scatter of touchdown velocity and touchdown point.
It parallel with the above investigations, Smiths Industries Limited investigated
theoretically the application of a DLC system to the Hawker Siddeley Trident under control
of an autopilot, (Reference S),
Under automatic control, ideally the elevator could
maintain constant pitch attitude, with DLC to control vertical flight path.
However,
spoilers on the wing were considered as the DLC aerodynamic control, and again because
of their limited control of lift were used to augment, rather than replace the incidenceinduced lift due to elevator.
The DLC was investigated for simulated automatic approaches
and landing starting from 200 feet altitude on a 2\0 beam.
The main purpose of the investigation was to determine improvements in flare performance due to DLC.
Since the existing
Trident system is satisfactory in normal conditions, investigations were made in high turbulence conditions, associated with a wind strength of 120 knots.
It was found that performance
was substantially improved.
In general the scritters of all the significant touchdown
variables had been reduced to about one half of their original values by suitable approaches,
and it was possible to land the Trident from a 5 degree glideslope in the presence of shear

i:-4
und turlmlimcu with vt-ry «ood rciHiillB,
(c)

»AC 1-11 wlUi | lil.C Hyatom
From llio abovo invjiHl Itfiition« it wa» ovldont that liLC had uHoful application, but
nxiulrod ovaluutlon In fllRht oondltlOM, particularly tin- manual application of DU,', but
also thi> application to uulomatic control.
Accordingly, the Blind I.andliur Kxpcrlnmntal Unit of HAK purchased a Bocond-hand
BAC 1-11, and thla has been fitted out with a UbC aystom.
The manual syatoni Is along
the linos already Indicated, und will bo evaluated by HAK Aerofll(fht.
The aircraft is now in the flight lino, but pr lor to this stage u further evaluation
The simulution was curried out
of ULC by flight Himulation had been considered des irable.
on the S-axis motion Flight Simulator at HAC, since it wus evident that motion was purticuThe previous investlgut ions had indicated
lurly important for a critioal evluation of DU^,
that the most benefit from DLC would be in the fina 1 landing approach and flare manoeuvre.
Since the simulator did not have an adequate visual display, the task on the simulator was
to track the raw l.L.S. with u fixed, high sensitiv ity, equivalent to that of an l.L.S. when
This could not be tracked with the
passing through the 50 foot point on a 3° approach,
conventional elevator control, but waa aufficienlly demanding to show up differences between
various DLC systems.
The purpose of the invewtiga tion was to indicate the best system for
i litial evaluation on the aircraft.
The investigi ition is reported in Ueference G,
The DLC parameters varied were DLC washout, and overall gain.
Kvaluation was made
by pilots' comments and by statistical analysis of measured performance and workload, by
sampling glide slope error and stick movement a large number of times during each approach,
and determining standard deviations, for the configuration of that approach.
E:'.ch run was set up starting on the beam with low l.L.S. sensitivity and slowly increasing the sensitivity to the required level, before evaluation started.
Only light
turbulence was simulated, to 'mask' slight roughness in the motion system.
The levels
oi" turbulence normally used would have affected the 1 .L.S, pointer too much at the high
sensitivities required in the evaluation.
figures 7 and 8 show examples of how performance varied as DLC parameters were varied,
1)1 turn.
The datum values for each parameter was determined by theoretical investigation,
Tae data generally substantiated the theoretical findings, except that the pitch compensation
washout could be Increased (to say 1 sec.), and correlated with pilots' qualitative assessment, except that they did not like the system without pitch compensation, since it appeared
to them more difficult to fly because of the unconventional nature of the response.
With the above datum system, some conventional raw l.L.S. approaches were also carried
out.
Qualitatively, the pilots rated these only slightly better than with the basic aircraft, perhaps half better on the Cooper scale, from 3j to 3.
A more significant improvement was obtained when using the flight director.
This shows that DLC is one of perhaps
several ways of improving the handling qualities of an aircraft for a specific task.

Cd)

BAC

STOL

aircraft with a DLC system

The BAC STOL aircraft, mentioned earlier, is the subject of a current theoretical and
flight simulator handling assessment at BAC and RAE.
This project aircraft uses a high
lift system to make steep, slow approaches into short airstrips.
investigation of a DLC
system for manual flying has not yet been carried out, but some of the investigations of
the flare manoeuvre under automatic control have been completed.
So far no satisfactory
control laws have been found for elevator and throttle to achieve satisfactory flare performance, for all configurations, tolerances and certificable wind conditions and turbulence.
However, a promising control law was found using a combination of step elevator and step
DLC (spoiler) at flare initiation height, with closed loop control on the DLC for precise
control of the flare.* The elevator step was to provide some of the lift required for flare
by changing the aircraft incidence, as well as to compensate for the adverse pitching
mo-rents due to ground effect; the latter is significant for high lift STOL aircraft, even
with a high wing and T-tail.
The DLC step was also to provide lift for the flare, but
since DLC authority was required for closed loop control after the initiation of flare,
the initial step must be washed out, which can be compensated for by a larger elevator
input, or the step must be backed off, which limits the effectiveness of the DLC.
It is
worth noting that speed loss in the flare is significant for high lift STOL aircraft, and
can arise due to the large change in axial force, along the flight path, due to loss of
the gravity component in the flare.
Application of DLC in the way described reduces the
drug in this critical phase, and helps to maintain the airspeed.
• See Fig 9
5.

SAFKTY ASPECTS OF DLC

It is not intended to cover the safety aspects of incorporating DLC fully, although they are
obviously important.
For the systems described, the DLC authorities are low, and the safety problems
can be solved,
For example, the HAE 1-11 has a simplex system,
llardovers were investigated on the
simulator and during the clearance flying and found acceptable.
It Is worth noting that incorporating DLC for both manual and automatic modes may require compromise;
e.g. the pilot would not be aware of the elevator movement due to pitch compensation in the manual mode,
whereas conventional autopilots are designed to move the control column proportional to their use of control surface.
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An alrworthinoBH uspoct worth con.mcnt rolatoB to tht narglni inhoront In the allowiibl« oparatlng
apucds.
For the- Iftodlng iipproach, compnrod with n convtmtlonul confIfeTaratlon, an aircraft with DLC
UBliiB alrbrakoH will fly at a hltflier incidence for a glvon spood.
Since tho Btallinj; incidence is not
lively to chantro siifnif J cantly with airbrakes ilol'lected, llien the incidence raarifln is IOBB, unless tho
Bpnod is incronHod.
Typically this would he of the order of 1 knot«.
In fact, the approach apoods
for a STOL aircraft may not need to be increased as much, since tho tiirfjot approach speed may well be
determined by tho need to demonstrate a satisfactory flare from an approach at target approach speed
minus a margin (typically 5 Knots),
This could be dictated by the maximum lift available in tTound
effect, resulting in an incronsed margin of lift for a normal approach.
This Is illustrated in
Fiifure 10,
It can be artfued that DLC would not affect the maximum lift in ground effect, since in the
critical case, flare off a slow approach, it will certainly be providing significant lift augmentation,
with the spoilers in,
6,

7.

CONCLUSIONS
1,

Application of DLC can improve controllability and performance for most transport
aircraft,
A more detailed study is required for each application before its true
value can he assessed, even for large aircraft.

2,

Application of DLC to conventional high lift STOL aircraft looks attractive for achieving
satisfactory flare perforrance,

3,

DLC is only one of perhaps several ways of improving aircraft handling qualities, and
is not necessarily the best.

4,

DLC is at least as important for improving performance under automatic control as for
manual control,

6,

^ practical DLC, if required, can be achieved relatively easily; it will probably
augment the conventional elevator control and require a pitch compensation feature.
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Fig.1

RESPONSE CF CTOL ARCRAFT
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Fig.3

CHARACTERISTICS OF IDEALISED FLARE
MANOEUVRE
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Fig. 4

THE COMPLETE DIRECT LIFT CONTROL SYSTEM
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RESPOrtöETÖrXSfEFSfiCK COMMAND INPUT
WITH THE DIRECT LIFT CONTROL SYSTEM
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SINK RATE PROBABILITY CURVE
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Fig. 7

PERFORMANCE ÖN THE GLIDESÜOPE WITH VARIATION
OF PITCH COMPENSATION CHARACTERISTICS
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PERFORMANCE ON THE GLIDESÜOPE WITH VARIATION
OF DIRECT LIFT CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 9

LIFT CURVES FOR A REPRESENTATIVE STOL
AIRCRAFT
Lift
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for approach
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-Basic lift curve
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EXAMPLE OF USE OF SPOILERS FOR STOL FLARE
Flare initiation

Ground

(a) Flare profile
-6°

(b) Datum elevator angle program

(c) Datum spoiler angle program
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INVKSTKiATKiNS

ON

DIRECT

DURING

KOHCK

APPROACH

CONTHOL
AND

FOR

CCV

AIRCRAFT

LANDINQ

liv

Dr. W» 10«n(r ,1. Kul>lint
lli'iul of (iiiiilunrp und rontral DvpurlnK'nt
Henariohmltti BHlkowi IHnlim Omlill
Ottobrunn bti Kiinohan
Ffldtml Rcpublio of ficrniniiy

i.

iNTitom'Tim

In rerent y««rH a number of Inveitlpatloni into the applieation of crv nethodi In the (lfHi(jnin(!
of new aircraft have been carried out.
The main reasons liehind thin work can lie defined as follnwHi
a.

it has been shown that modern aircraft without ficil-linrK control nystems, on the whole,
no longer serve their purpose, and that

h.

in more complex aircraft deeignii the control system is an important safety
factor, and

c.

it was also proved that
better performance could be achieved
weight reduced, and
life expectancy prolonjied
by malunc use of the possi hi 1 i ti es offered by the implementation of control technique!
during the design phase.

The main activities involved in the (TV work are divided up as follows:

--—^
Ifcf^vLM^-' » PEWCWViNCf

ursta&o a'c/a"

NEW COfJROLS

nrrvaMe t-jcd contfol

öifect I it

urt'oi

trvusl vCCta control
flrag co^tfyi

Fig.

2.

DIKECT

1

FOHCE

rJNTHQL

The "conventional" aircraft is controlled mainly by moments.
no longer made of the thrust control.

In most cases, continuous use is

For certain mission phases, especially during
weapon delivery and
land i ng
it would be advantageous to control the flight path without, attitude changes.
by using DFC.

This can be achieved

Furthermore, under certain conditions, it is possible to increase the forces and moments which
could still be introduced to the aircraft and thus shorten the response time of the aircraft.

MMM

i.i-:
In iiddttion, tb(r« nrt* fiirthiT •ppllOBtiom of MFC whirh tmve effect locally.
(jive» it general pictiirei
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load
local control %j''acfi
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Moneys

rig.

?

Ilif tif-w rontrol poinibl litiei linve, in fuct, no exclufiive offec) in uny one direction.
For
instance, tliere is nnrmallv «tt inseparable connexion hetween aildiiion«! Itfi and additional ilrai.',
etc.
The previous fipnre shows, additionally, that certain controls can he used for various purposes.
The ailerons, for example, can he operated for lite control of the rijrid aircraft motion, as well
as for the control of the elastic wine motions (Manoeuvre Load Control).
The fi(xiire demonstrates
at least, that DFC is not an end in itself, but o means of following the hasic (TV idea.
1•
5.1.

I) E C

U'UIXU

AI'I'UOACll

AMI

UNDING

lief i ni tion of Oh.jective

The previous comments have shown that a number of new possihi 1ities exist.
On the other hand,
the introduction of new controls into the aircraft often necessitates a considerable amount of
effort, and eventually, in this connexion, the safety question has to he mentioned.
It, is the objective of this paper to make certain assertions on DFC in CCV aircraft, especially
in connexion with the landiriK.
Prom this the followinc points arise:

T. L!.

•

The influence of the new controls on the natural

stability

•

The

•

The integration of DFC with the control

•

The behaviour of CCV aircraft with DFC durinc approach and landing

•

The relationship of the results presented to the basic CCV idea.

influence of DFC on the controllability of the aircraft
svstem in CCV desii-ns

I nfluence of DFC on the Stability of the Incontrolled Aircraft

Issential feature of the CCV design '» the need for a control system to form an indispensable
component of the design, thus accepting the unstable behaviour of the free, uncontrolled aircraft.
The question of stability in the free aircraft is nevertheless of importance, as it must
be regarded in connexion with the question of safety.
Depending on the behaviour of the uncontrolled aircraft, measures for the avoidance of unstable behaviour, in the case of the failure
of the control system, must he undertaken.
(Hedundancy measures.)
To get a systematic answer the state variable form of the equation of motion of the aircraft was
used.
The general

form
x

contains,

in x,

MlmtmttAmmmimil

=

Fx

+

Gu

the variables describing the motions, and,

■MM^MWMaaMM

in u, the controls.
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longtuö-icl

(.uuplnig

motion

coupling

Intoral

terms

mot i of

rig- 3
Thi> introduction of new controls oliviously has an effect on the dimension and adds elements to
the control matrix G.
under certain circumstances this has, additionally,
the system matrix P,

a considerable influence on the elements of

The modification of the elements, and the alteration of the eifienvalues connected with it,
to an undesirable chanpe in the behaviour of the aircraft.

lead

It is impossible to give a detailed derivation within the available framework, and on hand of
certain examples it will be indicated that, in any case, it is necessary to calculate stability
and controllability in their dependence on the new controls and the necessary configurative
measures.

INFLUENCE ON
NATURAL STABILITY

MEASURE

negligible

Thrust

Vector

Control

positive,
because J- -decrecse
C
D
increasps phugoid-dampmg

negative,

SI.

U^LTi
DSFC by means of Ventral/Dcrsal Rns

because

of

C^a -alteration until
unstable

Fig.

Finally, it should he noted, that a possible de-stabilisation of the aircraft is not a serious
problem, as it can be re-stabilised by means of control techniques; on the contrary, one of the
main features of HCV desicn is to accept instability, in order to decrease weight and increase
performance.
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1,1,

Influerifi- of IIKC on ilu» Control lutii 1 liy of Aircraft

Tlit> introduction nf n<>w controln with ragsrd to controllability cnn hBVt ncvcral aopectHi
•

thf »chievcment of complete controlluhi1ity

•

the increane in the degree of freedom of control lulii 1 i ty

•

the introduction of hiither forces and momenta for ahorteninK the reapunB« time

•

technical aapecta, auch ax more favourable Hiairihution of the forcea to he

i ntroriueed.
Furtheri a hrief remark on »yatein theory.
3,3.1,

Control lability

ia apparent if the mairix
(i,

PO,

K^li,

F'G

.,n-l,.
F
G

.

haa the necessary rank n, where n ia the dimension of the quadratic matrix 1',
The condition for controllability, repardinp the lonpitudinal motion of the aircraft, is generally
not accomplished, if the aircraft control makea use only of the taileron.
The Joint use of the
tnileron and an x-force (i.e, thrust control or dratr control) irenernlly fulfills the condition.
In ao far as control lalii 1 i ty is already present (which is nenerally the case) the additional
controls have two aspects, one mathematical and one technical.
An existinc system may be increased with the addition of a new control.
If the rank of 0 were not to increase, from the point of view of the systems theory, then nothing
has been gained.
This is the case, for example, if thrust control is existent and an additional
drag control is Introduced,
This example, however, also shows that a theoretical consideration
has to be completed by technical considerations, as during landing a drag control would be more
favouroble, since It avoids fast changes in thrust.
(In the other hand, use is not normally made
of drag control whilst cruising or manoeuvring at high speed.
If the rank of G has increased, there is also a theoretical gain, as the number of independently
controllable variables increases also.
With the increase in the number of controls the energy appliahle could be increased,
tening the response time.

thus shor-

\s long as the aircraft is naturally stable, it nay be iustifiably asked, how these new controls
are to be integrated into the pilot's control system.
This is, however, not a point under discussion, as it has been assumed that CCV aircraft are not usually controllable manually.
The only
possibility considered, therefore, is to include the new controls in an automatic control system.
For safety reasons this would he a redundant
uniler discussion in this paper.
Since the method used

(fly by wire) system, but this also is not a matter

is of great importance, a short summary follows.

Ke begin with the linearised equation of motion in state variable form
x

=

I x

+

r,u

(1 )

All following results have been achieved by the use of digital control.
statements have used the discrete form.
As is well known,
results are:

for a constant sampling period T,

'k + 1

Ax

A

wi th

in which the controls u are not altered,

Bu,

k

(2)
(transition matrix)(3)

T

B

j

e

(KI-IT

(control iiiatrix)('i)

The given task
ii.

to stabilise the aircraft, and

I),

to solve Lhe guidance problem

can be solved by the introduction of the digital controller K,

•

.,!■

■- -.■ in.
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Here arc two points of control theory (proof of which is not supplied here):
•

if the complete state vector x is fed back, use is being made of the most
complete information about the state of the flight. Tvery other combination
of measurements is merely able to describe this state in a different form,
but certainly not in a better one,

•

only if each variable has influence on each control output, throuch the
controller, can the best possible results be expected.

The controller K, introduced in the previous ficure, is the result of a process of optimisation,
the main steps beinp;

A) DISCRtTE

SYSTEM

EQUATION

Bl OPflMlbATION «irfcRlA

FOR THE

Ix- x-l 0 Ix- xD)e

ü = control outputs

CONTROL-ED SYSTEM

2«t|,

XU

l,

tor tho demanded state

Hlj OI e

iMt.

- M

x^x.

D

l^'ig. 6

aaMk

■^iMMMMBHIHiMMIIMMiMMa

Cl RESULT

conlrcxjr K
now s/Mwn pquation

inoeppndani conlroilube vanablwy where y^^Cx^
condition!. ranklC !• ranklBI, [ciI-AI '

D

B]

'

exislb

[l II -A-BKl" BJ ''

O) MINIMUM

MMBIJIV

IN THfe ?■ DOMAIN: AIL b IH. NWLUb'i
WITHIN A CIRCLb Of-

e

,.'

T = sampLng 'imp
as weignling (actor

;< ' . )
li't. fi ( onntd.)
The purpose of the short summury »howiim the definition of the controller K tl to clurifv the
followinp:
a,

HB

lone n» liability prohlemi tlono were »pparent, and the condition of controllability achieved, the descrihed method of optimal control with exponential time
weightinc would force stability without the aid of additional conlrolH,

b,

the obvioui advantage of the new controlH lies in the fact,
variable! which can be controlled inrreBKeH,

that the number of

In addition, the followinir fact i» also Pltabliehedl
if the aim is to achieve an optimal result,
»tatii 1 i sat inn and unidance,

it is not possilile to

M icritninatc lietwi-en

rurthermore, such a result could only he achieved with an inteprated, mill t i-variahl e
control system to take over the former tasks of stahi1isation and autopilot,
'5.r).
1,r).l.

Mehaviour of ('('V \ircraft with different IH'C I'oss i hi li t i es during Approach
\irrraft Si muliit i ona

All the followirm results have heen achieved usinft digital
a fishter type, CCV designed a. c (see page '").

simulations.

The hasic aircraft was

Different configuration modifications were used for the IH-'t's shown in the following.
All result» are shown for flight in turhulent air, since, as descrihed in nara ^.'i,,
difficult to achieve ideal behaviour in clear air.
The turhulence model used vp-s

(V)

=: (^L\^Ql
1/

is not

1

i^hT'

Tf

with different scale lengths L and stamlard deviatioti Q

T,■>,2.

it

frir »11

three directions,

Direct »-Force Cnntro.l

The following is a comparison between different x-force
controls.
The reason for this is to
demonstrate, that almost the same good results ran he achieved with either a sneed hrake control
with no lag, or a thrust control with a timi' log of second order with the dominant time constant
T
■ M.T sec.
The optimal control

law is purely proportional!

Controls!

no integration was necessarv.

Tni1eron W
Speed hrakes

T
■ alternat i

Thrust

VPS

(J

Independent controllahle
vari ahle:
Cho a nni

Velocity and "lido path deviation

Main result!

For this aircraft
achieved.

configuration almost

the same result was

There is no significant difference in the «täte variaMes.
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I»i ri-ct_ I,ift. Control

Tht next HBcii.nncp uf pictures preaenlH rpBiilt» for the nircrnfi nmntionad witli und without DLCi
Tin' ;'liili' pnth riipt\ir(* nn<l hnlcl It »tinwn.
TIU'HI' Himnlitt i on« wpr<> cnrripil out with (inats, an in
the previniiH i-xumple, ^.ri.l2.
In I li i H OUHV, two pofls i hi) i ti PB exist fur miiUin/' use of the ariditioiml pontroli DLCl either to maintain the pitch uttitude, or to improve the time hehnviour.
The latter wua chosen.
Control

H

Tnileron 7

:

> wi thont

Throltle ff

. with DIC

Flaps ^k
Independent rontrnlIah]a
vari »hies !

2 without

DLC
T with

I

Velocity

Choseni

wi thont

Glide path deviation

with DLC

I

Minimisation of time response
Main results;

Tiie following Mnie histories show improvements in the nircraTt
behaviour ualng Dl.c.
But with regard to the mairni tmle of deviation in the state
vari alii es, It seems that for this specific aircraft diirinp the
approach 1)1,C is not absolutely necessary.

Main di fferonce:

The approach is not the most favourable operation for demonstrating the superiority of DLC equipped aircraft.
\notlipr example, comparing DLC with conventional control dnrinn
flaro out will show remarkable improvements.
DLC, in fact, can also he used to reduce attitude chances.
This may be considered for different, aircraft (passencer or
larger aircraft 1 or for different missions (air refueling or
weapon de Ii very).
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GUIDANCE PHILOSOPHY FOR MILITARY INSTRUMENT LANDING

by
George L. Yinglinq
Aviation Systems Consultant
399 Cheltenham Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45459, USA
SUMMARY
Instrument landing guidance philosophy for military aircraft is affected by the type of operation,
the nature of the environment, the kind of aircraft involved and system dynamics considerations. Guidance philosophy and requirements are inseparable from control dynamics and tradeoffs exist between the
two in arriving at an optimum solution for particular cases. In some countries, compatibility and interoperability with the civil system is considered important if not essential. The National Microwave
Landing System program in the USA is of great interest internationally, and the USA Department of Defense
is supporting, at present, the goal of a common civil/military system.
Representative unclassified operational requirements are reviewed as a lead to discussing the
various factors having an impact on choice of guidance philosophy. The single most important consideration is the choice of technique to overcome landing guidance system multipath effects. The choice of
technique must satisfy the many "system dynamic" considerations and present field test programs must
provide clear and valid engineering data upon which to base a decision.
A system solution to a hypothetical but representative military situation is presented for
discussion purposes. In addition a requirement for an all-airborne, self-contained landing system is
discussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

It is fitting that in a meeting on "take-off and landing", concerned primarily with the flight
mechanics aspects of the problem, guidance and control be treated. We are dealing with a problem where
we must find "total system" solutions. In the past, aircraft have been designed with other than landing
as a primary consideration. As we have progressed to lower minimums, the problems have become immensely
more complex demanding a "total systems approach". The landing system involves a much broader scope of
technological considerations than the "radio guidance" or "flight mechanics" functions alone. The system
demands proper attention to aeronautics (in the broadest sense) electronics, human engineering, control
theory, contrjl-display, dynamic analysis, etc. However, we engineers have a long way to go to fully
integrate the two most powerful aviation technologies, aeronautics and electronics, for the public use.
Few aeronautical engineers really comprehend Air Traffic Control and Landing and its many electronic ramifications in the same depth they understand aircraft design or flight mechanics. Similarly, there are
probably even fewer electronic engineers who really appreciate the impact of their electronic designs on
the pilot, the aircraft and flight dynamics. The ultimate customer is the pilot/crew and the aircraft
and it "all comes together" in the cockpit in controlling and maneuvering the aircraft precisely. Therefore, a pacing consideration in developing and implementing any landing system must be the flight
physics/flight mechanics problem and associated airborne elements of the pilot, manual and automatic
control and instrument displays. Fig. 1 is a "system" functional diagram.
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Guidance philosophy for military instrument landing stems from several primary considerations:
the type of operation, the nature of the environment and the kind of aircraft involved. Guidance philosophy and requirements are inseparable from control dynamics considerations and tradeoffs exist between
the two in arriving at an optimum solution for particular cases. To meet satisfactorily all user needs
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at all sites with a common ground guidance system may involve unacceptable compromises to airborne elements and operational capability. The National Microwave Landing System program (NMLS) has as its goal
the establishment of a landing guidance concept (philosophy) and associated signal structure to assure
satisfactory service to all potential users, hopefully without compromise. In the USA, the Department
of Defense is supporting the goal of a common civil-military system and will continue to do so until
there is good reason to depart from this objective. Interim military microwave landing systems are
already in being and others may yet be forthcoming depending upon progress of the NMLS program and
urgency of US military requirements. They are interim in the sense that they use established technology
suitable for immediate relief of operational deficiencies, though not in their entirety, and will ultimately be supplanted by the more advanced NMLS. Other countries are pursuing similar activities in
covering current deficiencies. The longer range approach to be taken by the various countries remains
to be seen. Representative NMLS confinurations are shown in Table 1-1.
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2.

MILITARY OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Let us review some of the military operational requirements and operational environments as published In unclassified documents. These are not all inclusive, internationally, but prooably span most
of the important features bearing on guidance philosophy. It should be understood that these requirements arc provisional, subject to change and do not represent, yet, the official posicion of any of the
military organizations treated.
2.1

USAF

2.1.1 GENERAL
The USAF is required to operate worldwide to accomplish its mission in support of the defense of
-i'.. United States and free-world allies. The nature of the mission requires that USAF aircraft use not
only organic US military air traffic control and navigation facilities but also those enroute and terminal facilities of the civilian aviation community in the USA, civil and military facilities of allies,
and facilities that may be available from nonaligned nations.
While the USAF has traditionally depended upon Precision Approach Radar (PAR) to provide guidance
during the approach and landing phase, there also is a need for the USAF to use the standard navigation
and landing aids as defined by the International Civil Aeronautics Organization (ICAO). This interoperability is currently manifested In the additional implementation of ground and airborne ILS.
The USAF will continue to implement th
approach and landing aids that are interoperable with
standard national and international civilian a "tlon systems. It supported the work of the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Special Con ,ittee 117 (RTCA-SC-117) and actively supports the
National Microwave Landing System Development program. Air Force requirements falling within the spectrum of those set forth by RTCA are outlined below along with unique USAF military requirementr. Air
Force requirements will be re-evaluated as cost/performance tradeoffsare identified during the NMLS
development program.

2.1.2 GROUND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A. General. The USAF will employ the ground portion of the Microwave Landing System at many locations for a wide range of missions. The USAF ground system requirements, along with examples of
"typical" and "worst case" conditions, can be arranged in the following grouping;
1. Main Operating Bases (MOB): Main Opercting Bases must support take-offs and landings by all
types of fixed-wing, rotary-ving, and V/STOL aircraft. As a worst case, base configurations can include
two parallel runways not less than 2500 feet apart supporting simultaneous IFR approaches. Large aircraft such as the C-5 will be present on runways, taxiways, and ramps. Helicopter operations will occur
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on designated ramps, taxiways, and runways. Suprlementary ground aids, lighting systems, and runway
markings will be available. Runway acceptance rate should be the only traffic handling limitation.
Runways will be from 4,000 to 12,000 feet long.
2. Forward Operating Bases (FOB); In their most austere form, Forward Operating Bases will be
a Bare Base with minimum runway lighting and marking. Forward Operating Bases generally will not have
parallel runways; however, they must support high recovery rates of tactical fighter and airlift aircraft. Runways will be from 4.000 to 12,000 feet long.

3.

Combat Operating Base (COB):

a. Assault Landing Zones (ALZ). Terminal operations at an Assault Landing Zone may be conducte•d on a level 71 eT3"or clearing of suTficient size to permit landings by tactical airlift, forward
air c:ontrol, and rotary-wing aircraft. The area may be camouflaged and only primitive area markers or
portable lights will be used to outline landing zones.
b
- Extraction Zones (EZ). Terminal operations at an Extraction Zone consist of cargo aircraft executing flyovers at approximately six feet above ground level. The Extraction Zone may be
nothing more than an open field or clearing with primitive area markers.
c
- Drop Zones (DZ). Operations at a Drop Zone consist of cargo aircraft approaches at more
than 200 feet above ground level in order to allow for parachute deployment. The terrain in the
vicinity of a Drop Zone may be rough.
d
- Helicopter Hover Points (HP). Terminal operations at a Helicopter Hover Point will be
conducted at a designated point up to 100 feet above ground level. Due to helicopter operational requirements, flare-out and transition to hover will normally be conducted after descending below 100 feet
Above Ground Level (AGL) under visual flight conditions.

B. Collocated Ground Navigation Aids: Complete area navigation coverage in the terminal area is
required to provide the aircraft a positive position fix relative to the landing runway. However, it
can be assumed that an appropriate fixed/transportable/airdroppable TACAN station can be collocated with
the landing system equipment. Essentially all operational Air Force aircraft will be TACAN equipped.
C. Ground Landing System Characteristics: The following functional capabilities are required by
various Air Force Microwave Landing System configurations:
1.

Approach Zone Coverage:

a. Azjmuth. Complete azimuth coverage in the terminal area is required (See II B). Precise position information from the Landing System should be available a minimum of i40o on the final
approach course; however, this requirement should not excessively compromise other characteristics of
the system.
b. Elevation. The extent of the elevation coverage is dependent only on the glide slope
limits of the aircraft to be served at specific bases of operation. For example, helicopter landing
sites may use only high glide slope angles (5 to 15 degrees), aircraft with high approach speeds are
capable of only low glide slope angles (2 to 5 degrees), and terminals serving a mix of CT0L, VT0L, and
ST0L 'ircraft will require the full range of elevation coverage. The modular nature of a Microwave
Landing System should enable alternative elevation coverage units to be procured and utilized on a
faci1ity-need basis.
c. Rancje. The system must be capable of 20-nautical mile range with 30 miles preferred in
the approach zone, the maximum range is required whenever size and weight permit; however, in tactical
configurations a sacrifice in range may be acceptable to accommodate other system characteristics such
as size, weight, or transportability. A range of ten nautical miles would be acceptable for airdroppable/tactical equipments.
2' Missed Approach and Departure Coverage: Missed approach and departure guidance away from
the runway area is required for wake turbulence avoidance, noise abatement, terrain or obstacle clearance, hostile (ground fire) area avoidance, or parallel runway departures. The system should provide
lateral position information i40n from the runway centerline to a range of 5 NM. There must be a smooth
transition between approach and missed approach and between takeoff and departure guidance.
3- Distance Measuring Equipment: It is anticipated that Air Force MLS ground stations will be
collocated with a TACAN/DME ground station. The MLS will be required to provide more precise DME information in the approach and departure zones when it is required for curved/segmented approaches, multiple
angle glide slopes, lower weather minimum approaches and landings (ICA0 CAT 1I/III equivalent), hover
point identification, and applications involving drop/extraction zones.
4. Weather Capability: Air Force MLS equipment should be capable of safely guiding combat aircraft anywhere within the approach zone through a standard rain cell model which is a cylinder of evenly
distributed rain, five nautical miles in diameter, with a rainfall intensity of two inches per hour.
Further definitions of the standard rain model is contained in Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Special Report No. 141, "The Detection Range of the AN/TPN-19 Radars in Heavy Rain (Baseline Scan Mode),"
AFCRL-72-0368, 15 June 1972,
5- Anti-Jam Capability: In forward operating areas. Air Force MLS equipment should be designed
to minimize the effect of intentional interference. Serious consideration must be given to providing a
capability to detect the presence of interference in aircraft and at ground facilities.
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• Security: MLS equipment used at Forward or Combat Operating Bases should be designed to
minimize the extent to which the system could furnish guidance or intelligence information to unauthorized users.
7- Hokiiu^1 There are no mobility requirements for ground systems used at Main Operating
Bases. Systems'for use at Forward Operating Bases must be air transportable by a C-130 or smaller aircraft. Systems serving tactical sites or drop zones are required to be airdroppable and to be capable
of being moved short distances and set up by not more than two men without powered assistance. A
precision approach capability equivalent to an ICAO CAT I should be available within 15 minutes.
8, Equipment Configurations: Elements (azimuth, elevation, DME) of tactical systems may be
collocated. Landing systems for Main and Forward Operating Bases will employ split-site configurations
to provide the higher accuracies required for lower weather minimums.
9- Rel iability/Availabil ity: To the maximum extent practical. Air Force MLS equipment used at
Main and Forward Operating Bases must be redundant to assure uninterrupted service. Redundancy requirements will be relaxed in those ground systems intended for tactical use. Reliability must be the maximum available within the state-of-the-art and consistent with prudent cost considerations.
10. Integrity: The system must provide an output which automatically indicates a fault or out
of tolerance condition to both (;he ground air traffic control facility and to user aircraft. Externa1
monitors may be used for ground units on main and forward operating bases; however, only internal monitoring should be considered for tactical units.
11. Data Link: RTCA SC-117 determined a number of functions which should be provided by a data
link integral to the MLS. Data link functions should provide adequate data to allow Air Force aircraft
to approach and land after experiencing a complete loss in other radio communications.
12. Flight Inspection: Except for initial commissioning of the facility, inflight calibrations
and inspections of MLS ground stations should not be required. Tactical systems must be capable of providing service equivalent to ICAO CAT I without prior flight inspection and calibration.
Table 2-1 is a summary of Air Force MLS ground system requirements.

TABLE 2-1
SUMMARY OF AIR FORCE MLS GROUND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

FACILITY
MAIN
0PERATING
BASE
FORWARD
OPERATING
BASE
COMBAT
OPERATING
BASE
ASSULT
LANDING
ZONE

NUMBER
OF
SYSTEMS

ICAO
WEATHER
CATEGORY

PARALLEL
RUNWAYS

12
110

Illb
II

YES
YES

YES
YES

40

II

NO

YES

TRANSPORTABLE

I

NO

NO

MISSED APPROACH
DEPARTURE
COVERAGE

NEAREST
RTCA
CONFIGURATION

MOBILITY

RANGE
(NM)

FIXED
FIXED

20
20

I.K
I*

20

I*

TRANSPORTABLE

10

E

40

DROP
ZONE
EXTRACT
ZONE-

I

NO

NO

AIRDROP

10

E

I

NO

NO

AIRDROP

10

L

HOVER
POINT

I

NO

NO

AIRDROP

5

E

Less flare capability

2.1.3 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
A' Aircraft and Missions: For planning purposes, the Air Force inventory of aircraft in the 1980
time frame will consist of the followinq types: attack, bombers, cargo, fighters, trainers, and utility
and miscellaneous.
B- Levels of MLS Avionics: Three modular categories of avionics equipment are provisionally
required and reflected in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2-2

1. Austere_Avionics. Cost would be a primary consideration in this avionics configuration;
however, the equipment must be capable of providing ICAO CAT I service. Cost considerations may dictate
that range information be provided by the TACAN/DME system. The mission of aircraft in this category
would primarily be cono.icted in VFR conditions. Some types of attack (A-10), trainers (T-37), and utility aircraft would use this category of equipment.
2. Standard Av_ionics. Capable of ICAO CAT II approaches In IFR conditions but not including an
automatic landing capability. Classes of aircraft requiring avionics in this category would include some
of the cargo aircraft (C-130), the heavy bombers (B-l and B-52), tankers (KC-135), most fighters, and
advance trainers (T-38).
3- Advanced Avionics. Capable of CAT Illb approaches and landing. Aircraft requiring avionics
in this category would include some of the cargo aircraft {C-5, C-141) and air defense interceptors.
^■

Airborne System Capabilities;
!•

Azimuth Guidance.

a. Selectable straight approach paths must be available to all USAF aircraft, thereby
enabling the pilot to choose the optimum approach course.
b. Curved or segmented approaci paths will be required on some aircraft to avoid no-fly
zones for tactical or environmental reasons, iuch as wake turbulence, minimum time or fuel paths, noise
abatement, adverse terrain or obstacle clearance, hostile area (ground fire), V/STOL optimized paths,
and optimum approaches at terminals with parallel runways. However, not all aircraft types will be able
tc use this option because of their flight or maneuverability characteristics, or because of cost considerations.
c. Large transport aircraft will require decrab and rollout guidance to accomplish
approaches and landings equivalent to ICAO CAT I lib.
2.

Elevation Guidance.

a. All USAF aircraft must have a minimum capability of a pilot selectable constant angle
glide path that provides valid elevation guidance on the final approach course to a minimum height of
50 feet.
b. Aircr^L with more sophisticated avionics capabilities will require multiple glide slope
(segmented) angle approaches for terrain and noise abatement considerations.
c. Large transport aircraft will require automatic flare guidance to touchdown to accomplish
approaches equivalent to ICAO CAT Illb.
3. Integrity. The airborne system must provide a warning to the pilot in the event of receipt
of inadequate, false, or ambiguous guidance information.
4. Integration. It is anticipated that guidance information from the MLS system will be displayed on new cockpit displays; however, the MLS must also integrate into inventory aircraft where no
change of instrumentation is contemplated.
5. Continuity. Tne airborne equipment must permit execution of a complete approach, touchdown
(if applicable) and initial phases of a missed approach without transition to other instrumentation.
6. Minimums. The pilot must be provided an automatic warning when the aircraft reaches the
appropriate decision height for the class of ground facility and the airborne system.
2.1.4 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Cost of Ownership/Standardization. It is anticipated that the MLS will be universally adopted by
the USAF and will replace all precision approach radars. Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), and the
tactical TALAR system. Since implementation of MLS will affect virtually all USAF aircraft and bases,
the procurement and supporting costs for MLS will be substantial. The USAF intends to reduce the cost of
ownership by using avionics equipment developed for the competitive civil market. To the maximum extent
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practical, the A1r Force will procure equipment based upon the following standards and specifications
in effect at the time of procurement:
FAA Technical Standard Orders (TSO)
RTCA Minimum Performance Standards
AR1NC Characteristics
Ground systems designated for Main Operating Bases are expected to be identical with FAA systems used
on major civil fields. Transportable and tactical systems are expected to be common to those of other
Services.
B< Frequency Reservations. Military operations frequently dictate deployments on short notice. To
permit the flexibility of operations required by the USAF, a portion of the frequency spectrum needs to
be set aside for national use, similar to the arrangement presently in effect in the TACAN/DME band.
This requirement would not be expected to exceed ten percent (20 channels) of the frequency spectrum
presently identified. It Is expected that the frequencies for landing systems at fixed bases would come
from the frequencies allocated to the FAA for the National Airspace System.
C. Initial Operation Date. USAF implementation of the Microwave Landing System will commence after
acceptance of the system as a standard national and international (ICAO) landing system. Target date
for Initial entry into the Air Force Inventory is 1980; however, a significant MLS operational capability is not expected prior to 1985.
2.2 U. S. ARMY REQUIREMENTS
2.2.1 GENERAL
The configuration 'G" system most nearly meets the Army landing system accuracy requirements,
The following Information supplements the functional requirements contained in the RTCA SC-117 documents. The Army requires a landing system which consists of a ground station capable of either split or
collocated siting, and a compatible airborne set. The Army is required to operate aircraft from unimproved tactical landing a reas and the system must provide reliable, positive guidance in this envlronment. Army landing areas are characterized by the presence of the following factors not normally
present in civil aircraft operations: uneven, unprepared landing surface; proximity to obstacles such
as trees, buildings, reve tments and other structures, communications and other types of antennas; high
velocity rotor wash and d ust blown by rotor wash; and numbers of moving aircraft in close proximity to
the radiating elements
2.2.2 GROUND STATION REQUIREMENTS
A.

Operational Requirements:

1. The azimuth and elevation guidance elements shall each have as a minimum, coverage sectors
of plus and minus 30 degrees in azimuth and one to 20 degrees in elevation. Azimuth and elevation
guidance shall be usable to a height of 50 fret along the Inbound flight path.
2. The minimum operating range shall be 10 nautical miles in 50 mm/hour rainfall rate. While
this requirement is recognized as being technically feasible, it should not prejudice the selection of a
Ku frequency band which may offer significant advantages to the Army in terms of size, weight, and
accuracy. Tradeoff determinations must be performed to identify the best overall system to fulfill Army
requirements.
3. The azimuth and elevation guidance elements shall be designed for minimum setup time.
Design goal for setup time is one hour using two men, clothed in apparel for worst climatic conditions.
The azimuth and elevation elements shall be capable of being operated on terrain with slopes of as great
as 10 degrees (any direction) with respect to the horizontal, and allow rapid establishment of the
reference azimuth path to plus or minus 0.5 degrees. The requirement for boresighting the two guidance
elements with respect to each other shall be reduced to a minimum and shall not require sophisticated
survey equipment or skills.
4. DME coverage is required in the azimuth and elevation sectors. The operating range shall be
the same as for the angle guidance. The DME will demonstrate an accuracy of plus or minus twenty feet.
B•

Physical Characteristics:

1. The set shall be capable of split or collocated sighting of the azimuth and elevation guidance elements. The DME shall be sited optionally near either guidance element.
2. The size, weight and primary power requirements of all the ground station elements shall be
minimized. The weight design goal for the total ground site (both angle guidance elements, DME elements,
battery power for two to four hours' operation, transit case and setup equipment) is 120 pounds.
2.2.3 AIRBORNE SET
A.

Operational Requirements:
1.

Operationally compatible with civil MLS systems.

2.

Selectable glide path angles in one-half degree increments over the range of 2.5 to 12

degrees.

_________

L
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3.

Selectdble azimuth quidance in one deqree increments over the azimuth coverage area.

4.

Range read-out to at least 1? nautical miles.

5. A warning that the aircraft had reached decisioti height for the approach.
decision height selected and preset by the pilot is acceptable.

A light with the

6. Warning to indicate the aircraft is below the safe niinimuin elevation angle for a centerline
approach to the facility.
7. Course softening to provide acceptable indicator sensitivities as the azimuth and elevation
courses converge near the ground facility.
8. Airborne antenna coverage volume shall be a minimum of plus 12 degrees and minus 25 degrees
in elevation, and plus and minus 120 degrees in azimuth, relative to the nose of the aircraft. Omnidirectional antennas are desired.
B.

P hy sic a 1 Characteristics.

1. The airborne set shall be designed for minimum weight and size.
complete set (excluding aircraft displays) is 20 pounds.

The weight goal for the

2. Consideration should be given to packaging the airborne set into two parts, such that DME
could be an optional item for use as required, instead of being installed in all aircraft.
3. The set shall operate from the aircraft central electrical system and power requirements
shal1 be minimized.
2.3 COMMENT
The author takes exception to the Air Force requirement for RTCA configuration "I" without flare
guidance for CAT II operation at Main and Forward Operating Bases. CAT II provides for see-to-land
from a decision height of 100 feet. Definition of see-to-land in terms of minimum altitude beyond
which a visual landing should not be attempted has not been adequately determined, particularly for a
single-place aircraft. The author feels that, for safe operation to CAT II minimums, an automatic
touchdown capability (with flare) should be provided not only in single-place military jet aircraft but
in bomber/cargo/transport aircraft as well.
3.

AIRCRAFT AND AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT DESIGN AND OPERATING INFLUENCES

Because of factors related to piloting techniques, passenger comfort, safety and military missions, normal operation of an aircraft is restrained to some performance region which is more restrictive than the basic airplane's performance envelope. Lift, drag, thrust and weight relationships
clearly bound the speed and flight path angle capabilities of the aircraft. Control surface effectiveness imposes maneuvering limitations and in addition, attitude changes are not usually effected by full
control surface deflections. Speeds close to stall, on the one hand, or near maximum permissible on the
other, are avoided.
Most limitation s on an aircraft maneuvering envelope could be classified as piloting technique or
control considerations
Curved or segmented path requirements may call tor deviation from current
piloting techniques re suHing in retraining and will most likely be met with resistance by the piloting
community. Good pilot ing techniques have generally dictated a maximum bank angle of 30 degrees. The
increasing difficulty in controlling the aircraft pitch axis at increasing bank angles because of misalnnment between the aircraft lift vector and its weight vector, is a considerable influence, particularly under instrument flight conditions, '.oil rates are typically constrained by piloting considerations. An aircraft's position in space is not changed appreciably by using roll rates at the limit of
the aircraft's maneuve ring capability. High roll rates tend to compound control and monitoring difficulties. We are, of c ourse, speaking of near navigation, approach and landing circumstances, not
mil i tary combat si tuat ions.
Specific aircraft characteristics are a concern in the design of autopilots an d instrument displays and the control laws that drive them. In a general sense, computations optimiz ed to drive a
display for a given aircraft may not be expected to provide the same overall performa nee i f used with a
different aircraft. The problem becomes more pronounced as we design tighter trackin g control laws
(higher gains) for flying to lower minimums. We speak of inner and outer loop relati onships, meaning a
relationship between control and guidance functions. There are certain merits in bei ng able to isolate
guidance computations from control computations. Here, we are speaking of the guidan ce function as one
of making use of position and velocity data to describe the progress of an aircraft a long some desired
path in space and to describe changes required to track that path. The control funct ion, on the other
hand pertains to basic aircraft stabi1izaticn and to the manipulation of the aircraft about and along its
principal axes to satisfy the guidance reguirements. The role of control is to estab lish a reasonably
stable platform that can be expected to respond in a given manner to guidance command s. Besides dynamic
characteristics peculiar to individual aircraft, we have environmental disturbances i ncluding wind, fog
and rain. We also have noise and bias errors that occur in the basic signal transmit ting and receiving
process and other errors caused by propagation effects and radio frequency interferen ce.
If we could design our inner attitude loops, either for flight directo,' or autopilot, with very
high bandwidth1" (fast response), the closed loop attitude response would not reflect the aircraft
dynamics at al
The guidance loop could then be optimized for the tracking task and would be free from
particular aircraft characteristics
However, loop tightness is normally constrained by vehicle
inertias, control effectivity and servo response
Servo response is limited because high servo response
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can mean the servo is capable of exciting bending modes. When used 1n combination with tight attitude
loops, considerable power is consumed. All these quantities reflect on the weight and eventual total
cost effectiveness of the vehicle.
Another consideration is that such high inner loop bandwidth would imply the transfer of high
frequency display information by the pilot to his controls (in flight director operation) or the presence of very high control activity by the autopilot servos which in turn would be reflected to the
control column (parallel servos). Since the pilot prefers to see the controls (which are repeating the
autopilot-command, parallel-servo motion) move in a manner somewhat similar to the control actions he
uses as he performs a given maneuver, he will not accept the rapid control actions, including a broader
noise spectrum of a high bandwidth autopilot. In the case of flight director/pilot control, the pilot
has definite bandwidth limitations. Any requirement for a pilot to close more than one attitude loop at
a time at frequencies greater than 1 to 2 rad/sec can be expected to result in pilot ratings of too high
workload. Stabilization systems used as a partner (limited-amplitude series servos) can help the pilot
with these tasks.
The problems of inner and outer loop design, (■vnamics of airframes and effects of disturbances all
become involved in choice of guidance philosophy. Feedback control can enclose all the unknowns in airframe dynamics and disturbances in an error correcting system that does not have to know a}}_ about these
unknowns. It may be much more inefficient than a system designed with more knowledge of the unknowns.
Howevet , we have many aircraft already equipped with autopilots and flight director systems interfaced
with ILS. If we expect to take advantage of non-straight-in paths which are made possible by certain
configurations of the microwave landing system now under development, a retrofit program will be required. Hopefully, this can take place with only a change in the guidance data processing and computation.
As evident from an examination of Fig. 1, the flight control system engineer/designer has had to
assume the "total system engineering" approach in integrating the various parts into an overall system
which finally results in desired aircraft landing performance. He has had to accept aircraft design
features selected to optimize other than landing characteristics. Many compromises have b^en necessary
because of sensor or guidance system deficiencies, ILS beini, one major contributor. In more recent
years, at least in commercial aviation, more attention has been given to aircraft stability and control
design during landing than in the past. There is now the opportunity to influence the design of the new
microwave landing guidance system to assure "total system capability" for CAT III operation without
major compromises in flight control system design. This is not a matter of increasing the performance
standards and complexity of the ground guidance system in order to oase the problem of the flight control system designer, as some have argued. Rather, it is a concern as to whether the system will work
at all and whether all user needs can be met in a cost effectii/e way.
As indicated elsewhere in this paper, the technique by which one eliminates or controls multipath
effects can involve complex tradeoffs. In the case of scanning beam systems, the question of "scan rate"
involves a complex tradeoff of economics, reliability, modulation-demcdulation techniques, airborne vs.
ground system complexity, and landing performance. The specification of high scan rates may result in a
system that is so expensive that its use is very limited. On the other hand, if the system is to be
effective, the scan rate must not be so low as to degrade approach and landing performance. The system
should have a sufficient scan rate to accommodate future innovations in aircraft control systems such as
direct lift. Thus, landing performance and safety are dominant factors in the determination of scan rate
tequiregents.
One would like to determine position information and display it to the pilot with an accuracy of
the order of 100-200 feet at 10 miles, better if practical. In addition, an accuracy of 5 to 10 feet at
the runway threshold is desired. Granularity in the data sampling process of scanning beam systems is
of concern to the flinht control engineer, 'mproved beam data from which good quality beam-rate data can
be derived for flight path damping purposes lias been sought by the flight control engineer for many years.
Pseudobeam rate techniques have been used, involving accelerometers and other sensors, but involve control law complexities. These compromises have been necessary with VHF ILS because of beam noise and beam
inaccuracies. The sampling process inherent in scanning beam systems has an impact on the overall system
stability and control and on control activity. For example, 1-foot granularity in position data can
result in 2 to 4 feet/seconds of velocity noise at .5 to .25 second sample period. High frequency noise
is relatively easy to filter (greater than 1 rad/sec). Bias errors with zero frequency content M'11 be
followed exactly. However, frequencies in the neighborhood of position loop frequencies can ue troublesome. Proper design of filtering will be one of the major challenges that the airborne receiver
designer must face and one which the flight control system engineer must influence. The filter designer
must consider the tradeoffs between allowable signal phase shift, which impacts guidance loop and control
loop gains and stability, and scan rate granularity. The filter design is also influenced by the noise
characteristics of the sampled data. Filtering becomes particularly important in the case of microwave
landing system analog signal outputs that are to be used with an existing aircraft autopilot to replace
ILS signal outputs.
We can expect data rate to be most critical during the flare maneuver with high performance
military aircraft. The path geometry and relative motion of parts of an aircraft may create a very
serious need for very high data rates. With the antenna mounted in the nose, for example, during pitch
rotation in flare, the nose travels up at a relatively high angular velocity as the wheels descend
toward touchdown (Fig. 2). Altitude measurements at least as good as those from a radio/radar altimeter
must be available (approximately t) Foot). Deriving rate information (altitude) again becomes the hard
task. Discrete changes of .5 to 1-foot at .1 second time interval (10 hertz per second) results, in raw
form, in a 5 to 10 feet/sec altitude rate noise. "Sample and hold" techniques, sometimes proposed, are
hardly satisfactory since the output is very granular. Radio altimeter high frequency noise is usually
filtered and combined with body-mounted accelerometer information to provide altitude rate. Unless MLS
flare guidance provides accuracy to .1 foot at 10 to 20 times per second, similar combination with
accelerometer data will be necessary. This may be a tradeoff which is most cost effective if not
altogether desired.
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An interesting mechanical analogy, explaining how guidance and flight control critical frequencies
interact with one another, was developed by Collins Radio Company engineers in reference 2. Referring to
Fig. 3 and quoting directly from the reference:
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FIG. 3. Guidance/Control System Frequency Interaction Chart
"The horizontal
- with triangles at eithe r end should be thought of as being rigid members,
That is, if we move a ■
1 frequency along the frequency axis toward another frequency which is
separated by a bar, the.i that critical frequency wi 11 also have to move in order to maintain either
stability or performance. For example, the outer g uidance loop stability is directly dependent upon MLS
data rate and the uutopilot or flight director atti tude loop response characteristics. That is, if we
significantly increase the bandwidth (position and rate gains) of the outer path tracking loop, we will
need to speed up the response characteristics of ei ther the autopilot or flight director attitude loops
correspondingly. Herein lie the constraining facto rs. In the case of the pitch or bank autopilots, we
typically set the closed loop bandwidths at a value slightly above the dutch roll (bank) and short
period (pitch) frequencies. To broaden this bandwi dth considerably will likely produce stability problems due to sensor or actuation lags. Even if thes e lags were overcome, the possibility of getting into
a frequency region where aeroelastic bending or tor sional modes could become a problem is something we
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would like to avoid. Further, since the pilot prefers to see the controls (which are repeating the
autopilot command parallel servo motion) move in a manner somewhat similar to the control actions which
he uses as he performs a given maneuver, he will likely not accept the rapid control actions, including
a broader noise spectrum, of a broad bandwidth autopilot. This last factor is a bit of an education and
familiarity problem, and there is some evidence that pilots as a group are becoming more aware of the
value of fast response autopilots, but it is an area of some controversy that should be entered with
some caution and expectation of problems."
4.

SITING INFLUENCES

As stated above, the nature of the environment has a decided influence on guidance philosophy.
As can be seen from the military requirement', just outlined, operations may be conducted from sites
ranging from civil airports to the most primitive remote area, defying normal obstacle and terrain
criteria, The necessity for maintaining guidance signal integrity to very low altitudes, and in some
cases nearly to the ground, poses severe requirements on multipath control--a prime guidance philosophy
influence. Civil/nil 11 tary interoperability being a requirement, any military guidance concept must show
conceptually its ability to operate with VHF-ILS. The fact that some military tactical situations may
result in the necessity for a specialized guidance system which is not interoperable with the forthcoming new civil/military microwave landing system, does not reduce the need for multipath control. Indeed,
such special requirements may impose even more difficult multipath problems. However, it is not yet evident that all civil/military landing guidance requirements cannot be met by a common concept or philosophy.
Runways are not flat; airport standards permit grade changes resulting in humps as great as 10
feet. This means that an azimuth unit may have to be elevated as high as 20 feet in order to provide
adequate signal coverage. Concepts using wide-azimuth, simultaneous signal coverage of a CW nature,
such as Doppler, will experience vertical lobing problems and a host of reflections from objects near
the runway (hut within airport standards). Whether filtering processes can eliminate the adverse
effects of these reflections is as yet unknown. Airport criteria permit hangers 80 to 100 feet high to
be 700 to 1500 feet from the runway edge. In military situations one may find reflecting objects of
significant height even closer to the runway. Applying standard airport criteria for clearance between
buildings and runway/taxiway centerline. Figs. 4 and 5, we can see the devastating effect of such a
valley of reflecting objects. Admittedly, worst cases are shown but such a situation is permitted by
airport standards and large jumb.i jet hangers are being built near runways. This is also true in military situations. Tactical sites are often nestled between hills and tree lines and protective structures can be found near runways. The landing guidance configurations outlined by RTCA SC-117 ai J being
used in the US National Microwave Unding System development program as representative requiregents,
provide for. In some cases, 80 degrees of forward and 80 degrees of back-course azimuth coverage. These
sectors Include quantitative angul.r data to high accuracy throughout the 160 degrees involved. In
other cases (such as configuration "K") the forward azimuth requirements are 120 degrees, and the rear
azimuth requirements are 80 degrees for a total of 200 degrees of proportional, high-quality angular
data.
If in a mil it ary tactical situation coverage is required at 20 to 30 miles at alt itudes of 1,000
to 1,500 feet for te rminal approach, this creates an elevation angle of only about Vdeg ree above the
horizon. It is most difficult to maintain clear 1ine-of-sight to 20 to 30 miles over a total sector 120
degrees wide in the presence of tree lines, hills, and large structures throughout the a irport property,
Depending upon altit ude of the aircraft at the 20 to 30 mile point, the (area-navigation al) coverage in
azimuth wi 11 vary, At vortical angles to the main azimuth transmitter of, say, 6-degree s, the 120-degrees of azimuthal c overage may be ideal as compared to '^-degree elevation, assuming no obstructions
would exist at 6-deg rees elevation between the aircraft and azimuth transmitter. Howeve r, 6 degrees at
20 to 30 miles is an altitude of over 12,000 to 15,000 feet. Such terminal approaches a re usually at
much lower altitudes , between 1,000 and 5,000 feet.
Greatest accuracy will be needed for centerline control of widebodied jets on narrow runways
(150-foot-wlde runways). While some military bases have 300-foot-wide runways, many do not. Furthermore, low-visibility landing tests with "narrow-gauge" lights, centerline lights, runway edge lights and
threshold lights, in various combinations, indicate that better visual cues are provided with a runway
150 feet wide. It is unlikely that there will be any significant widening of runways and precision
requirements, based on 150-foot-wide runways for aircraft with large wheel base, must be considered.
In early phases (1965) of the Air Force's Tacticjl Instrument Landing Program (TACLAND), experiments were planned in which a microwave landing guidance system, TALAR III, with a relative narrow
localizer course width (5 degrees), would be used as a local izer-only to define the centerline of the
runway out to 3 to 5 miles from threshold, GCA was to be used to direct the aircraft into the beam and
also provide guidance in the vertical. In other tests TALAR III was to be used at the threshold to
provide lateral and vertical guidance with GCA being used to guide the aircraft into the beam. In this
latter case, since in TALAR III the glide slope and localizer beams emanate from the same point, runway
centerline is not defined beyond threshold. The purpose of these first phase tests was to show how lowvisibility landing capability could be improved in the tactical environment by supplementing old GCAs
with a compact microwave landing guidance unit. In other experiments, TALAR III, used as a localizeronly or at threshold as a glide slope and localizer transmitter, would be used with beacons for homing,
portable TACAN, or airborne ground scanning radar for intercepting and aligning the aircraft with the
tactical ground aid. Flight tests were conducted at a later date using TALAR IV at runway threshold,
along with a portable Marine TACAN, with quite good results. The point to be made here is that a
relatively narrow beam was to be used to define runway centerline in order to prevent multipath effects
from objects near the runways. Acquisition of the beam would be provided by a variety of existing
navigation aids.
More recently, Litchford, in reference number 1, has suggested a somewhat similar but more modern
arrangement. He came by this suggestion as a result of studies of multipath problems as they impact
operational situations. His concept, shown in Fig. 6 is included here to show how siting considerations
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can influence choice of guidance philosophy. A Ku-band azimuth scanner producing a '^-degree azimuth
beam, or even a 's-degree beam throughout ts degrees from runway centerline can be built reasonably and
can produce guidance information with less granularity, less noise and with increased reduction in noncoherent multipath. By limiting scan angle, higher scan rates are possible with simple structures.
Range out to 10 miles should be practical in heavy rain with reasonable power.
It may not be possible at many jetports to have an unobstructed line of sight at !2-degree elevation over an 80 to 120-degree sector from the end of the runway. Serving all aircraft to at least 10 to
20 miles and to altitudes as low as 1,500 feet is desirable. By locating the wide-azimuth scanner on top
of a hanger or tower, the desired Vdegree vertical line of sight at all angles inside the scanned sector
can be achieved. There might be some other open space on the airport which could provide desired
unobstructed line-of-sight transmission and meet requirements of illative location of wide and narrow
scan units.
Litchford chose a 4-degree beam using a 4-foot scanner for the wide-azimuth unit. Such an
azimuth unit will be superior to VORTAG accuracy by at least ten times. At 3 to 5 times per second scan
rate, less smoothing for guidance and flight control purposes will be required than for VORTAG (interface
with R-Nav computers). A steady state, straight track distance, in instrument weather, of 5 miles before
touchdown at 130 to 140 knots allows a pilot 2 to 2h minutes to perform a host of functions. From about
5 to 30 miles beyond this straight-in approach sector we are dealing with terminal area navigation accu-
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FIG. 6
racies. Depending upon the exact location of the wide-angle C-band unit, the fact that the origin can be
elsewhere than on runway centerline is not a problem.
It is not the intent here nor was it Litchford's in his study to invent a new landing guidance
system configuration. The example does illustrate practical "total-system considerations" and the influence of siting problems on choice of guidance philosophy. The technique chosen, whether it be conventional scanning beam, doppler scan or something else, must meet the test of all practical and
possible operational situations if common civil/military objectives are to be met. It follows that the
present field test program, being conducted under the National Microwave Landing Program, must yield
"hard data" on multipath performance under representative difficult siting conditions or else a sound
technical decision cannot be made. Many tradeoffs are possible not the least of which are those affecting "cost-effective" system dynamic performance.
5.

ALL-AIRBORNE-SELF-CONTAINED

US Air Force Manual 100-11 states that an ultimate goal for zero visibility landing is by use of
equipment wholly contained within the aircraft. The self-contained capability developed for low approach is an interim goal. The requirement implies a need for exploratory work to determine what
techniques are needed to achieve a given capability, at what cost and at what risk. While zero-zero may
not ever be a requirement for a self-contained system, a proper investigative program should identify
the degree of sophistication required vs. risk and cost for all low-visibility conditions.
A multisensor arrangement may be foreseen using inertial and other navigation devices already on
board. For the final approach and landing phase, high resolution radar which displays a perspective
picture of the runway or a system of beacons producing a similar display, is the likely answer. Infrared, lasars, low-light level television, etc., can provide good perspective runway displays under certain
environmental situations but are not satisfactory under critical fog and rain conditions. In addition,
to be cost effective and most useful, a multipurpose radar is desirable which can also be used as a
weather radar, detect hazards in the approach path and provide map-matching capability in the terminal
area.
In addition to providing a self-contained capability, such a device may find a use as an independent-landing-monitor (ILM) for CAT III approaches. There are various thoughts on supplementing
aircraft presently equipped with CAT I and CAT II systems with an ILM to achieve a lower minimum capability without retrofitting aircraft with an expensive CAT III autoland system. Whether such an
approach is cost effective or not remains to be seen. The military situation is different from civil
operations in that higher risks are often taken out of sheer necessity and whatever means at hand are
used to accomplish a particular mission. If mission capability can be improved and risk reduced with an
ILM radar or a multipurpose radar with an ILM modification, increased cost may not be very significant;
failure to accomplish a mission could be catastrophic.
CONCLUSION
There are many tradeoffs that must be carefully considered in deciding upon a landing guidance
philosophy for military operations. Interoperability with civil facilities is highly desirable and a
goal of current USA programs. There is no reason, yet, to believe such a goal cannot be achieved. But
all elements of the "total system" must be treated and there are differences in aircraft characteristics
and operations between civil and military. Maintaining high quality, high Integrity guidance information in the presence of a severe multipath environment is a key factor and present field test programs
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must yield "hard data'

In this respect before a guidance philosophy can be chosen for future use by the

military.
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parfowwd oaoually by tae pilot by ^i;iii3l rersranos to the ground« Svea li the caje of fully ■lul.oraatio
landj,ng| the pilot visually raonltoua the prooedurai In nlght»tlna or poor vrlslbility conlitionn, tiiexa«
fore, li.;htinc and narking p-Ularna are required to .irovide the pilot with Die neoeaoary v.laual ouea
luring the lator at .jar, of tue appruaoh and chTOUghout t:ie landing and roll-out alcnj the run.vay.
Ground 1) isod rlaual ild.i are adequate only i:' tne pilot can obtain a oloir Lndlo^tlon of his position
and ijuinkly uaneaa his relative velooltios. To bo able to do thia he nust see a Deaningful pattern of
li jhta for sevarai aaoonds»
In u woddwlde atiidy . f airc.-a.v workload, oasrlad out by the liAP inatitute of Aviation MedlollM with
the oo-operatlon of 3CAC, it .VM reported' that fifty ^er coat of all iotlo.vna were olasalfied as placing
a hijli .vor'cloid on tne pilot and that of theaa two-t)iirda involved limited and poor approach and runway
licjhtiat;. in other nods, one thL-J of nl lanJlnga are adversely affected by tne standards of iightJnji
aid! that ore car-ently irovMed. Thoi-o is clearly a need for iiuprovaiiünLü and in this rsspsot the
.■•eaalts of recent -.vork undertaken it the 3ilnd Landing Experlmantal Unit (RAS) to identify the extant to
which various factora, .-such as fog variability, are reaponalble for the präsent shortfall In the
^erforaance of a. pro-ach and r^n.^ay lijntini; is iiertinent. This work has emphasized the extent to which
the topics of li.jhtint; vi.Jual aids and visibility are inter-related.
The lighting for .(raoioion approaohcs, 33 presently specified, was originally developed for use in
conditions where the visual ranj« exceeded 300n. Subsequently, some additions were faade to the patterns
to support operations down to ^OOm visual rangei but the baain characteristics of the lights were not
redefined. Shortooialngs ire known to oxist in thus aysten and tnese are most marked in the lower
vlsi'o'ltties. Oonsideration lias therefore been ;;iven to Imiiroving the standard of lighting, even for
use in the lowest visibilities, and the conclusions of the study have been verified oy flight trials,
Resoaroh on steep gradient approaches has requi-ed the provision of precise glideslopo Inform ition
down to vary low heights. A sysle.-a using sharp-transition VA3I units has baan developed to moot this
roquiraoient and thia »ork is also reported in this paper,
2.

VXA1A31S POC 3S:;.;ITY

/hen aircraft landings take place In low visibility conditions, operational planning and pilot
trai nins correctly place oonsiderabla emphasis on two potential sources of difficulty and danger»
shallow fogs covering the whole airfield and dense fog patches on the run.vay. Our recent studies of
the visual cues that cm tie acquired from approach and runway lighting in fog have clearly demonstrated
how difficulties arise from the Oharaoteriatioa of the lights and the fog and re-emphasize the probletaa
created by shallow fog or fog patches and the effects that these have on the safety of landing operations.
It Is ..erhaps worth r.-'calling that as an aircraft descends towards shallow fog the visual segment
(the length of lighting pattern or ground seen by tne pilot), which may initially be very large, will
always reduce as the approach proceeds, becoming a rainiraun as the aircraft enters the fog top. The size
and rapidity of the redaction may surprise the pilot who may find taat he does not have a large enough
visual sejj.ient to continue t.ae approach safely. However, if runway visual range information determined
on the ground is provided, the pilot is aware that he will see a much reduced visual segment during the
later stages of the approach.
The variability of fog structure has reoontly been investigated in detail by BLEU and measurements
have baon taken In a .vide variety of fog conditions. The data obtained has been examined along with
information on fog variability from other sources. In the context of low visibility landings the most
Important information obtained from the analysis of the data is that a marked increase In fog density
with height often occurs, particularly in .vell-astablished 'ogs. Such fog gradients adversely effect
whit the pilot can see daring the approach and this can have a marked effect on the landing success
rate to be associated with any particular fog. In the past experimental effort hafl been concentrated on
.-neasurin; the sffeots of fog gradients, in terms of slant vi.iual range and contact height, whereas the
./ork now being reported has concentrated on measuring tae fog gradients that cause the reduced visual
ranges. As an illustration, Fig 1 shows the variation of visibility from a height 'h1 to the ground
that can be expected when the reported visibility at ground level is 800m. It 0 in be seon that from a
height of 60n (200ft) there la a 50 per cent probability that the meteorological visibility will bo only
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half of that at ground Level and from a height of 3üra (100ft) there la a 1 In 40 probability that the
visibility will be only one quurlor of thitt at ground level, If all fogs are treated oolleotlvely«
T)ie InfUonce tnat suoh fog gmdienti) huvo on the visual runge of a lljht la Illustrated In Fig 2.
In thin di>vjrain bounlarloa ai'e shown which indicate, for a typical approach U/.'ht, the maxJAum rungs at
which that light would be ooon in the visibility gradient oonditinna shown lq Fig 1. An observer any.vhere .vithin the appropriate envelope «illl sea the light, but if he is outside the boundary he will not
see it. A curve for a fog of unifotn density la alao included for oofflparison purposes. This curve also
illustrates how the ; ol:ir diigroin of the U^it b'iaia affects the shape of the can^u boundary as all airfield I i,;ht:3 have intensity Jistrlbutiona which are not uniform, but fall off fron an on-axla peak value«
A I i :ht of equal intensity in all directions would give, in a unifona fog, a curve having a constant
r ui.jo from the aource. The nurked effect thiL fog density gradients have on the visual range of lighting
ttyatems is cle-irly deen. For exainple, in the case considered above, an observer at ground level would
see the lijht at a raotja of 1130m, no mutier what the gradient. Most lighting designs and operational
unalysei] ussume that fog is imirorn mil on this bMll it would be assur.ied that a pilot In an aircraft
flying at a height of 'jCto would see the light at a ran^'e of 1270m. Our data indicates that on at least
half the occasions he would only see it at a ranje of 880m and on one occasion in forty, he would see it
at a rarye of 400m, or approxiiiv.toly one third of the distance indioited by observations made at ground
Level.
Fig 3 shows the geometry of a typical situation at the point on an approach where tl e pilot first
nxkoa contact with the approach lijjhts. The range from the aircraft to the light is shown in the diagram
to consist of two neguientsi the visual segment and the cockpit cut-off segaent. Generally, as the
approach continues the ranje to the farthest light increases and this, together with the steady reduction
in tie segment cut-off by the cockpit, results in an increased visual segment being seen.
To the pilot of an aircraft making an approach to land the overall effects of a fog gradient causa
both the contact height and visual segments to be much lower than he expects from the Information he is
given about the ground level visibility. At decision or break-off height he ma/ not have the expected
and necessary position in fortist ion to continue the approach. In Pig 4 examples are given of the range
of contact heights and visual segment seqaences that would result by day from the visibility conditions
shown in Fig 1, if a standard set of airfield lighting were in use. Th • diagram clearly shows that if
the visibility at ground Lovel Is 800m then vastly different amounts of infomation can be available to
the pilot depending upon the fog gradient with height. The diagram shows that for a uniform fog, contact
would oe estabiiuhod witn the light;) at a height of ] 30ni (430fty, the runway threshold would be visible
at a height of 60m (200ft} and that the visual segment would always be in excess of 600m. On at least
half the approaches the cent tot hoi^it would be of the order of 100m (330ft), the threshold would be seen
at a height of 45^ (150ft) and the visual segment would, in general, be in excess of 350m. In this
situation if the asioci.ited decision heitiht is 60m (200ft), a safe and regular operation can be performed
and the lighting cues will be adequate, although the large reduction in visual segment that occurs between
the heights of 57m and 45m, due to a mismatch of intensities of the approach and runway lights, does
result in tne threshold not being in view at the decision height. There is some experimental evidence
that for this type of operation it is highly desirable that the threshold should be seen before a
decision to land is taken.
Curve A (2^ per cent probability) hi^ilights the strong influence that fog characteristics can have
on the lighting visual aids. In this case the contact height is below 60m (200ft) and until the threshold
is in sight the visual sogme''t Is small and not adequate to support manual flight. This situation is
potentially dangerous since the only visibility evidence that is available as the pilot begins his descent
is th it the visual range at grmnd level is at least 800m. Bused on this information the pilot is
expecting to carry out an approach during which he can rely on visual aids to manually manoeuvre his
aircraft daring the 1.5km befora to ichdown. The data presented in Fig 4 shows how on a signifioant
percentage of occasions pilots will begin an operation for which they actually need high quality automutic approach equipment if it is to be completed satisfactorily. Ihe danger is that the pilot "will
not believe his eyes" when at 60m, his decision height, he still cannot see the lights and that having
seen them (at a height of 50m) in the subsequent overshoot he will be encouraged to make further attempts
to land because he feels tha- "he almost got in last time" and that he must be able to land, because the
visibility is reported as being 000m. In the interval between approaches the situation can worsen. The
exam.ile given above refers particularly to a situation where the visibility at ground level ia 800m, but
similar conditions and variations can occur throughout the low visibility regime.
There are more extreme characteristics, for example when the fog lifts to a level that is a little
above ground level. In such a situation, in the absence of a reliable cloud base measurement, the
visibility at ground level will be a very misleading indication of the conditions at any other height,
for exujnple 60m. The most dangerous aituation that can be iraigined is a thin layer of fog just above
the ground. In tnia case the reported visibility would be good and the pilot would make an early contact
with the approach lights but the visual segnent may reduce to an unacceptable extent below decision
height. Any approach where the decision height is above the fog top is not as safe as one in aimilar
conditions where it is below the fog top.
The run-back in the visual segment, mentioned above, occurs at the point on the approach where the
lighting changes from the high Intensity approach lights to the runway lights, which have a lower output.
This discontinuity, which ia caused by shortcomings in tha lighting design, adds to the difficulties
caused by fog variability and it should, as far as possible, be minimized in the lighting design.
3.

THE ..lAINTENANOE OF AIRFIh^D MGHTIIfO

For many years emphasis has been placed on the importance of specifying good visual aids, but it
would appear that little effort has generally been made to maintain the high standards once the lighting
equipment has been installed. At the present time airfield lighting ia the only airfield navigational
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aid tliut ia not tagularly ohe>ikei1 to enüurs thut tlio fuil operational perfurmanoe is being malntainnd.
Lighting inapeotiona (iro c irriecJ out, but at raany airfields theaa are only of a ouraory "is it alight"
nature. No utteuipt in MI tile to check that the intensity und beuin ahape criteria are hginn mot.
It L!i Lmpovtant thut .niequate monitorirm of the Light output ptsfomaROS of Ucjlits tako:) place.
This ia beat June by photographic meana rither than by aubjaotive v.laual aajeaament, A recent survey of
runway centreline lights oarried out by BLEU (Hef 2) iroduoad tie reoultu ahuwn in Pi« 5« T!-" fittings on
Run#ay A had only been installed for a few months and aone afforta had bean made to clean thera. This
ran*ay had been inapected from the ground and from the air and had been olMVSd for landtna ooeraUona in
viaibillties aa lo« aa 400m, as had RunA'ayn 3, C and 0, Run.vay B was aurve/ed leaa than two weeks after
belnt; out of uao for the annual nalntenunce period, Ihe avoraee inteiüii.i.,- jf the ll^hta on Runway D was
only 200 oandela instead of the Bpoolfisd value of 5000 candela and svsn on Runway A the average intensity
was only 2H00 candela. On a day when the visibility in 300n, a 5000 candela light will be aeen at a rant'o
of UOOm. If the out.iut of the lijht ia reduced to 2800 oandela, the visual range ia reduced to 900m, If
the output of the lights ia only 200 candela then the visual range is reduced to 500m, just half of the
specified ranjo. TtOMt large in-oorvlos perform m^e variationa are highly undesirable. In the future
considerable operational benefit! can bo derived and the jaallty of the viaual c lea can be improvad, by
jiiangiig the design of lljht flttinga to reda-;e the fall-off in performance and by monitoring the intensity
and beau i.ire ul output of fittings in-service, l^ie out.mt intensity of lighting should never be allowed
•-o fall below half the specified value and It should be the aim at all airfields to jaaintain outputs well
above this level,
4.

VOSS APPiiOAOH AND SUHtfAJT UQSlWi DfiiilGN

4,1

De.iign Study

There Is a trend, particularly in civil aviation, towards extending landing opt rations in low
visibility conJi'.i.jns. This fact, and tie ovidence that is available of tne Inadequacy of present lighting systems, some aspects of which have been considered in this paper, has led to a review of lighting
standards. The objectives of tnis work were to effect overall tuproveraents and in particular to allow
operations to take plaOS In lover visibility conditions, ira.rove contact heights in fog gradient conditions
md "e-aove those diacontinuitiea that exist in the visual aeg.aents aeon by pilots which are Jue to raiaaatchea between the light intensities of various olenents of the lighting patterns.
It has been assumed that adequate approach and runway lighting ouea should be provided in all
visibilities down to a minimum visual range of approximately lOOn, Below this range practical and
■iconooic oonsidaratlona aake the provision of position infar:iiation by visual aids an unrealistic objective.
For the purpojoa of the study approach path envelopes, based on flight trials data, were saloulated
for each of tne three 1CA0 all-weather operational oategorlea - Fig 6. All aircraft approaching within
tneie onvelopea h.>ve a high <robability of being able to land and lighting guidance is therefore required
it all points within thera up to a given height. This height will vary Hith the category of operation but
it will be of the order of the decision height plus 15m«
As a result of the study it is now recognised that there La a requirement for increased bean spreads
and increased setting angles. Table 1 compares a new specific :tion to :aeet this requirement with exiating
standards. The most notable changes are the increased beam spreads of the runway centreline lights and
the increased setting angles of all lights. In addition, to uake tne best use of the available light flux,
it Is necessary to grade the letting angles of the runway edge and centreline lights in the first 600ia of
tne runway. To filly counteract the effects of fog gradients oven greater bean spreads and setting angles
wmill be required.
The extent to which exiating lighting can be adapted to meet the new requirements given in Table 1
was also considered. «Vitn the exception of the runway centreline fittings, the beam spreads are aimila"
and down to a limiting RVR of 150in most of the benefits of the nw» design can be obtained by siaply realigning the setting angles of the lights. Re-alignment ia not difficult, provided that the fittings are
not of the inset type. The runway oenlreline poses particular problems because it is always inset and,
therefore, re-alignment of the internal optics provllea the only practical way of varying the setting
unglea, 3o:ne equi »aent is iesignud in such a way that these modi fie itions cannot be carried out, but
other equipment can be easily ntodlfled to meet lae reqaire.iOiits. However, the problems posed by the
large beam Spreads probably cannot be solved in existing run./ay centreline lighting equipment and it
wculd leem that new fittings need to be designed and manufactured to provide the required beam dimensions.
4.2

Flight Trials

To carry out flight trials within a re tsonable timesoale It .»as necessary to adapt exist!.-ig equip•nont, as disjussol above. The basis of the trials programme, which was carried out at RAE Bedford, was
to make approaches in low visibility conditions and coiopara fie porformance of the two systems. To do
this the fittings on the left-hand side of the approach and runway edge ligiting pati.ariH ware aet to the
new, higher, angles whilst the right-hand side remained at the currently specified values. A oomparison
of the runway centreline lighting vas made by carrying out some of the flight trials to the now standard
and some with then at the currently specified settings, i.iodificatjons to a batch of centreline fittings
to allow the lamp filament to be translated vertically with respect to the optics of the fitting enabled
the centreline lights to have the varying elevation settings shewn in the Table, but the bewn dimensiona
could not le modified to the new standard.
All a; proaches were filmed to demonstrate the dii'Cerenoe in visual segment between the two systems.
The contact height of the lif/hta uRlnt tho new settings was noted for each approach, as wus the reported
value of runway visual range (RVR).
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Analysis of the film records oonflrnied flight oboervutions that the left-hand (improved) side of the
runway lighting was ulweya seen first ami that et any height a bitter visual oeffnent of lighting oould be
■een on thiu side« In eome situations two bai'S of the 5-bar approach lighting were oleorly seen on the
left-hand side of the pattern whilst no contact was made with the compleaentary bars on the other side of
the pattern. On the approaches where the elevated setting anglen were being used in the runway centreline
lights, it was very obvious thnt the "black-hole" that is nomally apparent between the threshold and the
iionlnal touchdown point had been ollininated so that the pilot waa presented with a oonsistent vieual
aegffltat of centreline lights throughout the approach and landing.
Plots of the contact heights ind the assooluted RVR value observocl on the approaches ore shown in
Fig 7t Also aliown on this ft(/urt are the results obtained from slmllf-r trials using ll^'htitig set up to
the juesent standards. It call ce seen from this data that the contact height is significantly inoreaaed
by the new setting angles.
The main conclusion that has been drawn from these flight trials is that worths'J.le operational
benefits have been denonatrated as beini; available from existing equipment, if it can be realigned.
5.

GUDESLOPE INDJCATCRS

Even In good visibility conditions, pilots exnerience difficulty in acquiring sufficient position
infoznation in the vertical plane whereas abundant allgnwent cues are available in the horizontal plane
fjun; the symnotry of the runway ami the nssocicted li^htiiiij putterm;. Provided that the touchdown zone
can be seen by the pilot there is great value in providing visual approach slope indicator (VASI) as a
means of overcoming this shortooralng. The original VASI system developed at the BAE and now in use
throughout the '.vorld, gives a long rungo indic.ition of the correct approach path and therefore results in
airciift making more stable approaches. As a result, the aircraft are well placed for a s,;fe landing, but,
because the VASI is an approach and not a landing aid, the scatter of the touchdown point is still 1 rge.
P.ooent studies of steep and two-segßent approach techniques at the RAE required the provision of
preolae vif.ual glideslope Infomatlon to heights as low as 30n (lOOft) and with intercepts between the
two glidepatha being defined to an acouriioy of + 3ra,
The standard VASI light units .reject a lijht signal that concists of red and white sectors with a
sejpent of rink light cf rather ill-defined dimensions separating them. Such a unit is not suitable for
use where acouraoios of e few metres are required. A system based on two-colour light projectors that
use a 17oin diameter lens and a sealed beam light source has been developed. The light units project a
beam, the upper part cf v/1 loh is white and the lower red. There is no pink zone and the boundary
bet.veen the two colours is clearly defined.
Early trials were carried out with these units in the normal VASI layout but closer spaced longitudinally and elevated at 6 degrees and with an additional unit placed midway between the two VASI bars to
define the centre of the approach corridor - oee Fig 8 (a). This arrangement gave a stable approach but
it Aas considered that the aJJition of further units as shown in Fig 8 (b) was an improvement because it
gave multi-position infornation to the pilot so that at all times he was able to assess the magnitude of
any deviation fron the glidepath. The perforrmnce of this system was very good by day. On 6 degree
approaches it resulted in height errors as snail as ^ 2m at a height of lOm, However, at night the row
of light units ap.-enred to merge together due to refraction caused by contamination of the airortift windscreen.
A system that overcomes this problem and uses fewer light units is the one that has been developed
and used extensively in the RAE trials. This precision approach path indicator (PAPl) consists of a bar
of four units located at the side of the runway, adjacent to the glideslope origin - Pig 8 (c). The beam
setting anglen (red/white interface) of the four units are graded, the differential angles being J degree.
The nominal glideslope angle is midway betv/een the centre pair of units. Thus the "on course" signal is
two red and two white lights. From a slightly lower position three red and one white light is seen and
at the bottom of the corridor all four lights are seen red. The reverse coding is seen if the aircraft
is above the glideslope.
The pilot task in following the visual indications has been found to be acceptable down to a range
of 25Qm from the origin. At this range the height error is approximately 2m. Using this equipment
pilots have made 3 degree approaches as well as steep approaches up to angles as great as 15 degrees.
A large number of approaches have been made at 6 degrees with the flare being initiated at a hei^it of
10-15m. The standard deviation of the touchdown scatter ir. these trials has been of the order of 35ni.
Other trials have been carried out using two sets of this equipment to define a two-segment approach,
as shown in Fig 8 (d). The intercept point has been as low as 4Cfa on a large number of these approaches.
6.

DISCUSSION

The main objectives of the recent work on lighting and visibility carried out by BLEU were to
identify some of the important factors that determine the operational r-erfo^anoe of lighting visual
aids and to seek methods of improving the position infonnation that lighting cues provide to pilots.
The experimental work has highlighted the significant extent to which vertical fog density gradients
affect nearly all low visibility operations. From the data obtained, the large scatter observed in the
past in contact height end visual segment values at decision height in conditions that were nominally
identical is understandable.
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If opor.' tiona ire to toko plaoo ragularly und aul'ely in very low viaibililJou it 1B osu-i.ticl that
the (i;«r .tional ..cnVnunco of the Rppvoaoh .vr.d runway lijhtirii: ahcjuld jn no v.uy add t- tlie dlffiOUltlM
cauaod by VIXi .tima in fOtJ .ion :ity, IVio inoaauroinents that liavo been n ido of iitjtit cut. at freu., a.irflnlri
lijhtin,; i natal .1'it itns liv.e Itaown that poor fitlitu; deaiün and poor i;.uintert:incci a'.v penalising oortitJina
at tho ;i.-i'Eerit tln.B. Regular nouitorir.^ of Ugbtlog atundurda la oaauntiul Jf i i^htin^ i tutidi rdj/,ntJon
is to havo any value.
As a result of t.ho inforniiition dJBC.jsnod In tliis puper, tiie üu'Bi(;M of Jj 'htinj to Qivu adequate
po.'iilicnal cui-a c ;n be oai'ried cut with a much cle. rer und er at and inß of tho trivirom.'iont in which it Kan
to v/crk, it ia now poatlbla to oonputa the ;iri)'.iabjr- perronnano«| in tmiiis of contact heijht and vinual
••gnntli cf any set of Ji^itintj. AHernulively, the 'ijhtiin; atandarilfi needed to .iovjil«' relJabio
visual gjiiä ncc c:in bo ^pocified for any nov' approach .lath onvolcpu and l'0(j ßrndlont iiJtuation. Ibr
oxai...de, ti.e intenaitieß, beam Bpn ada and lonjth of u;.roach Ij^htiuj pattern nnded to support atoop
gradient approaohea cm bo evaluated,
She {jlidesio.ie indie tor deaorifeed in Reotion b providea oove position infornatlon to the pilot of
an approaobing aircraft ttian ia available from the ntandard VAol InatallatJoni Ir. sliuetjons r/here
pi'toision is icijiortant during the latter atacos of the approach anil '.(here touchdown scatter is; required
to be <aall| this systen aair.j; aharp-tranaition units offers oonaidcrable benefita, Hqylnj.out of this
type baa boon shown to bo well suited for steep and tWü-cotj..ont approaches and it should bo oonaiderod
for Cdoventimal cpeiv.tjonn, particularly if the length of run.ay available i:: a critical pnrawete;-,
sirice a suall touchdown scatter can allov.' the nominal touchdown point to be movt'd closer to tho runway
threshold« Touchdo-na closer to trie runway threshold would have operational benefits, particulvrly for
hi^h perfozsianoe aircraft vatl fioor braking ohorMteristica«
7.

COSOWJBIOHB

Very lai'ge vertical fog density gradients (with height) can occur ir. ustabUahed fogs. These large
variations are a 33001' cause of the gr^at variety of contact heights that are observed in low visibility
Operational i-ightine maintenance Standards are poor and contribute to difficulties that exiev in providing
dequate visual references.
Significant improve;'ents can be obtained in the visual guidenoe provided by approach and runway lighting by using lights having gre ter beam ditiensions and set at higher elevation angles. i..ost cf the incrover.ents can be obtained in all but tlie very lowest visibilities by re-alignir.g existier Ughts to the new
elevation angles.
A precision approach ...ath indicator (PAPI) has been developed for steep gradient and two-aegnent
approach trials. This equi.ment t-rovides accurate nulti-position infonnat'an dur'r.g the approaoj down to
veiy lew heights. Landings ir.ade using this equiji.iont have been actdoved wii.h a touchdown scatter that is
much snaller thai: is normally achioved.
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PLIOHT TESTS WITH A SIMPLE HEAD-UP DISPUT
USED AS A VISUAL APPROACH AID
by
Q.L. Lamers
National Aerospaoe Laboratory NLR
Anthony FoUcerweg 2
AfflBterdao-1017
The Netherlands

SUMMARY
A simple head-up display (HUD), giving only glide path
been tested as an approach aid in visual flight c nditions.
accuracy of the glide path performance when approaches with
approaches without an approach aid. Using the HUD decreased
of 2 to 4 depending on distance from the runway.

Information with a depressed horizon bar, has
An important improvement was observed in the
the use of a HUD are compared with visual
the standard deviations of height by a factor

From this limited series of tests no significant differences in other flight parameters could be
demonstrated.
The subject pilots indicated a preference for use of the HUD during visual approaches, especially in
night conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION
In military aircraft head-up displays (HUD) are used to a large extent to increase the capabilities
of the pilot/aircraft combination during different tasks. The displays used for these aircraft are very
complex because they use quite a number of symbols to present inforaation on a large variety of flight
parameters. These HUD's also have several modes of operation, directed to the different phases of the
mission, one of them being approach and/or landing.
For civil applications the use of a HUD as an approach aid was also suggested^ reference 1. Flight
and simulator tests have been conducted to study the use of a HUD as a primary instrument for manual control - or as a monitor of the auto-pilot - during bad weather approaches and as an aid for the transition
from instrument to visual flight in cat, II approaches) references 2, 3 and 4.
Because of the relatively large number of approach accidents occurring in good weather conditions the
HUD was also proposed as an approach aid - in particular for glide path information - in visual flight
conditior.s. Such an approach aid may ease the pilot's task, especially under circumstances where very few
visual cues are available to Judge the position of the aircraft relative to the runway. Such an assessment
of position is more difficult in the vertical plane) in the horizontal plane sufficient Information is obtained from the runway centre line and/or edges, even at night when the edge lights are on.
To provide guidance in the vertical plane Visual Approach Slope Indicator Systems (VASIS) have come
into use during the last decade, As these Installations have only a limited range (maximum about 3 n.m.)
especially in hazy conditions, and as not all runways are equipped with a VASIS, a better solution to the
vertical guidance of a'.rcraft can have a favourable effect on approach safety.
In the last few 'ears several research and development programmes are reported in which simple HUDsymbology, giving only Information on one or two carefully selected flight parameters, has been used)
references 5i 6 arü 7. The provision of glide path information is the main purpose of such HUD's. This
information is derived from a so-called displaced horizon-bar, which is used either with or without a normal
horizon-bar. The displaced bar is depressed approximately 3 degrees from the horizon. In order to ease the
pilot's task in bringing the aircraft on the glide path, director information is sometimes also fed into
the displaced horizon bar, references 6 and 7.
To obtain quantitative data on the accuracy of visual approaches with a HUD compared with approaches
without HUD the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) has executed two series of flight tests with a Beeohcraft
Queen Air 80. The first series of tests is described in reference 8, the second series of tee-ts is described
in this paper.
In this series fifteen dayligh4- and six night approaches were executed with the aid of a HUD-presentation consisting of a 3 degrees depressed horizon bar. An equal number of approaches were made without HUD,
In order to make the pilot's task more difficult, it was stated as a requirement for the tests, that no
ground texture should be present under the approach path. The approaches were thus selected over water to
simulated touch down points at the border of a lake. The direction of the simulated runway was indicated by
dikes or canals behind the aiming points.
The results of the tests as obtained from measurements of some Important flight parameters are discussed.
Subjective opinions of the three evaluation pilots are also given.
The study was performed under contract with the Department of Civil Aviation in the Netherlands,
2. HEAD-UP DISPLAY
The HUD-eystem used for the approach tests was Intended to study general use of a HUD - military as well
as civil - and was therefore rather complicated, in particular with respect to sensors and interfaces. In
this chapter only the part of the system will be described, that was necessary for the HDD-presentation used
in the tests.
The operational use of the HUD-presentation will also be discussed.
2.1

System description
The Specto Aviation (now Smith Aviation) HUD used for the tests consists of a Wave Fora Generator (WPC),
Pilot's Display Unit (PDU), Extra High Tension Unit (EHT), solar cell and control panel, see figure 1, Symbology generated in the WFQ is written on a cathode ray tube (CRT) in the PDU. The image of the CRT Is viewed
by the pilot via a folding mirror, a colllmating lens (to set the CRT-image at infinity) and a combining
glass. The maximum field of view of the display is 24 degrees in azimuth and elevation. The length of the
horizon bar is 12 degrees.
The PDU was mounted on the right-hand side of the cockpit in front of the co-pilot's seat, see figure 2.
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The roll stabilized horizon bar 1B driven by elgnala from the platform of a Litton LN-i Inertlal
eyetem. The eynohro outpute of roll and pitch attitude are conditioned In an Interface unit to provide the
d.c. Signale for the WFG, A bias Input selected on the control panel depresses the horizon bar 3 degrees
below the true horizon,
2,2

Operation

Prom a pilot's point of view during an approach the ground features that are covered by the depressed
horizon bar are 3 below the horizontal plane. So when an approach to a runway Is made, the aircraft Is on
a 3 glide path when the depressed horizon bar is on the touch down point. The pilot's task Is thus to
maintain this bar over his aiming point on the runway.
When the horizon bar overlays the ground In front of the touch down point the aircraft Is below a 3
glide pathj on the other hand, the aircraft is above the glide path when the horizon bar is beyond the
touch down point, see figure 3.
In cross-wind conditions with drift angles of more than 6 degrees, the full length of the horizon bar
is on the left-hand or right-hand side of the runway. The pilot then has to mentally extrapolate the horizon
bar to the runway to Judge his position relative to the touch down point. Per the test aircraft - approach
speed 105 kts - this condition arises with a croBS-wind component more than 11 kts.
It should be stressed that with this HUD presentation no lateral guidance information is given. This
infonnation can be drawn from the runway centre line and/or edgou and therefore the requirement for lateral
guidance on the HUD is much less than the requirement for vertical guidance. Aircraft height during the
approach is very difficult to judge especially when little or no texture is visible on the surface below
the approach path. The provision of glide path information only has an advantage that a very simple display
syetem is needed. As a consequence the reliability of the HUD is increased, which will have a favourable
effect on pilot's acceptance of such a System.
The head down instrumentation available to the subject pilot, consisted of airspeed indicator, altimeter,
artificial horizon and directional gyro. The airspeed indicator was installed at the left-hand side of the.
instrument panel at the position occupied by the radio-altimeter indicator In figure 2. The artificial
horizon was very difficult to read due to the obstruction formed by the PDU-mounting. The more complete
Instrument panel on the left-hand side of the cockpit was also available to the subject pilot, but this of
course was difficult to read and the readings were influenced by large parallax errors.
3. TEST PROGRAMME
In the test programme 30 daylight and 12 night approaches were executed in four flights. Table 1
summanzeB the approaches in terms of pilots and simulated touch down points (aiming points). In table 2 a
detailed review of the test runs - including wind conditions - is piven.
The approaches were flown with a Beechcraft Queen Air 80 by three subject pilots. In daylight all subject pilots flew one approach with HUD and one approach without HUD to five aiming points, see figure 4. The
ten approaches of B subject pilot vre equally divided over two flights. During a flight two pilots alternated as subject and safety pilot. During the night flight three approaches with HUD and an equal number of
approaches without HUD were flown by both subject pilots, 0nly"three of the five aiming points were used
during the night flight.
Normally a subject pilot made two approaches and then pilots changed. Because of some unsuccessful
approaches due to recording equipment or weather, three consecutive approaches had to be made by one pilot
occasionally.
The approaches were started at an altitude of 1500 ft at 5 to 7 nm from the aiming point with the
aircraft lined up on the "extended centre line" The sabject pilot could only use visual cues - or the
depressed horizon bar of the HUD - to decide at what position to start his descent.
The approaches were flown with an indicated approach speed of 105 kts, with gear down and 60 % flaps.
Before reaching an altitude of about 100 ft an overshoot was initiated.
Prom table 2 it can be seen that the surface wind conditions during the tests were rather severe, up
to 20 kts.Due to the orientation of the approaches variable conditions with respect to head/tail wind and
cross-wind were experienced. Both the head wind and cross-wind components are quite normal, however, a
tail wind of more than 5 kts Is rather unusual.
Prom this chapter it can be seen that the tests were executed under rather difficult environmental
conditions in particular with respect to:
- the absence of ground texture below the approach path
- the difference between the aiming points and the touch down point on a runway
- the severe wind conditions.
4. RESULTS
4.1

Approach parameters

The instrumentation system used to record approach parameters is described in the appendix.
The accurate reconstruction of the aircraft flight path during over water approaches is a difficult
problem. In such cases no photographic methods can be used to determine aircraft position from ground
features on photographs taken on board the aircraft. Also no ptioal means or radar were available to track
the aircraft.
Distance from the aiming point had to be calculated from ground speed as recorded on the aircraft. The
range calculation was started at the end of the approach and performed in the reverse direction.
Prom the calculated range and the recorded height the approach path in the vertical plane was drawn.
Using these graphs the aircraft height at a number of fixed distances from the aiming point was determined.
These heights are plotted for both the HUD- and the no-HlTD-approaches, for example figures 5a to 5c. Prom
these results mean heights and standard deviations are calculated as a function of range from the aiming
point, figures 6a to 6d.
From the recordings the maximum and minimum value of approach speed (calibrated airspeed: V ) were
determined. These values are plotted in figure 7.
The maximum and minimum values of flight path angle (Y), pitch attitude (ö) and heading (l|>) were also
determined from the recordings. The differences between maximum and minimum values of these parameters are
given in figures 8, 9 and 10.
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The roll Btablllzed horizon bar la driven by algnalu from the platform of a Litton IJJ-3 Inertlal
ayatem. The aynohro output a of roll and pitch attitude are conditioned in an interface unit to provide the
d.o. signals for the WTO. A bias input aeleoted on the control panel depresses the horizon bar 3 degrees
below the true horizon.
2.2

Operation

Prom a pilot's point of view during an approach the ground featurea that are covered by the depressed
horizon bar are 3 below the horizontal plane. So when an approach to a runway la made, the aircraft is on
a 3 glide path when the depressed horizon bar la on the touch down point. The pilot'a task is thus to
maintain this bar over his aiming point on the runway.
When the horizon bar overlays the ground In front of the touch down point the aircraft la below a 3
glide path) on the other hand, the aircraft la above the glide path when the horizon bar la beyond the
touch down point, aee figure 3.
In cross-wind conditions with drift angles of more than 6 degrees, the full length of the horizon bar
is on the left-hand or right-hand side of the runway. The pilot then has to mentally extrapolate the horizon
bar to the runway to judge his poaition relative to the touch down point. For the test aircraft - approach
speed 105 lets - this condition arises with a cross-wind component more than 11 kts.
It should be stressed that with this HUD presentation no lateral guidance information is given. This
information can be drawn from the runway centre line and/or edgeu and therefore the requirement for lateral
guidance on the HUD is much less than the requirement for vertical guidance. Aircraft height during the
approach is very difficult to judge especially when little or no texture is visible on the surface below
the approach path. The provision of glide path information only has an advantage that a very simple display
system is needed. As a consequence the reliability of the HUD is increased, which will have a favourable
effect on pilot's acceptance of such a system.
The head down instrumentation available to the subject pilot, consisted of airspeed indicator, altimeter,
artificial horizon and directional gyro. The airspeed Indicator was installed at the left-hand aide of theinstrument panel ax the position occupied by the radio-altimeter indicator in figure 2. The artificial
horizon was very difficult to read due to the obstruction formed by the PDU-mountlng. The more complete
instrument panel on the left-hand side of the cockpit was also available to the subject pilot, but this of
course was difficult to read and the readings were influenced by large parallax errors,
3. TEST PROORAMME
In the test prograame 30 daylight and 12 night approaches were executed in four flights. Table 1
summarizes the approaches in terms of pilots and simulated touch down points (aiming points). In table 2 a
detailed review of the test runs- including wind conditions - is given.
The approaches were flown with a Beeohcraft Queen Air 80 by three subject pilots. In daylight all subject pilots flew one approach with HUB and one approach without HUB to five aiming points, see figure 4. The
ten approaches of a subject pilot were equally divided over two flights. During a flight two pilots alternated as subject and safety pilot. During the night flight three approaches with HUB and an equal number of
approaches without HUB were flown by both subject pilots. Only'threo of the five aiming points were used
during the night flight.
Normally a subject pilot made two approaches and then pilots changed. Because of some unsuccessful
approaches due to recording equipment or weather, three consecutive approaches had ta be made by one pilot
occasionally.
The approaches were started at an altitude of 1500 ft at 5 to 7 nm from the aiming point with the
aircraft lined up on the "extended centre line" The subject pilot could only use visual cues - or the
depressed horizon bar of the HUD - to decide at what position to start his descent.
The approaches were flown with an indicated approach speed of 105 lets, with gear down and 60 % flaps.
Before reaching an altitude of about 100 ft an overshoot was initiated.
From table 2 it can be seen that the surface wind conditions during the tests were rather severe, up
tn 20 kts.Due to the orientation of the approaches variable conditions with respect to head/tail wind and
cross-wind were experienced. Both the head wind and cross-wind components are quite normal, however, a
tail wind of more than 5 k*B is rather unusual.
Prom this chapter it can be seen that the tests were executed under rather difficult environmental
conditions in particular with respect to:
- the absence of ground texture below the approach path
- the difference between the aiming points and the touch down point on a runway
- the severe wind conditions.
4. RESUWS
4.1

Approach parameters

The instrumentation system used to record approach parameters is described in the appendix.
The accurate reconstruction of the aircraft flight path during over water approaches is a difficult
problem. In such oases no photographic methods can be used to determine aircraft position from ground
features on photographs taken on board the aircraft. Also no optical means or radar were available to track
the aircraft.
Distance from the aiming point had to be calculated from ground speed as recorded on the aircraft. The
range calculation was started at the end of the approach and perfcrraed in the reverse direction.
Prom the calculated range and the recorded height the approach path in the vertical plane was drawn.
Using these graphs the aircraft height at a number of fixed distances from the aiming point was determined.
These heights are plotted for both the HUD- and the no-HUD-approaches, for example figures 5a to 5c. Prom
these results mean heights and standard deviations are calculated as a function of range from the aiming
point, figures 6a to 6d.
Prom the recordings the maximum and minimum value of approach speed (calibrated airspeed: V ) were
determined. These values are plotted in figure 7.
The maximum and minimum values of flight path angle (Y), pitch attitude (O) and heading ((|0 were also
determined from the recordings. The differences between maximum and minimum values of these parameters are
given in figures 8, 9 and 10.
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4.2 Pilot's opinion
The subject pi lote parti ■-.iputing in the teat programme were all of the opinion that their HUDapproaohee were more stable than the no-HUD-approaohesj moreover this better perfomanoe oould be obtained
with leas effort.
It proved very natural to interpret the indication of the depressed horizon bar and thus to bring and
maintain the aircraft on the glide path, Corrections oould be made without any noticeable mental effort.
Deviations of the depressed horizon bar from the aiming point were slröady observed when they were etill
very small.
The difference in approach stability was even more pronounced in night oonditions. Visible features
on the ground consisted only of some lights at or near the aiming point, so very few ground cues were
available in the night approaches. In some approaches without HUD there was a strong tendency to remain
far too high until quite close to the aiming point. The aircraft was then brought back to the glide path
with a rather steep descent. This is essentially a dangerous situation because of the high rates of descent
at low heights. This high rate of descent may be maintained too close to the ground, in particular as the
pilot may still have difficulties in estimating his height. Besides large power corrections and attitude
changes are needed to fly such a curved approach path.
It is known that several accidents, in good weather conditions, in which aircraft crashed a short
distance in front of the runway, can b« attributed to this type of approach instability.
In figure 11 recordings of niyht approaches with and without HUD to aiming point no, 1 - see figure 4 are given. These approaches were flown by the same pilot. The tendency to remain high on the glide path in
the no-HUD-approach, and the absence of this tendency in the HUD-approach, is clear from this comparison.
One of the drawbacks of the HUD la the obstruction of the "combining" glass. Apart from the physical
obstruction, an optical obstruction it also present and small details at the limit of the visible reuige may
become unnoticed or be less clear. The pilot therefore has a tendency to look for these details while
viewing along the side of the combining glass. For normal viewing, to clear objects, the combining glass is
hardly noticeable.
As indicated in paragraph 2,2 the horizon bar is rather short - 6 degrees either side of the centre -,
It is to the side of the aiming point in moderate and severe cross-wind conditions (drift angles more than
6 degrees). Although this is an extra complication, the extrapolation of the horizon bar to the aiming point
does not bring about large difficulties to the pilot. An enlarged horizon bar would also make this drawback
less severe,
5 DISCUSSION
It can be seen clearly from figures 5a to 5o that deviations from a nominal or mean glide path are much
less during HUD-approaches and that no striking differences exist between the performance of the three pilots,
also the aiming point has no Influence on approach accuracy.
In figures 6a to 6d the results of the height measurements are summarized. Statistical analysis has
shown no significant difference between the mean height of the HUD- and no-HUD-approaches during daylight.
Mean heights are quite close to the nominal height on a 3 degrees glide path) the mean approach angle of the
daylight approaches is about 2.8 degrees.
The results of the HUD-approaohes at night - figure 6d - compare very well with the daylight HUDapproaches - figure 6b - indicating a very stable approach under varying light conditions. However, the noHUD-approaches made at night - figure 6c - have a mean height significantly greater than the mean height of
the daylight approaches - figure 6a -, These quantitative results are supported by the subjective opinion of
the pilots, When not using HUD they observed by themselves a tendency to remain high during the night
approaches. The dangers of this line of conduct are already discussed in paragraph 4,2, In figure 11 an
example of such an approach is compared with a HUD approach to the same aiming point and flown by the same
pilot. Until t96 -60 sec in the no-HUD-approach the aircraft is more than 400 ft above the nominal glide path,
that was flown very accurately in the HUD-approach, At t« -45 Bee the pilot starts a steep descent from a
height of about 900 ft with a rate of descent of more than 1000 ft/min. This high rate of descent - about
twice the value measured during the HUD-approach - is maintained down to about 150 ft. The much less accurate
no-HUD-approach was executed after the HUD-approach| so even the effect of having made an approach to the
same target only 40 minutes earlier, does not preclude the pilot from making an unstable approach.
The standard deviations of height of the no-HUD-approaches in both daylight and night conditions are
significantly greater than those of the HUD-approaches. Without HUD the standard deviations of height are 2
to 4 times as great as the standard deviations of the HUD-approaches. They are about equal for day and night
conditions when the HUD is used) however, the standard deviations of height during no-HUD-approaches are even
larger at night, see figure 12,
The use of a HUD had no significant influence on other approach parameters. It may be argued that deviations from the reference indicated airspeed (105 kts) should be less during the more stable HUD-approaches,
However, figure 7, does not show significant differences between HUD- and no-HUD-approaches, The same applies
to flight path angle, pitch attitude and heading as shown In figures 8, 9 and 10,
From this series of tests no noticeable Influence of the wind on glide path perfonnance could be found,
even though cross-wind components of more than 11 kts, with drift angles more than 6 degrees were experienced.
As already explained 1- paragraph 4.2, in heavy cross-wind conditions the horizon bar is beside the aiming
point. The pilot then had to mentally extrapolate the horizon bar to the aiming point to determine his position on the glide path.
At this point some additional remarks on the limitations of the tests are appropriate. Only a limited
number of approaches has been made. A more elaborate series of tests is necessary to evaluate the HUD In more
detail, especially with regard to the Influence of the weather. The weather conditions were about the same in
three of the four flights with surface winds of 15 to 20 kts) during the first flight the wind was much less,
only 5 kts. These differences do not warrant definite conclusions with regard to wind influence - see table 2-,
In the present tests only roll angle and heading have been measured j as already mentioned before no
differences between HUD and no-HUD-approaches could be determined from these parameters. However, lateral
performance - e.g. deviations from the extended centre line - could not be measured in this test series.
The test results apply to the Beechcraft Queen Air 60 with the HUD-system as discussed in chapter 2
The application of these results to other aircraft and HUD-systems (symbology and sensors) should only be
done with care.
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CONCLUSIONS

In a Horiun of flight testa with a Beeohoraft Queen Air 80, approachee have been made to evaluate a
Bimplc HUD as an approach aid In good vlBlblllty oondltlons. Prom these testa the following conclusions can'
be drawn,
- In daylight conditions no signifioant difference in the mean height during HUD- and no-HUD-approaches was
observed. Standard deviations of height, however, are decreased by a fp.ctcr of 2 to 4 using a HUD,
- In night conditions there is a marked tendency to remain high above the glide path, resulting in a high
rato of descent at low altitude when no HUD is uaed as an approach aid. With the HUD, approach accuracy
la not deteriorated with regard to daylight conditions.
- The increased accuracy in height performance with the HUD was not reflected in a significantly increased
stability of the other approach parameters such as indicated airspeed or flight path angle.
- The three subject pilots, who have flown the approaches agreed that the HUD was a valuable aid in good
visibility conditions. As approach conditions bacaine more difficult - because of a decrease in the texture
visible on the ground - the subjective value of even this simple HUD increased. When using the HUD, the
pilot's task was much easier than without HUD, especially at night,
- The results of these tests have been obtained from a relatively small number of approaches flown with
one aircraft. The application of the tests to other oirournstances should only be done with proper care.
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Table 1
Classification of approaches
Plight 2

Plight 1
1

2

3

Pilot 1

1

(A)««)

2

X

X

X

Pilot 2

1

X

X

X

(0)

2

Pilot 3

1

(0)

2

4

5

X

X

1

2

3

Plight 3
4

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

1

2

3

X

X

X

Flight 4

4

5

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

1

2

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

HUD It no HUD
HUD 2: displaced horizon bar
Symbols used in figures to indicate subject pilots
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Table 2
Details of api roaches

K^adwinü l+T]

Plight
1

44

2

45
46A
46B

2

47
48

1
1
2
2

49
50

1
2

51

1
1

52
2

53
54
55
56
57
58

i

3

X

5
2
3
1

5
2

i

5
1

63

3

66

3
3
1
1
1

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

5
3
4
2

5
2

3
3
2

3
1

3
3
2
2

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

3
2
1

X
X

+ 5

I

3
1

il

■5

X

1

i

- 5
-

- 5

|

- 7
-12

-15
+15
-10

|
|
j

+15

+ 7

|

-15
+ 8

- 8
-15

j
1

-15
+15
-12

- 8

1

+ 7

I

- 7

+15

-19
-

-

+ 8

-10

X
X
X

X

|

-19
+19

- 3

+ 3

+19
-

+19
+ 3
+19

|

+19

i

-19

|

-^
-15

ij

- 5

|

-15

j

+15
- 5

j
|

-W

i

-19
+15

X
X

!

+ 5

- 3
- 3

2
3
2
1

+ 5
- 5
- 5
-

+19
-

4
3

3
3
2
2

2

X

1
S
1

- 5
-

+ 5

4
3
1

3

3
3
3
1
1

X
X

5

4
2

li
74
77
4

3
4
1

3

69
70

nightfl.

3
3
2
2

X

2

71
72

1

3
2
2

4
2

59
60
62

67
68

1

CroBB-wind

Aiming
B (+)
Run nr. Pilot point HUD Tallwind {-) L (-)
(kts)
_l

- 5
+15
+ 4

+15

- 5
+ 4
+15
- 5

i

1

'5

+15
+ 4

+15

- 5
+ 4

-15

1

+15

j
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FIG. 1: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE HUD- SYSTEM.

FIG. 2: PILOT'S DISPLAY UNIT IN THE COCKPIT OF THE
BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR 80.
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FIG. 3: THE POSITION OF A 3° DEPRESSED
HORIZON DURING AN APPROACH.

FIG. 4: OVER WATER APPROACHES FLOWN DURING TESTS.
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SYMBOLS INDICATE SUBJECT
PILOTS, SEE TABLE 1
----NOMINAL HEIGHT, 3° GLIDE PATH
- · - · MEANHEIGHT
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F IG. 5b: RA NGE 2500 m.
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FIG. Sc . RA NGE 5000 m.
FIG. 5·: AIRCRAFT HEIGHT AT SPECIFIC RANGES FROM THE AIMING POINT
DURING NO- HUD- AND HUD- APPROACHES.
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Inetrumwitatlon
In order to obtain relevant data from the approaohes the following parameters were recorded on an
ACB-Sohlumberger A 1322 trace recorder, running at 4 mm per sect
Plight parameter

Sensor

Range

calibrated airspeed) V air data computer
90
0
V inertlal system
ground speedi
70
g
radio-altimeter
0
heighti
h
R
flight path angle«
Y inertlal system and air data computer - 9°
e inertial platfora
-10°
pitch attltudei
-30°
roll anglei
inertlal platform

t

V

heading!
event marking

Inertlal platform

- 120

kts

- 135 kts
- 1500 ft

-

+

3°

- +10°
- +30°

-45° - +45°

The calibrated airspeed was recorded as the difference from the reference speed during the approaches»
105 kts.
The aircraft height was measured with a radio-altimeter.
The flight path angle was calculated from vertical speed and ground speed. The ground speed was obtained from the inertlal system, while vertical speed was obtained by integrating the vertical acceleration signal from the platform. In order to eliminate drift effects this signal was combined with the vertical
speed from the air data computer.
The heading of the aircraft was recorded as the difference from the "runway" heading.
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LE SYSTEME D'AHERRISSAGE TOUS TEMPS DU MERCURE
par
Armand PIK
Avions Marcel Dasaault/Briguet Aviation
78, qual Carnot
92210 - SAINT-CLOUD
FRANCE

RESUME
Lea dl£f£rentes versions du systferae d'atterrlssage tous temps du MERCURE sont rappelies en Introduction, Ce papier est ensulte consacrfi & la description des caractirlstlquea prlnclpales de l'une des
versions du systfcme, dans laquelle le commandant de bord dispose d'Informations colllmaties "tfite haute"
destinies & araillorer son appreciation ft la hauteur de decision et ft faclllter sa tflche dans le cas oil un
retour en pilotage manuel seralt nicessaire.

INTRODUCTION
Le systfcme d'atterrlssage tous temps du MERCURE, confu dfes I'orlglne pour satlsfalre aux exigences
de la Catigorle III, se caractirlse par une trfes grande facility d'adaptatlon aux impiratlfs opiratlonnels
propres ft chaque exploltant. Plusleurs versions sont alnsl possibles, rfiallsies ft partlr d'iliments de base
coimnuns. Des ensembles BENDIX PB 75 M en constituent la partle centrale, et assurent les fonctlons de Pllote
Automatlque (PA) et Dlrecteur de Vol (DV), Une automanette et un calculateur de Dicrabe siparis, fournltures A.M.D./B.A., compUtent le systfeme.
Une version opirationnelle aprfes panne permet de satlsfalre aux exigences de la Catigorle III A
OACI. Elle comporte deux chatnes Pllote Automatlque/Dlrecteur de Vol (Fig. 1), entl&rement siparies, fonctlonnant en permanence durant l'approche et l'atterrlssage automatlque, Chaque chalne est monltorie et
ditecte ses propres pannes. En cas de difalllance d'une chatne, celle-cl est automatlquement diconnectie
et le pilotage de l'avlon est assuri jusqu'ä l'lmpact par la chatne Intfegre.
Une version opiratlonnelle aprfes panne avec rifirences visuelles permet de satlsfalre aux exigences de la Catigorle III avec une hauteur de decision de 50 ft associie ft une portie visuelle de piste
de 150 m. Elle comporte une chatne Pllote Automatlque/Dlrecteur de Vol, passive aprfe« panne, et une chatne
de presentation d*Informations de pilotage sur un colllmateur tfite haute, ou "Head-Up Display" (Fig. 3).
Chaque chatne est monltorfie et detecte ses propres pannee. he systfeme comprend egalement une chatne
Dlrecteur de Vol copllote, dlstlncte des deux precedentes. En cas de defalllance de la chatne Pllote
Automatlque, celle-cl est automatlquement deconnectee et une alarme de reprise en mains est fournle ft
1'equipage. Si un contact vlsuel exterleur satlsfalsant a 6t6 etabll - c'est le cas au-dessous de la hauteur de decision - 11 est alors possible de poursulvre l'approche en pilotage manuel i l'aide des Informations colllmatees dans le champ des references visuelles du commandant de bord.
Une version passive aprfes panne permet de satlsfalre aux exigences de la Categorle III avec
hauteur de decision dans des conditions d1exploitation analogues ft celles des CARAVELLE de la Compagnie
AIR-INTER. Cette version est semblable ft la precedente, mals ne comporte pas le colllmateur tfite haute
(Fig. 2). En cas de defalllance de la chatne Pllote Automatlque, en conditions de vlslblllte de Categorle
III, l'apparltlon de l'alarme de reprise en mains dolt fitre sulvle d'une procedure d'approche Interrompue.
II exlste enfln, mentlonnee Icl pour memolre, une version sans calculateur d'arrondl, satlsfalsant aux exigences de la Categorle II.
L'objet du present papier est de presenter le systfeme d'atterrlssage tous temps dans sa version
avec colllmateur, qul equlpe les MERCURE destines ft la Compagnie AIR-INTER.
CONCEPTS OPERATIONNELS
Dans la version AIR-INTER du systfeme d'atterrlssage tous temps du MERCURE, une hauteur de decision de 50 ft, associee ft une portfie visuelle de piste de 150 m a ete cholsle en accord avec les autorltes
fran^alses de certification. L'adoptlon d'une hauteur de decision non nulle, qul n'est pas expllcltement
Imposee dans la definition de la Categorle III OACI, appelle les commentalres sulvants :
- Si une autorlsatlon d'emplol en Categorle III A (portee visuelle de piste comprise entre 200 m et 400 m)
a dejft ete donnee, les Categories III B et III C, qul n'lmposent aucune reference visuelle dans la phase
finale de l'atterrlssage, semblent ne pas fitre envlsageables dans I'etat actuel des airoports, dont
1'installation de guidage standard est I'lLS. Dans ce cas, et quelles que soient les qualitis des systfemes ft bord des avions, 11 est en effet indispensable, avant l'atterrlssage, de contrOler que la trajectoire radio-eiectrlque sulvle par I'avion aboutit correctement sur la piste.
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La niceulU d'un contrftle final <tant adralse, l'axptfrienca acqulia aur lea CARAVEUE d'AIR-INTER montre
qu'U eat pratlquement toujoura possible, au nivaau dea yaux du pllote, d'apercevolr la plate ft une
hauteur au moina igalo au l/8tma environ de la portta visuelle de plate annoncte. Pour un avion conne le
HERCURE, et pour une porUe visuelle de piate de ISO m, la hauteur dea rouea dana ce caa eat aupirleure
k 50 ft, Dia lors, 11 eat possible d'impoaer une hauteur de diciaion limite de SO ft aana introduire de
contrainte optrationnella. L'avantage eat, par contra, important, puiaque l'application d'une hauteur
de decision de SO ft donne l'assurance d'une trajectoire correcte, par un contrOle qui a'effectue au
plus tard ft une hauteur oCi, ai niceasaire, la remise de gac peut encore s'effectuer avec l'aaaurance de
ne pas toucher le aol, Ce dernier point eat fondamental puiaque, §1 le contact visual n'eat pas <tabli
ft la hauteur de dicialon, 11 n'eat pas poaaible d'etre aOr qua l'avion aoit au-deaaua de la plate,
STRUCTURE GENERALE DU SYSTEME
Nous ne revlendrons pas aur la definition de principe de la veraion AIR-INTER, d<Jft exposte,
Dans tout ce qui suit, nous ne ferons mention que dea elements intervenant au coura de la partie finale de
l'approche, au-deaaous de 1000 ft, altitude ft laquelle intervlent la selection du mode LAND par l'£quipage.
Lea phases de capture Localiseur et Glide et d'acqulaition de Vitesse par 1'autonanette ne aeront done paa
d4critea. Lea fonctions dlrecteur de vol et amortlsseur de lacet, dont 1'utllisatlon eat facultative, ne
seront pas >.on plus abordtes.
Nous conaldirons les sous-systimes sulvants :

- Sous-aysLftme pi lote automatlque :
Le pilote automatlque contrOle les axes de profondeur et de gauchissement. En atterriaaage automatlque, 11 utilise les Informations d£livr£es par le gyroscope de verticale n° 1, le radio-altlmiitre
n° 1, le r£cepteur IIS n° l, et 1'acclliromfttre normal n° 1,
II comprend un calculateur de tangage, un calculateur de roulla et un adaptateur aux commandee
de vol, auxquela 11 convlent d'ajouter l'£tage d'amplificatlon et d'asaerviasement dea aervo-comoandes
auxlllalres dlectro-hydraullques de profondeur et de gauchissement, qui transmettent ft la tlmonerle les
ordres du pllote automatlque,
Un systfeme de trim automatlque, mentionni ici pour m£molre, aaaervlt la position du plan horizontal au dispositif de restitution d'effort en profondeur.
- Sous-systfeme automanette :
Une automanette assure, lorsqu'elle eat utillaAe, la commande automatlque des manettea de gat
pour 1'acquisition et le malntien d'une vitesae de l'avion priaffichde, Elle effectue igalement la reduction automatlque des gas au cours de la manoeuvre d'arrondi,
Le calculateur d'automanette utilise des informations ilaborfiea par lea centralea a£rodynamiquea,
les accfilfiromfetres longitudinaux, le gyroscope de verticale n° 1, le radio-altimfttre n" 1. II envoie des
ordres £lectrlques au virin d'automanette, qui actionne les manettes de gas par I'interm^dialre d'un
embrayage.
- Sous-systfeme d^crabe :
Un dispositif de d£crabe assure, lors de 1'atterrissage automatlque, la remise de l'avion dana
l'axe de la plate par action sur la commande de lacet,
Le calculateur de d£crabe fonctionne ft partir des Informations d'£carts QFU-Cap et d'altitude
radio-altim£trique, II envoie des ordres llectriques au virin de d£crabe, qui agit sur lea gouvernes de
direction par 1' interm£diaire de la commande de trim,
- Sous-systfeme collimateur. ou "Head-Up Display" ;
Le rale du collimateur est de presenter dans le champ des r£f£rences visuelles ext£rieures du
commandant de bord les Informations qui lui sont nficessaires dans le caa oik, par auite d'une d^f all lance
du systfeme de pilotage automatlque, 11 revolt l'ordre de reprendre en mains 1'appareil (apparition du
voyant FLASH), En fonction de ses dl&nents d'appr£clation, le commandant de bord peut alors decider de
poursuivre I'atterrlssage en pilotage manuel, ft l'aide des informations collimaties suivantes (Fig.4) :
, asaiette de roulis pour le malntien dea alles horizontales,
. asaiette de tangage,
, barre d'Incidence dont la presence au voisinage de la maquette fixe facllite la manoeuvre
d'arrondi.
En cas de decision de remettre les gaz. les informations collimat£es suivantes sont
utilis£es :
. assiette de tangage avec repfere 8p£clalis£ pour la remise des gaz,
, assiette de roulis pour le malntien dea alles horizontales,
. 6cart de cap.
Pour r^allser ces fonctions, le collimateur revolt des signaux en provenance du gyroscope de
verticale n° 3, independent dea chatnes pilote automatlque et dlrecteur de vol pilote et copilote, et
re;oit £galement des informations d'incidence.
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En compliment, le collimateur fournlt une Indication da tendance lateral«, qul anure lei fonctloiiH d'ucart de cap, utllliie en cus de remise des gac, et de roulage au sol ou tenue d'axe de piste,
disponible i partlr du dibui Je la manoeuvre de d£crabe. Lei Informations utlllstes sont alors I'icart
QFU-Cap et l'icart Locallseur, Enfln, le collimateur comprend deux voyants de hauteur de decision (DH),
aluaf qu'un voyant de panne de la lonctlon dicrabe.
PERFORMANCES ET LOIS DE PILOTAGE
Les performances du Systeme satlsfont aux exigences de 1'Advisory Circular 20-57 A de la FAA,
qul dCflnlt les crlt£reu de certification des systimes d'atterrlssage automatlque pour les avlons de
transport civil,
II a 6t6 cholsl de tlrer un maximum d'avantages des excellentes qualltis de vol de 1'avion en vue
de parvenlr i des lots de pilotage aussl simples que possible, afln de confirer au systfeme une meilleure
crädlblllt£ et une flablllt£ plus grande, Aussl, les lols de [llotage utlllsies sont-elles g£n£ralement
clasilques, et nous n'en d£crlrons il-aprcs que quelques-uns des caracttres prlnclpaux.
- Axe de tangage (Fig, 5) ;
Durant la partle finale de l'approche et l'atterrlssage, les seules informations utllistes sont
l'£cart Glide, I'acciUratlon normale, l'altltude radlo-altlmitrlque et l'asslette longltudlnale, II
n'est pas fait appel aux Informations an£mom£trlques, qul ne sont utllls£es qu'au-dessus de 1000 ft. On
s'affranchlt alnsl des pannes Eventuelles de ces Informations, et des perturbations possibles qu'elles
peuvent apporter avant l'atterrlssage lorsque se manifeste l'effet de sol.
Durant la phase de tenue de falsceau Glide, I'^cart Glide est progresslvement affalbll en fonctlon de l'altltude radlo-altlm£trlque. Un signal derive peu brultg de cet £cart est obtenu apres flltrage
compl£mentalre avec un terme d'acc£l£ratlon normale pseudo-lnt£grE. Urn partle du signal dirivi est &
son tour utlllsäe pour le flltrage compl£mentalre de l'£cart Glide,
A l'altltude de 60 ft, I'information de Glide n'est plus prise en compte dans le Systeme, tandis
qu'un programme de reduction de vltesse verticale assure, en fonction de l'altltude radlo-altlm£trique,
la commande d'arrondl. Le retour d'asservlssement en vltesse verticale est obtenu par derivation de
l'altltude radio-altlm£trique et flltrage complämentalre avec 1'acc£l£ratlon normale pseudo-lnt£gr£e,
Le signal d'erreur est soumls ä une limitation dissyinetrique. La Umlte k cabrer est constante, Une
faible autorlt£ 2 plquer est £galement disponible et s'£tabllt progresslvement ä partlr d'une valeur
nulle en debut d'arrondl. Compte tenu des nlveaux de la vltesse verticale programmäe et de la llmlte sur
le signal de vltesse verticale, tout ä coup en dibut d'arrondl se trouve evite par le Jeu de la limitation dlssym£trlque variable.
- Axe de rouUs (Fig. 6) :
Durant lA partle finale de l'approche et l'atterrlssage, les seules informations utllls£es sont
l'£cart Locallseur, l'altltude radlo-altimitrique et l'asslette laterale. Pour les mfimes raisons que sur
l'axe de tangage, aucune Information anämom£trique n'intervlent dans le Systeme au-dessous de 1000 ft.
II en est de m6me pour les informations de cap.
L'Ecart Locallseur est progresslvement affalbll en fonction de l'altltude radio-altlmfitrique. Un
signal d£riv£ peu brult£ de cet £cart est obtenu apres flltrage compl£mentalre avec un terme d'assiette
laterale pseudo-lnt£gr£e. Une partle du signal derive est ä son tour utills£e pour le flltrage coinpl£mentaire de l'icart Locallseur. L'inclinalson coiranandte volt son autorlt£ r£dulte en fonction de l'altltude radlo-altlm£trique, A 32 <'.egr£E durant la capture et Jusqu'ä 1000 ft, cette autorit£ d£crott
jusqu'ä 5 degräs au voislnage du sol.
- Automanette (Fig. 7) :
Le calculateur d'automanette fait appel aux informations d'£cart de vltesse lndlqu£e, d'acc6l6ration et d'assiette longltudlnale, d'altitude radlo-altlm£trique.
Les circuits de calcul sont partlcull&rement simples, l'avlon £tant tres stable en vltesse.
[.'acceleration longltudlnale est corrlg£e de l'asslette de l'avlon de manifere ä donner une approximation satlsfalsante de 1'acceleration selon la vltesse, qul vient amortlr le terme d'icart de Vi.
L'ensemble est traitfi par un flitre passe-bas tandis qu'une partle llmitee de l'Ecart de Vi est intigr^e.
Un retour tachymetrique direct et integre assure 1'asservissement du moteur d'entralnement des manettes.
A l'altltude radio-altlmetrique de 30 ft, un signal de commande des manettes ä vltesse constante
se substltue i I'erreur d'asservlssement pour effectuer la reduction automatlque des gaz.
- Dgcrabe (Flg. 8) :
Le calculateur de dicrabe utilise les informations d'£cart de cap par rapport au QFU de la piste,
et l'altltude radlo-altlmetrique.
Les essals en vol de l'avlon ayant montrl qu'll etait possible d'effectuer la manoeuvre de dfcrabe
au moment de 1'impact, A I'aide de la seule commande de direction, cet avantage a £t£ mis ft profit pour
r£all8er des circuits de calcul d'une extreme simplicity.
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A l'altltude radlo-altimdtrlque de 7 ft, l'tcart de cap eit mimorlai, et un d<placement de drapeau prüpurtlonnel i Ott icart eat i omnuml« A vitesie conatant«, Lonque I'avlon se trouve rameni dam
l'oxe de la plate, le ayatime de d£crabe ent autonuitlquemunt diconnecti,
SECURn'E ET PRINCIPES DE SURVEILUNCE
l.c irr« haut nlvvau dc 8£curlt£ requla pour un ayatime d'atterrlaaage toua temps ne dolt paa
Ctre attelnt au prlx d'un Important accrolasement de complexity, qul tende ft dlmlnuer la cr6dlbllit£ des
dfmonstratlons et h rddulre la dleponlbllltä en llgne. C'eat pourquol, 14 encore, la recherche d'un maximum de simplicity est apparue commc un soucl constant lore de la conception et de la mlse au point du
Systeme.
Les ili'mmstrat Ions de s£curit£ du systime portent sur trols groupea eaaentlela de
Justifications :
- Influence des performances sur la s£curlt£, II s'aglt de dimontrer que quelles que solent les causes
perturbatrlces possibles externes ou internes au syst&me, le cas d'un Impact en üi'iors du domalne admis
slble de 8£curit£ est extrCmcmcr.t rare.
- Etude des consequences et des conditions de detection des pannes ou combinalsons de pannes des circuits
de calcul. II s'agit de dimontrer que les situations correspondantes de 1'avion ne peuvent Stre catastrophiques, ä moins qu'elles ne solent extrfimement improbables, ni critiques, ä moins qu'elles ne soient
extrfimement rares.
- Justification des logiques de surveillance et d'alarmes, II s'aglt de d£montrer que la conception et la
realisation des suiuriU-s est teile que la non passivation du systime ou la non apparition de I'alarme
de reprise en mains apres detection d'une panne est extrSmeroent Improbable,
L.i figure 9 resume les prlncipes d'^laboration des informations de pannes dans les chalnes de
pilotage automatique roulis/tangage :
- pannes d^tectöes par les comparateurs des chatnes de calcul,
- pannes au niveau de l'etage ilectro-hydraulique des conmandes de vol,
- pannes au niveau des capteurs,
Les chatnes de calcul du pilote automatique sont surveiliees selon la technique des points consolidis (Fig. 10). Le principe en est bien connu et permet d'adopter pour les comparateurs des seuils de
detection efflcaces sans rlsquer de compromettre le taux de r^ussite des approches. line etude statistique
faisant intervenir les tolerances des divers composants a permis d'approcher au mieux la definition des
seuils optimaux,
L'etage electro-hydraulique des commandes dc vol est survellie de la fa^on suivante :
. Les circuits d'asservissement des servo-commandes auxiliaires eiectro-hydrauliques de profondeur et de
gauchissement sont enti&rement doubles, avec comparaison de» etages d'amplification et des retours de
position des servo-commandes. Sur chaque axe, les deux chatnes resolvent, sur deux voies sfiparees, des
ordres identiques de braquage des gouvernes en provenance du pilote automatique.
. Un verrou eiectrique contrSle en permanence que I'asservissement est correct, ce qui permet la detection
d'une defaillance eventuelle de la partie mecanique de 1'6quipement.
Les informations analogiques deiivrees par les capteurs au pilote automatique sont doubiees.
La valldite de la reference de verticale est obtenue grace k une comparaison triple, avec lever
de doute, entre les trois ensembles de verticale.
Le radio-al timetre et le r6cepteur ILS, dont 1'auto-surveillance est tres poussie, fournissent
leurs propres signaux de validite.
L'acceierom&tre normal est double. Un signal de validite est eiabore ä partlr d'une comparaison
interne.
L'ensemble des signaux de validite est göre dans les logiques de panne du Systeme et provoque,
en cas de panne detectee, la deconnexion du pilote automatique et 1'apparition de I'alarme de reprise en
mains,
Automanette et decrabe sont survellies selon des prlncipes analogues, mais la detection d'une
panne dans ces equlpements declenche la seule deconnexion du sous-systfeme concerne et I'apparition d'une
alarme spedfique.
Le colllmateur est egalement autosurvellie, et toute panne detectee au niveau des capteurs dont
11 utilise les informations, ou au niveau de I'asservissement des reticules, provoque l'escamotage des
figurations concernees.
Un dispositif de detection des ecarts excessifs ILS, requla par lea autorites fran;aises de certification, complete l'ensemble des surveillances. Indipendant du pilote automatique, ce dispositif est
double et revolt les ecarts ILS en provenance
des deux recepteurs. II provoque, pour tout franchlssement
des seuils d'ecarts Localiseur ou Glide, I'apparltlon d'une alarme sltuCe au-dessus de chaque ADI.
En-dessoua de 200 ft, cette alarme declenche I'alarme de reprise en mains.
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UTILISATION (Flg. U)
La coUlmateur eat ml* en position au court da I'approche Intermidlalre. Un taat perraet alors la
contrOla du bon fonctlonnanwnt del aisarvliiemants daa rtfelculaa at dee s<curlt(i qul laur aont «aaoclias.
La 'lauallaatlon da« pliases eucceaalvaa de I'approche aat aaaur4a aur laa tableaux da prograaalon d'approvlia pllote et copllote iltuii i cOi< de cheque AD1 : capture et tracking Locallaaur (voyant*
V/L), capture et tracking Glide (voyantc G.S.), armement et engagement da la fonctlon arrondl (voyantt
FLARE), amement at engagement de la fonctlon dicrabe (voyanta DECRAB), armement et engagement de la fonctlon remlae del gat automatlque (voyantl G.A.),
Au-denui de chaque AOI flgurent lea alarmel pllote automatlque (A/P), automanette (A/T), hearts
excelilfi ILS, flag gin<ralla£, Lei voyanta "flag g£ndralla<" constituent un r<pitlteur (ou master warning)
des flaga dea prlnclpaux indlcateurs,
A l'altitude de 1000 ft, lea voyants FLARE dea tableaux de progression d'approche cllgnotent
ambre, Invltant I'Cqulpage k la silectlon du mode d'atterrlsiage automatlque. L'actlon aur le pouaaolr
LAND du bottler d'afflchage de mode d£clenche alors le "Preland Teat", qul perraet le contrOle de I'Integrity des sicurltia du syatime, Le test s'achfcve vers 800 ft par I'allumage vert ou rouge des voyants
d'lnt£grlt£ Cat^gorle III aux tableaux de progression d'approche, cependant que les voyants FLARE at DECRAB
slgnalent I'armement correct de ces fonctlona,
A partlr de 300 ft, le connandant de bord regarde exclualvement dehors, & travers le coUlmateur,
A l'altltude de 60 ft d£butc la manoeuvre d'arrondl ; les voyants FLARE passent verts, Le dicrabe
s'effectue k 7 ft, Juste avant I'lnpact. Apr&s le toucher des roues, le commandant de bord reprend le contrOle de 1'avlon pour la phase de roulage en s'aldant, en cas de visibility r^dulte, de l'lnformatlon de
tendance lat£rale pr£sent£e dans le coUlmateur.
Durant la partle finale de I'approche et l'atterrissage, et une fols les tests effectu^s, toute
difalliance de la chatne de pilotage automatlque ae tradult par le dfibrayage de celle-cl et 1'apparition
de l'alarme de reprise en mains, ou FLASH, placie devant chaque pllote dans le bourrelet de l'auvent.
Rouge cllgnotant, le FLASH a £t£ con;u et r£alls£ pour Ctre Immanquablement per;u par I'iquipage. Le
commandant de bord dolt alors reprendre en mains I'apparell. En l'absence de r£f£rences visuelles ext£rieures, 11 effectuera une procedure d'approche interrompue au coUlmateur, Si les references visuelles
sont acquises - ce qul eat le cas si la panne survlent au-dessous de la hauteur de decision - le connandant
de bord aura la faculty d'achever l'atterrissage k la main, k l'alde du coUlmateur, qul enrlchlt ces references des Informations d'aaaiettes et d'lncldence.
En cas de panne de I'automanette, 11 a ete dgmontre que I'approche pouvalt se poursuivre dans
dea conditions satisfaisantes de securlte, la charge de travail de l'tquipage n'etant que trfes falblement
augmentte. Toutefola, si k SO ft la panne n'est pas reconnue par 1'equipage ou si, a fortiori, la panne
survlent au-dessous de SO ft, l'alarme de repriae en mains est declenchee.
En cas de panne du d6crabe, 11 a ete demontrfi que, sans nulre k la securlte nl au confort des
passagers, le net de I'avion pouvalt Ctre alsement ramene dans l'axe de la piste, par une action au palonnler exercee Juste aprfes 1'Impact.
Enfln, en cas de disparition des informations colllmatees d'assiettes, I'approche automatlque
peut Ctre poursulvle mala la remise de gaz, si necessalre, devra s'effectuer k l'horizon de secours, (Cas
d'un contact visual Insuffiaant k la hauteur de decision de SO ft, ou cas tres Improbable d'une alarme de
repriae en mains survenant au cours de la mCme approche).
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PRtSCNTATION DES INFORMATIONS NCCESSAIRES POUR LE DtCOLLACE ET L'ATTERRISSACE
p« Jton-Cloudt WANNER
Offic« Notional d'Etudti «f do Rochtrchoi Airaipotiolii (ONERA)
92320 ChStl I Ion (Franco)

LMtud« du comportemont du pilot« au ooura
den phases de däeollage et d'atterrlssage, nous a
conduit & bfttir un modele de pilot«. C« modele «at
utlle pour dÄtenniner quelles sent lea informations
n^oesaaires et en oonsäquenoe, quels paramfetres
doivent 6tre pr^aent^s de fa^on k diminuer la charge
de travail at augmenter la rögularit^ et la säouritä
du vol.
Cette ^tude nous a pemis de prtaiser ce
que pourrait Itxe un futur tableau d« bord. La parti«
principal« de ce tableau de bord, oonpie pour les
phases d&sollaga et atterriasage, «at un viseur tit«
haute prtaentant la trace au sol du vecteur Vitesse
4t la pent« totale. A l'aide de oes deux informations
le pilote peut dlrectement agii sur la trajeotoire,
oonnaiasant exactement le rdglase moteur n^oessaire,
tout en respectant une marge de s^enrit^ correote sur
1* incidence.

♦
REQUIRED PILOT CUES AND DISPLAYS FOR TAKE OFF AND LANDING

SUMMARY

Hous voue proposone de eheroher quelles sont
les informations !«■ mieuz appro prices quo I1 on doit
fournir au pilote afin de rlduire sa charge da travail au ooura dee phases d'atterrlssage et de dtfocllag«.
A cat effet nous aliens tout d'abord tftudier 1« comportoment du pilot« durant cos phases de vol «t pr<ciser quelle« sent les difflrentes bouelas de pilotage utillstfes compte tenu de« informations foumies
par lea tableaux d« bord claasinues.
Las paramfetres qui dtfinissont la trajeotoire
de I1 avion (position, vecteur vitease «t vecteur acceleration) et oeuz qui d&inissent la position angulaire du
systems de rtf^rence d« 1'avion par rapport au sol (assiette longitudinal«, angle de gite et azimut ainsi ^ue
leur derive« premibr« et second«) sont determines par
1'equipage de different«« faeons.
Certains de oes paramfetres sont mesures directement et indique« sur le tableau de bord (le plus
souvent sous forme analogique et quelqusfois sous forme digital«). Parni oes paramfetres on rencontre la Vitesse verticale, le cap, I'assiette longitudinale,
l'angle de gite, le taux de variation de cap, le facteur de charge, 1'incidence et le derapage.
Certains paramfetres ne sont pas mesures direct ement comme par exemple la Vitesse aerodynamique.
Ils sont remplaoes par des quantitös plus facilenent
mesurables qui leur sont etroitement lides, par example,
la Vitesse indiquöe et le nombre de Mach. Dqns quelques
cas, cependant, oes paramfetres peuvent 6tre determines
par un calculateur embarqu^ k partir de donn^ea mesureea.

Les paramfetres de position sont seulement
The Investigation of the pilot behaviour
determines i l'aide de systfeme de navigation ou de
during the take off and landing phases led us to
systfeme de guidage sol. Ces donnees peuvent 8tre
build a model of the pilot. This model is useful to
determine which are the necessary oues and consequen- detenninees direotement & partir des instruments du
tly which parameters have to be displayed in order to tableau d« bord (aiguilles croisees d« I'l.L.S.) ou
indlrectement par an systfeme plus complexe dans lequel
minimize the pilot work load and increase the flight
est indique la rorreotion necesaaire pour annuler
regularity and safety.
I'eoart entre la trajeotoire reelle et la trajeotoire
desire« (A l'aide d'un calculateur embarque et d'un
This study allowed us to determine what
direoteur
de vol). Enfin, des indications sur la posicould be a future cockpit display. The main part of
tion de 1'avion par rapport k la trajeotoire deoiree
this display, designed for take-off and landing
peuvent 6tre transmlses par radio par un contrfileur au
phases, is a head-up display presenting the ground
sol suivant 1'avion au radar (G.C.A.).
track of the air velocity vector and the total climb
angle. Vith these two parameters the pilot can direcCertains paramfetres ne sont pas mesures parce
tly handle the airpath, knowing exactly the necessary
au'ils peuvent 6tre deter: Ines direotement par 1'equipage
rating of the engines and observing a correct safety
(par example, la position de 1'avion par rapport k la
margin for the angle of attack.
piste au cours d'un atterriasage k vue, I'assiette longitudinale en vol a. vue, les accelerations normales «t
les accelerations angulaires).
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Enfln, un certain nonbre de puromötros
oaraotäzlaant l'utut de 1*avion et le fonotionnenent
dee moteura aont foumis par le tableau d'inatrumonta.
Parmi oes para^ties on trouve, les indications dea
Jaugeo et dee Jöbimötres (masae de 1'avion), I'lndioateur de centrage, l'indioateur de poaition des ROUvemes, lea parambtrea de contrOle du moteur (viteaac
de rotation du moteur, pression d'admission, KPH,
etc ••«}•
Toutea oea donneea sent rasaemblnes par les
different:! capteurs .tUfflaina ; les youx, les orellles,
les mains et les p^ads (capteurs d'effort awe oomaaadas),
et la totalite du corps (oapteur d*acceleration linduire). Conme nous l'avona deja vu, ces donnees sont
obtenues par lecture des instruments our le tableau
de boiu, par perception visuelle, par I'ecoute dea
informations transmises par radio et par la sensation
dlrecte des efforts axuc commandos et des accelerations
lineaires ou angulaires.
No tons que 1'oeil peut 6tre oonsidere comne
un captour doublet La vision pdripherique foumit une
information imprecise sur le monde extörieur, mais il
couvre un domaine relativenent largo. Les donnees raasemblöes de oette taaniere peuvent servir prinoipaleoent k avertir le pilote d'utiliser sa vision centrale
pour exar-iner de plus prfes les phenomenes detectds par
sa vision pdripherique. La vision centrals eat beaucoup plui- precise et eat en consequence limitee a un
champ etroit.Lea instruments peuvent 6tre seulement
lus par la vision centrale. Une donnee particuliere
foumie par le tableau de bord ne serait pas transmise
au cerveau si celui-ci n'avoit pas "demande" sax yeux
"de lire" I'lnstrument en question. Etant donne son
large champ d'action, la vision periph&rique est capable de donner une image gdn^rale de la position angulaire de 1'avion par rapport au sol. Ceoi joue un r6le
particuli&renent important dans le conträle des assiettes au cours des vols avee visibility. Ce double rfile
de 1'oeil sera disoute un peu plus loin.
Contrairement ä I1 ceil, I'oreille est \>n
oapteur simple onnidirectionnel. La possibility pour
I'oreille de determiner la direction oul'origine d'un
bruit est trfes limitde et peu precise ; en cona^quenoe
cette possibility est tres peu utilisee en vol. Si un
son inusuel est entendu, indiquant un mauvais fonctionnement possible, oela constit".e pour I'oeil un sisnal
le conduisant a regarder sur le tableau de pannes si
un systems est tombe en panne (chacun salt combien il
est difficile de trouver la source d'un "petit bruit"
eur une automobile). Ainsi I'oreille est-elle essentiellement utilia^e k detector des signaux audibles
(radio, alarme) dont la signification n'est pas function de leur direction d'origine.
i'oreille interne est un organs tree oomplexe
dont le principe n'est pas encore totalement compris.
One partle de I'oreille Interne detects la direction
et l'intenaite des accelerations lineaires au niveau
de la tSte. Ainai cet organe donne une idee gdnerale
de la position de la töte par rapport a la verticale
si I'observateur ae deplace k une Vitesse uniforme et
par rapport k la verticale apparente si son mouvement
est acceiere. Durant un mouvement aooelere (comme par
example au cours d'un virage ou d'une manoeuvre de
cabre au cours desquels les accelerations sont fortes),
le fait de tourner la t6te conduit k une perte d'equilibre parce que I'oreille detects les accelerations
dans un ayst&me de reference lide k la. töte (modification de la verticale apparente due ä 1'acceleration de
Corlolis).

ration continuant apr^s que le phenombne alt oasse
(ceoi est en particulier le cas pour un danseur qui a
1'impression de toumer encore une fois la valae terminee). Qui plus est, de petitea accelerations angulaires ne sont pas per^ues. Ce del'uut est la base d'un
phenom&ie qui n'est que trop familier au pilote volant
sans visibilite t 1'impression que 1'avion est en
virage permanent. Ceoi provient probablement de 1'impossibllite pour I'oreille interne de diitaoter un
retour graduol en position alles horizontales sulvant
un mouvement de roulis de grande Vitesse angulaire.
11 est bon de noter que la sensation de
virage, qu'eile soit reelle ou imarf-naire, detectee par
I'oreille interne, mais non oonfirmee por la vue,
praduit frtVmonment des naur.öes, 11 est bien connu
qu'un observateur ausic. dans la cabins d'un avion de
transport se sentira rapidement nalade s'il regarde
1'aile se ddplafant sur un ciel sans nuage pendant
que 1'avion effectue un virage k Vitesse variable.
Ceci est dfl au fait que l'aile et 1* avion apparaissent stationnoires a I'oeil alors que I'oreille interne detects des accelerations angulaires (principalement
en roulis).
Signalons, par ailleurs, que I'oeil est
"pilote" en position par I'oreille interne ; autrement
dit les informations de verticale apparente et les
informations d'accelerations angulaires sont utiliaees
par le cerveau pour maintenir l'axe optique de I'oeil
en position fixe par rapport au monde exterieur ; ce
Phänomene est confirme par les deux experiences
suivantes : les passagers situes k l'arriere de la cabine d'un avion de transport, sans vue de l'ezterieur,
"voient" nettement l'avant de la oabine monter au moment oil le pilote leve la roulette au deoollage : a cet
instant, en effet, 1'aze optique de I'oeil est maintenu
horizontal, ce qui explique 1'impression de voir monter l'avant de la cabine ; d'un autre odte, il est bien
connu qu'au cours d'un atterrissage par temps turbulent
il est plus facile de voir la piste que les instruments,
encore une fois parce que I'oeil est maintenu sensiblement fixe par rapport au monde exterieur. Ces remarques auront une grande importance lorsque nous aurons
k ohoisir les syst^mes de presentation d1 information.
La totalite du corps ressent les effets des
accelerations lineaires par l'intennediaire des variations des forces de reaction de contact du siege et de
la ceinture. Les accelerations normales sont deteotees
par l'intennediaire dos variationr; de la tension des
muscles maintenant le corps en poaition. Par ailleurs,
le corps est plus sensible aux variations de faotour
de charge qu'au facteur de charge lui-mfime, sauf dans
le cas des facteurs ds charge elevos.
Enfin, les mains et les pieds sont utilises
comme detecteurs des efforts aux commandes (par l'intennediaire de la tension des muscles).Ce sont. par
ailleurs, de mauvais detecteurs de position. A moins
d'utiliser un contrOle par les yeux 11 est difficile
de de teeter des variations de l'ordre de un & deux
centimetres par rapport k la position desires d'un
manche conventionnel.
En consequence, les capteurs humains peuvent
8tre divises en deux grandee categories t
a) les organes qui peuvent capter des donnees
precises t les yeux (vision centrale). les mains et les
pieds (pour les efforts aux commandes) ;

b) les capteurs qui transmettent des Informations generales utilisees pour oonfirmer les donnees
precises regies par les organes de la premiere oategoUne autre partie de I'oreille interne est
rie ou pour avertir le pilote d'une situation anomale
oonstituee par les canaux semi ciroulaires. Le mouve(souvent les sensations tranamiaes par oes capteurs
ment du liquide lymphatique k 1'Interieur de oes casont en oonflit aveo lea donneea f oumies par les Insnaux do aux accelerations angulaires eat deteote
truments). Parmi ces capteurs citons I'oreille Interne,
quand la tSte toume. Pour de nombreusea raisons, qu'il I'oeil (vision peripharique), le corps (qui capte lea
serait trop long de detailler ioi, I'oreille interne
accelerations lineaires et dans une certains mesure,
est un detecteur imparf ait des accelerations angulaires; I'oreille externe (qui deteote lea sons).
les sensations d'aooeieration angulaire ou de decele-
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Cette claBoifioutlon en deux aatü^orieo u
quelque ohoso d'arbitrolre. II oerult plus correct de
clanuor lea captoura aulvunt le taux d'Information
qu'lla eont oapubloo do trunanettro ot de leur uttrlbuer uri decrö de nobleaae on rapport avoc lo taux
d'lnformation regu u chaque ^chantlllonnaee» Kn
utlllaant oette cloaaiflcutlon, I'oell (vlalon contrale) oat lo plus noble et le corns (acoüleration Und/lire) le molna noble,

Cet acte volontaire oonsistant ii percevolr
un phisnombne spdoifiquo on utilisant un oapteur et
habituolloment appold mobilisation de 1'attention,
augmonto les ooulla do perception doa autros oapteurs
et cool d'auta'it plus quo COB cupteura sont nobles,
Le rocueil d"information demande en effot la niae en
oorvioe d'un nombro d'autant plus elovd do neurones
que 1'inforaation oot importanto, oc qui on laisae
d'autant moino de diaponiblos pour lea autres informutiuns,

D'une fajon gMrale loa informations d(5tootdea par un oeptour ne sont trciainiBes et on oonaequence utiliseea par le cerveau que si le corveau a
anvoye un ordre, autromont dita appel<5 I'lnformation.

Les pilotea savent bion que loroqu'tls
s'attachent h effectuor un virage serre ou une bouole
avoc une precision asoez gründe, ils ne resaentent
pas lea acodlurationa alors que les paaaagcrs en "aac
de sable" lea reasentent parfois douloureuoenent.

Plua I'lnformation eollectöe par un oaptour
eat precise (e'eat-u-dire plua le eaptour eat "noble")
plus cctie dondöre remarque eat valable.

Loraque I'oreillo eherc^e h distinguer un
signal foible au milieu d'un bruit de fond important,
on a bien oouvent "les yeux dans le vague",

En oonaöquenoe, les yeux (vision contrale)
ne tranamettent 1'information que a'ila ont re9U un
ordre venant du cerveau, Ceci eat vrai non aoulcncnt
parce que le cervoau doit diricer loa muscles de l'oeil
pour orienter colui-ci dano la direction de 1'inatrument ou du phonomfene conaiddrd, maia egalenent parce
qu'll doit emettre une donande d'information. On ne
voit pas parce que I'on ro^arde ! La vision eat un
acto volontaire (par vision, nous voulons dire transmission au cerveau de donntes oonstituant une quantity
d'informations ayant une crande valeur nunerique, par
example la valeur d'une altitude, d'un cap, d'un regime
de rotation moteur etc ,,.).

Ceci montro en particulier que si I'on traii'imet au pilote doc indications de position par un syjtöme auditif assez difficile h dötecter (systfene da
genre radio range qui transmettait un signal point
trait d'un o6t6 de 1'axe, un signal trait point 'a
l'autre c6t6 et un aignal continu aur 1'axe), 17 ne
faut pas eapdrer voir le piloto capter ainultarioent
dea informations visuelles et auditives,
Enfin dernier exemple, combien de pilotes
portant toute leur attention sur le pilotage dans des
conditions delicatec (captation intensive de do.mos
visueller)nbnt pas entendu l'avertisseur sonore signalant une panne ? Combien de pilotes ae aont pose;
train rentrd sans voir la lampo clignotante sigi.ilant le train non sorti parce que, la visibilite iti..nt
mauvaise par exemple, ils portaient toute leur attention sur la captation d'information do position par
rapport & la piste.

D'un autre cötö, plua une information eat
gönerale (oapteur vxügaire) moina sa reception par le
cerveau depend d'un acte volontaire ; ainsi, 1'acquisition de ce type d'information entre dans le domaine des
refloxoa conditionnes qui par exemple jouent une part
importante dans le controls de l'attitüde du corps
durant la marehe.
Lea faits nentionnes ci-dessus ont des consequences significativea,

En resumd les oapteurs "nobles" ne foumissent des donnöes precises que sur appel "volontBire du
cerveau" ; les oapteurs "non nobles" foumissent dos
indications complementairos sur appel "du cerveau" ou
bien foumissent des indications d'alarme loraque lea
valeura dea paramfetres detectea ddpaasent un seuil
d'autant plus Important que le cerveau est plua occuoe
par le recueil d'informationa preciaea.

Le cerveau eat incapable de reoevoir plusieurs donneea precises aimultenement, II demande a
l'oeil de regarder un certain inatrument, un certain
phenomfene, il demande qu'un certain aignal soit dcoutd,
il demande 1'analyse de certaine force aur une commande
donnee. Tout ceci est effectue succeasivement et non
slnultanement.
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Fig. 1 • Les deux sorties du cerveau du pilote : boucle interne (demande d'informations comp/emenfoires),
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bouc/e exferne (aclion sur 'es commondes).
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Ue-j domieoB utie fois reoueillioo oont tnmnmioea au ootvoau oomi fomo d'influx norvoux ot truitooa par oolui-oi qui, ooit par compuruiaon dirooto
aveo des domiijon miaes on monoiro, aoit p;tr OolOUl
Bulvant doo "procrunviiea" stoekrfo on mdraoiro on diJduit
deux t.vTpeu diffüronto d'aotion (fipiro l) »
a) une notion par l'inlornwdiairo des inaiiiB
et dea pioda lur loo coi Jmuidoo de pilotiice
b) uno solootion d'un oaptoiu1 partiovilier
en lui dMBandant do roouoillir uno donnde p^irticuliirro.
AnalyooiiD de plus pT&a ooa donx aortioo du
cervoau en ioanant un oxotvjlo.
Suppouons lo pilote mieiU' h offoot;.er ."'Lia
viaibilit(5 la Jo^a-Phaso, doaoento finale de la PhuM
Apnroc'r.o I.L.J. II dispoDo do l'ir.ilioato ir d'I.L.ti, h
aiCUllln croißöoa ot de la planoha do bord claoaiquc :
horizon, altinotro, varionctro, rmenioirÄ'tre, conae.'-vatour do cap, billo ot aicuillo«
A un instant dorme, lo piloto a rasaorablu
l'infomation ouiv;into :
- la vitos:;e eat ecale a la viteaao d'approciie
deairde,
- lo cap eat e/jal au cap "localizer",
- lea ailer: aont horizo::tales,
- I'aflalatta loncitudinale eat a la v.Jour reconcandc';
(taaant ooap'e da l'lnoldonoe et de la ponto),
- I'indioateur l.L.J. r.oatre q-'.e I'avion ae trc-uve
uu-Uossus et h. droite do la tra.joctoiro iJüalo,
Bn röalite, le oer/eau du pilote n'a pas
recueil li tolles quelloa oeo informations, P.'tr un
balayace doo yeux (nous rcviondro.is aur oe point) il
a rocueilli :
- une position de 1'algulUa do I'anemon'l-tre,
- uno :,oaition de l'aitialle ou de l'alldada du
oonsorviiteur de cap,
- une position an,jula.tre de la barre de I1 horizon
axtificiol et une position du centre de oette barro
par rapport a la naquette.
une position des deiQI aicuilies de l'I.L.J
rapport au rophte oor.tral do I'indioateur.

par

Cost done h la suite d'une operation nentalo assez cornplexe, conportant en partioulior dos
comi/araiaons avec doj donnt'ea en nJr.oire (vitease
d'approc.-.o, cap localizer, assiette lon,-;itudinale et
laterale), que le pilote parvi .nt k l'.-oialyöe de cette
situation.
ilous noterons quo ces valeurs sent quelquefois meraorisdes sous forme direote le position de
l'aicuillo (on sait par exomplo qu'en aiiprocr.e,
I'aiffjille do I'anenometrG ost horizontale ä gauoha
ou vertioale en haut) j ce type de memorisation depend
do la nature de la figuration«
Far une aeoondo operation mentale le pilote
en deduit une tactique a suivre pour reapecter la
sc'ouritö a co-irt tenae, e'est-a-dire passer par la
fenStro objectif ä trois cents pieds (la loi do pilotage est lä pour l'aidor h tro.iver la bonne taotiquo)
Dans notre situation particuliöre, le piloto
decide done d'ii.cliner I'avion h gouohe et de diolnuer
l'assiette longitudinale« iJaohant par experience qu1
une diminution d'aaoiette se traduit par une alimentation de vitoooe aur trajeotoire, il dt'oide e;;alenont
de reduire la pousaoe (ou d'augmenter la traim-'e en
utilisant les aerofreina). üuivant son ontralnervnt
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o'eutWi-dlro auivant le nombro do donnöoB eramacaninöen
en ir.ui.ioirc, le piloto döoldora, avoo plua ou inoinu de
pruoiaion, do 1'ordre do prandour d'.'Q manoo ivros elijmentairoo ä offoctuer. Le pilote oait quo pour corricer un uoart do donx points d'indioateur I«Ii«8« en
lateral, on döbut do doacente, il auffit d'iiiO-Unor
I'avion h gauoha do Vingt de^rreo on oinq secondoa, de
l'ii.olinor it droite do vin,;t deercia puio lo raraonor
ailea horiaontaloa avoc le m6no taux pour oorrißer
l'öoart ; bion entondu los tomps ne nont pas oori/ius
du idloto de fa?on auani preoiso ot lea nanoeuvros ne
ae font pas au clironomi.'tre : lo j)ilote utilise lo taux
d'iiiclinaiaon habitual et oait qu'un baljiociont vin/;t
do;:res a gauche, vir^jt degrtfa a droite et retour a
1'horizontale donno la correction n^'oeasaire. De mötae
le pilote entranne oaura qu'une diuinution d'aaolatta
lo.'vrituiinalo de deux iagtia pendant dix aocondeo
cuivio d'un retour a l'assiette initiale, oorrlgara
I't'cj-t d'altitude, Unfin, il aaura qu'una diminution
do cent tours/minute est necesaairo pour evitcr une
aucmontation de Vitesse hors tolerance au oours do la
manoeuvre (ai I'avion eat au prcaior rw;iuo, le piXoto
pourra esti.-ier qu'uno variation de pousseo n'est pas
nOcessairo pour ane nanoeuvro aussi oo'urte).
Juoqu'ioi le pilote n'a pas reagi : il n'a
effectue que les operations mentales d'anuyse do la
situation et les decisions do tactique a suivre. Il
lui rooto encore uno operation mentale ä effoctuor :
döteiininer les actions el kientaires s'ur les cormjindes
pour realicer les manoeuvres lilementairos, e'est-adire les actions suj1 1:. counande de (^lucliissenent, sur
la counande de prof on lour et our la nanette dos caz ;
lä onoore, s'il poosone un entralnep.ont suffioa'it, il
oaura qu'il faut fournir tel effort au gauohiaaement
pendant tont ie tffispa pour ir.oliner l'nvion ä gauche
do vingt derres au taux normali tol effort si^" la profondeur, tol dt'place'nent de la manettc des ,';;iZ.
IIous r.oterons q'..c la main n'etnnt pas un
capteur de position .-jais un oapteur d'ef-'ort, le pilote ne determine pus '.me valeur de deplaoer.ont de aanette, raais une reduction oii'ffreo en nombre de tours par
exemnle.
Une fois cette dJcision prioe, le pilote
aj-it, c'eat-ä-dire deplacc les oonmandes. C'cst alors
qu'intervient le prooessus do oontrSlo des actions,
sous forao d'ordros^ux 'livers captcurs, do reoueil
de donneos nouvelles.
Les actions sur lea commandes vor.t Ötre
modifiees en fonction des resultats obtenun, e'estä-dire en fonction des donniaa recueillies ; il y a
done une succession do bouoles d'asservisseiient entre
oliaque action sur une comnande et ceci jusqu'ä ce que
le rt-sultat desire soit acquis,
L'aoquisition des donnees particulieres
d'evaluation du resultat n^'oessite I'appel par le
oerveau do cec donnees, e'est-a-dire la niso en etat
do transnission du capteur adapte ä la raesure. L'ordre
do "nise en ser/ice" du oapteur est transmis au capteur nar oe que nous appeBerons une boucle interne du
cenreau pour la differonoier nettenent do la boucle
externe d'asservissor.ient deor'tes k l'.alinöa precedent.
La premiere boucle interne a Stro mise en
service est la boucle main cervoau (ou pioda cerveau)
mettant en ''veil le capteur d'efl'ort oonstitue par la
main (ou le pied).
Ainsi le oerveau va oor.nander uno action
de döplioenont du manche vers la cauohe et coirjnander
la mise en service du capteur d'ef^ort qui transnot
une indication d'effort : lo oerveau oomandera le
deplaoornont de la ooataanda jusqu'ä obtonir l'effort
düsire ; le travail peut se oolieniatiser ainsi :
-

ordre de deplucement
appol de donnue d'effort
transmission do donnee d'effort
oomparaison de l'effort mesure avec l'effort desire
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- action oorrooUvo do döplaoeraent
- appel do dotiniSe d1 effort
- etc •••

ddooDpooltion de la tactique en manoouvrea dldmentalroa at dötemlnution de leura "amplitudoa",

L* action «Slenontaire oinsi rdaliaee i effort
domiö HUT la cormmnde de gaueldoaonent, une deiocieme
bouole ex tome intorvient pour contrfllor la manoeuvre
ölömoritoire, Le pilote aait que le taux de baaouloment
en enuoUosoment doit fitro proche du taux d^sin', mois
il lui faut d'iuio part le verifier et d'autro part
stopper I'aotion l';rsque l'ongle de ßi+e a atteint
viiigt degröa. II mot done en aervico une deuxi&me
bouole interne, la bouole ooil oerveau, pour rocueillir
lea Jornioea nüceaauiroa au oontröle de la boucle externe.
D'une fason analogue a oe qui a it6 d^crit
ci-deaaus, le travail so achematiae ainoi t
- ordre d'effort (oe qui suppooo le contrSle d'efi'ort
decrit ci-desoua)
- appel de donnöe d'ai^le de glte
- transniaaion de la donnde d'on/jle de (jlte
- coraparaison aveo 1'aJVTle de glte deaird
- oorreotion de 1'ordre d'effort
- appel de donnee d'angle de glte
- etc ...
31 le pilote veut oontröler le taux d'inolinaiaon en lateral, le travail aera plua oomploxo car
l'aoquiaition de la donnee doit se faire par au moina
deux prölevenenta de donneea d'a^-cle $ separea par
l'intervalle de temps
6 t pour estimer d $/dt.
Le pilo'.e ayant ainsi modifie l'anrle de
glte doit cette fois contrfiler l'effet de oette manoeuvre :rar aa trajeotoire ; il lui faut reoueillir
den donnOes sur la trajeotoire ; 11 va done appeler
ces donnöes nouvellea en dirigeant l'oeil, par la
boucle Interne ooil-oerveau, a'ir l'inatniaent le plus
apte u le ronaeigner.
Cette foia, 11 ne va paa a'inataurer une
bouole externe oonduiaant a une action innediate du
pilote. II y a d'abord appel d'un certain nombre
d'infor^at.ona, cap et position d'alguille d'lndioateur I.L.Ü., analyse de la situation et par un proces3UB analogue ä celui decrit cl-desaus, mais moina
oocplexe, decision de modification de la tactique.
lious avons decrit, icl, le cao du contrflle
des trajeetoires par le Systeme I.L.Ö, 3i oe contröle
se fait gr&ce au a;/stene GCA, 1'acquisition des donnöes de trajeetoire oe fait par l'intemediaire de
l'oreille et o'eat la bouole interne oreille-oerveau
qui sern alors nobilisöe a. cet ei'fet.
II faut noter que dans ce dernier caa, une
part.ie de 1'analyse de la situation est faite par le
contrftleur GCA au sol qui "prepare" la tactique k
suivre en ionnant non aeulenent dea indications de
position, nais dea ordres d'aetion (ordre do cap k
suivre et variation du taux de descente).
Cette renarque ttant faite, on peut rdsuaer
le travail du pilote de la fa?on suivante :
- acquisitions de donneea gÄnörales portant sur la
position de 1'avion par rapport a. la trajeotoire
ddslree et aur lea aoaiettea do I'avion, e'est-adire, parometre intereaoant la aecurlte a court
terme et parametre inturesaant la sdourite Inaaddiate
(ll s'acit bien entendu non aeulement doa parametres
de position, mais egalement de leurs derivess par
rapport au temps),
- analyse de la situation et decision de tactique
(basdes aur la loi de pilotage),
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pour chaque manoeuvre öldmontaire, ddtermination de
l'amplltude de 1'actlon dlementaire aur les conmandea,
action our une commande,
oontrOle de 1'effort, miae en aervlce de la bouole
interne maln-cenreau,
contrftlo de la manoeuvre (modification de I'aotion
dldmontaire, c'oat-ä-dlro de l'offort) (rnise en service de la bouole Interne ooil-cerveau reouelllant
les donndes relatives aux parametres intdressant la
adcurltd inmüdiate),
- contrSle de la tactique par analyse dea parametres
Intdressant la sdcuritd h court terne (miae en service de la boucle Interne oeil-cerveau ou oreilleoerveau) .
Houa n'avons ddcrit, jusqu'ici, que le debut
do I'aotion gendrale du pilote tendant k "rejoindre"
la lol do pilotage (heureuaement, la manoeuvre eat
moins lon,-ue & exdeuter qu'h ddcrire). Au moment ou
le pilote ayant achevd sa prenlfere manoeuvre dldmentaire (inolinaison de 20° ü gauche) ddelenche la boucle Interne oeil-cerveau pour 1'acquisition de parametres ndcesaairea a l'analyse de la situation, cellecl peut avoir evolud d'une tagon dlffdrente de celle
prdvue t chute de la vitesae par example sous l'effet
d'une rafale, Le pilote peut done Stre amend h abandonner la tactique Initiale pour rdtablir promptement
la situation nouvelle qui peut se revdler dongereuae,
D'uno faijon gdndrale, k chaque analyse de la
situation, le pilote vdrifie d'abord lea paramktres
intdreasant la adcurltd immddiate, o'est-k-dire les
parambtres relat.fa aux limitations avions, par exemple
les parametres Intdressant la limitation d'Incidence,
e'est-a-dire le facteur de charge et la vitesae, ou
bien I'asslette laterale etc ... II vdrifie enauite
lea parametrea Intdreasant la sdcuritd k court terme,
c'eat-k-dlre lea parametrea lies k la rdusslte de la
Sous-Phase en coura d'execution (l'objeetif de la sous
phase est defini par quelques parametres oomme la
position de I'avion, la grandeur et la direction du
vecteur Vitesse qu'il faut attelndre avec certalnes
tolerances en fin de aoua-phaae). La tactique du pll^
te a pour premier but de respecter la adcurltd immediate et pour aecond but, une foia la adcurltd inaddiate assurde, de respecter la sdcuritd k court terne.
Notons que lorsque le pilote d'essals ne peut reapeoter la sdcuritd Immediate, en abandonnant la sdcuritd
k court terme, 11 dvalue les quailtds de vol par une
note de Cooper comprise entre 7 et 9 et qua lorsqu'll
ne peut mSme plus assurer la sdcuritd Immddiate, 11
donne la note 10.
Ceci signifie qu'une fols les manoeuvres
dlementaires effectuees (paifola mfime au coura de la
manoeuvre), le pilote dolt survelller non aeulement
lea parametres utlles au contröle de la manoeuvre,
mala egalement tous les autres parametres«
Cette opdration est commandde par le oerveau
qui centre la boucle interne oeil-cerveau sucoesslvement sur les differenta Inatrumenta j le passage d'un
Instrument k l'autre et 1'ordre de balayage sent commandde soil par un programme mis en mdmolre et resultant
de l'expdrience du pilote, solt par une adduction
logique rdsultant des lectures des Instruments prdeddents et d'une analyse partielle de la situation t on
peut "sauter" la lecture de 1'altlmktre si I'on a
constate que le variomktre eat toujoura au zero (cas
du vol en paller), ou la lecture du cap si 1'angle de
glte est toujours nul.
Hotons que cette opdration ie contröle de
la si tuation eat trea partielleraent assures par les
capteurs non nobles qui peuvent Intervenlr pour aver^
tir le pilote d'une situation anormale.
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Noua uvonti düorit, en dötall, lo ddroulomc/nt
d'uno munosuvre aveo oa bouclo de oontrfile externe
näoosoltont l'utlllsation d'uno bouclo Interne (ooiloerveau en günäral)« Duna oertalna oaa, la manoeuvre
peut 8tro effeotu^e partlellenent en boucle ouverte
par le pilote I il en profile aloro pour contrer la
bouclo interne oeil-oervoau nur d'autros paranJstroB,
ofin de renouvoler plua nipidomont son unalyoe de la
aitiu-ition i cola lul pennot do diminuer lea retordo
de la büucle extcrno de oontrOlo de lu tactique.
Getto romarque mot on lunicre le fait
o\jlvaiit, tres important I touteo los opörationa mentales d'anaT'ae de situation, do decision do tiotiquo,
d'dlaboratif .1 dos nanocuvros ölementoirea et dos
actiona aur lea oomn^inJeo, do rocuoil d'infonaationa
{cornratrnde des bouoloa intomos) no peuvont 8tre effectudes que euooos:;ivonent, ä do trts rorcs exooptions
pros.

our lo haut du diacrununo, sous forme d'un ordre, au
oaptuur ohoiai, de tranamottre I'information ndcoosairoi
Le prooeooui) do pilotage, et par oonsdquont
le nombro des opdrations dldraentoiroa d'acquisition
de traitonont des donnöes, d'dlaboration des rnanoouvrea et dos aotiona sur los oorurnndea, d'dlaboration
du prooeoaus d'acquisition et d'analyse dea donndes,
depend do la Sous-Phase, de l'Htat de l'Avlon (Configuration offiohdo, situation do ponno, ma3:;e ot oontralo), de l'tltat do l'Atraoaphöro et bien entendu de
la Loi do pilotage et du travail auxiliairo qui sont
ä la base du proceaaus a suivre.
La charge du travail du pilote (ou en
gdndralinant la charco do tr/ivail do I'cjquipa/re)
durjint une Sous-l'h.-iso est coaurde par lo r.onbre dos
opdrationa dli'montairos de traitonent do I'infortuation, ndooooairoo pour exdeuter la Souo-J'liaso,

La teohni quo do pilotaijo est conati tuee do
I'o.-.ao.-.^blo do cos processus q-d doivent Ötre exdcutös
dans unc poriode do temps d^'tomind par la 3ous-Ph;;ae ;
ooirjne nous le ddfiiurons plus loin, la cliar/re de
travtdl du pilote eat on relation directo aveo oes
prooeosus. Auaai, lo diagrtumia du pilote pojt-il 6tre
roauno de la fa?on cuivante (voir fiffuro 2) ;

Bt a;ii:itOi.a.nt, ooraacnt conoevoir 1c poate
d'jqulpage ot I'avion lui-m6no, afin de rdduire la
oliarco do travail 9

II y
Grande qui est
la aecor.do qui
la plus potitc
co^iandes.

Un certain nonbro do tentativoc ont dte
faitoa dans ce aona, cos dernitros anndea, avoo plus
ou ir.oins de BUOOba, et coa rociioro ieo om nontrd qu'il
eat ndcosaaire d'fitre trts prudont on nodif'.ant le
proceoauc de pilotage.

a troin typoa do bouolea : la plus
la bouclo do oecuritd h. oo'urt tenae,
ost la bouole do S'Jouritd ir.jai'diate et
qui est la bouclo d'offort sur loo

II oat tr'.s inportant de noter quo le diaKrtv.ae co:r...let peut fitrs rendu boaucoup plus coaploxe.
En effet, il eat posolble do roprc-oenter tous les
pai'anötres oxteriours vonant do 1'avion et toua les
oaj) tours huEair.s et obtenir ainsi un gr'jid nonbro do
bouolos des troio t.'.Tios doniies dans le dia^ra'me.
Nous notorons ausai qu'a ohaque noi.ier.t il
y a eeulenent unc bouclo en aon'ioo, ce qui omstltuB
la diffüronoo fonda"entale ontro un pilote et un
pilote autoEatiquo.
Lo ohoix do la bouclo en se.-vico ost fait
par .la nartio oontralo du ccr/oau q'-d oat ro.ircaer.ldo

Ainsi, la charge do travail est d'-teminde
par I'onaomblo Coua-J'haae, Ktat de l'Ayion, ütat de
l'Ataoaplwrc, Loi do pilota(;o ot travail auxiBuiro.

Par cxesple, il est facile do vor.r que la
char.X' do travail n'eat paa reduite en rcnolajaiit
tout le procoa.'jua d'analyac EMntale des do'ix preniire."
bouolos par Uli proooaauc d'acquisition oontinu des
donndea oonaiotant h fo'omir dos infor.iationa sur le
tableau do bord sous la for:.'.o d'instructions directes
do pilota/;e. analogues h cellos foumies par un dirocteur de vol.
SI I'on prdco'.to au piloto dos ordros donnant ilreotenant lo sens ot la jrandeor dea actions
our lea coi:ur.anies, sans autro in.lication. Is piloto
doit uobiliser totale:;or.t la boucle interne oeilocrvea-' sur out unique inntrur.sr.t car il no salt pas
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Fig. 2 " Schema de fonctionnement du pilote. Les trois boucles de pilotage.
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a priori quölle out la raiMB do son ucti'in i 11 no
pout pliin Iftorer duo youx I'inutruiiior.t. I'nr OXOLTOIO
un orctro "rumcLe ä ,;uuche" pout fttro liormü uu pilote
dii!\a lea doiu; circoiiotiL'iooü auivimteo i I'uvion out
sur In trujoctoirc d''Diri.''0 njua une rul'ulo I'u inolii»'
u Jroito ou bien I'avion a lou ailoo horizor.tnlus,
laaia lo votit l'a dü^laoö h droito do la tn.joctoiro
dusiroo.

S(5u niactcur tonant con|)te du vent, do la maaae avion
ot do la viteoae d'approcho, etc ...
c) La pousaeo | afficiier en approoho pour irviintcnir
un taux do doaconte donnu ä Vitesse donnee est delicate k determiner car lo d lai ontro la variation de
la puoition doa m/mettes des /:uz et I'ctubliaseMent
du nouvouu taux do descente est tr s long (il depend
doa coraoteristiqioa de la phygolde).

Lla-no oe deuxii'.-mo cao, I'ordro initial aorn
auivi d'un ordre d'inolinuiaon pour rumüttre lea ailuii d) Au deoolla/:e, 1'acceldrat.on reelle do I'avion
horir.ontaloa, d'un douxiuue ordru d'inolin.-daon u
n'eat vdrifieo que par lo tenpa necc.'sairo pour
droite .JOUT reprcr.'.lre lo 0>p initial puio un ordro
attoindre une vitoaae oiioiaie, suffismamont grande
d'inclinaiaon h ,Taucho poor ronettre loa ailes horipour que la mesure soit significative et suTfisaanent
zontalos ; dans le premier oaa, il n'y aura paa
faille pour que lo ddcolla^e puioae fttro interrompu
d'ordru oomplenentaire ot lo idloto ne peut lo aavoir
sana risque, (on günüral 1ÜO kt). Notona quo mflne si
et :;e nout dütourner am attention do 1'instrument
la pousooo nominale dos motoora ost anurn par 1'afdana I'attonte do I'ordre suivant qu'il no »out profioiiage d'un pannktn tel quo I'^Pii, I'aoceleration
voi-"V autromont dit, un tel systono iinmilo totaloment
nüceoa.-uro pout 6tre roduite par des tralnöea paraaitca
lea prooesaus d*analyse et d'ölaborat.on dos deux
(spoilers, trappea de train ouvertes), par un froinagc
boucles do S'.ic.tritö ä oo'.ffl tonne et de c.'ouritö
'hydrodynamique (slush, neige, flaquea d'eau), par une
iontJdiate et le oervea.: ost entieronont mobilise par
panne du Systeme de froinve, etc ...
I'.xquisition des donn^Mi
e) Apres lo decoll;i<;e, les uanoeuvres antibruit ameir'ciaoaa quo oeo concluaions ne aont
nont a faire une reduction a priori ic la poussöe avoc
valables quo dans le oaa oü 1'indication trananiae
risque d'afficiuige d'une pousci'-e inforieure a la pousau pilote de faijon an/ilociq-io est une inaioation pure
sde necessaire au vol k la vitesae et ii la pente red'aotion sur la oouninie, par oxonpio imjiciie k gauche
comoandee de montee.
ou a droite, a pousaer, a tirer (avoc ordre do rrandeur des efl'orts). Loa conclusions seraient trbs mof) En cas de panne de noteur ou do renise de gaz, le
difieos ai les indications d'ordre etaiont des ordros
pilote est amend k effectuer dos manoouvrea a priori
d'aaaiette a r<5al. aer, doubli's d'ordre de nanoeuvre,
basees sur des affichages de pouasde et d'assiette
par oxemple incliner I'avion u gauobe de Vj" sur
longitudinale aans contrflle direct do sa trajeotoire
1'horizon pour une variat.on do cap do 30° a gauc:;©,
(le variometro est un instrument dangeroux en evolu0
awjnonter I'acaiette longitudinale do i , car da.':a
tion, ä cause de son retard dfl a son prinoipe nfiiae do
oes cond-t.ona, le pilote comprond co qu'il fait et
foncti onneaent),
salt "oü il en est".
g) Enfin, a vue.il est tres difficile de savoir si
Dans le mBne ordre d'ideea, lea indications
I'avion possera ou non un obstacle donne (de mßae
do position traaolMf par lo oontrSleur GCA sont
qu'il est difficile do prdvoir le point d'impact sur
doublees d'ordroa do manoeuvre (indication do cap par
la piste). Combien d'aocidents salt dus au fait qu'en
oxemple ou do taux do descer.te). Le oontrfilour GCA
approche a vue (de nuit surtout) I'avion heurte une
prend alors ä son oompte la boucle de söouritd a court colline situde dans l'axe do piste, alors que le
terne, determine les nanoeuvros a rüalisor et laiase
pilote voyait parfaitement 1'entree de bände en debut
au pilote lea deux autres boucles pour effectuer les
d*approche.
manoeuvres coiaiiu-nieeai Autremont dit le contrfilcur
GCA assure la securite a court ter:.-.e, lalssant au piPour corriger les ddl'auts des tableaux de
lote le soir. d'assurer la securite immediate.
bord actuels nous proposons done d'equiper le cockpit
avec les dispositions suivantos :
Kn definitive, tout dispositif de presentation des donnees doit simplifier le prooeoaua d'ela- un dispositif de prdsentation t8te haute (head up
boration et d'a.ialyse de la boucle de securite a court display) fournissant les parametros suivants :
terme (mfce les annuler) et laisser au pilote le contrfile de la boucle de ai-curite immediate tout en lui
. vecteur Vitesse
faeilitant 1'elaboration des efforts sur les co:nar.Jes.
. horizon
. piste synthetique
Voyons, oaintenant, comment concevoir a la
. incidence
luniero de 1'etude precedente, la presentation dos
. pente totale
informations pour les phases d'atterriasace et de
ddoollage.
Cea infonnationa sont süffisantes pour
piloter directement I'avion au oours des phases ddcolCette conception est bases sur les remarques lage, montee initiale, approche et atterrissage ou
suivantos, conoemart le pilotage aveo lo tableau de
pour vdrifier le fonctionneraont du pilote automatique
bord classique ;
durant la phase atterrissage automatique.
a) L'atterrissage a vue est plus facile a exdouter
que I'atterrissace sans visibility avoc les instruments actuels.
b) Au oours do I'atterTiaaage h vue, il est facile
d'aligner I'avion sur le plan vertical de symdtrie
de la piste, mais il est difficile de savoir si 1'on
fera un atterrissage long ou court ; en l'absence de
tout moyen, la descente se fait par approximations
succossivos, en reduisant ou augmentant les gae
(augmentation ou diminution de la pente de descente)
a la suite d'observations do la perspective do la
piste. Bien souvent le pilote utilise les indications
de l'I.L.Ü. ou des prdaffichages i dloignonent vent
arrifere minute aprfes passage par le travors du seuil
de piste pour se placer h une distance oonvonable de
la piste (compte tenu du vent), affichage d'une pousMHMMH

- un dispositif de prdsentation des informations töte
basse fournissant les parametres utiles pour la navigation, le respect du domaine de vol, le contrfile des
moteurs, le Systeme d'alarme, etc ...
- un pilote automatique pour les Phases de vol stabilisdes loin du sol ou pour la Phase d'atterrissage
automatique
- un micromanipulateur pour piloter I'avion au oours
des Phases voisines du sol.
Autromont dit la .prdsentation tlte haute
et le micromanipulateur seront utilisds ensemble au
cours des phases au voisinage du sol, lä oü 11 eat
ndoeasaire que le pilote ait une connaissance continue
et parfaite de la situation de I'avion en position et
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iiiiaiettet Il'-'muaoinu, al"iii de rÄdmre lo truvnil doo
piloles dos oum|)ii,5niao uürloinoo qui puuvont avoir a
ol't'eotuer olmquo jour m CTand norabro d'atturriomigeo,
il pout 8tro judtoioia d'utilioor lo pilots uutoinatiquo jiour dos attorri8iiiv:ea dutoimtiquoo, ha fiuhilitcS
do cos Jiopooitifa n'ost pno onoore auf-'iaoi^to (möi.iP
on multiplimit lea oiinluuo) pour uauuror la ooouri'-u.
Aunui, oot-il mSceaaairo quo le piloto puiono vor.fior
le pilote autoinatiquo jiar un diapocitif indü:)ondiuit et
qu'll puiai'.o cffeotuer tnaiiuollonont I'attorriEii^j.re on
ooa de panne. Houu ponaono quo In aurvoillanoo du
pilote autonatiquo et que lo pilotage do 1'avion par
I'i .temediairo do la preaentation tflte haUtt oat uno
solution aux problemea do la fiabilite du piloto autonatlque.
D'un autro o8td, la prOaentation tflte bam
et lo pilote autonatique aoront utiliaea au ocirs doo
Ihaaes loin du sol oü lea problimos do aöcurito a Ion;;
terce oonoernant la navigation nont plua impoitanta
que lea problcmea do aL-curitJ irinüdiate ou do aücuritö
a court terme.
L'idee fond.-montalo eat de dor.nor au nilote
los m?.-.ea infort^it.ona pour lo vol aaiis visibility
que pour lo vol avec visibilitü, itoia un aucur. caa
do rtproduiro dais lo disposilif do prüaontatioi tfite
baute los rnteea inforrjitioris quo oelloa fo.iriüec prir
un tabliiau de bord ccr.vo;:tionnol. So effet, noo ötuiea ont raonTö qae lornque lea ini'urr^tior.s olaociquoa tolles que : öchello d'altituda, öchi,llo de
Vitesse, aiguilloa d'l.L.J. aont foumioa :;ans lo
diapositif tfite haute, 1c pilote ne peut ü la fois
lire los donn^os ot reciirder le sol, nfitie qjand los
-Oi.elles sont collimatöea ä l'lnflni, üans cortsdns
oas, au oours do noa esa'ds, les pilotcs n'ont p!iS
orj q'oe los echollea etaie^.t collicatöea ä l'inflni :
ils se plai,,"nait:-.t d'avoir ä aOOODBOdsr auooeocivor.cnt
aur las öchellos p'oic aur le sol. l.'oua ponsons que
oeoi provient pojt-8tre du fait qu'il n'est pas naturel pour un pilote de voir unc Oohelio alti:.;etrique
h I'iafini ; ausai, lo corvoau.par ref loxe^ doDaiide
t-il ä l'oeil d'accoi-riOuer ä la distance norr.ale pour
un instrument, oe qui oblige alors le pllota a acconir.oder volontaire^ent a I'infini.
Uno autre raison laportantapour prc-aenter
dans le disposit.if tflto iiaute tea Infoifflationa li-'os
au Bonda exteriour, est fondee s'ir la ranarqua f;d*.B
plus haut, que l'axe optique de l'oeil oat naintenu
senaiblenent fixe p.-ir rapport au aor.de extorxe.ir p;j:
un "asaerviaoosent" inlome au cor/eau mo aura it los
aocölurations par l'oroille intorhe.
En oonaöquenoe, ai dea doimueo relat-Ves au
nondo exterieur, telles qua 1'horizon, la piste sont
foumios darjj le dispoaitif tgto hauta, lo pilote
n'c'prouve auoune difficulte pox" repardcr 0':3 svnbolea
nalöTc les vibrations et los nouvorcents do I'avion due
a la tuTüulcnco. Ceci n'est exact quo Jans la neaure
oü les s.'^aboleo sent f.xes par rapport au nondo extt-riear. 31 nous proacntona dans lo Jiapos. tif tßte
haute des aynboles oonne das ec/iellos d'altitude ou
des aiguilles oroiauea fixea par rapport a I'avion,
le piloto aura, en turbulence, la m9ao diff icdte
pour lea ree-oTder, mfine s'ils so.it collir.r.tJs ä I'infini, que dana le caa d'instruments olaaaiqios au
taldeau do bord.
D'un autre c6te, si nous diaposono des
aynbolos tels que : horizon, piate, lida au nonde
oxterie'ir, daiis le dispoaitif tfite baaae, le pilote
aura lea nfinea diffioultes de lectu.-e en turbulence
que pour loo inatnawnta clasaiquea, .T.6ne ai les
symbol'is sont a. 1'öchello un, parce qu'ila no peuvont
8tre collir.ates ä l'iidini.
Aussi, donnerons-noua au piloto des informations auaai proohes quo possible dca inforaations
visuelles : horizon et piste ayn hütique. La piate
aynthötique peut 6tre b9tie a pardr d'infonaationa
provanant do VHS ou do tout autre systene instidlo

au uol ou h bard do J'.ivion. Thiiorlqnemo.it, ooo info inutiona dovraionl Ätro suffiouiitoH puiaquo duroi.t
un attorrioaa,:e vmiel le pilote no diapoao d'aueune
nutro inron.j.';tion (aauf la vitooao ; nnuo reviondrono
our oo point un pou plua turd). i.,do l'oxpörionoe a
ciontrd qu'il n'oat pal tri.fi facile d'effectu'-T I'appi'ooho avuo l'anf;lo do dosooMto oorroot. 11 eat
fac;le do pilotor I'avion dana le plan vertical do
symLtrio do la pinte, maio nor. pas lo lone du plan do
doucente. Ceci proviont du fait qve lo veotour vitosa©
oot con >uloi.iont dana lo plan bion oonnu do ayindtrio
do I'avion, raaia que lo pilote n'on ooiinolt pus oon
orierr i.tion dana oo plan.
Aussi, allona-noun aj outer uno 'louvollo
Infonaation dona lo diapoa.tif do prdoentation tfito
hauta ; la trace au sol du veoi our vitoaao. Co point
oat lo point que I'avion attain iru ai le pilote naintlent les coumndos en position fixo. Le node d'utilisation de oette information cat üvidont : qn.r.d lo
aeuil da la piste oat It 205 au- leaao.ia da I'iiorizor.,
le .»ilote pouaaa S'JT le manche !e fu?on ä placer lo
veotour viteaao aur lo seuil et lo inaintiont dans
cotte poaition.
Cost idora qua ae poao la question du ohoix
ontrc lea deux vectcu-s viteases josaiblos : le vootour vitease-air ou 1c voctour vitesae-aol.
Au promier abord, 11 sosblo övidont qu'il
soit ntcessaire :i'utiliaer le vootcur vitecao-aol
puioqua celui-ci tient compto do 1'offet du vont our
la trajectoire. '.i'.';jr.;:ioir.s, un pilote aait aiaüri'.nt
corri.rer la derive due ä un vent de travers ; pourquoi
ne saur.-dt-il pas en I'aire autoat dans le plan vortical ? ^''il voit par exe;.:plo que le veoteur vitesse
air roo-ile, coci olg.ifie qu'il y a un vor.t do face ;
il est aloro facile do visor un point a quelque cent
pioda apr'^s le aeuil. I.'ous devrona ramorqiiar dcalor.ent
que le vectour viteaao au oours d'une approche est
voioin de 1'horizontale (environ 2,5 decrCs), Ainsi
1'ancle entre la viteaae et la compoaa;".te du v.mt le
long do I'ixe do la piste eat seulo:..orit 2,5 doer's
co qui ai^dfio qua la ddrive dana le pl.ji vertical
oat trLa fai.jle.
En oonsdquenco, la derive dans le plan
■orizontal et dans le plan vortical est facile ä
corrlger et los avantagaa du vocto IT vitoaso-aol ne
sont pas Jvidvnts (nous revicadrons, un peu plus loin,
B J" la faQOn pratique do tenir con.de do cos deux
ddrivos).
Q'un autre o8td, I'angle entre le veoteur
vitesae air et l'axe de rdfdre.ioe de I'avion est oar
ddfinition I'angle d'iiiC-doi.co ; cette reaarqua a
deux oonndn ences in^ortantoo :
a) La seulo nesure do I'angla d'incidence pout fournir
I'.nfornation ndoesaaire pour introduiro 1c vocteur
vitoaao-air dana le dispoaitif da prdao:;tation t6te
haute. Cette infonaation est foumie par dca sondos
ou des girouettes et oat oertair.er.ont plus facile
ä oblerdr nuo lea informtions oonce:T.a;it le vocteur vituase-aol qui exige au moins un radar doppler
ot une contrale do verticale.
b) La distance angJlairo vue par le pilote, entre le
voctoi r viteaao et un point fixe dans 1c viaour
rcprdaentan t. la trace de 1'axo do rdfdrr.'.ce de
I'avion, est justonent I'a-'jgle d'lnoidsnoe QCSUTG
a. dchelle unite. En oonadquenoe, si le point eat
fixd dans une position tolle que l'an,;lo entre ce
point ot I'axo do rdfdronce est dgale h I'angle
d'incidenco optinale pour la phaae approciie, il
est faclla pour le pilote do respecter la liidtation d'angle d'incidence.
L1 utilisation du vectour vltosao donnde svules figures ja? sera la sidv.-xnte :
Le point fixe lid a I'axo longitudinal est
un T inverse ! la hauteur do ce T eat do doux degrds
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et c(\i«nd lo voctuai1 viteuao ro|jrc!iio..tiJ pur In cruix
ntUint la uoui^ct du T I'orvle d'iiioidojioo eat I'tmfla d'lr.oiionco optimnl pour in iibiiio niiprooho ; on
a nuppotn'1 dujiü notrn exumiilo q^e oet lui^lo utidt. tic
14 doiTri'H, oorroBpond'j.t .'i unc; vitootio d'/i.i^roohc do
lüu ke . ui lo veotour vitcano attaint l'oxtröiuti!
btiDoc du T I'urif'lo d'lnoldanoa oat iilora do 1u do,-r'a,
ei; qui oorroapoai uu di'bul do 1'alanu d'iaoidjuce
(klaxon) flail) ou stiele ofuikor).
oe dcpla?;uit nveo 1 • liorizo.i, doa graduations
en dojrta doimout lea nglaa Jo moa'i'o ou lea BfiglM
do dcoooatOt La licue poir.till^o eot h 2,'j dsgrda audoa:-,ous uo I'liorizon.
i'im'in, la piato ro-jrüae.itcJe pur un trapoze
dJi'orraible est Buppoatfa nvoir une loiio-uo-or do 10 Ü0Ü
pioda et utie laTgeur do 2')0 pioda,
our 1-. I'lf'.irc 'J l'avior. est sunpoaü fitro on
vol horizontal k I'amrlo d1 incidence do dix d;;£ri;a,
Ain.'i lo voctour vitosao eot sur I'tiorizon ot le
aomot du T cot ä 4 defrrts au-docr.ous du veotour
vltaaaai Ii'altltutte eta;;j. do 1 500 piada ot lu diota:.oe au souil de piste i'tv.t de 1ü nilloa nautiqu-.s,
la barro rapresont;int le souil est a 1041 au-dassouo
de 1'horizon.

Fig. 3 • Collitvateur de pilotage. L'ovion esf en vol en palter a
1500 ft a 10 d'mcidence. La piste est a 10 miles nautiques

Fig. 5 • Coltiniatcur de pilotage. L'avon esf efi deicente sous une
pente de 2,5 . Le pilofe n'ayant pas sufhsamment reduit la
poussee, la vilesse a erü et /'incidence a dimnwe M3 '.

Fig. 6 - Collimateur de pilotage. L'ovion esf en descente sous une
pente de 2,5r a l'attitude de 300 ft. L'incidence est de no
veau l*incidence d'approche recommandee ("M'i.

\ /

A
i
Fig. 4 • Collimateur de pilotage, L'ovion esf en vol en palter 6
1500 ft a J-T d 'incidence (incidence d'approche recommondeei. Le semi de piste a 5,7 miles nautiques est a
2,5° ou-dessous de I'horizon. C'est l'instant de mise en

Fig. 7 ■ Collimateur de pJofctje. L'ovion esf en descente sous une
penfe de 7,5' ä l'ahitude de SO it recommandee pour I'arrondi.
Les br.ndes de 50 pierfs de large sont espocees de lOOOpieds
le long de I'axe.

descente.
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AJ'in d'obtonlr la vitoiino optinnlo io pilule n'.liut In pouoiu'c en nnintoimnt lo vootu'ir
VitMH "'if I'hori.on. Ln viteu.-.o optiunln out ohUinno lorscjuo io Dü;.^iot du T attaint lu vaotaur vitouno.
■n roalltii la T no ao dc'aliioo p:\ii d/ii.o le visoiu1 ot
o'e.'it lo vootnur vit'.nni; 'nil ro.'oint le T ; mida :jour
i
iio'.o I'horlaon oat i'ixo, io vaotaur vitonno out
malntanu l'ixo nur I'horlaon on tlrant aur la EunohOi
00 ciui nor ooritiijquoi.t, uuß.iojite l'aaaiatta ot Uplaoa
10 T on d.i.rociio'i do I'horicon ot uu vootour vitoano,
3ur In fig) .'O 4 1'avion eat auppoatf fitro
or.coro ou vol horiz :tul, naia h I'angla d'i.ioido'.oe
do 14 de^TJa ; la .1:. 'inüo au nouil lituiit Bolntonant
de 'j,'i nillaa nautlquut« la b;irre raprtfaentant le
Beuil eat proa d'attalndra 2,5 der,,Tu-a uu-doü^oua de
11 cri.;:,.; : c'cnt lo uon aoncuL pour lo pilote d©
co:jie:ioor la nanoeuvro do rondu do main do faijon a
i'lacor le vaotour viteaao aur lo aoail.
9ur la ii.'iro 5 lo vootour vitoaao eat svir
lo ac.;!!, i.iaio la iloto n'ayent pas röduit la poussec, la vitosae a ti ign01'-^' et l'ai.^le d'iüCi'ie.oe ost
1 I la T':; (OO tiui rspftfaanta une variation relative

lu

io vilo.';.':e do /—

c'oat-.i-diro io I'ordre do 4 ', oi
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dans notre oas d*environ 6 .loouds), Ai..8i, lo sorbet
du T eat j un dOrTii ai—lenaoun du veotcur vitoaao ;
1'aotion iu piloto oat Ovi'ionto : rMuirc la nousnoc
on oaintanant avoc io isanoha le vootour vitoar^e aur
n-.u- le ae-iil en attendant quo le aoimot du T re/;a,Tie
la vaotour viteaao.
jur la fit7aro 6 lo tj^oc do dooconto et
1' msle d'incidenoe aont oorrocts, I'aititude oat de
j^O piods : I'avion est en boiir.o position pour I'attorrijaniTO. Ün pout voir qua la prociaion do viaia
iu vootour viteaao awjienio lorsque la distanoo a In
pi.;to iiiiiinue puisquo la taille de la piste augnanta«
ünfin, aur la figure 7 I'altituae est do
•JO piedo, I'avion est en bonne poaitioi; pour oo:.-.v.enoor I'orrondi ; notarit le ai.^ial dorjiö par le radio
altiijütre h I'aititude do -JO pieda, lo piloto röduit
l'oi.rle do deaoci to on visant un point sur la piste
a un dogre par oxocple au-doaaoua do 1'iiorizon, o'estu-'iiro a environ 1 7oU piods api-es le souil de piste.
(Pour uie'JZ prüci.':or la per:;peotive sous laquello est
vuo la aisle, nous avons suppoarf quo des »a^des do 50
p:.ods ie lnr(To ataict lisposöoc toua los 1 000 niod::
lo lore: de l'axe). Llano oo oas, le taux de deaconte
est 1,75 / do la vitoaao co qui doni.o po'ir notre avion
uno vitosse vortioalo do 4 picas/seoon.e pour une
vi:ecEo d'atterrisaac© do 140 r.oeuds.
Hovonons aalntanant sur 1'affiohaga dos
dirivea vartioalaa ot horiz ^.-■t.-U.es. Lo vootour vitesso-Torre (O du fait du vent, fait aveo 1c vecteur
vitosac-air un angle dont la projootion sur le plan
horizontal ent In "dör'.ve latär.-ile" et la projection
s r lo plan vertical parallele ä la piste oat la
"derive vertioalo", iii I'on veut na-ntonir la trace
au sol uu vocteJr vitosso-terre on un point fixe do
la piste (lo nilieu dj seil par exenploj il faut
done naintenir le vect'.-iu" vitcsse-air non pas en un
point fixe du sol, nais 'ono distance angulaira fixe
(r<.;,'r'o !)ar les doux an les do derive) du point vise.
Pour fixer les ordres do grandeur( prdoiaona quo pour
uno vitoaae d'a.prooh"; do 130 kt et uno per.te do <;05
I'angla do dorivo vertionle est de 0,02 • M«^ oü
^^■1 es* lo coanctante axiale du vecte;ir vent
(expriuij m noouda), soit 0o4ü pour 20 kt (si lo
vent oat dc face, lo vootour vitoaao-air doit Stro
pladi au-dcasus du point visj). i'our la n6:ie Vitesse
d'approohe, l'angle de ierJvo laterale ost do 0,44»
^wn 0^ ^stin. 03t ^a conposanto no:T:ale h la piste
("O Le tense viteaao-sol ost röservd ä la projection
sur lo plan horizontal du vootour Vitesse par
rapport h. la Torre ou vootour vitease-Torre.

du vootour vonl (oxprimd on noouda), uoit fi0fJ pour
2U k t do vunt latiirnl. Kn pratjqiio. In deprive voi*tioale pout 8tre nl'fioldo par lo pilote en döoalant
voro lo liaut pour un vent de face lo vootour vitoaae
air h I'lida d'uno OOBUßda gnäsiit direotoaunt en
vitoaao do vonl (uno riipcitition difjit.-ilü do ootto
valour pout fltre foumio dona un coin du vinour). A
condition quo lo rnnero fixe noit döonlö du mÖffio
anglOi la diotanoo vootour vitoaae, ropfero fixo
fournit toujourn 1'indication do norße d'inoidonoe
diaponiblo, Co dioponitif pout 8tr<j oimplifid pour
loo aviona doatim's h appontor aur porto-nvlon,
puisquo la vitosoe du vont uur le pont ost maintonue
conatante t un diJoula/;e conatar't (0"66 pour 30 kt
do vont sur le pent et 110 kt de vltosae d'approohe
souu 20y) pout Ätro afficnii pour I'appontaco.
Bn oo q\ii ooncerne la derive Intöroio, il
oat plus OSIDOda do romplacer lo vootour vitosse
ponctuol par uno "barro" composee do points distants
do un degrd ot acsorvio a roster parallölo a I'horizon (po'-ir faoilitor la lecture, les points gauche et
droit ü 3 ot 10° pauvant fttro identifios par un
sii^ie liff'.'ront).
Ainai po^ur un vent lateral gauche do 10 kt
(ä 130 kt do vitosse d'approohe) lo pilote plaoora
le cilieu du ceuil do jdste ontre los points h 4'et
5° droit.
Lo probltaa dos derives eta.nt ainai röglö,
coixnent le pilote afit-il aur lo vecteur vitoaae?
Kn cc qui concorno I'alipioaor.t lateral, le probleue
n'oat pas c::an::o par rapport au pilota;;1- clasaique,
il est m6me faoilitö du fait quo 1'ingle da derive
laterale eat directonent visible, lour 1'alignement
longitudinal, le vooto'ir v.tosse ost direotenont
pilote par le nanoha ; si lo vecteur vitesso est
au-dessus du point vise, le pilote pousse sur le
menoha ; s'il ost au-dessous du point vise, le pilote
tire aur le nanohe. Ronarquons que la fonction de
trajisfort nanche-veoteur vitosse est plua simple que
la fonction de tronsfert manche aasiette longitudinale;
la re])onBe do 1'assiette a un echelon de manche
presente plus d'oscillations que la reponae du
vecteur vitosse.
Keanmoins, si le mode d'utilisatlon du
Bianoha est evident, il n'en n'est pas de möme pour
la Banetta dos /jaz, Ilous avona vu sur les figures
3 et 5 que lorsque le veotevT vitesso ost au-dessus
du haut du T l'angle d'ir.cidence est trop petit,
c'ost-ä-dire que la Vitesse est trop grande. Autrenent dit quand lo vecteur Vitesse est au-deasus du T
le pilote doit rciduiro la poussee, Ilais I'J pilote ne
ooi-nolt pas exactenor.t 1'amplitude neoes^aire do la
reduction» Aussig do fa?on a I'aide^nous "ijoindrons
dans lo viaour un nouvoau paramfctre generalemont
appele pente totale ou encore darivee reduite de la
hauteur totale.
Tout le monde salt que 1'energie d'un avion
ayaiit une masse m, volant a la vitesso V, a I'aititude H est :

il est coMode d'öcrire 1

E . w^Ur. ^K, k*'*
ou

oü

Hr est aupele hauten totale.

Si W est la darivee on fonction du temps do la
hautour totale :
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tante, quel que soit l'angle de mont ee (ou l'angle de
descen t e) d~'1s la cesure ou il peut aucoenter ou
r cduire suff isamoe nt lu pous see, pourvu qu'il positionno !'index au m!me niveau que le vectc ur vitease.

Puisque
d. ~
ct.\;

nous avon:.

w ,
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Ai nsi, reve:1ant
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~ ·un autre ce te l' equat i on de propulsion oU ~~
est l a cocoos ante e l a poussee le long du vecteur
vitesse s ' ~crit :

a

Cet te 'quati on peut s' ecrire encore :

... ~~ = ~. -

La s "gnif i cation

CS

r<s ....·c..

eq..la t :. ons\1)et (2)est l a !lui Va.'1te:

a) le p...:aoctre "'/ -..; ;>e· t etre pilo t e e n agissa:
l a . ou s ee ~ :

...; -..;

ugccn t e l or s q ·c ~

o:.u- une ·; l eur do. ·~Je ' e
do:mee oar

b)

"'" ~ -- -· w/V
pour la · elle 1 ' a ceS .ir a ti on t\ '{/<.U: le l o..g

i rccte-: :n :>.:!sure
lo~.c

':.~

s

e la

~" es t

tra j ectoir e es t :1ulle ( cet t e valeur
appelee per. t e tot:Ue )

c =: trc i . s t alle l e

t

aue;t:C!1 tc

..,/"{, i l / a une valeur

r

c ) v. f "C pc· t etre

donn4 sur la ficrure

par execpl e 2 degree au-dcssous du vecteur v i tez ~e
sacha.nt que 1 degre correspond h une accelerat i on
(ru a une dece l~ra tion ) de 1 noeud en 3 secondes,
l' angle correct d ' i nci dence (et l a vites :,e correcte )
sera attaint en 9 secondes . A ce l!lOI:!Cnt, le pi lote
r 6a ·us tera l a pos i t ion de la Cl:l.'le tte 'e t'a90n
pl acer
l 1 i:Jdex au ::Jl!me nivcau quo le vectc t• r vitesse, c 1 esta-dire a 2 , ) degres au-d~ssous de l ' hori zon ; les
figures 8 e t 9 do . e nt l os posi tion s correc t es de
1' iz dex corre:Jponda.'1 t au cas donne figures 5 et 6.

est la derivee redui te de la hauteur to tale.

ll)

a l'execple

5' le pil o t e r edui ra l a pons :.:ee en pla9a.' lt 1' i ::dex

a :· u.~ accJ lJro-

ve cte·c:r vi te- s e .

· l:1 o. s , e ef fet , i. o<.. rd 'e 1 ' a vi on , U.'1 a ccEi_crowc trc s c: c::;utbe p. w e casse ~ c.• i. te:1 e p"I un
r e ssort . W ::.uu:s t. ,..... : st s~t;n se a ::;en oi · 3 J....~ , aux
:orces ' ine rt:.c - )..f ( o' r est l ' accJ ;:- tio" ·e
l ' avio!l ) e t 8 l a tcr:s ' o:: ,.... "..1 T CS .... O:'t e _. •nvi o. J.c
r~s se o es t _ ocis i: G0!1 oi J S • ~ , au:.: fo rces

F ig. 8 • Coll imotnr de pilotage. Pos ition du sym&ole de pente toto/e
pour ellectuer Ia c orrect ion d' inc irlence dons Jr cos dticrit

figureS . L ' inc idence correc te sero otte inte en 9 secondes .

~ · ; c~t i e - ~ r ~t aux forc e~ ex t6rie~ - ~~ ( f or ces a ~ ro
'~_i ques ct f orces 1e ;>ropul ~~on) de r J s ·l a:.te

cr

I l en r es.Ute que

' • .!::::- n..

""'

L ' -n ~ ic ::1 tion

•

"'- f o·.u-nie oar l ' acc.Ol cro ~ trc est l e
r ;>por t de l a te" sio. T . a l a t e!:Sl O!l de r C:fer cr.ce T •
l or s que l a ::asse J... n ' est :;ou::ri.se o:.~ ' u son poi s ...._ •:t

. a:

s::~ te

~ o.r ~ l ':lcr on·.. uu
J i .. ' o. orier.te 1 ' ,:,.cc C : ~ rot:"-• trc
Vl:Cteu.:- vi tcsse ( T p .,.al l i:: l c b. ~), n.. uin5i :.1 c ~·~ c
~ st a.lor s c[; 1
~ . - i ~ ., . ,·c..) / -';}

a(

c 1 c3t-a-~ ::-e -.M f \

d ' .:l;:> !" ~ !) ( 2 ) •

•;o· !1 SUR>Oee:o. s q:.:.e ~ o~~ :;avo;.:; co::nc: c ccurcr
~ (nous verr o!'l:: ccci :;:> l \4:; lo ·!: );
c: que vdc· - de

a

'(

"'/..;cor~ s,o..

,,'(f~,.\.t

e

lo .~

un a.'l,;l c '(,. ;JO

Uc l

tr :.~,

~

leq·'el l' :1cccl er t '.cn

· ... t o~ . c es t nul le . Ainsi !)Our

c:-..aq ·e vcl.cu:- ocsurJ e "!o

w

1\ ,, w

i !"'ldcx

c.-,

~

le

F ig. 9

i.1.iicr •cr a l v· ,.. ~ c .:.rrc s ? O:l '. te ~ to ; ceci
=i~ ,. if ' c que l a :i u :.~. c
· ;:;.1.~:-\.! c.1tr c cc t i "':d.c x e t
1 ' ro..;::-i::;on ect 0c:..lc ti '(" • ~; i . · .1L . a...t lc vcc t cur
vi t en.:e est au :-_ v ~ . .;. d:: c c t i .odex cc ci ~ i r.;nific :..~e
1 1 <-'l[;l e ' e ·:o"t6e e::; t ' u:;te cgal :. ~ .. ' utrc· .c nt it
.::c l ' acc ~ l :r · t ... on l c l o..;; ' c l a tra jec t 'Jirr> est ~.ulle
et e:1 co•:s · q::cnce , G'le l a V:!. tesse est cons : an t c . ,;i l e
vec t cu::- vi te::;se est :lO'lS l ' '1 dex, l' acc•.!l .J r :..tion est
pooitive ; s i le ve e ~ :!.. .,. . vi t esse est u'..l- dessus t!.c
l'i.;<ie>: , l ' a cc cl J _... t i cn c !l : . Jca tive .
vi::;e

D' un au t r e ce t 6, ~i l e ~il ote a~-cnt e ou
i l verra l ' i n ex oonter ot.:. dcs ce. Cre
le viseur .
1~

;>ot~::e e ,

rJd ::i ~
.; ~"'lc

J.i ,, ~ i , le pilot e pcu ajuster l a poussec ti
c haque i ns trul t de fa 90n a ~i n tc~ i ~ la v i t cs ~e cons-

Col/ imateur de p i lotage. Pos ition du sym&o/e de pente totale
pour mo inten ir Ia v itesse f et I' inciclence ) constonte ou cours

de /'approche ( cas de Ia figure 6 ).

.:: t ::uri!'lte r.a..'l t , co:·.::~en t
d ' i ncide'1cc et l a :>e:1te t otale .

me s>..~re r

1 ' a.'1gle

La r lu ,art de~ sondes util i s ees ::ur l es
n;rions c o:tr erci ~U! _ ode mes ':lOur l a oesure de 1 ' a : --;l c
1
d i .1CLC!1C0 1 fo ·missent Ul1 sienal clectri que suffiS :JmllC • llr -"ci s pour pi:..ot er l c s pot du vi seur t@tc
haute. I l e :;t n ··ce s~ :li re s e·:l eccn t de f i ltrer l es
hnu :c~ rrequences .iu oic;.1n.l ~;l e c triq·J e de f oc;0&1 ·,
e·..ri tcr 1 ' :1"/ 0i: un poi. t trop " secou~ " .
s0~

our mes ll..t·e r l n
. . _"O:.;.Jioles

:J0:1t~

tot.:tlc , deux s ol t ionc
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::! · 1·' . t l r, n't: ...c . ::n eff c t , la
c c ... ~ n. ·ot :::C!:l Cst tcl! c qt e l n nr?'o:>.hi l itO
:0 ic ~:~ . .c ~at r!c •artlr o de 1 0'-~ par ntterr ...::zoar.c .
\.. !·, "J!
1i l o c c_·f cctue :tu co s s de s a C "l ::r: ~ rc e. vi r o.
•'"::Cs t tr l c t;., :Jt ... ~c ' axe av ' on .
1L ll'' -1ttcrr .. :;r.;v.;;co . L:~ p:..o n1bi.! i t ~ !' p o~tr cc lui-ci
'c =·· -: c _.. 1 ~trc r .'l·~ ::a .:.:: :~ unc ra · :;,1:, ? ·t.. ;..;1C n ! c:>urn de
i. lo:.cr ·.. ro· 1 ' l'1L,lc : ' i :lc.:. ~: c
~"- ..:n_..rl.
, f ~; : , } = i - 1 - p)
0~1 n est l c nar.:b re
t•o::~::,tr , ! ti - .. 0 .e , ·c •, c;o. " 1
u ' at t erl'is· .ge s oit ;>our n = 10 000 P = 0, 00995 ;
lc t.:. \'Cctcur ..l:... c- :;c .
-, t is ~ i r: e:.•ent , un r ilote :::ur cent, seulement, obse~era
1
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Par contre, l a presentation des i nforuati ons
.ue nous proposons dans le viseur t ete haute, rend
i•interpre tation de l a s ituation tres aisJe e t P?rme~
L' i nfo rna t i o!'l e :lC: t e to tale u .; coll ·;e
de fai re de lu prevision a court terme, rendant lnut1lo
O!'i c @t r fo·lrr".ie li' t~b lc ~ ae .)or J ct :.0:1 n.."ls
une attention ~outenue de surveillance de l'olnrme I
l e vise:u-.
s i en effet, le vecteur vitesse est 3UT le point
de~ire du seuil de piate, si les ailes sont horizonc ) L ' acc t?ler a t ! o:-. dispo~.ib le dir:li.nu.:!l'lt nornale.__nt avec tales et si 1 • incidence est a 1a valeur recommandee
1a ·;i:es se , l e con;. r Ole du ·ucollage doit 5e f u.ire en
. our l' approche, le pilote sait qu'il a plusieurs _
s ccondes davant lui pour reagir s i la panne surVlent,
ver i fiar. t cue l a ,>e . t e totale est to o s s upen eure
il u.ne v le~ li · t e fo~.ctio. d-"croi s sante de l a Vltesse . c ar 1a s itua ti on ne peut s e deteriorer tres r api dement.
C et~e fon ctio!'l lini t e peu t fttre c al culce pour chaq·~e
istance e cicolla e di sponi'::>le, et un cal cul teur ,
Pbl' a!. lleurs , l en info1"'-1ati ons procurees par le viseu:.coco ~ant l a ponte t o tale disponiolc a cette valeur
::ont olus "interessantcs" que celles fournies par
l icite , peut a lors e nvoyer au pilote une i ndicat · o!'l
plusi~urs L~stru:nen ls ne fourn.issant que des l?'andeur:..
" ":IO GO".
nuoer i que s . Le pilote peut suivre la progreSSlOn de
son avion en approcne en observan t l'agrandissament
Par aillc rs , apr es le deco 1 ~ , le pilote
de la piste s ·mthetique et en guettant l'appari tion
pcut nui vre une proced e a.'"l ti brui t en r espec t a.'"l t
de la pis te reelle "derriere" cette piste S''!lthetique,
to~te s l e ~ r etiles
e s~curi t e , ?uisqu ' ~l conna! t
a lors qu'il n' est guere "passionnant" de constater
1 · a:.;;le de mo.. tee et exacte::1en t la po·~see r:li.n imole
que l es deux aiguilles de l'ILS sont constamroent
n ~ ces s · r e oour oaint enir la ·.ri tesse consta."lte da."ls
croiscPs au centre du cadran.
ces condi ti~ns . tin outre, en ca.::; de panne oote•.tr, le
pilote pout aju st e~ l' angle minicum de montee de fa9on
entendu , cette surveillance du systeoe
a ';~t er les obstacles CO~"la.issant exa cteoent la Veri- d 'approche ilien
automati que par le vis eur t8te hau t e mice::t able oarge dispon.ible de poussee .
Enfi. , le s~·~teme de viseur tlte haute, tel
que nou.s l'avons decrit, ci-dessus, est-il utilisable
en c as d' appro~~e automatique ?

Actue llec ent, la fiabilite des systemes
d'approche automatique est insuff isante,pour que l'on
puisse accepter l'atterrissage sans surveillance du
pilote et recise des gaz de l a part de ce dernier en

•

-

La probabilite pour qu'aucun tJilote d'un groupe de
10 ne rencontre l a panne eat { 1 - p)10 aoit 0,9.
Par contre, la probabilite pour qu 1 8l:CWI pilote
d'un groupe de 100 ne rencontre la panne eat
(1 - p)100 soit 0,37 et pour un groupe de 1 000
cette probabill te t ombe a 4, 5. 1o-5 •
La probabillte pour qu'aucun pilote sur 1 000 ne
rencontr. la panne est de 0,37.
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ei te que lea informations fOUl'!liee par le vieeur
aient une oripne 4U'ferente de cellee utilieeea pour
le euida.-·
I l peut ttre egalement utile d'envoyer dans
le 'fiaeur ciea infomations 4e position de l'avion,
independantae du eyateme de guidap, pe:n~~~ttant de
bltir une partie de la pieta eyntMtique at dee informations de position provenant du eyeteme de guidap, lui....._, pour bll.tir le reate de la piste
Qntbetiqua!f Par contre, lee deuz c8tee et le aeuil
de sortie 4e piate eont foumis par le eyeteme de
guiciac-, le eeuil de piete et l'&Ke eont fournie par
le system. du neeur. Une discordance entre lee deux
eyate..s ne peut pas passer inaper~ du pilote et
doit inciter a •ttre lee gu au maxilll\llll tout en
pla~t prud-nt le vecteur 'fiteeee au-deesue de
l'horiaon, et au-dessOUB de la pente totale.

Par a!lleure, le pilot& ~ant volontiere
l'oeil tixe sur le vieeur pour eurniller 1 1 horizon,
la piete, le vecteur vi tease, tout• alarme, due a la
detection d'une panne du pilot& automatique, peut
ltre ai.gnalee par le cli~P'!otement de l'un de ces
symboles (la suppression temporaire 4 'une indication
uti: e eat plus sdrement detectee que !'apparition
d'un l'isnal eupplementaire, 'fiauel ou sonora, m&:e
tree in tenee).

On voit done que 1 1 analyse du pilotage an
approche automatique, pe:n~~~t de conclure aux avant&g~e du viseur tlte haute pour la surveill~~ce
active du syeteme.
~va11t de conclure, 4e •uelle uperience
de oe n01m1au 1118t- de priaentation dee informations diepoaone-nous ?

Lee MNla 4e cee ayat-.. aoat ...-ueu-nt de
tzooia t7Jie• 41ft4reata 1
1 ) clea ....1a &ll aisllatnr ,....tat aur le ayaU..
le plua co.plet ( ftOWV ri . . . . , p&llte totale,
llorisoa vUtlciel, plate &7Jltbet1q11&, re~re ._
p&llte ~ 6•, cape NpftH &Ill' l'llor1-) t7pe
!C 1~ pe:rMttut d''tudier 1.. aY&atqe& at 1• illcllll'fenieata du tiapoaiUf 4au le cu d'approcM
t7pe S'IOL ~ forte pente.

action sur 1• .anche 1 r~ la 'fit•••• eat trop ,rande le pilot& '' tire• au:- le unche.

a

- la pent• ••t pilotee 4e fa~on
aabteair l'a•ion
aur la trajectoi:re n.l par action aur la ....tte

4ea •• (une diainution de pente de 4eacente
a 1 obtient par aucaentation de la pouaaae)
Un tel aode de pilota_. ~ 1 1 1nt,rlt 4 1 hre
•ateble• alae au aecon4 re~a W!ia 1l a l'incon•~
nient 4e con4Y1:re a 4ea corrections tree lentea 4e
trajectoi:rea. La Yiteaae eat tree bien m~i ntenue asia
la recherche du bon r'giae aoteur eet lente at taati41euee (aurtout &i lee gradients 4e nn' neONBi tent
dee c~nte 4e regi.. au coura de la 4eacente,
principal..ent au Yoiainap du soU
La pilot• a done teadance a utilieer le•
aoda de pilotace innree a t•pe de reponae beaucoup
plua court asia inatable au aecon4 r'li•• t piloter
la pente au .anche et ..intenir la Yiteaae d'approcbe ~ la unette 4ea saz. On aait que ce aode de p1lotace eat instable ei l'on cherche ~ auiYre une
trajeotoire iapoa4e J une ac·tion a cabrer sur le
unche conduit a une aucaentation d'incidence ce qui
illllt&Dtuaen·. 4iainua la pent• de 4eacente, sale
conduit, ai l'on ne touche pall auz saz, a une penta
~. 4eacente btabilia'e plua torte (aucaentation 4e
trdnee au aecon4 regiae pour une diainution 4e riteaae).

Ce 4ernier ao4e de pilotace, tree rapide
(lea ftriationa de pent& aont quaai inatutanna)
a'eat inatable que ei l'on ne corrice ,.. l'aucaentation 4e trainee, due ~ l'aucaentation 4'1ac14eace,
par una au,aentatioa 4• poueaee.
&nc lea inatru.enta cl..aiquea le piloconnait pa11 la pouae4e adequate a atficMr et
touts erreur conduit a une acceleration ou a une d~
celeratioa qui ae ceaeent 4e croltre anc l'ecart 4e
Yitea.. (4 1 ol.l l'inatabilite dita 4e propulaioa).
t& De

Si le pilote diapoae du ri!leur Ute haute,
11 paut acir direct-at aur le ncteur Yiteaae polll'
.oclifier la trajectoire (action sur la pent& par le
~~&~~eM) tout en affich.ant, grlce ~ la pente totale,
la bonne )IOliHM lquilibrant ~ tout i1111tut la traln4e J le proble.. 4'1natabilit~ 4e propulsion au
Una ceataine 4'attarria..,.. oat lt4 ef- aecond ri&'...a! 4iaparllit 4onc.
fectu4e 4aaa cea con41tioaa at oat abouti auz coacluaioaa auiY&atea 1
2) 4ee ea..ia eur aYiona banes 4'eeaaia co..e le
lord 252 ezpert.eatal 4e l'lcole Xationale Buperieure
a) U eat indiapeuable 4e diapoeer 4ana le riaeur 4e l'Ul'Oil&uti .ue at 4e l'Bapece ( equipe 4 'un colliMtaur !C 121 <~one nctaur rita& ... hor1aor., plata
4 •un chap lat4ral autti.-nt ,ran4 po\&1' ae pall
perdre trap facil...nt la plate 4e 'f\&8 lora d 1 ~ &7Jlth4tique, •~ pent& potentielle at 4'un colliaataur
lutiou face a celle-d. L 1 144al ..rait bien eatu- CY 91
ap~roche a yue ayec un nctaur Yitaaae
411 ._ po~m~ir apercnoir la piata auz ,u.enta 90 aiaple ou c - un lord 260 equipe 4e 2 colliaataura
CY 91.
at 270 c• ..~ lat4ral-nt c - ea •ol a
we. Seul.. . clea uperienc• coapU•ntairea pe:rMtLa premier arion a pe:naia 4e aoatrer la poatrollt ._ priciaer le cheap lat4ral a1niaal accepta.ble (atr.eat aup4riev ~ celui tourni par 1.. dia- aibilite d'affectuer 4ee atterTia..,.a coapleta, anc
poeUifa actuele qui aoat aurajwte. ~ uae cabina roul-nt, en pilotap eoua capote. C'e•t ~ notre coaeziatute alore q111t cas 41apoaitifa dnront ltre
naisaance, le eeul dispositif &7&nt peraia 4'effectuer
a-Sa'- c - partiH iDtecrantea d.. cabinea au
de fa~on sdre le pilotage aYeucl• de l'a'fion, en rou....at ._ le\&1' conception).
leaent apr~s l'iapact, juaqu'a l'arrlt aur la piate.

rill'

b) le riaeur tete halite aYec ftctaur 'fi tease et penLee eeeaie sur le lord 260 (atterri..... ~
te poteatlelle aupprt.a 1.. 4itficultee de pilotace Yue aeaistea par le colliaateur) oat perai& 4e •4riau aecoa4 regiM. Cette coacluaioa n'ceaaite une
tier que la presence 4e a,abolea en position tlta haute
nplicatioa 44taill'-·
ne •polar1aaient• paa lea pilotea au point 4e 4ia1Duer
leur perception du aon4e ezterieur. ~ cet effet 4ea
k pilotace aWE i1111truaenta claUiquea le etatiatiquea de position 4u point d 1 iapact par rapport
a une banda . .t,r1alie4e sur la plate oat et' reln'-•·
probl-. du pilotace au aecon4 regiM eat reaolll
fant que la ban4e Yia4e eat loin 4u &euil reel 4e la
par la n.:t.e auiYant'l 1
piata la repartition dee iapacta eat aenaibleaent
puaaienna autour du pobt •1•'· Par contre lo:reque la
- la rite&M • t aai."lteav.e conatuta ~ la ftleur
baa4e 'fia4e eat ~ prta 4u eauil, la r'partition dee
~'1.~ >r,.
en ,Uera::..) par
iapacta, toujOIIZ'& puaaienne est nett-nt decal'e
•lone", ce qui prouve aana ubiguiU que loreque lea
• Par -..pla, lea dewt c8tes et le eeuil de sortia
~ilotea sont •aotiyea• (ici pour e'fiter 4e •toucher
de plate eoat fournis par l.e S)'Stema de f!Uiaaa-,
a1ant la ban4e•), ile per~oiYent natteaent le aon4e ezt~
1e S.W.l de pista at l'&Ke sont fournis par 1e
r!c-..r •derri~re• le colliMtaur•
..,n-. d1l viaaur.

( v,. ... :
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3) des esssis sur avione de ligna ou aviona d'arae. Des
colli&ateura d'approche a vue du type CY 91 ont ate
aon tea sur les ~ P1 , sur quelques itendard Iarine,
sur un DC 8 de l 1 U'U et eur un 747 d 1.lir l'ranee.
ll est plus difficile de faire part de resultata pour ce t,rpe d'experience, qui avait pour r&le
essentiel de faire connaitre le syst~me plut&t que 4e
fournir des conclusions.
On peut neanmoina retenir une tree bonne
acceptation du s,-teme, qui conduit, rappelona le, a une
modification radicale du mode de pilotage. Cette acceptation est particulierement large p<>ur l.es categories de
pilotes lea plus motives c'est-a-dire lea marins qui
constat~nt une simplification non negligeable des manoeuvres d'apontage, et lea pilotes de la compagnie lJ'U qui
doivent se poser tous lea jours sur des pistes courtes,
mal degagees et non equip8es de sye-te111e Il.S •

.linsi le collimsteur t8te haute, con~u initialement a la suite de considerations purement theoriques
sur l 1 ergonomie des postea de pilotage, a deja fait see
prsuves experimentales. Il ne remplaeera toutefois une
partie du tableau de bord claesique, que dans la mesure
ou il sera integre dans lea cabines des avions future
au stade alme de la conception. Cette etape finale ne
sera atteinte que si quelques avions experimentaux d4rives d 1 11vions modernes, sont "redessinel!" avec ce systems
entre autre (en particulier tous lea systemes CCV) et
essayes ainsi par les Services Officie1s (certification),
lea Constructeurs, l'Armee de l'Air, la Marine et lea
Compagnies .leriennes.

Some DHC-6 Twin Otter Approach and Landing Experience in
a STOL System.
by
Richard P. Benthan,
Engineering Test Pilot,
Ministry of Transport,
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 0N8,
Canada.

SUMMARY

The Canadian Government's decision to Introduce a STOL demonstration service revealed a need
for practical data and flight experience to assist In aircraft approval and development of safe
operational procedures.
From 1971 to 1973, a series of flight tests concerned with the steep approach and landing task
were carried out, initially in a DHC-6-100 Twin Otter and later in a DHC-6-300S. Approach angles of
6°, 7°, and 8° were assessed In terms of pilot work load and aircraft touchdown and landing distances.
Other relevant factors peculiar to the steep approach and landing task were investigated including
transition from en-route guidance to approach guidance, crew co-ordination, night operation, missed
approach and engine out missed approach, and approach turbulence and wind shear. Community noise
sensitivity was closely monitored. The flight test programme resulted in some modifications to the
production aircraft, the development of approach and landing operating procedures and the definition
of some potential problem areas.
DESCRIPTION OF STOL SYSTEM
Aircraft
In the planned STOL system we will have six DHC-6-300S Twin Otters operated from STOLports
at Ottawa and Montreal by Air Transit, an Air Canada subsidiary. The DHC-6-300S is a basic Series
300 Twin Otter with a number of modifications to enhance its performance and handling In the STOL
system. Some of these modifications will be discussed later in this paper.
Electronic Systems
Litton 101M Area Navigation (R-NAV) equipment will be used for en-route 3 dimensional guidance,
and the CO-SCAN scanning beam microwave landing system (MLS) will be used for precision stopp approach
guidance. Each aircraft will be equipped with an Airborne Data Acquisition System (ADAS) to gather
operational data to aid in the development of future STOL regulations and standards.
The Litton 101M R-NAV equipment is programmed normally by a card reader but it also has a
capability of reversion to manual inflight programming. Discrete STOL routings are stored on computer
cards which are selected by the pilot prior to take-off. Information on the cards includes Standard
Instrument Departure (SID), en-route airways. Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR), and missed
approach. The Litton 101M uses DME/DME (rho/rho) as a primary operating mode, with DME/VOR (rho/theta)
as a back-up mode. R-NAV approach guidance is programmed to coincide with the MLS approach path, so
the pilot has the redundancy of two separate guidance systems on final approach. This R-NAV equipment provides the advantages of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

direct routing
minimum cockpit workload
minimum Air Traffic Control (ATC) input.

Since the MLS locallzer and glide path are co-located, the ground installation must be located
at the side of the runway (for glide path considerations) with an offset approach course. At our
STOLports, the MLS installation is located on the right side of the runway, 80 feet from the threshold,
with the locallzer on-course offset 3° to the left. The Glide Path Intercept (GPI) is 125 feet from the
threshold with a 6° glide path angle.
The ADAS will record over A0 parameters on tape to be processed by a dedicated ground computer.
This data will be used to assess items such as aircraft performance, pilot workload, R-NAV and MLS
performance, effect of turbulence, etc. It la anticipated that It will provide a useful fund of
knowledge for future STOL development.
STOLport
Figure 1 shows our STOLport lay-out. Two of these sites are PüW completed and are In
operation at Victoria Park (about 5 minutes from downtown Montreal) and at Rockcliffe (near Ottawa).
Figure 2 shows the present STOLport runway lighting,
airport lighting are:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(•)

floodlighting of Che touchdown zone,
runway lights at 50 foot inturvala for the first
and the last 300 feet.
white strobe Light! to mark the threshold
alternate red runway lights for the last 500 feet.
no approach lights.

Figure 3 shows the layout, including target touchdown zones, of the STOI, runway. The runway
Is 2000 feet long by 100 feet wide, with a stopway/clearway distance of 400 feet at each end.
FLIGHT TEST I'ROCRAMMt:
Instrumentation
In 1971 we Initiated a flight test Investigation of the various aspects of steep approaches
Into a STOLport. We concentrated on the approach and landing, as the take-off In the Twin Otter is
the sane for both STOLport and conventional airport operations. Prior to the start of this project, the
Ministry of Transport was not equipped or organized to undertake flight research investigations of this
nature. Accordingly wo had a problem in acquiring adequate instrumentation and we had to make the best of
the very limited resources which could be gathered together quickly.
For example, we manually recorded approach path deviation (in terms of dots) at the Decision
Height, and airspeed and radio altimeter altitude at the runway threshold. We wanted to record the
point on the runway at which the aircraft first touched down. This we did with a very simple system
which worked very reliably and with surprising accuracy. A polarold land camera was installed at a
window on the right side of the aircraft, above the main wheel axle and at 90 to the fore and aft axis
of the aircraft. Runway distances markers we- surveyed In at 20 foot Intervals along the right side of
the runway. On the DHC-6-100 we used weight switches on the undercarriage to fire the camera on
touchdown, and on the follow-up tests on the production 300S model we used the right wheel spin-up
generator signal sent to the ground spoilers. Using a ground calibration, we were able to find the
point on the polarold print exactly abeam the main wheel axle, at 75 feet away (the distance from the
runway centre-line to our distance markers). To allow for crosswlnd on touchdown, a correction of one
foot per degree of crab angle was made.
This very simple installation was operated with great reliability by a single observer, who also
read the polarold prin1- and recorded the data between landings. Thus we had instant re-play, and
avoided the misery of undetected Instrumentation failures spoiling a day's results. The only problems
we had were one or two polarold film jams. The system worked very well and gave good accurate data for
our purposes.
markers.

The distance to the full stop was recorded visually by a slghtllne to the runway distance
We felt that the accuracy of a simple slghtllne was adequate.

We had no way to photographically record night touchdown distances, so these were estimated
by two observers in the cabin using the runway distance markers for reference. Their observations of
touchdown point were In close agreement and we believe that the maximum error was In the order of _+ 5
feet.
Another problem area assessed with the Instruments already available was that of the along
track wind shear component on final approach. This was recognized through the appearance of sudden
airspeed changes or approach path deviations. The pilots made an assessment of the degree of the wind
shear effect using a simple scale of 1 to 4 based on the magnitude of the airspeed change.
We operated a small weather station which gave runway wind velocity at 30 feet. Weather
balloons were used to measure winds aloft at 400 foot intervals up to 2000 feet above ground. We did not
attempt to correct landing distances to zero wind conditions, but rather recorded the landing performance
obtained with the existing known wind conditions.
I would like to add that this was a case of using very simple methods to obtain data, at
minimum cost and in minimum time. Our Intention was to gather data under known operational conditions,
accepting the weather as It came, and to put together all these variable conditions of weather, pilots,
braking conditions, etcetera. The net result would thus be representative of what might be achieved in
the real world of aircraft operations.

Test Aircraft
In our initial series of tests conducted at Rockcllffe airport in 1971, we used a Series 100
Twin Otter, In 1973, when a production Series 300S Twin Otter became available we conducted a second
test programme to compare results with our Series 100 tests.
Some of the pertinent data on the Series 100 and Series 300S Twin Otter are as follows:
DHC-6-100
Max Engine S,H.P.
Max Weight
Power Loading
Wing Loading
Aspect Ratio
C, Max

550
11579 Ibä
10,5 lbs/hp
27.6 psf
10,0
2,6

DHC-6-300S
620
12,500 lbs
10,1 Ibs/hp
29,8 psf
10.0
2,6
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Pllotg
For the DHC-6-100 tests, the subject pilots Included 6 experienced operational pilots, (not on
the DHC-6) and two test pilots. The second set of tests using the Series 300S Twin Otter were done with
3 Air Transit pilots (some DHC-6 experience) and one test pilot.
The pilot briefing for all of these flights was as follows:
1.
11.

111.
Iv.
v.
vl.
vll.

Approach under simulated instrument conditions, command steering or raw data, as assigned.
Intercept MLS glide path with landing flap down and airspeed set at 1.3 Vso (Vso, stall
speed In the landing configuration).
At Decision Height, go visual and land In the touchdown zone.
Do not "duck under" for the landing.
Do not reduce power to Idle until touchdown, If speed Is below 1.3 Vso.
Use moderate wheel braking to a full stop.
Series 100
Do not use propeller discing (forward CG. tests) Use propeller discing but not reverse
(aft. C.G. tests)
Series 30QS
Use propeller discing on all landings, but not reverse.
STEEP APPROACH TEST RESULTS

Vertical Speed and Time
The Series 300S Twin Otter at 1.3 Vso can achieve a rate of descent of 1400 fpm, or an
equivalent glide path angle of 10.7°. The Series 100 at 1,3 Vso can achieve a rate of descent of 1300
fpm or an equivalent glide path angle of 10°. At maximum landing weight, 1.3 Vso on the DHC-6-100 is
73 knots Calibrated Airspeed (CAS), and 7A knots CAS on the DHC-6-300S.
The vertical speeds required at 1.3 Vso in still air and the approximate tine remaining from
the Decision Height at 200 feet to touchdown (T/D) are as follows:
Glide Path
Angle

6°
7°
8°

Vertical Speed

Time D.H.
to T/D
15 sec
13 sec
12 sec

770 fpm
900 fpm
1030 fpm

We found that there was no unusual landing problem associated with the vertical speed of an 8°
glide path as long as the Decision Height was 200 feet or higher. With a D.H. lower than 200 feet,
the pilots felt they were approaching a limit in the time available to carry out the landing task.
We found that the pilots could not tell easily what glide path angle they were flying when on
instruments. Only after considerable experience and awareness of the effect of wind, could they guess
whether it was a 6°, 7°, or 8° glide path. Although the margin of vertical speed available to correct
down to the glide path was reduced as the glide path angle increased from 6° to 8°, the margin available
for the 8° glide path was considered limiting but acceptable for the conditions encountered. The 300S
has an increased flight idle engine speed and a reduced flight idle propeller blade angle. This combination produced only a slight increase in the vertical speed available, but it did produce an increased
transient thrust/drag response to changes in the power levers. This increased thrust/drag response was
considered to be a significant Improvement. I should mention that the slight Increase in vertical
speed available in the Series 300S aircraft has been welcome, even on the 6° approach. The moral of
all this seems to be that a pilot really appreciates having the ability to make prompt corrections
during the approach.
Offset Approach
Figure 4 shows the approach path geometry for a 7 glide path. With the 3 offset approach,
the aircraft just intercepts the extended runway centre line at a 200 foot Decision Height. The
approach path geometry for an 8° glide path moves the 200 foot D.H. to the right of the extended runway
centre line, and an "S" turn is required to line up for landing. For a 6° glide path, the 200 foot
D.H. is to the left of the extended centre line and only a slight left turn is required to line up for
landing. The "S" turn tended to make the 8° glide path 200 foot D.H. more difficult for the pilot.
When a D.H. of 300 feet was used, there was no "S" turn required to line up, and no problem with time
constraints and vertical speed effects in the landing task.
Landing Performance
Figure 5 shows landing performance results from one hundred 6°, 7
These results include the following operational conditions:
29 Runs - 6°
43 Runs - 7°
28 Runs - 8°

and 8° approaches combined.

35 Runs Aft C.G.
65 Runs Fwd C.G.
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82 Runs Day
18 Runs Night
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22 Runs 4 MPH Avg, Tallwlnd Component
78 Runs 5 MPH Avg, Headwind Component
Figure 6 shows a comparison of landing performance from 6U, 7 and 8° approaches. The average
touchdown distance did not change In any consistent way, but the touchdown scatter decreased as the glide
path angle Increased, Landing roll distance was not affected by the glide path angle.
Night Landings
Figure 7 shows the landing results for night and day conditions. We found that our pilots
liked the touchdown zone floodlighting because It gave good visual cues for the touchdown task. The
fact that the average touchdown distance was almost exactly in the centre of the touchdown
zone may be attributed to the pilots wanting very much to land In the floodlit area. The quality
(vertical speed at touchdown) of the night landings was found to be as good as those under day
conditions. All of the night landings were done at the foward C,G, limit, and propellor discing was not
used for stopping.
We were concerned about the effect of floating past the floodlit touchdown zone into the unlit
zone beyond it. However, this proved to be no problem. Since the aircraft was always very close to
the ground by the time the touchdown zone was passed, the pilots found they were not concerned at all
by the relative darkness beyond It,
Strobe lights were located at the threshold as we were concerned about positive Identification
of the runway in conditions of low visibility. Without the strobes, we have on record one case where
on a clear night the pilot was unable to find the runway in time and had to overshoot. This
was due to the 3 offset approach and a strong adverse croaswlnd which required a crab angle such that
the runway was about 30° left. Instead of straight ahead at the Decision Height,
Effect of Centre of Gravity
The effect of the position of the CG. on touchdown distances and scatter was significant.
Figure 8 shows the results of the DHC-6-100 with forward and aft CG, loadings. The aft CG, results
Include twelve landings each from 6° and 8° glide slope approaches and eleven landings from a 7°
glide slope approach.
It should be noted that the aft, CG, stopping distances included the use of propeller discing;
hence the shorter stopping distances.
Due to reduced elevator nose up control power and Increased stick forces at the forward CG,,
landings tended to be harder, touchdown distances were shorter and touchdown scatter reduced when compared
to results at the aft CG, With the increased nose up elevator control power and reduced stick
forces at the aft CC, the pilot's attempts to make smooth landings resulted In Increased touchdown
distances and Increased touchdown scatter.
Ground Control and Deceleration
In the ground deceleration phase, from touchdown to full stop, we found a wide variation
in performance due to different pilot techniques and skill in the use of brakes and propellor discing.
In this phase of the operation, pilot workload could be high under adverse conditions of wind and
runway surface. Also, the individual pilot technique In using the means available to control and stop
the aircraft was not always optimum. As will be seen later, modifications incorporated In the Series
300S aircraft made a very significant Improvement In ground deceleration.
The quality of landings, in terms of bounce or vertical speed at touchdown were as good as
in conventional operations. The pilots quickly adjusted to steep approach conditions and consistently
made first class landings.
Approach Speeds
We looked at approach speeds of l.A, 1.35, 1.3, 1,25 and 1,2 Vso, and found that 1,3 Vso,
was the best compromise. At higher speeds the great tendency to float down the runway was unsatisfactory in that it produced long touchdown distances and Increased touchdown scatter. At lower
speeds, the limited ability to round out for landing at the forward CC was unsatisfactory. At 1.3
Vso the pilot could deviate from the target speed by +; 5 knots without creating any unusual problems,
but at the other target approach speeds, high or low side airspeed deviations complicated pilot
touchdown control.
Approach Path Guidance
The flight director was a modified Collins FD-109 using Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)
for continuous gain scheduling. In the cockpit, full scale instrument deflection was +_ 1,4° for the
glide slope and + 3° for the locallzer.
We made
had to assess the
approaches to 200
vertical position
a landing.

twenty approaches not using the Flight Director command mode; that Is the pilot
magnitude of corrections for locallzer and glide path errors. Of these twenty
feet, two resulted In missed landings when the pilot did not correct an excessive
error. In both cases, the aircraft was too high at the Decision Height to permit
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Wind Shear
Wind shear was a cause for concern. Wind shear above about 400 feet was not a problem as the
pilot had ample tine to make adjustments. Lateral wind shear components and turbulence were not a
problem anywhere In our tests. But along track wind shear effect did cause some concern. Our one
missed approach due to wind shear occurred when transitlonlng from about a 20 knot tallwind Into a
calm condition at 200 feet above ground. The aircraft could not be slowed In time for a landing.
In other cases of descending from a headwind Into calm conditions at 100 to 200 feet above ground, we
had several Incidents of very low airspeed and accelerating sink rates close to the ground. The fact
that the engines were at low power settings and In a slow acceleration response range (4 to 5 seconds
to achieve maximum power) added to the pilot's problems. I should add that the Rockcllffe Airport is
located In a natural bowl-like setting beside the Ottawa River and this Is very conducive to a wind
shear situation In the lower few hundred feet.

1

Hissed Approach
The vertical velocity of 770 fpm (still air) on a 6° glide path together with the 4 to 5
seconds required to accelerate the engines from low power settings to maximum power caused some concern
about height losses to be expected In a missed approach. After reaching the Decision Height and
not nuiking visual contact, the aircraft must, of necessity, descend below the D.H. by some amount
before a climb Is established. The amount of the height loss before establishing this climb Is
determined primarily by the time delay of the crew In Initiating the missed approach procedures by
applying maximum power, checking the rate of descent, and raising the flaps.
In our tests, height losses were usually between 25 and 35 feet and were never more than .r>0
feet.
We feel confident that with good crew training and crew co-ordination a height loss of more
than 50 feet would be highly Improbable. A crew procedure has been established such that at Decision
Height the Captain must decisively indicate that he has sufficient visual contact to land. The copilot is programmed to Initiate the missed approach unless he hears and feels the captain taking over
for the landing. Thus, there should be no uncertainty at the D.H. as to whether there are
sufficient visual cues to make a landing. Unless the Captain takes the decisive action to call
for the landing and take over control of the aircraft the missed approach is initiated by the copilot as soon as the D.H. is reached.
Engine-Out Missed Approach
A missed approach does not occur very frequently. Engine failure also occurs very
infrequently and the two together, an engine failure at the critical moment in a missed approach,
could be considered a very improbable event. However, because of the adverse conditions of the
very high drag of the approach flap, the relatively high descent rate and the time required to bring
sn engine up to full power, we felt we should consider the case of an engine failure or hang-up at
the critical moment of a missed approach.
The engine out go-around situation requires that the crew take the correct actions and
carefully manage the energy available. At Decision Height, the flaps must be selected up and maximum
power applied. If the engine failure occurs Just before, or during this procedure, the pilot has
a very high workload problem with asymmetric power, low speed &nd a high drag configuration.
The Twin Otter flaps operate very slowly - taking about 30 seconds for full extension or
retraction. It takes approximately 10 seconds for the flaps to retract to a climbing configuration,
and during this time the pilot must hold airspeed at 1.1 Vmca (about 73 knots CAS) and allow
the aircraft to sink until the flaps retract sufficiently to permit a climb. Then airspeed Is
Increased slowly to best climb speed as the flaps continue to retract. This demands some concentration,
particularly when one is only 200 feet above the ground to begin with. If In addition one must,
without delay, feather the dead engine, the workload in the cockpit becomes very high. Our initial
experience using the DHC-6-100 was not very encouraging. In our initial procedure of selecting flaps
fully up from the landing configuration, we noted that the final 10 of flap retraction usually
resulted in a pronounced aircraft sink as the pilot tried to accelerate from 76 knots at flaps 10
to 87 knots at flaps 0° to follow the best climb speed. With pilots experienced on other types, but
not the Twin Otter, we observed height losses in excess of 200 feet, and large heading changes and
lateral track excursions. These were due to various pilot techniques and the high cockpit workload
compounded by the need for a manual feathering of the dead engine propeller.
Our efforts to Improve the safety of our engine out missed approach were concentrated in
reducing pilot workload and emphasizing pilot training. The autofeather system was modified to
Include a single torque arming capability. This provided autofeatherlng both In the event of power
application following or during an engine failure, and autofeatherlng with an engine failure after
power application,
A 10° flap selector stop was Introduced to hold the flaps on retraction at 10° - the best
single engine climb configuration. These changes In the autofeather and flap systems reduced pilot
workload to the extent that the pilot of the Series 300S aircraft has only to manage speed control
from a minimum of 73 knots CAS (1.1 Vmca) to 82 knots CAS during a single engine missed approach.
We found that line pilots often were reluctant to use full rudder in an asymmetric situation
requiring full rudder. Without training emphasis on the use of rudder, they tended to use Just enough
rudder to keep the yaw rate low, but not enough to stop it. Thus the aircraft slowly turned, sometimes
more than 90° and made unacceptable lateral track excursions. In pilot training, emphasis was placed
on the Importance of using full rudder and 5P of bank Into the live engine In an asymmetric situation
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UmplmslH was placed also on alrHpt'od control.

Theoi' muasureH made a tilKnlflcant Improvemt-nt In tht unKlne out HüHHIHI approach pcrformamc
In the Series 100S Twin Otter. The pilot's workload was reduced to applying maximum ■ngllM power
and controlling the aircraft, lleadln); and lateral track txcurtloni were reduceu to very small
proportions. Helftht losses were reduced to between 50 feet and 90 feet. Because of this we have
used a 100 foot hetßht loss from an Bnglnt out missed approach as a guide In conslderltiß minimum Decision
llelpht Ami zoning criteria.
It should be ment
entloned that In our initial tests on the angina out missed approach problem
we tried making our approa..
oaches with SO
.. 0 flaps
-..., down to the Decision Haight
,,
Instead of the full
..... 37°
.,
landing flap, In an attempt to reduce the time refjulred to raise the flaps to a climbing configuration.
This had no significant effect on engine out missed approach performance. However, as It did
significantly Increase our touchdown distances and scatter we abandoned the idea of partial flap
approaches.
THE DHC-fi-30()S
The fligbt tests on the l)HC-6-100 just described contributed to the final modifications of
the production Series 100S Twin Otter and to the operational procedures of the STOL service.

one-fi--sons
Some of the modifications which are incorporated In the 1)1106-300 to produce the 300S
model are as follows:
(a)

Ground Spoilers - automatic on touchdown

(b)

Hydro-Aire Mark III Antl-Skld Brakes

(c)

Power Lever Detent
- for ease of selection of optimum propellor discing
Auto-feather System
- available for missed approach case.

(d)

(e)

Propellor and Ng Flight Idle Limits
- propellor angle reduced from 11 to 10
- Ng Idle Increased from 507 to 55%

(f)

Flap Selector Stop - 10°

Ground control and deceleration were significantly Improved by the addition of the spoilcis,
the power levers discing detent and the antl-skld brakes. It should be noted that we were very
conscious of pilot workload and all of these modifications reduce pilot workload. The pilot has
simple tasks to perform; none of them depend on recognizing annunciated visual or audio cues; none of
them require precise careful judgement. The ground spoilers deploy automatically on touchdown and assist
In ground control and deceleration capability by getting the weight on the wheels Immediately after
touchdown. The power lever discing detent allows the pilot to quickly and positively select maximum
propellor discing. The anti-skid brakes eliminate the need to pick a braking path or pump the brakes
on wet or icy runways. The ground spoilers and the propeller discing are largely drag complementarv;
the loss of one or the other has little effect on the total deceleration available.
As mentioned previously, flight characteristics and pilot workload have been Improved by the
changes In the auto-feathor system, the propellor and Ng flight Idle limits and the flap 10°
selector stop. The single torque arming of the auto-feather system provides auto-feathering in the
event of an engine failure during a missed approach. Our tests Indicated that this capability was
essential to consideration of an engine failure during a missed approach. The change in engine idle
speed from 50Z to 55« was made to provide a better capability to handle high electrical loads.
The resulting reduced propellor flight idle blade angle from 11 to 10° produces an Increased available
vertical speed of about 100 fpm, and more significant, an apparent Increased thrust/drag response to
power lever changes. The flap 10° selector stop provides a reliable and simple selection of the best
single engine climb configuration.
Figure 9 shows the results of 5■9 landings from 6° glide slope approaches with the Series 300S.
The average touchdown distance which Is s ome 50 feet Inside the touchdown zone Is the target area that
the pilots generally aim to hit. We feel that the great success in arriving there, and the significantly
reduced touchdown scatter Is due largely to the Improved propellor blade angle and Ng flight idle comblnatlon. There was not an opportunity t o see if the reduced touchdown scatter with Increased glide
path angle noted In the DHC-6-100 tests ailao held true with the DHC-6-300S. The reduction in ground
deceleration distances due to incorporatl on of spoilers, power lever detent for maximum propeller discing
and anti-skid brakes was impressive. Tt should be noted that 52 out of the 59 runs were made by Air
Transit line pilots using their own versi on of moderate braking. The other 7 runs were made by a De
Havllland Aircraft test pilot. Uind cond itons, measured at 30 feet, were as follows:
-17 landings with an average tailwind component of
5 HPH.
-15 landings with calm conditions.
-27 landings with an average headwind component
of 8 MPH.
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Si'U-ctlon of (Uldc Path AngU'
The |lidl path Mglu of f>0, 7 und 8 wore ull consldcrcd to be safely useablu by the Twin
Otter, with the 8° case belriR limit Inn due to the approach path ceometry previously mentlond and due
to the vertical speed available to correct down to the glide path. After all factors were taken
into account, the 6° slide path was chosen over the 7° glide path. This choice was by no means
unan imous.
DHC"6-3008 Approach Procedures
Klnallv, a few words to describe the operational procedures that have been developed
to date for the final approach Into the STOI.port.
Between the R-NAV Initial approach waypolnt and the R-NAV final approach waypolnt at
1500 feet, the crew completes the final landing checks except for flaps and propellor pitch,
decelerates to Vfe for full flaps, and transitions to the MLS for precision approach guidance.
When the Flight Director is switched from K-NAV to M1,S Information, the R-NAV system continues to
present Its approach path Information to the pilot on a separate Indicator.
A monitored approach
method is used. In which the First Officer files the aircraft and the Captains monitors the approach
and uses the power levers to control airspeed.
At Decision Height, the Captain takes control of the
aircraft for landing.
The time of selection of full
glide path in the landing configuration
part In the pilot's decision on when to
incidents out of 59 approaches when the

flaps Is very important.
It is desired to
at a speed of 1,3 Vso. The winds at 1,500
select flap down.
In the final DHC-6-300S
stall warning sounded during the run-in to

intercept the 6
feet play a large
tests, we had 3
glide path interception.

This happened because of unanticipated headwinds (low ground speed) with the result that the
flaps were fully down before glide path Interception.
Because the interception looked so close
(the glide path Indicator showing just above interception) the pilots were badly misled.
Glide path
Interception was close In terms of distance but not In terms of time. The high drag of the landing
configuration required a substantial Increase In power, but the pilots were reluctant to apply the
power, expecting a glide path intercept at any moment.
Without the required engine power, airspeed
rapidly fell of to close to the stall.
The opposite case. In which a tailwind produces a high groundsp-ed
resulting in the aircraft flying through Che glide path before flaps are extended fully also creates
problems In getting down. The key to success Is to be aware of ground speed (available from the R-NAV
System) when approaching the glide path interception, and to select (he flaps down at the appropriate
DMF distance from that point.
After glide path Interception, and with airspeed at l.lVso, engine power is reduced and the
propeller pitch Is selected to full fine. This Is left to the last for noise considerations.
At Decision Height, assuming the runway is in sight, the Captain takes control.
His task
Is to land in the touchdown zone. On touchdown, the ground spoilers automatically deploy, the power
levers are selected to the discing detent and wheel braking is applied as required.
At Decision Height, if the Captain has not decisively signalled that he has control and is going
to l.-nd, the First Officer automatically, and without delay, applies maximum power and calls for flaps
10° for the missed approach.
PROBLKM ARKAS

lighting.

With respect to possible future problem there are two noteable ones; wind shear and STOLpoir.
Surprisingly noise does not appear to be a problem.

Noise

Although Rockcllffe airport Is situated on the edge of a long established and affluent
residential area, complaints about noise from the Twin Otter operation were rare. Noise measurements
taken at critical area in the neighbourhood revealed that the noise levels from ST0L operations
were no worse than those from the normal local street traffic. The low number of noise complaints seemed
to bear this out. Take-off power settings were confined to the airfield boundaries, with first power
reduction being made at 400 feet above ground. On approach, the low power settings, 5-15 psl torque and
low propellor speeds, (below 807 or 1760 RPM) resulted In very low noise levels. During one two day
period In October 1973, we made 75 take-offs and landings at Rockcllffe without a single complaint of any
kind being registered.
Wind Shear
The most Interesting problem area Is that of wind shear. We believe that the most effective
thing we can do now In our Twin Otter operations Is to ensure thai the line pilots are thoroughly
trained and are briefed dally on shear conditions expected at the STOLports. We are exploring means
of predicting and reporting local shear conditions In a form useable to pilots.
STOLport Llghtlng
The night lighting of the STOLports is by no means final. At Victoria Park, the Bonaventure
F,xpressway loops around the STOLport, and poses a problem of positive STOLport Identification, As an
adverse crosswlnd may place the STOLport 30° off to one side with the Expressway straight ahead, one can
appreciate the problem. The nlutlon here seems to lie in developing unmistakeable STOLport lighting.
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CONCLUSION
rclsc aimed nt explorlnK n new
This paper has described a very practical flight teat exercise aimea at *»#**,**■,,,
operation fluid. The protect was simple, Inexpensive and results were applied quickly to aircraft
development and operational procedures
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LOW POWER APPROACHES
by

B. Lyle Scliofleld
Chief, Flight Test Technology Branch
AFFTC/DOE6T
Edwards AFB CA 9352 3

SUMMARY

Discussions are presented on current final approach-to-landing procedures along
with the relationship of conventional approach speeds to the lift to drag (L/D) relationships of aircraft. The characteristics of L/D relationships are discussed in view the
landing approach maneuver, identifying the potential advantages of operating on the
"front side" of the L/D curve. Flight experience of low L/D, idle power approaches
using the front side of the L/D curve are reviewed in light of the piloting task. The
velocity convergence relationship for operating on the front side of the L/D curve are
presented and the convergent characteristics for both transport and fighter aircraft
are explored. Front side approach and landing performance for the KC-135A and T-38A
aircraft are presented. Convair 990 touchdown dispersions from low L/D, idle approaches
are presented. Other significant advantages of the low power, front side L/D landing
approach are enumerated.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
DEFINITION

SYMBOL

UNIT

V
t dVt,
acceleration factor d + JJ— gr-)

lift coefficient

"L
9

gravitational constant

32.2 ft/sec2

h

altitude

feet (ft)

L/D

lift to drag ratio

n

normal load factor

g's

S

reference wing area

ft«

calibrated airspeed

knots (kts)

equivalent airspeed

knots (kts)

true airspeed

ft/sec

wt

weight

pounds

p

air density

pound sec2
ft*

0

ratio of ambient air density to sea level air density

z

SUBSCRIPTS
GS

I.

glide slope

INTRODUCTION

Accident statistics bear out the fact the landing is a critical phase of flight.
Some evidence of this is manifest in the U.S. air carrier statistic for 1972 where 87
percent of all airline fatalities occurred in landing accidents. U.S. Air Force
statistics show that 15 percent of all major accidents occur during final approach and
landing and 65 percent of these accidents result in fatal or major injuries.
These statistics are no surprise to pilots. They have always considered that
setting up for final approach, maintaining the final approach glide slope, flare and
touchdown are their most demanding piloting tasks and require constant proficiency
training. In spite of our phenomenal technological advancements in the past two
decades, this situation has seen no significant improvement and in many cases has
worsened due to the increase in approach speeds, without increasing stall margins.

Thoru munt be a better v.'ov to perform thin most difficult task. Connidcrablc
effort lian boon expentlod In providino inprovemontn in high lift syntomn to lower npccdr-i
for apr>roncli and landinn. Thcno arc stepB in the riqlit direction but maybe opced
reduction, throuql: bettor liiqh lift deviccn, La not the only important pavoff aroa for
mal;inn tlio landino maneuver oanior to fly and connoqucntly nafcr.
II.

CONVEHTlONAi IANDINC1 APPROACH

A iTio f review- of tha pilotinn tan), durinq fi nal approach to landinq will provide
none inritiht into whore improvementR can bn made. T he pilot firnt munt reduce hin
■pood to offr ct tic proper confiourat ion ohangoa for landinq, i.e., flaps and aear
Join, firult anoouüly he rurt mannuvor to intercept a ql ide nlopo at which time
and pov.or rettinq to maintain
furthar sdjui tmont In rofuircd to ol tain the proper Bpood
r
the nominal t 1 rcc denrec nlidc nlopo. ritel attitud i i UBOd to correct to the olidc
r-lo] o and tlio n povcr in rofuirod to oonpennato for r pfuiltinq npood chanqcr vhen approach
r.pcedn, to na intnin the three dooroe qlidc "-.lope, ar 0 at the top of the L/D curve,
V.'hon ma);inri a n approach on the bach Bide of the L/D curve, airspeed must be maintained
(Fiqurc 1)
laraolv witl attitude chanqon and poror in ur.od to c ontrol sin); rate.
Handling nual itior of thn aircraft at thona apoodn a re often nluqqir.h at lent.
Conmunloatlon tanhni about rhlel little; can ho done. add an additional vorlload.
Cruine flinit ir performed MOII on tho front r.idt; of the L/D curve vhoro fliqht
path control ir. performed v;ith pitch control, Alno, the aircraft ii ; more responRive
duo to hiol-.or dynainio pronnuroRt
Controllinn fliqht path \;ith attitude, oporatinq on the front sido of tie L/D
curve, in a natural tochninuo to the pilot 1 ecaure mont fliqht tine ir RPcnt under there
conditions.
In it ponniblo, tl en, to perform landinq approaches under there conditionr,
and if BO v! at aro the Irnofitr, and drarl acl.r,? The annvcr to these ruentionn in th.c
rul jeet of t\Ar. paper.
ITT,

Lor L/p, IDLE poran APPROACH cxpnRiEiicn

The potential or performinq landinci approaches on the front r.idc of the h/D
curve for conventional aircraft var. an unexpected by-product of looking at the guidance
prol lonr arrnciated cith terminal area naneuvorinq of the planned r.pace si uttle. finer
th.c da"r of the X-l reaearch aircraft \:c, at hdrardr Air Force hare, have 1 eon perforrino unpo\-ered landir.qr; and conner-uentl" have been rtronq advocates of unpov;ercd
approachen for shuttlo an a moans or oliminatinq the rcfuirep.rnt for nirl reath.inq
landino onqiner. i-ith a resultant «.'eight savinefa. In support of tl i n concept, a
nunl or of recent flioht ntudiofl have been made of the'naviqational and landinq
rctruirerentn of the r.racr Rhuttle.
It van durinq pilot del ricfinqs for lov L/D studies, usinq an F-lll and r,-52 aircraft (reference 1) tl at t he potential benefit of unpowered approac cs for conventional
aircraft ran identified,
It v/afl reported in the F-lll L/D studies, that the "...
pilot'r tanl of fl"inq the Inv L/D approaches van considered hy all participating
pilots to ho easier than f l^inq a normal« povered three degree ILS approac!;."
Ouotinq aqain fror, rcforcn ce 1 concerninq the rih-132 qround control approaches, "Here
aqain, an in tie cane of t he F-111A inntrument approach, the piloti nq tash \as less
dotnanding bocaune the airp lane van being florn in the speed stable reqion which
rerruired no tl.rottlinq and the handlinq dualities vore Letter at tl o higher (than
normal) approach speeds." It should also be pointed out that those approaches vcro
nade at L/I) ratio;: of 3
to r.7 (figure 2). All L/D'n hut th.c F-l 11A 2f droree vinq
svecp, qear do\n confinura tion arc significantly lo\.-er than vould 1 e the case for
post transport aircraft la ndinn confiqurations. The F-lllA 50 and 7 2.5 doqroc vinq
sreep L/D cl aractoristic are similar to those that can be expected from fiqhter aircraft at idle thrust.
I"

L/D CURVE ClIARACTERIFTICS

'..'hat arc sore of thr characteristics of fl^inq on the front üde of the L/D
curve which results in comments of "...easier t'-.an filing a normal povered three
doqree Ihr approach.."? Let's examine none of Lie inportant charac teristics of the
L/D curve,
(Tn this discussion, it should he hept in mind that fl iqht path, angles aro
The
inversely proportional to L/D, the higher the L/D, the shallower t he fliqht path.)
L/D curve can le separated into basically throe roqions (fiqurc 3) ; the front side,
the top and the lach side. The front side of the L/D curve in the stalle operatina
area. When operating on the front side, loverinq the aircraft nos e v i 11 increase
airspeed which lovers L/D thus producing a steeper fliqht path anq le. Raising the
nose will decrease airspeed vhich increases L/D thus producinq a hallovor fliqht
path annle. The airplane vill also he speed stable vhilo fl'-inq a lonq a particular
flight path annle. That is, excess speed alonq a chosen fliqht pa th anqlc vi11 produce excess dran, renultinn in a deceleration tovard the desired a irspeed. The
characteristic oeuations descrilinq tie speed stahil.it" vill le di scussed sul scrucntl".
'i'he had side of tie J,/D curve is unstable. he orinq the nose vill increase
speed 1 ut the L/D increases with increasinq speed and conseeucntlv results in a
shallover flight pat!. Tl is sa-T. that in order to reduce fliqht path anolc, vithout
chanqinq pover, a pilot vould have to pushover, vhich is comi letcly opposite of
nornal pilot reactions. This is why pover changes arc so critical vhen fl^inq on
the hacl side of the L/D curve.
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npocd in alno unntnl lo vith renpoct to u particular fllqlit path; I.e., excenn
Tlic inaad
BpMd alona tlio fliolt path will ror.ult in tlic nanu lift but ln\'ur tlraq (hiaUor L/D)
ami
siui the
ciio nirpianu
airplane \vill
Jii acccicrntc
accolcrntc avray
avay iron
fron the
CUD ui!;<ari;u
drsirod riyiMiu,
npood. ncMn«
lieinq ujnvrr
r.lo\ or on cna
the
llido nlopo will ronult in a continuinq npood roduction, unlcrn po\cr i^ applied. Tr
qlido
It any vondor, then, that aircraft havo oxpurioncod stall on final apf^rnacl. vhon the
it
pilot in norcntaril" dir.trnctcd and the airnpocd rlo\,'n divorqentl".
pi
Flyinci on top of tho L/D curve la a neutrally ntal le condition rccuirinn tecliniducn Lcnido attitude and npoed for flight path control (c.q. hanh anqlc, speed
brakes and thrurt modulation).
V.

PROMT PTDi: L/D APPROACl'

It ir. apparent fror undcrstandinq tlio cl-.aracteriRticn of the L/D curve that there
are none very desirable featurer. annociated vith making approachcri on the front nido
of the L/U curve, rirr.t, correctionr! to the qlidc r.lope arc natural.
If vou arc
bolov tlic qlidc slope "ou pull up and vice, versa. Tecond, once on the olido slope, the
speed will tend to stabilise at a qiven value. The speed to vhich the aircraft ^ ill
stabilise is well ahove stall vhoro it has responsive hpndlinq characteristi.s.
Third, throttle or speed 1 raho manipulations are sinnificantl" reduced or eliminated.
An approach based on these criteria vould he an proscntod in finure 4. The
initial approach, qlidc slope vould h-o fron ti to 12 doqreos, depending on tie aircraft's
L/D cl-.aracteri sties for tie landinn approach conf iquration and povor sottinn used.
The point at vhich tho initial approach slope intersects the plane of the runway is
called the air point and its location is selected on the basis of the aircraft's
deceleration characteristics. The vclocit" at flare initiation is such that tho airplane reaches touchdown speed beyond runvay threshold.
VI.

VELOCITY cri.'vnrrrrci; MiOHC APmOACll GLIDE SLOPE

The post-flare deceleration distance ir dependent upon tho flare entry velocitv,
If the velocity is excessive, tho airplane vill float too far down the runvay prior
to touchdovn. If the velocitv is too lev, it ma" land short of runway threshold.
It in important, then, to ho at tho proper speed prior to the start of flare. This is
possible, vithout the rcruironnnt for povcr chanqos, if the approach is made on the
speed stable (front) side of the L/D curve.
The naonitudc of this speed stability has been defined by an enuation developed
in a presentlv unpublished study by the author. This relationship vas checked for
validitv usinq both fliaht test and simulator data. The enuation is as follovs:
1.128 x KToA.

AV

[£^£8

e

L

,1
Hts 1,
l l

L/D

J lftfifl ft

(1)

AV
e
T-r— = incremental chanqe in airspeed due to incremental chanqe in
altitude

o = atmospheric densitv ratio
'SL
A.
GF

V

= acceleration factor for the qlide slope velocity and altitude
V. dV.

t1

+

r air'

= equivalent airspeed (kts) , V

" V

for approach speeds

(L/Dj-j,
'GF = the L/D for the stabilized qlide slope
L/D = instantaneous L/D
There are a couple of intorestinq characteristics of this equations. First, the
velocity convcrqes asymptotically to the glide slope stabilized airspeed. This is
evident from the bracketed parameters!

[^-']
As the instantaneous L/D approaches the qlide slope L/D, the first factor in brackets
approaches one and the value in brackets approaches zero. This is best illustrated
by figure 5. Tho top qraph in figure 5 illustrates the subsonic L/D performance of
a representative aircraft. The glide slope L/D was selected to provide front side
L/D variation of at least plus or minus one L/D. The bottom graph illustrates the
glide slope stabilized airspeed as a function of altitude. The glide slope in this
case was 11.9 degrees for a vring loading of 35 pounds per square foot (PEF). Also
shown are velocity convergent characteristics for the case of being one L/D high
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(slower than the qlidc nlope airppced) on the qlide slope and one L/D lov; (high speed)
on the qlidc nlops. Tho fttart of dencont for tliesc conditions vas 12,000 feet altitude.
This, of course, vould bfl an pxtrcmo case fron ^in operational viewpoint and would Le
more representative of a space shuttle approach.
Tlio second cliaracteri stic of tli o velocitv converqonce relationship is also associatcd with tho bracketed parameters, T lie ratio of h/Ü for stal.ilized qlide slope to the
instantaneous L/D controls, to a qroat extent, the velocitv converqont characteristics,
This characteristic in dependent loth on the inaqnitude of the qlide slope L/D and on
the local slope of h/D curve at the al jde slope L/D. To better study these effects,
(FJaurc C)
typical L/D curves for Loth transport and fiqhtor aircraft were defined.
The transport curves cover a ranqo of Idla po\ or, landinq confiquration h/D cl:aractoristics for larqor transport aircraft i ncludinq tic rc-135A with hotli 30 and Ijf1 deqreos
flaps and the C-5. Tho fiohter curves include the idle power, landing confiquration
characteristics of the T-3C aircraft,
(The T-38 and F-fiB are essentially eruivalent
in aerodynamic characteristics.)
A nunLor of qlide slope L/D's were selected on tho front side of each curve and
the local slope (d(I./D)/dC.) were neasurod. From these data, velocity convorqcncc characteristics were computed usinq couation (1) and the followinq relationships:

L/D = L/DGe

+

tCL ^£L

(2)

where
AC

=

and
20 5 n (VJt/f)
(3)

The velocity converqonce cl aractcristics for transport and fiqhtor aircraft are presented
in figures 7 and C respective!", for n wing loading (Wt/S) of fiO rounds per ecmaro foot.
Velocitv converoencc is for initial speeclr of V e
plus 20 hnots do\:n to V fi
•plus five
GS
Gß
hnots. Since the vclncit" convoraencc is also a weal; function of altitude (o and Af)
convercenco \'as computed for altitudes o< less th.an 7,ri00 foot.
Some interostinn characteristics onorqe from those data.
Phe transport data shows
th.at at tho higher values of a(L/0)/dC. the loi.'or L/D's result in a arcatcr altitude loss
to effect a ciivrn vclocit" converqonce, 7t low values of d(L/D)/dC , the opposite is
true. Tho crossover area occurs between slopes of eight (R) and twelve (1^) and an
associated altitude loss of around 4,000 feet altitude. Although the same crossover
characteristic is not evident in tho case of the fighter aircraft (figure C), the
minimum altitude loss is again ahout 4,000 feet and the d(L/D)/dC slopes are between
eight (3) and twelve (12),
Another intercstinn feature of these curves are that at vor" low slopes, tho altitude loss for velocitv corvornence Increases rapidlv. This is to Lc expected since these
slopes are representative of the ton of the L/D curve where velocity convoraencc is
weal, or non-existent.
VII.

IDLE POWEn ATPROACI! CHARACTERISTIC OP REPRESENTATIVE AIRCRAFT

Idle power approach characterist-'.cs were investigated for throe L',r. lit Force
aircraft. These wore the C-TJA, KC-135A, and T-30A aircraft. Lach aircraft was
examined to determine if its idle power approach characteristics would permit an idle
power approach. Then knowinq the approach charactorlstico, tho flare and landing
were examined to determine the aim point and decoloration distance to touchdown.
Deceleration distance due to weiqh.t, touchdown speed and L/D variations were also
invostiaatod. The KC-135A and the T-3nA will he presented here in that they represent
tho extremes for the aircraft investigated.
Fiqure 9 present the L/D cliaracteristics of the KC-135A for the landinn confiquration (30 degree flaps). It will be noted that the effective lift to drag ratio (L/D ,,)
charactcrir.ti.es channe sliahtl" with nrosr. weigl
,. .,, t.
. . This is due
,,_ to
>.,, the
...,,, sliqht
.,,..,. , variation
.,., ,,.
in idle thrust as a function of airspeed. Also noted arc the flap limit speeds for
the various gross wein! ts. Allowal le L/D variations are not significantly restricted
by tho flap i:r.it speed except for tho hiqhcst gross weight case
"Iso noted are the
normal approacl conditions.
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Thn conditloun amociatcd vitli approach, flare and touchdown are shown in table I.
The approach qlidc slope anolo for this confiquration v;aR 5.8 dcgroeB. AsFuminq that

i

WEIGHT

APPROACH
L/D

(LBS)

APPROACH
SPEED Ve

APPROACH
ANGLE

(KNOTS)

9.41

211.450

ALTITUDE
EXPENDED
DURING
FLARE
(FEET)

TOUCHDOWN
SPEED Ve

(KNOTS)

DISTANCE
FROM AIM
POINT TO
TüiJCHDÜWN
(FEET)

END OF
FLARE
SPEED V^

(KNOTS)

191

5.8°

58

190

4023

159

n

177,300

9.41

181

5.8

52

179

4169

146

\

1?1,100

9.41

156

5.8°

39

155

3438

121

|

Table I.

L/D Front Side Approach and Landing Characteristics
KC-135A Landing Configuration (30° Flaps)

the aim point v/ould be located 3000 feet from runvay threshold, this glide slope would
place the airplane at 311 feet above ground level (AGL) one nautical mile off the
approach end of the runvay, at idle power. Using conventional approach techninues
the airplane would be at height of 318 foet and would be carrying 40-45 percent of
rated thrust.
Figure 10 presents touchdown dispersion from the aim points as a function of aircraft gross weight. Touchdown dispersion is presented for being both 5 knots fast and
5 knots slow at the start of flare, in addition to touchdown dispersion for an on
speed condition. These dispersions are about the same as those encountered during
normal landing operations.
The T-38A L/D curves for idle power approach are presented in figure 11. The
approach speed were well within the flap limit speed of 220 knots. Touchdown dispersions, presented in ficjure 12, were less than 900 feet for the gross weight variations
which v.'cre studied. In this case, the deceleration distances were about the same as
for the KC-135A and would remiire selection of an aim point approximately 3,000 feet
before runway threshold. The conditions associated with approach, flare and touchdown are shown in table II.

WEIGHT

APPROACH
L/D

APPROACH
SPEED Ve

APPROACH
ANGLE

(KNOTS)

(LBS)

ALTITUDE
EXPENDED
DURING
FLARE
(FEET)

END OF
FLARE
SPEED Ve
(KNOTS)

DISTANCE
FROM AIM
POINT TO
TOUCHDOWN
(FEET)

TOUCHDOWN
SPEED Ve
(KNOTS)

j

12.000

5.05

206

10.5°

222

195

4366

150

j

9.000

5.2

178

10.5°

167

170

3462

129

j

Table II.

L/D Front Side Approach and Landing Characteristics
T-38A Landing Configuration

Touchdown dispersion was investigated by Kock, Fulton and Drinkwater III deference
2) usir.g a CV-990, four jet engine, commercial aircraft. A ground command guidance
system transmitted glide slope and localizer error to the aircraft for display to
the pilot (ILF type presentation). Hooded approaches, on 11 or 12 degree glide slopes,
were made down to 600 feet ACL whore the pilot initiated a visual flare and touchdown.
Touchdown dispersions for the 25 approaches made under these conditions arc presented
in figure 13. The variations experienced in these tests are shown to be about +800
feet, again within operational tolerance.
The handling characteristics of this aircraft were considered to be '...representative of this claf: of airplane, with the exception of lateral control forces, which
are high." The Dutch roll characteristics were also poorer than would normally be
encountered in present commercial aircraft, particularly since this aircraft did not
incorporate any stability augmentation. In spite of these deficiencies it was
reported that: "No unusual stability and control requirements were encountered during
these tests, and the approach technique itself, in which high speeds were used, allowed
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better airplane response than Is possible at the constant, lower speeds of a conventional
approach,"
VIII.

OTHER ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGE.«!

There are other significant advantages of this approach technique, In addition to
the advantages already mentioned. These are:

1. Noise abatement which would acrue from both the steeper approach and lower
power settingR (probably idle) attendant with the front side approach.
2. Landings could be continued with minimal interruption and additional pilot
workload in the event of power loss during landing approach.
3. If a missed approach is reruired, it may be initiated with the advantage that
the approach speed is closer to best engine out or missed approach climb speed.
Implementation of front side L/D approach is not without its problems. The major
drawback is that the present instrument landing systems could handle this tvpe of
approach only with a sophirtjeated onboard guidance system. Present Instrument landing
systems do not provide for multiple glide slope selection (reference 3), and mor» than
one ain point may be required to handle all aircraft vith acceptable touchdov.'n d., apersion.
The higher descent rates attendant with the higher approach speeds and steeper
approach angles would seem to dictate a tro segment glide slope approach in order to be
compatible with the present Category Two IFR rules. This may best be done by a transition from the steeper glide slope to a 1-2 degree glide slope.
Another potential problem area is flap limit speeds because at the heavier gross
weights investigated the front side L/D approach speed was close to the flap limit speeds.
In some instances, aircraft design changes may be required to alleviate this area of
concern, or approaches might have to be made at partial flap deflection.
IX.

CONCLUSION

In summary it can bo said that the advantages associated with performing the
landing approach on the front side of the L/D curve are both numerous and significant.
While there are some identified problem areas, this concept merits further consideration
and study in an effort to improve safety for this most critical phase of flight.

X,
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Cruise Configuration

L/D
Landing Configuration
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Figure 1.
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0
Figure 2.
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L/D Characteristics
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 7.
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0.2
Figure 9.
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STEEP APPROACH FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF A BUSINESS-TYPE
AIRCRAFT WITH DIRECT LIFT CONTROL

P.G. Hamel
K.K. Wilhelm
D.H.'Hanke
H.H. Lange

Institut für Flugmechanik
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLF)
Braunschweig-Flughafen

S unwary

The trends in aircraft approach and landing procedures are such that increasingly noise abatement constraints impact on vehicle flying (handling) qualities.
A ground-based flight simulator program and concurrently a flight test program were conducted
at the Institut für Flugmechanik of the DFVLR Research Center Braunschweig using a MBB-HFB-320
Hansa Jet airplane which was retrofitted with an analogue fly-by-wire flap and thrust control
system. The direct-lift control system was used for alleviating handling qualities problems
during steep noise-abatement landing approaches.
A variable direct lift control system was made feasible for optimization purposes by changing
the gearing ratio of the electric flap-elevator interconnect. Facilitation in pilot's workload
and improvements in flight path control were analyzed by statistical methods. Experiences
gained by flight test results and noise measurements show that routine 2-segment noise-abatement approach paths can be introduced successfully when adequate path guidance, quick-response
flight path corrections and minimum throttle activity are possible.
1.

Introduction

Heise annoyame by aircraft during take-off and landing has become a serious environmental problem.
Citizens affected by noise, form groups demanding restrictions to air traffic and airports. Approx. seventyfive percent of all complaints apply to landing aircraft which approach the airports at low altitudes and
hight thrust levels (fig. 1).
Many of today's aircraft types still exceed the TAA noise limits when starting or landing. A certain
number have been phased out already or will be replaced in the near future by aircraft of the "quiet generation", as, for instance, the widebodied DC-10, Tristar, B 747 B, the Citation, and many others. These
aircraft represent the realization of the development of "quiet engines", which are one major accomplishment towards noise reduction.
Apart from technological progress, eliminating the noise at its source, the application of
advanced approach and departure procedures can help to reduce disturbing aircraft noise.
Stimulated by the investigations of methods of reducing the noise of jet aircraft during take-off
and landing at the NAKA Ames and Langley Research Centers (ref. 1) and in view of severe noise problems
in the Federal Pepublic of Germany, the DFVLR is currently conducting theoretical studies (ref. 2) and
flight tests in the field of aircraft noise (ref. 3). An overall survey on problems associated with
noise-abatement flight path profiles for CTOL and V/r>TOI, aircraft can be found for example in reference U.
Noise reducing departure procedures are achieved by a steeper climb angle which results in a faster
increase of the distance between the observer on the ground and the source of the noise. Throttling the
engines, i.e. by diminishing the intensity of the noise source is a further possibility to reduce at
least the jet noise in limited areas. Finally, an increase of the flight speed in order to shorten the
duration of the noise exposure reduces the subjective noise annoyance. Based on a number of theoretical
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and experimental evaluations, such departure procedures are practiced world-wide by the airlines.
On the contrary, noise-abatement approach techniques do create problems. Flight tests have shown
that a remarkable noise reduction would result from steeper angles of descent, ranging for CTOi, aircraft
from four to seven degrees. However, several problem areas like rate of descent near ground, flight-path
control, pilot's workload,guidance and display information and engine response have to be taken carefully
into account. Although two-segment steep approaches appear to be a feasible way of reducing airport noise
and appropriate procedures are introduced into U.S. airline services, there is still the need to identify
problem areas for further refinement before sucii procedures can be applied world-wide.
It is the purpose of this paper to define and discuss problem areas of steep noise-abatement landing
procedures from a flight mechanics standpoint. Flight test results of the DFVLR research aircraft MBBHFB-320 are presented. This aircraft (fig. 2) is equipped with a special analogue fly-by-wire direct-lift
and throttle control system. Since an increased number of small executive -jets are flying from private
and regional airstrips, the aircraft noise problem has been spread out to additional thousands of resldental areas. For this reason, the DFVLR-fllght tests with a business-type aircraft are of special actual
importance.
2.

List of Symbols

CAP

control anticipation parameter

DLC

direct lift control

DOT

cross-pointer scale

Y

flap-to-elevator gearing ratio

1

distance CG-Pilot

P
w

M

pitching acceleration due to velocity w

M

pitching acceleration duu to control deflection 6

6

frequency-dependent pitching acceleration due to control deflection 6
vertical load factor
steady-state load factor
load factor angle of attack sensitivity
pitch rate
Laplace-variable
time constant in Y/S
'62

time constant in 9/6

e

numerator
numerator

e
aircraft steady-state velocity
vertical velocity perturbation

acceleration along Z axis due to velocity w
acceleration along Z axis due to control deflection 5
angle of attack
flight path angle
elevator deflection
flap deflection
th

throttle deflection
pitch attitude
instantaneous angular pitching acceleration
standard deviation

nsp

undamped natural frequency of short-period mode
pilot induced pumping frequency
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3.

Steep Approach Handling Qualities Problems

3.1

Control decoupUne
Precise control response of the symmetrical motion of an aircraft along its flight path during the

landing approach needs an accurate and easily interpretable guidance information. This will permit the
pilot to determine his flight path error correctly. The reduction of the error requires that the flying
qualities of the aircraft are satisfactory. Only the combination of satisfactory flight path Information
and flying qualities will result in satisfactory control characteristics.
During landing approach the pilot lays strong emphasis on his ability to control altitude.
Decoupling of the two basic flight path response variables of the aircraft thatiis altitude and speed,
presents one aspect of a possible simplification of the pilot's control task. Looking at the conventional
aircraft control inputs, elevator pKch control and throttle thrust control, it is necessary for the
pilot to coordinate carefully the use of thrust and elevator if an altitude change is to be made without change
of speed or vice versa. Thus, uncoupling of up-down and slow-fast control manually requires proper tuning
and coordination of elevator and throttle. This usually results in an increase of pilot's workload.
On steep approaches the necessary throttling-back of engine power, sometimes down to idle, generates
additional flight path tracking problems. The slow response of jet engines and especially fan-jet engines
to throttle commands particularly at low thrust levels requires the pilot to generate some onase lead.
This is very important in the flare phase or intercept phase of a two-segment noise-abatemer.t approach.
From this, it is evident that for precise flight path control the manual decoupling scheme up-down and
slow-fast, using conventional pitch and throttle control inputs, is difficult to be applied for steep
approaches.
3.2

Control anticipation parameter

It has been shown for manual flight path control that the pitch acceleration 6 response of the
fuselage is of concern to the pilot when he initiates a maneuver, and that the steady state response of
concern is the normal load factor n
of the using experienced in a pull-up. The ratio of both values
is defined by Bihrle as control anticipation parameter (ref. 5)
0

(1)

CAP --^
n
zss

CAP -

M, + M. Zj,
0
wo
(M,,/z 5z! - M,
w w o
o

2
nsp

V*

(2)

In the case of conventionally controlled aircraft (elevator control), the control forces Z, are
usually neglected, thus,
U

CAP

2

= -22E

(3)

On the basis of CAP, requirements of short-period frequency and acceleration sensitivity have been
established (ref. 6). If an aircraft has a CAP value which is too small, (CAP < 0.16 rad/sec g), the pilot
tends to overcontrol,rating response as sluggish. On the other hand, if the CAP is too large,
(CAP > 3.6 rad/sec g), the pilot tends to undershoot his desired flight path,rating the response as abrupt
and too sensitive. In both cases manual decoupled maneuvers become impossible.
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The pilot of a low CAP-alroraft may apply for precision tasks a special oontrol technique which
Involves a sinusoidal pumping of the pitch control surface in order to excite and sense an airframo
response in angular acceleration fee also (ref. 5). Figure 3 shows a time history of a typical control
surface pumping incident of the HFB-320 during final approach. The pumping frequeny u
times higher than the short period frequency u

is about three

of the aircraft, thus, a sufficiently high value for

obtaining maximum angular acceleration with a minimum of phase-shift between control input and pitch
acceleration. The CAP-value for the lirB-320 in the landing configuration is about 0.3 rad/sec g. For
comparison, similar results for the r-SU E and F-IOS aircraft are included from reference 5 in the pitch
acceleration frequency response curves.

4.

Direct Lift Control

t, 1

General
The possibility of applying direct lift control (DLC) of vertical movements could enhance aircraft

effectiveness for precise flight path control on steep two-segnent noise-abatement approaches. An ideal
DLC-system would permit an aircraft to translate without rotating as in conventional pitch control systems,
thereby eliminating the troublesome transients, lags and overshoots resulting from coordinated maneuvers.
An excellent review on the understanding of the possibilities and problems applying direct lift control
waü given by W.J.G. Pinsker (ref. 7). The possibilities, problems and pitfalls associated with the application of direct lift control are discussed in the following. Special applications will be given for the
HFn-320 research aircraft.
Direct flight path control of conventional aircraft with pitch control systems (elevator) is difficult due to the aircraft's aforementioned response lags. Thus, the pilot i- required to generate some
lead for satisfactory aircraft flight path response. A flight director for example gives the pilot some
lead information about necessary pitch changes. But the flight director cannot compensate the flight path
lag if the elevator is the only control device. Direct lift control is a possibility to overcome the
problem. Some insight can be obtained from the following manipulations with the flight path angle pitch attitude transfer function (short period approximation)

X 0 -

A

(s + 1/T ) s

_w
' A, U

1

((0

w
(s t I/O

where

(5)

0
1/T

w

6

(6)

w '

(7)

- M.U fZ. - M
6 o 6
q
6 w

1/Tf

6

6 w

(8)

For aircraft with elevator the f/O-cransfer function is approximately given by

i
1 e - Te2 s + 1

(9)

where the time lag constant T._ is directly related to the amount of aerodynamic heave damping Z

1/T o;1

10)

If direct lift control is applied, eq. (8) is valid. In this case a variation of the control
derivatives H. and Z, alter the "high frequency" zeroes which influence the initial Y/9 response of the
aircraft. Thei^ with proper tuning of the control margin

M

i/Zi the direct lift control system gives the

pilot sufficient lead for a precision flight path control task.

'

-
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A simple means of changln« t'-s control margin M./Z, with DLC of the HTB 320 is the electric
interconnect between elevator and flap (fig. ^). The influence of different flap-to-elevator gearings K
on the flight path response Is shown In figure *>.

M,?

I'lap-elevatür gearing
Note that flap defiection rate is about 10 degrees per second, for K = 0 the simple elevator

controlled aircraft (pitch control) demonstrates the known lag between pitch attitude and flight path
response. With increasing K the flight path response is quickened whereas in the pitch attitude reaction
I time lag is developed. Tor the gearing ratio K = -B is the flight path response similar to the pitch
attitude response. In this case the pilot can read the direct information of the actual flight path from
the pitch attitude changes indicated. Theoretically, one can show that for this condition the time
constant T

must be infinite, thus, from eq. (7) one yields the expression

_l = _ä

At a gearing ratio

(11)

of K = -15 the flight path response in the initial phase is accomplished with

practically no pitch changes.
The optimum gearing ratio for DLC is difficult to define. Thus far the limited experience with
DLC up to date give no clear information about the way in which the DLC should be mechanized to improve
the flying qualities. It can be stated from time histories and statistical analyses of flight mechanics
variables that DLC can improve precise flight path control. But there are no handling qualities criteria
which could be readily applied for DLC applications.

u, 3

Modified Control anticipation parameter

')

The change of the control anticipation parameter CAP applicable for pitch control aircraft gives
misleading results when applied for DLC-purposes. Figure 6 shows the computed CAP-variation for the HFB320 as a function of the gearing ratio K. Since the CAP-value weighs the initial angular acceleration and
not the initial vertical acceleration the values degrade with increasing K. Thus, it is suggested to
discuss a modified parameter CAP

which takes also the initial vertical acceleration of the aircraft at

the CG into account. In contrary to eq. (1) the modified expression can then be written as

(12)

CAP

or with respect to eq. (2)

CAP

*

The change of CAP

= CAP

i"

+

(13)

M^TTT
"«'"«

with the DLC-gearing ratio K is given in figure 6. The practical problem is now

whether it is possible to establish for DLC control tasks corresponding upper and lower limits to the
CAP

value from a handling qualities standpoint such as they were found for the CAP-criterion relevant

to pitcr control.
The mutual connect between the initial pitch and initial vertical acceleration at the CG in the case
of direct lift control can also be seen from the ratio
0
M.
-£
= - g C « + M ]
n
Z
W
6
ZCGo

(14)

This relation is changed directly by the K-dependent DLC control margin Mr/Z, and Mooij referred to it as
*) The authors wish to acknowledge the discussion contribution on this subject of A.G. Barnes, British
Aircraft Corporation Limited, U.K.
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a possible DLC handling qualities parameter (ref. 8).
14.1*

Unsteady control aeroijynamlcs

In the preliminary phase of flight tests with the Hrn-3?0 research aircraft some important
stability and control derivatives were extracted from in-flight measurements. These aircraft parameters
were needed not only to determine the inherent stability and control characteristics but also as inputs
for the ground simulator investigations. Some of the parameters extracted from flight measurements
differed considerably from predicted values (ref, 9), Beyond constant aerodynamic derivatives, parameters
were identified Incorporating nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamic effects. The latter effects were mainly
associated with the flap control derivatives which are of special importance for the DU;-control system.
The physical background for these unsteady phenomena
is not quite clear but it is assumed that unsteady
local flap control lift lag effects (circulation lag) and lime-delay effects (flap-tall downwash lag)
yield the main contributions. These unsteady aerodynamic effects on the flap control derivatives were
analytically taken into account by a lead-lag term. Tor example, the frequency-dependent unsteady flap
control moment can be written in the form

«f

6f

1 + sT
1 t sT2

(15)

where M. describes the steady flap control derivative for slow motions (s = i(j = 0).
In figure 7 the computed overall control derivative
FL s M.
o

ft

+ K M.
e

(16)

o,
f

for DLOapplications has been plotted as a function of the flap-to-elevator gearing ratio K, For K = 0
(pitch control) and low frequencies (u : 0) the value of the control derivative corresponds to the steady
elevator control derivative H. , thus,
ft
-3

n^ (K z o, u - o) - M.

1/sec ,

For a control frequency of U) • 2 rad/sec which is slightly above the short period mode frequency of
about u
•< 1.2 to 1.4 rad/sec the effect of unsteady aerodynamics can be readily seen from the amplitude
r
nsp
and phase plot of the unsteady control derivative H..
The phase-sensitivity of this derivative Is
6
»
especially strong in the DLC-region of the flap-to-elevator gearing (K=K ). Thus, an optimum flap-elevator
gearing for DLC-puiposes may be influenced by unsteady control aerodynamics.
■4.5

Long term effects on flight path control

It can be shown that the long term (steady state) flight path response due to a control input _an
be written as (velocity derivatives neglected)
D

d6 ' Cr

U

_D6
:

I,5

C

M6
L

C

La

D

"Da

(17)

:

Ma

Lo

The first term respresents the flight path jhange due to heaving, and the second term incorporates the
pitching contribution. Thus, the effect of direct lift control (DLC) on the long term flight path response
can be derived from the first (heave) term whereas the effect of conventional pitch control can be read
from the second term. Since in most cases the aircraft lift and drag changes due to elevator control
deflections, that is C.

Ä

and C ,, are negligible there is a significant influence on these derivatives if

DLC is used because of the relatively higVi lift am drag changes due to spoiler or flap deflections.
Figure 8 gives an impression of the influence of C , and C . on flight path control stability.
Typical positions of a C TOL and a STOL aircraft are indicated, the latter aircraft operating on the
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(unstable) "backside" of the drag-polar. Pitch control shifts the reference position parallelly to the
pitch axiii whereas direct lift control will generate a shift along t.-.e heave axis, d aerating direct lift
control through wing flaps will lead to a positive ratio C-^/C . leading to a deterioration of long term
flight path control stability (upper arrows), On the other hand, using spoilers as direct lift control
devices, the C-./C., ratio is negative which increases the long term flight path stability (lower arrows).
As the high vertical load factor inducing wing flap systems are, in comparison to low load factor
spoilers,preferable as direct lift controllers for quick and precise flight path corrections (short term
response), attention must be given to the long term behaviour of DLC-flap systems. The possibility that
the long term flight path response may become unstable, would demand for a drag compensation device like
an autothrottle system. Since an autothrottle system will have to work with phase lags due to internal
engine dynamics and varying, thus, disturbing noise charo-teristics, a drag-changing F-28-type airbrake
control system could be a better alternative,

5,

Aircraft and Test Equipment
A HBB-HFB-320 preproduction two engine jet aircraft, shown in figure 2, was used in the investigation.

This aircraft is equipped with an analogue fly-by-wire flap and throttle control system. Figure 9 gives an
overall view of the flight test equipment and system integration.
The direct lift flaps input were processed by an on-board analogue computer. The electric signal
was put into a position feedback control system which was directly geared to both the torque-motors for
the left and right hand landing flap. These torque motors were connected through a gear box to the
rotating shal ts for the control of the hydraulic basic flap system. By a hydraulic by-pass the basic
hydraulic actjators were modified such that the rate of the flap deflection could be ircreased to 10
degrees/sec .id.
This control system was switched and observed by

two monitoring systems each of them being

located in the cockpit and in the cabin, respectively. The flap control input signals were steered by
means of an elevator position potentiometer. The measured flight test data were recorded via telemetry
on the ground and parallel on an on-board magnetic tape. The DLC control schematic of the electric flap-toele/ator interconnect has already been shown in figure 4, The steady reference flap deflection for direct
lift control purposes was adjusted to 6. = 20 ,

6,

Flight Test Program

6.1

Conventional approaches

For selection of an optimal DLC glaring ratio K conventional 2,5 -ILS-approaches were undertaken at
altitudes of 3800 ft GND. The evalulation pilots had the task to keep the aircraft velocity constant
V = 150 kts, and to control the flight path precisely according to the cross-pointer-instrument information.
The electric DLC-system was disconnected at a safety-altitude of 500 ft GND, the approach interrupted and
a go-around procedure initiated (ref,10). The flight tests were done at the Hannover airport.
6.2

Steep two-segment approaches
In a second flight test phase steep two-segment approaches were carried through with and without DLC,

The aim of these test flights was to investigate flyability problems of steep 6 - approaches using DLC.
Since no ground-referenced 6 -glide slope was available, the flight path had to be computed on-board from
the measured and filtered angle of attack and pitch attitude signals taking wind gradients into account.
The steep segmpnt approach was iritiated on the localiser at 8.44 n.m. identified by radio cross-bearing
and radarvectorir^. The intercept maneuver on the conventional 2,5 -ILS-glide path was started for
safety-reasons at an altitude of about 600 ft. After the flight path transition the aircraft configuration
was changed to the procedure approach (V = 120 kts, 6_ = 50 ).
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7.

Presentation of Results

7.1

Conventional approaches
Before steep two-segment approaches were investigated and analysed, several 2.b -ILS-approaches

were made to obtain an optimal flap-to-elevator gearing ratio K. Direct lift control with K ■ -10
significantly improved the flight path tracking capability as to be seen from figure 10. The standard
deviations of the ILS-signal, the pitch attitude, angle of attack and :light path angle are plotted for
conventional pitch control (K = 0) and direct lift control (K = -10). It can be seen that the ILS- and
flight path deviations are remarkably reduced when DLC is applied. Further, decreased standard deviations
of pitch attitude and angle of attack are apparent. The standard deviation of the DLC-flap activity, not
shown in figure 10, did never exceed a value- of 3 .
7.2

Steep two-segment approaches

TilM histories of steep two-segment noise abatement approaches with and without DLC are shown in
figure 11 and 12. The variables plotted are the ILS-signal, pitch attitude, flight path angle, pitch
rate, flap, throttle and elevator deflection. Both approaches were made by the same pilot and during the
same evaluation mission. The transition to the second 2.5 -segment is indicated by the flight path angle
change on the right. Comparison of the time histories clearly show the smoother ride of the aircraft for
the direct lift controlled steep approach.
Figure 13 compares the elevator, flap and throttle activity. It is evident that with DLC the elevator
deflection amplitudes were reduced and that for both control systems no throttle activity was necessary
due to the low DLC-flap amplitudes which have no essential influence on speed hold.
The main difference in handling qualities is shown by the comparison of pitch attitude and flight
path angle variations (figure lu). In the case of elevator controlled approach the known lag between
Y and 0 is evident especially for the transition maneuver. In the case of the direct lift controlled
approach the y-Q lag disappears.
The pilots were of the opinion that by lu-jns of direct lift control glide path deviations could
exactly be compensated, and that the reduced variations in the pitch attitude were perceived as pleasant.
The same is especially true for flights in turbulence. In the case of large-scale maneuvers, however,
leading to greater flap deflections, the flap induced drag had to be compensated by thrust changes for
speed stability reasons (see also section U.i).
7.3

Aircraft control and ground noise

The ground noise caused
systet.e at 8 sites underneath
precision ground radar of the
Communication existed between
noise measuring station.

by the over-flying aircraft was measured by the DFVLR-Institut für Antriebothe approach path and as far as 15 n.m. away from the runway threshold. A
DFVLP-Institut für Flugführung was used to measure the aircraft position.
the aircraft, the Hannover tower, the ground radar and the central ground

Figure 15 presents measured data of the engine thrust und the ground noise for a conventional
approach (A) and a steep 2-segment approach (C). All flights were done with a 20 -flap setting until the
conventional 2.5 -I',S-glide path was intercepted. During the final approach, the aircraft flap settir.g
The associated drag rise was compensated by a specified thrust increase which.
was increased to 6,
50
in turn, resulted in a noise increase of about 5 PNdB. This can be seen from the knees in the noise curves.
The noise reduction potential due to the steep two-segment approach procedure is noteworthy in
aeras of a length of about 10 to 15 km (7 to 10 n.m.). But it must also be noted that inaccurate flight
path guidance and high or changing thrust levels may deteriorate the noise-abating effect of a steep
approach. From figure 15 it can be seen how strong inadequate guidance due to insufficient navigation
aids in combination with a thrust increase for a climb maneuver and later for an intercept maneuver
influences the noise reduction potential. This maneuver was flown with conventional pitch control.
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A similar maneuver applying direct lift control is shown in figure 16. The throttle activity could
be kept lower although the climb maneuver at the beginning is again from the noise-standpoint of
disadvantage. Nevertheless, the intercept maneuver could smoothly be flown without additional noise
spreading.
Thus, adequate flight path information and aircraft guidance and control are prerequisites for the
excellent noise-reduction potential of steep two-segment approach flight paths.
8.

Conclusions and Outlook
It was the purpose of this paper to give a survey over the first phase of a flight test program

in the Federal Republik of Germany in the field of noise-abatement flight path profiles using a businesstype aircraft equipped with electric-signalling direct lift and throttle control. Some of the main
conclusions which emerge from this review are as follows:
1) Control decoupling of the in-plane motion is difficult to mechanize with conventional elevator and
thrust control due to Inherent aircraft and control dynamics.
2) Direct lift control through a combined and optimized flap-elevator control system shows promise for
control decoupling.
3) Flight test experience has indicated that for short term precise flight path tracking with flap-type
direct lift control no thrust compensation is necessary.
U) Optimum flap-elevator gearing for DLC-purposes may be influenced by unsteady control aerodynamics.
5) For long term flight path control and large-scale naneuvers some means of

drag compensating device

is necessary.
6) DLC-handling qualities criteria are not readily available.
7) A possibility for a modified CAP-criterion with respect to DLC-handling qualities is discussed.
8) Steep two-segment noise-abatement flight path profiles can be flown beneficially with DLC.
9) The noise reduction potential of steep two-segment approach paths is influenced by inadequate guidance.
10) Throttle activity during steep noise-abatement approaches must be kept to a minimum.
For summer 1974 a second flight test program is

provided with improved instrumentation and

limited variable stability characteristics. These flight tests will be carried through in a cooperative
program with the U.S. Air Force. The tests will include investigations of Loth inner loop and outer loop
problems during steep landing approach and define mechanization and response requirements for DLC and
automatic throttle. A TALAP. IV high angle guidance system will be available for accurate flight path
information.

9.
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Interacting problems of aircraft noise
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MBB-HFB 320 research aircraft
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MOYEtis HODinas VZ TRAJECTOORAPHIE
par
Alain TSRT
Inr.üniovT to I'Arraenont
amVB D'B3JAI3 m VOL
91220 BRSTIONY-UUR-OROE
PRANCE

L'^volution Ais avions et des >Squip«inent8 ainsi que cells dea conditions dea easais impotent
I'utilination le proc4d(*a nouveaux de trajeotographie du d^eollage et de l'atterriaaage.
Parrai lea raoyena inplsntoa au sol le radar LASER par lea posaibilitiis d'intÄfrration qu'il
perraet et par sa pr'oision se röv&le un noyen adantfl pour lea trajeotographiea prÄoiaea requioea, par
cxe^ple, dang lea esaaia d'pquinemenls d'atterriaaapo tout tempa.
Lea iioyens erabarques utiliamt lea centralea h inertie pourront k condition que I'on uae d'une
procedure de correction, couvrir les beaoins de trajeotographie dea porformanoea tout en rendant 1'avion
indapondsnt de aa base d'esaaia.

Syraboles utiliaea
TrajeotoRraphie par radar LA33R
3 ; Site du mobile par rapport h la atation
0 ; Gisenent du mobile par rapport h la atation
A3 t Bcart de puursuite en site
flG : Scart de pourauite en .^iaement
D I Distance telemetriqus.
Trajeotographie par raoyena internes :
x : position le lonj: de I1 axe de navigation
x, i't d^riv^ea sueoesaivea de x par rapport au temps
g
R

! acceleration do la peaanteur
i rayon terreatre

Cx>
i
b, Ka;

pulaation de SohUler
biaia et faoteur d'öchelle acc^lÄron^triquea

£, Kg; derive instantanee ot faoteur d'Schelle gyroscopiquea
0
i erreur de verti -iale
t x : erreur de poaition
$o, A xo, A io i valeurs initiales des erreurs
Ou c ! defilement commando
Poaition du probleme
Parmi les mesures importantes conoernant les easais de d<5oollage et d'atterriaaage figurent
celles traitant de la poaition et de la vitesse de l'avion au cours de cas easais, et pr^sentant les
domvies proprea k permettre la niae au point et la certification.
Sn fait cea mesures aont la baae principals qul permet de juger I'a^ronef, tant en ce qui
conceme les performances elles-mSmes que celles obtenues par utilisation des syatfemes associes»
Devolution des avions et des equipementa, ainsi que celles des conditions d'eaaais a araen^
lea responsables a orlenter celle des systkmes de mesure en fonctlon d'un certain nombre d'imperatifa
parmi lesquela nous retiendrons les suivanta s
- aooroissement des precisions afin de couvrir les oritkrea type catögorle III
- rnccourciasenent des d^lals d'obtentlon des reaultats (temps r^el ou formula "Quick look");
- autonomle du aysterne.

^ ^

II eat Men aur nonnal qu'uti iieul Systeme, ne pulnno couvrlr touo OAJ li "i'atifs; aunsi, 11 a
«Ud choltii de rmner - o\itre don ^tudei tendint h andllorer l'exploitatlon des sy.ibumos exiatanta - des
Etudes nur deux types de systämea nnuveauz i
- le radar IKSSR t I'utillsation d'uno station LASBR dolt satlsfnlre les Jmp^ratlfs de nr'!olslon^ de rnccoiiroisseraent dea dtUala. Cetto dtude a aboutl n la definition e\ la r^alioatlon
de In, station STRVDA, Implanttfa au C.'J.V. (Centre d'Ssoala en Vol) de BRETIOKT.
- loa moyena inertiels, qui oonriuisent aux meaures pir raoyena Intemea, doivent aatiafalre
I'lnp'rntlf ddlals et I'imn.iratif autonomle. L'lnp^ratif prdoiaion 'loit au molno Ätre, dans
un premier temps satiofnit. en oe iul conoerne 1« laeaure dos performances rofrlemontalrest
L'ötude men^e a conolu h la possibility d'i'tlllaer de tels rnoyena et a orients lea reohercliea vers I'utiliaation oonjolnte d'un caloulateur enborqui''.
1 - TRAJBOTOQJUPHIlä :AK IU0AK LA3':R
Kl - Introduction
Aveo lo döveloppeient croiasant des aystbraes nodernea d'approolie et d'atterrissa/re dea avions
et hölicoptferes oivilo nilltairea, il devenalt de plus en plus nnoesaaire de diaposer d'un rroyen de
trajectocraphie effioace Hpondant h. oortainea oonditionaJ
aur

-

la pr^nlsion des rosultats
la rapiditö de depouillenent des meaures
lap dquipe'ienta et modifications h apporter h I'avion

Le syatune 3THADA a finalenent 4t6 retenu et mis au point par le 3,3.C.T.
C'est un systole nonostatiTuo et autonorao qul utilise un radar a LAo.3U - L'dcho lnfrarou(;e eat
renvoye par un dinpoaiti*" r('trori;flooteur Install^ sur I'avion et est regu par uno optiqus collBctrloe
coaxiale du faiaoeau d'emiaalon lul33ii. Jn röcepteur d'woartometrle fournlt los coordonn^es an^ulnires
de la cible - on rooepteur de tslomötile fournlt la distance de la clble.
1.2 - Description d'enaemble (T'i'Turei 1,1 et 1.2)
La station est oonstituee d'un radar LAJSR ou LIDAR (Ll(»ht Detection and Ranging) \-lac4 au
sommet d'une petite tour d'une disMin« de rafetres de baut et d'«nuipenents de calcul, de visualisation
des rt'sultats, de connande et de contrftle '•asaembl«dans un bfttinent communiquant avec la tour.
L'dmetteur LAUTS k irapul^ionH et l'^nsenhle röceptlon sont support^s par une toureile de mursuite. L'orientatlon de son axe de visö«! est caracti'rlsoe par les r.n^les de site (s) et gisooont (C)
mßsur'?s sous forne digitale par l'lnterrnodialre de codenrs de position dispos^a sur la tourcllo.
L'enersie lunineuse rec'ieillie par 1» r^troreflecteur est alora diatribuee - en parti.e dans un
dispoaitlf de nesure do distance (D) par calcul du retard entro impulsions «mises et regues
- en nartie dans ur.
dlspositlf d'öoartomötrlemesurant les ecarts angulaires en site iki) et en -isement (^ 8) seoarant
5
l'axe de visee LVä^Ii de la direction »metteur LASS8 - r- tror''flectevir, Ces dernieres infor'nations
permettent la "oursuite precise de I'avion par la tourelle,
Les valeura anrulaires 3, 0, fl 3, flO et la distance D sont transraises h un calculateur qul
assure le calcul en temps r'5el dea ^l^nents de la tr.-vioctoire et 1'Edition de la position et de la
vitesae du point de r!f»rence avion sous forme de courbes et de tableaux de chiffres.
1.3 - Description du LIDAH
La tourelle d'une masse de 38Ü k(j, asservle en site et r.isenent .jupporte - la source LAS3R avec
un Systeme optiqae de reception
- les röcepteurs
d'dcartonfetijß et telönütrie
- une oa-ndra de television et son opti'iue assooiee,
1 tjS«1. Le LAoJU
Le LAJäliR est un LA3SR YAG (Cristpl de ßrenat d'Yttrium - aluminium dope au nöodyne) de structure de pompage k diffuaeur oirculalrej il est poripc? par une source continue eraettant k 1,06U .
La adouritd d'emploi de l'emetteur eat ao:3uree par ;
- un attdmiateur optique faisant varier la puissance crSte emise de 5 kw h 50 w de fa?on que
le rapport sif^ial aur bruit du rocenteur reste constant.
- une butee m<?canique actiomvve par l'attdnuateur renseiffne le calculateur sur l'dmlaaion. Un
prc^ranrae de teat autorlse ou non le fonctionne::ient du LA3MR,
Avec cea precautions, les Unites de securit«? sont !
- pour i'.ne exposition accidentelle de l'oeil : 10 m ?i 100 m
- pour une exposition prolon^e de l'oeil
: IOC m h 1000 m
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1..Jt2. .'3ervo-mi'canio"ie!i aannoi',s
Ilo ont troia modea de fonotionneinent I
- en oo'Tiaiuir» rmnuello ■ie vltoaao, ^ernettant de pointer In tourell.o par action anr im i'isnohe
h ressorti On ae nirt alora pour la dirirsr, de l'^oran de t^'l'vlaion.
- en d'lai^nntion digitale Isaue ÄU oalculateur^ Uno arfquenoe de bsla,yaf;o d'une portion de
l'espaoe est alora pro/jrairuiiee,
- on poursxlcB autoitiatique •
1tj.3. Systeme opti'jue de n'oei'tion
11 a deux fonotiona ; - fournir uns i:w;e do quality aur la voie 'ioartonfetrie
- collector un raxlmmn de flux par la voie tol'jmi.'trlei
l.j.4. Receptaur d'i^oartomfetrie
Le systene utilise un tube k balaya^e '»lootroniiue, aensihle h 1,06 |i , Lea ooordonn^ea du
point iim^e du r'Hror^fleoteuraont extraitea du signal video et lesuröea par rapnort « un r^tiouls
de r^fi^rence. iJllet repr^aentent loa «carta AS et /JO qui aont tranamis aux servo-nocaniamcs
de la tourolle.
1.i.5. fl<?oepteur de t^löraiitrie
II comprend ;
- un ri'oepteur sur la tourelle
- un chronon^tre.
Le r4oepteur oomporte 2 photodlodes a avalanche senaiblea ä 1,06 H . L'une re?oit ime faible
partie de l'impulaion LASRS ^miae I'autre regolt uno partie de l'lrapulaion refl^chie. On raeaure
l'intervalle de tempa a«parant l'impulaion "depart", et l'fjoho par un chronomfetre comportant une
horlo^e de 200 KHz.celui-oi d^llvre,?! la frequence de pr^lfeveraent de 50 Hz/la aorame des distances
compriaes dans une fenStre en diatance (jJOCm, 10 km) avec 64 mosurea maximum,
II delivre egalement le nombre de oea distances valid^es.
Les informations sont disponibles en digital dans 2 registres de 19 bits lus sequentiallament
k 50 Hz par le calculateur. On oontrflle I'^nission LASER au moyen d'un bit caraot^risant la position du disque d'attenuation.

1.3.6. Systeme de television
II permet la visualisation de l'objectif pourauivi et facillte l'acquisition et la poursuite.
II comprend une camera fix^e sur la tourelle, un monteur TV, un gen^rateur et meianÄeur vid^o da
synboles numeriquen, des comnandes h distance du zoom et de la camera.
1.3.7. Performances et conditions atmosphdriquos d'utilisation
La portee est de 7 km avec une surface utile de retroroflecteur de 50 om2 par une visibility
de 8 kn.
Les vitesseo et accelerations de la tourelle permettent la poursuite de l'avion dans toutes
les phases. L"acceleration attaint jusqu'k 2,5 rd/a^ en site et en gisement«
La LIDAR est protogo par une coupole olimatisee. II fonotionne de - 20° 0 k + 50° C avec une
humidite de 100 ?J.
La portee est reduite par tempa de brouillard et de pluie.
1.4 - Tralteraent de 1'information
Las informations brutes en provenance du LIDAR sont preievees sequentielleraent par les signaux
d'une horloga.
Ella aont ensuite traitees par le calculateur,
1.4.1. Le calculateur
II comprend > - une unite centrale avec raeraoire de 12 knots de 20 bits (dont 1 de parite),
- un Systeme de demultiplexage qui aiguille laa informations sur las couplaura,
- un ensemble de coupleurs qui assure I'adaptation dea signaux at le contrOle
du fonctionne:nent des periphcriquea.
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1.4.2. Ponotiono du o«loulat«ur
Le calculateur a snsentlellenont une mlaalon temps r(?el. Sea prlndpalea fonotlona aont I
1.4.2.1. Tonotlon d^aignstion de l'objeotif :
Lea ordrea font ^laboröa :
- aolt ;i partlr dea Inforuatlona en provenance d*un radar d'aoqulaitlon
- aolt k partlr d'une aiSquence autonatlque permettant le balayar;e du LASUR dana la «one
d'attente de l'adronef.
1.4.2.2. Fonotion acquisition;
Tous lea pararMres LIDAR aont lua a^nuentiellenient h 50 Hz. 2n fonctlon de la pröoente de
2 blta oorreapondant aux seulls de detection et da pourauite de l'öoartomötre, le ealculateur
envole un ordre de pourauite aux aervo-a^canlamea de la tourelle . II contrAle lea commandea
du pupltre a 10 Ha.
1.4.2.3. Contrftle de la pulaaance d'&alaaion du LA3P!R :
A 50 Hz, le ealculateur teste la presence du bit olgnalant la but^e du diaque att^nuateur k
I'^miaaion (puiaaanco 6miae mlnimale)jun bit da oommande actionne ou non la ferraeture d'un
relaia eutoriaant l'allumace du LA33R,
1.4.2.4. Ponction calcul;
Dea Interruptiona issueo de l'horlcje comraandent 2 cycles de oalcul :
Un cycle "ourt de 20,-ns (50 Hz) ou lea infometiona distances aont moyenm'ea et tranafom^ea
en metres; 1?3 oorrsctions d'ecartomfetrie sont effectuöea; las coordonneea carteaiennea sont
calculies dans un triedre 114 ä la piste.^ psrtir des coordonn^ea apheriquea.
Un filtra.'ro officace olinine lea raesiires aberrantea.
Un cycle Ion," de 100 ma effectue ;
-le lissage de la position,
-le calcul das corapoaantea lissees le la vitesao.
1.4.2.5. Ponction visualisation;
Paite eosentiellenent sur le pupltre ellerensei';ns I'opdrateur aur le fonctionnenent dea
dquipements de la station, ülle consiste en t
- des sorties nuindrique8/pour affiohase sur tubes'Uixie"i3, J, D, X, Y, Z.
- des copiptes rendua de fonctionnement et dea coi/iraandea (autorisation LA33R, butee du diaque
att^nuateur«..).
1.4.2.6. Sestion des pi5riph4rique8 :
Lea infonnations oalculees sont envoydes sequentiellenent dans dea coupleurs qui lea aifjuillent ;
- d'une part vers une unit4 de bände magnetique,
- d'autre part v^rs un traceur de oourbe impriaante.
1,5 - Pupltre d'exploitation et de oontrÖle.
II raaaemble lea fonotlona pernettant k un Operateur de mettre en oeuvre le LIDAR et d'en
oontrfiler le fonctionnanont.et k un Ingenieur d'easai de diriger et aurveiller le döroulenent de
1'essai.
Le site et le giseraent de la tourelle aont affich^s numeriquement en degrda, dixifeoea et centiferaea de degrds; la distance de l'objeotif eat affiohde en mfetrea. La puiasance orite laser dmiae eat
affiohde par dispoaitif analo^ique,
Les coordonnoes de I1 avion dana le röförentiel lid a la piste sont afficheea nuraöriqv.eraent.
L'inginieur d'essai a une visualisation inatantanee de la poaition de l'avion.
Le pupltre pernet ;
- la oommande de 1'dmetteur LA33R, de mise en marohe et arr8t des circuits
- la comraonde de la tourelle en pourauite autom^tique ou manuelle (manche h ressort)
- la oommande de 1'objeetif zoom et de la oam4ra du syatome TV.
Lea comptes rendua d'alimentations dea equipementa et des alarmes aont dgaleraent visnaliada.
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1.6 - Coon'ration tie 1'avion
Ulle pat minlmnlo et i^nsive.
Un enaonMo do tri'idrn". r'-tror^flooloiirs optiquoo, oot niontrf nur la paroi ext'Srieure ot, lo plus
pr-'B possible du ceatro rle ':rnv.lt(S,
Le pannovt oora'iorte 30 triödren de 4 en d'arfite
LOB

tri^droH oont des noina d«? cuhiah bann ''quilat^ralo en verre et. en silloe.

1.7 - Perfortmnoon obtonusst utillBations du Byat^sw (fif'rure 1,3)
Les porrormanQoo 1° 3TH.\l)A irnpoB^on par dea Pxi"Rnce3 dea eanain dea ayntAniea d,atter»'ia!!a,Toa
nutonatiiusa do cattVrorle III lui confi'rent, nur l'ennerable de aon '"tendue de nonure, une nr^oiaion
oui'-rieure h colla n':C9Fiait''a nnr lea eanaia des ayotNiiae de cat^.^orie I et II (voir tableau),
Ceiendant la propngatlon n unc oertaine in'lu'ince aur le precision du Byat&W,
Le illleu de proim^ation -^tant un ndlieu stoohaatiquSp la temp^rature ot nar oonadqusnt I'indioe de l'alr varient de faron n'.'5atoiro tout au lorvT du tra.iot lunlnoux, Le ph^nonNne ae tradult par
den fluotuatlono des grandaura vaaurifaa.
La frequence älev4e dea mesures d» d3Rtn"oe ^onet de reduiro dana uns -rrnndo proportion lea
orrfiira al^atoirea dont aon1; HfteotitB cea ruenurna.
Leo neaurea prir'alrea affootu^ea lar lo LIDAR ont une pr^ciaion de AC CM en distance et de
U"* ri' en nite et en azi'"ut pour den nri'lfevo ignta ä 50 Ha, Ce B"3tbne de )iautc preoiaion poea'-de de
nonbreux ^vintaron nnr rnpnort auz moyona da trft,;ooto<^raphie oritioue traditionnolr utiliaant lea cin>'tlu?odolitaa. II delivre en tenpa r''el la pr^oialon denandi'^e et 'normet de a'affranchir des travaiuc de
der.ouillo'iGnt .^iv'rale1 lent lon'rai dy plus il poaartle une rnnde aoupleaae fjrftce "i un oaloulatttur nro•r-nnable et no n':ce3iite nur l'üvio" iju'un etiuinenent pissif et minimal.
L/'TlLlstno-; ;/■! iiOY3.r3 i;;?;::!;:.^

I'RAJ

:cTcanAPUiB •

^.1 - Objootifs,
Les 'lo.-'ons coura:vn9nt utilia-'a font annel h li technique oin'Mnato.TMphiiue et n.'ceaai lent un
dönouillonent lonr et diffidlement auto-intiaable, an outre, cea noyena nrfooasitant une iiapl^ntation
relativoMent laportante nu gol, une conmia.-3ance pr-'nise den ernplace-'ienta f-'o^raphinues dec poatea, qui
oompliquant la rpalination d'essaia aur terrains non prdvus "t cet effet. Par ailleura les moysna optinuent n'joeasitent des conditions n'5t':orolo:;i'iuea mlnina 'iue I'on ne rencontre one facileiiiont aveo une
■irobabrlity süffisante nur tous lea terrains.
Ausai I'en^loi d'nne oentrale 'y inertie nour r°atituer la trajeotoire dana le ilan horizontal^
asaociee k une radio aonde pour lean.rer la hauteur, s'ent av^ri4 intöressant pour rendre I'avion autonone et pour obtenir raMde^ent lea reaultata.
Toutefois les erreura rn Tea mix syst'Viea inortlelc rendent, en l'.'bat actuel de leur technolo^ie.n'ceajaire I'utillsation d'un« methods da correction, ainai qua nous allona le nontrer.
L'^'valuation qui a 6t6 fni fc« de oea mat^riela, a3aoci»B 'i cette nythode, a uontre qua I'utilisation le oantralas » inertia est effectIvement judicienx et neriet d'e'fectner les nesurea avoc la
precision re-!uise/ tout en sati^faisant los crit^res op^rationnels aouhait'a; notannant I'^tude effeotuye autorlaa I'utiliaatlon -le oentrale a inertie ooupl^e a un calculate;'!' onbarqu', doti? de nlrlph^riquea ra^idea, pemattant la restitution en temps reel h bord^des sle'nenta de trajectosraphie.
2,2 - Principes

g''n h'f.ux do la navigation nar inertie

Jette navigation exploite easontielle^ent des 'leaurea internes qiie I'on utilise pour restitaer
la oesition et la vitesse du -nobile. II eat nuller.!ent dans notre nropos de davelopper ioi la theorie
complete des systeineo inertiels; il eat toutefois utile de montrer coroment ces systfemes sont conatitui^a ct r;uolc 'irincioea il:,; utilisent.
tloua aavona qiiMin mobile souatrait k I'influence do toute action extnrieure eat animl d'un
mouvenent reotilii-ne ot unifor".Q nar rapaort h un renere abaolu. II eat nloro impossible, aana reference ext''rieure, do connattre an "Ltease. Hi un mobile eat aou-iis ä des forcer, ext^rieurea, aon mouvemeno est defini, h cha"ue inatant par un vecteur acceleration y
, parallele h la resultante
F
des forces appliqueea, aelon la loi bien connue de proportionnalite ; r- m.^
Le 'iropoa de la navigation p.a^ inertie eat d'utiliser l'effet de oette loi sur des maaaes placöes exoluaivement a 1'Interieur du mobile pour evaluer, dana un triedre determind, la partie des forces
extorieurea non due a'ox forofs de gravitation.
iloua allona exaniner rapidement, comment peut-6tre realia^, en a'inapirant de ces principes,
un modfela simplifie de navicateur inertiel h un axe.(Pi>Ture 2.1).
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L'enserablo eat oonatltuä d*un« platsforn» mobile, oonportant un &ca616Tomhtr«, un gyrOBOope et un aystbme
d'aaaervissamant. Cat aaaarviaaamant aat com.-u da teile manlfere qu'll malntienna la plata-forma k I'horirontale du lieuj pnur parvenlr h oa rrfaultat ai V aat la vitease du mobile, on volt qu'il faut commander
un defilement 03c ^gal h la vitaaaa divlsi'-e pnv le rnyon terreatre Tt dana la caa ou la module terreatra
retanu eat aph'iriqu« ,tant an oa qui concarna aa RÖomiStria^ue son champ de "ravitation» L'enaenbla ainol
röaliai4 rtfpond h un module du second ordra (Figure 2.2).
La propriety fondamantale da ce ayat&ma aat qua aa periods propre eat •'/{ale h la Periode
CO
de
SohUler (valaur I 84 mlnutaa anviron)| c'oat oelle d'un pendule simple d^nt la longueur aerait ^gale au
rayon terreatre.
2.i - Soh^matiaatlon dea arreura en navigation Inertialla
La module d^orit ci-deaaua n'aat qu'un oaa tr^a ideal. Toua lea compoaanta utilis^a dana lea
aystbmes rciels aont imparfaita« Lea acc^ldromitrea na donnent pas la eonpoaante vraia
F de la force
sp^oiflque. 11a aont affectda d'un biaia at d'un factaur d'^ehelle. L'anjamble d'aaaerviasamfmt, h causa
dea derives das gyroacopan at dea imperfections du modulo thr-orique nc realise pas parfoite'aent le defilement attendu CL)t • On obtient alnsi un modulo d'erreura <5l(5nentalre8, auquel s'ajoutent des arreurs
d'inlciallsation sur i
- la position
- la viteasa
- la vertioale

fl«.

ai.

t.

Le r^sultat est que le modele ddcrit avant, ne s'appl^^ue plus et qu'il faut recourir k un r.ouveau module (figure 2.3).
Avec un tel ayatkme, au bout d'un temps t de navigation la verticale est fausae d'un angle $,
la position da Ax , la viteaae de Ax . 3ur 1'acceleration apparatt une composante de gravitation, due
& 1'arraur da verticale, et oe r^sultat lui m8me est affect» des erreura de mesure de l'acceieron&tre.
Blan sur I'avolution da verticale eat auasi arron^e puiaque la chatna correspc.dante est imparfaite.
L'ansambla ^quivaut k un modele d'erreur en position du second ordre dont la Periode propre est
cells da Schttler.
uxer. ^J'
Liquation
equation complete ae
de ce
ea moaeia
models eat
est ;t
t

AU + cx)l/ix ■ b-g^ + cjüaax0-2Kg(x-x.)-gJ e dt

Kaäi

Un tal procesaua Introdult des erreurs de navigation osclllatoire autour d'un modele de base ,
du prlncipalement h la derive du systfeme de verticale; In ddrlve en vltesse restant purement periodique.
La periods en queation etant assaz longue, pour dea iurees faibles 11 est possible de formuler un modele
Unfaire par rapport au temps. Ce module comportera en term« constant l'erreur Initiale de vltessa et en
pente,le biaia de 1'acceierom^tre et l'effet de l'erreur initiale de verticale; si on pousaait plus loin
1'evaluation de cette errour on verrait nue le terme du second ordre est du prlncipalement k la derive
du gyroscope.
Dans le mouveraent general^la partie du premier ordre observable au point fixe se conserve. On
peut m8ne dire que pendant une duree relativement fälble et pour des mouvements tels que ceux, courammant rencontrda en aeronautique de tranaport, cette partie linöaire constitue la partie principale de
l'erreur. L'eiploitatlon da cette remarque a ete developpee systematiquement dons la raethode de trajectographla que nous aliens decrire.
2.4 - Trajectographle inertlelle avec recalagea perlodlquea en vltesse
31 on dispose k bord de 1'avion d'une centrals k inertle domvmt les coraposantes Mord et 3at
de la vltesse sol, 11 eat aia^pir changement d'axe et intepration.d'obtonir les vitesses selon 1'axe
de plate et perpendlculalrement k celui-ci ainai que les distances paroouruea selon ces directions^
depuis le debut de 1'Integration.
Pour obtenir des vitesaea Nord et ftst los plus exactes possibles on ef ectue, en une perlode
voisine de 1'utillsation, une observation de Involution des vlteasea donnees par le. centrale, pendant
un point fixe. Da cette observation on deduit la partie lindaire des derives, en fonctlon du temps.
Pour effeotuer la correction sur une periode voisine on suppose que ce modfeie de derives se
conserve (Figure 2.4).
On a alnsl pour tout instant auivant 1'observation des derives :

f 5VH(t) = SVH(t.-»3o) + b; .[t -(t.*30)]

I ^Yt(t) = ^Ve (t.oo) ♦ yj .[e -(tot5o)J
at pour tout instant precedant 1'observation des derives !

I 5veit)=^v€(t.) ♦ b;.(t-te)

^-
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L'utlllsatlon d'uno oorroctlon rte ee typ«, on remontant le tennu, interdJt la oorreotion tnraps r^el;
c« n'eot pns ßÄnnnt pour den PBSSIS avflc onrof;1atr«mont| nmis dana lo can d'uno inatallation «mbarqurfo
poanrfdant la uapnoltc< tempo r^ol, cola in'.erdit la pratlciua du tempo ri'>el ilann un tol oaa.
Lfi profil d'utllioation rotenu eat I
- point fixe de 30", aveo onref;lotre'3ont des vlteasea Nord et Sat, Cea valeura corrißeront lea
donn^ea du di'cQllHTe.
- d^'oolla^o avoc enro^iatrcrent h 1 par seoonde dea vitenaen llord ot iJat, de la hautour radio
nonde ot des ;>ann?>troa anÖ3iom''triquea1
- approohe ot atterriri:!n';o, onro^iatrenont dea inramNtres, conrne pour lo di'oolla^e
- point fixe de i0", lea valeurn recuoullliea oorrlfroront lea donn'sen ntterriaoa^e,
2.5 - Hat^riela utillada
IJoua ferona alluaion ici esaer.tiello'ient, aux matoriels qui ont ötö utiliaca a Ür6tir,ny pendant
la phspe probatcire oü ont öt6 vVifiöea lea nr^oiaions obtenuoa avec oe moyen d'eaaai.
La oontrale 'i incrtie ^tait du tyne SAMK S 111. Ce materiel, quoiquo ancien, noua a perrnis
de p.ener tons les vole d'i'vnluation at done de verifier lea principos inonoia pr^'oedemMent.
Pour la noauro dea hauteurs, Tavion ''tait '''quip.' d'une radio aonde TUT AH V6. Ce nnteriel h
modulation de fr^quence, s'eat v6vil6 Str«; d'une excellente prr;ciaion k basae altitude. Lea donnöes
"bord" ••talent onre/ristr^ea par lo ayat^me d'aoquioition li'Ii-XfiEL (BMC).
L'avion utiliai'- ötnit un biturbopropulseur du t: pe Hord 260, Lea UsSments caraot^riatiquea pour
des conditions courantes aont : V1 = 90 kt
Vr = 95 kt
72 a 98 kt
1,jVs = 90 kt
2.6 - Profil d'un vol d1 «'valuation
Le but des d'-'oollarea et atterriaaa-rea dlf'valuation r!tait de verifier lea pr^oialona obtenuea
iar oe proc"d'J de tra.jectorraphie. Pour cela ces phases de vol ont ^t'5 oouvertes dgaleient lar ein«'—
thf.'odolites. Lea neons do aynchrnniaation couranta ont perraia do rocaler 1'urie par rapport u I'autre
lea tn.iectoiroa obtonues d'uno part :1 '»urtir des enre^iatrenonts des ('onr'ea inertielles, d'autre part
h r>artir des photocraphias cinöthorviolitea.
Le vol consiate en toura do piste : lo docollare eat conaidör'' du lao'ior dea freina juaqu'ä une
hauteur d'environ 400 pieds; I'attorriaau^e ost consider'' h partir de 400 pieda Juaqu'ä I'arrSt ooraplet.
2.7 - Prr'ciaiona o'.'tcnuea
Les r'oul-ata utilea conoornent 60 passes. Ils portont sur loa '''carta obtenus en viteases et
Position entre leo cinötliöodolites et l'inertie. Ils aont formulr'a en axes piste. La distance parcourue
dans la partie utile des paasea eat d'environ 2 500 m.
Pour Iwdöcollafrea on obtient les courbes d'erreurs de la fi.'-ure (2.5)
On lout retenir pour 66/c des points

av,, < o,6 kt
t 4 60/!>

(X4 3ooom) • UX4

110

m

Le temps do paase est oelui qui separo du recala^e
Bn ce qui ooncerne les atterrissaf;©;) on obtient lea courbea de la fi'piro (2.6)
et lour 66', des points on a :

' M, 4 0,5 kt
AX ^ 8 m
?iOus pouvons done considerer nue la Tiöthodo de correction utiliat'e pcrrot la meaure des perf'or-iinces de d''oollar" et atterriaaarre. "ous notons auasi qu'une corT^ction d'ordre sup^rieur nerait trfis
oertainenent nuolquo peu illusoire. Hlle pourrait neut etro sQ röv^J.er utile ai la ilurde de mesure
au~'v3ntait; n-'.is il faudrnit alora aw: enter la durne d'observation au point fixe; la proe'dure deviendrait trop lon-nie.
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